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good morning
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welcome to something new in which I do something every day, a photo or a little piece of writing or
something, a piece of art, whatever it is I feel a lot like I have too many things to do daily but I did a
project once where I took a photograph of myself every day for a year (but that feels like a big
commitment right now, with college looming, and with shooting film often I don't think I would end
up posting daily) and I did a project once where I wrote every day for a year on my dusty, overworked
typewriter (but I can't bring my typewriter to college with me) so instead, this is just a promise to do
something every day. I am in the midst of a project - photographing every morning before I leave for
college - but this is more about the after, more about next year as a whole and all the years after. this is
more of a mess. this is unstructured, which I am wary of but ultimately okay with. every day I exercise
and I write down what I eat and I brush my teeth and my hair and I try to write a letter every day and I
try to take a photo every day but I guess we'll just see how much I can keep up with in the end. today I
helped other people feel good, taking photographs for people who have never been photographed.
today I felt good overall, today the summer sun felt like it was worth it to get burned a little, today I
stood out with my car door open talking for a half hour about nothing important. (one)
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Sundays are for sleeping in with the windows open, a long day at work with the regulars who peruse
secondhand items and call it treasure, reading books again. The first Sunday of the summer and it is
misty and gray, and I am slowly cleaning out my room, scrubbing away stains of the elementary years
and the people whose ghosts linger on my walls Sundays are for spontaneous late nights, going on
adventures with someone I used to be close to and hope to be close to again, because this is the last
summer and I am hopelessly lost and found (two)
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"and the people whose ghosts linger on my walls" This is just the most touching sentence I've
read in a while. It makes me think of all those friends that you've lost in the past, that you now
regret you've lost and that you can't help thinking that this was for good - even if then you cry
every time you look at a picture of them. Don't you ever think about how easier it would be if
there won't be any arguing with people in your future?
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"a kind of love that quiets the world" a kind of love that quiets evensongs and grows its own. (three)
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free and welcome advice in a bar in asbury
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I sat in a bar in Asbury with things scrawled everywhere - sayings, questions, facts, promises, jokes and listened to my mentor as we ate free pizza and drank, he a beer and I a Sprite that tasted beerish.
He gave me kind praises, some things he has said before and some things that were complete surprises,
beautiful and powerful things. My mind was trying to write it all down but there were so many things.
I need people to talk slowly to me when they're saying good things, I need them to let me write them
down and hold them for later because my brain starts racing and whirring and then I get lost and can't
keep track of everything. My brain starts to hurt. I need my notebook on me at all times but it wasn't
there, the only thing I had was myself. But he told me good things and I listened and nodded too much
and I didn't even have a camera but that's the portrait I should have taken, Andrei sitting across from
me with the light spilling across his face from the window with words written on it. He said, "there are
so many dead souls" and I believe it, there are so many people unwilling to live, especially in a place
like New York where you should never get bored but people complain all the time that they are sucked
into the daily grind and how could you be, when you're at the capital of the world and you've got five
boroughs at your fingertips? There are people who better you everywhere, but you dictate your own
path. You really do. Your decisions influence where you go. And I have known that before but it just
made sense today. I ate my pizza too fast but it didn't matter, there were still things to be said. And so
it went, like that, sitting in a bar that I'm not old enough to frequent yet, drinking Sprite that tasted like
it was watered down with beer and nodding too much. Before today I was dreading college and I was
afraid - unjustly so, but I was just afraid. I'm just nervous. About everything. And I know now, or I

have acknowledged now, how much there is to do. Boring people get bored. Unimaginative people get
bored. Next year, and all the years after that, it is my job to create whatever the hell I feel like creating
and it's time. (four)
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I still don't know if today is the longest day of the year or tomorrow is
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I always thought it was June 21, but if it is tonight, then this is when the moon curls into a ball at our
feet and begins to prepare for sleeping in, long nights of hibernation in the sky, tonight is its quiet
celebration of the daylight and the attention it draws. I have wanted to take photos with this light
forever, so tonight, on the (maybe) longest day of the year, I did. I earned a fair scattering of mosquito
bites on my back, arms and legs, but I am pleased just because I did it and that's always the hardest
part, the first time. <img class="size-full wp-image-28 aligncenter" title="web_MG_0423 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0423-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="351" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-31" title="web_MG_0431
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0431-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="299" /> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter size-full

wp-image-29" title="web_MG_0434 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0434-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="307" /></p> <p
style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-30" title="web_MG_0446
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0446-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;">(five)</p>
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Right now it is too hot to function and it's making me sleepy (six)
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when it's pouring and you feel relieved
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because everything has felt fairly even and uneventful, because running across city streets and stopping
under overhangs to breathe is good for you when you've been sleeping late to avoid yourself, laughing
too hard and breathing short but happy because the sky broke straws with me for once (seven)
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this isn't a 365, I don't think, but I want it to be. I still don't know where this is going, just that I want
most of what I do on the internet to be in one central place, so this will be it <img class="aligncenter
size-full wp-image-46" title="web_MG_0482 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0482-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-45" title="Untitled-3"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Untitled-3.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="536" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-44" title="Untitled-2"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Untitled-2.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="536" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-43" title="Untitled-1"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Untitled-1.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="536" /> I came home from eight hours at work after two strange nights (one
with brake lights that stayed on and glowed in the dark really strangely, the other in the rain in a dress
locked out of the house with nowhere to go) and messed around with my external flash because I
haven't taken photographs in what feels like a long time, I'm just bursting to do things and work and
things just keep getting in the way which is why this is here p.s. I feel weird being on the internet half
clothed and I'm sorry if it makes you feel awkward because I really really don't look like I'm eighteen
years old, please don't take it the wrong way (eight)
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No awkwardness. Everything you post is in excellent taste, and perfectly appropriate.
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some guy yelled at me while I was driving the van today
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he said, "hey, you know, there's a reason for blinkers" out of his open window and I barely even
registered it because I was tired, I am so damn tired lately, the enormity of the past year has not
reached me yet. the fact that I worked thirty hours a week, the fact that my mother had cancer, the fact
that I was accepted to (and am attending) my dream college in a mere 57 days, the fact that my mother
has a new face and I will never return to high school again, the people I don't have anymore, the homes
I've lost (and gained), there are so many things to process and I don't even know where to begin. I've
been driving my mom's van to work because my car's brake lights are permanently on and I drive it
very slowly because it's so big and it scares me, I just wanted to do something. I was supposed to shoot
large format with a friend but that fell through and I'm dying to shoot large format again and I'm dying
to make things but if no one's around I am around, me and this big ol' van and all of the people
watching. <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-50" title="web_MG_0004 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0004-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> (nine)
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I want to be better but I don't know where to start and so I guess I will return to these halfhearted
words until they mean something, until I can coax importance out of them I don't know how to make
myself as important as everything else without drowning. 11:21 p.m. (ten)
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I know the feeling: I'm fighting not to drown as well, but water keeps dragging me to the bottom.
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the kind of day that goes on forever
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I woke up and almost immediately my Nook stopped working while I was watching Bones, making
this weird clicking noise that didn't stop until it died. I edited and I felt anxious and so I tucked away
my camera and tripod into my new camera back, put on a good old sweater, and climbed onto my bike.
My mom told me which streets end on the seawall so I rode to one and it didn't have the path I was
expecting, just a small patch of grass overlooking trees and the bay and the city (far off), so I got back
on my bike and rode to another and it was a steep path right down to the old spots I used to haunt,
reminiscent of the summer of my 365 when I was too young and I didn't know myself at all and I put
too much strength on the Internet and what it had to say. I am nothing like that girl, something I say
often, but it is good to be reminded, even if it's often. I took these photos, and I think what is hard
about self portraits now is that I'm not too young anymore and I'm not so unsure anymore and I'm
rusty, after all - I did it for a whole year once and you get good at these things when you do them for a
year. I'm tired of myself. I want to shoot other people. <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-60"
title="web_MG_0599 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0599-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-61" title="web_MG_0613 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0613-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-62" title="web_MG_0622
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0622-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-63"
title="web_MG_0625 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0625-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-64" title="web_MG_0630 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0630-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> It got windy fast so I packed up and rode my bike home, and Chris and I
drove to IKEA. (I feel like it's supposed to be capitalized all the time even though it looks weird, oh
well) It's much closer to my house than we originally thought, so I guess I'll be going more often this
summer. It's so beautiful just because of how pristine everything is, and I finally started shopping for
college, buying a duvet cover and an apple corer and slicer (a promise to myself to eat more apples)
and an ice cube tray. We ate lunch there, watching the planes fly by and land at the airport. I love
planes. I wish I could afford to be on planes or just be in airports more often. On the way home I
picked up my car from Uncle Larry's and we stopped at an antique store two minutes before it closed,
where I found a beautiful red trunk/ottoman thing for my room on sale for only ten dollars. Then we
drove to Red Bank, saw Norah who lives five minutes away from me, and saw Moonrise Kingdom. I
cried at the end and I'm not sure why yet, I just know that today was something I needed and I'm happy
it happened right now I am editing to the new Matt &amp; Kim song and it's weird when people ask
me about my tattoo because I've already sort of forgotten about it (eleven)
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the first three photos are just amazing :) wonderful work, Caiti!
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today I felt delicate, like my bones were made of handspun glass and carefully my skin grew around
the fragility of itself. today I felt like the wind was causing fracture breaks and every time I moved I
was going to tumble down and all of my bones were going to shatter and cause puncture wounds
today I just felt unlike myself, like I was underwater without gills or lungs or any breathing
mechanisms at all. (twelve)
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burrowing and with chapped lips
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<ul> <li>sending letters and physical things</li> <li></li> </ul>
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I don't have anything too exciting to say about today
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I sat on Annalyse's bed and drank an apple cider. I took a shower at two in the morning but maybe that
counts as yesterday. five years ago - a quarter of my life ago - my mother bought me a camera for two
dollars at Ed's yard sale and I bummed around the neighborhood with Jamie Smith all day, shooting
my first roll of film. I smell like feet. no, seriously, I smell like feet. those are the big, grandiose words
for the day. I went to the library and curled up in a chair for half an hour with a Friedlander book and
my head a little woozy, and I took out three books. there are ten days left.
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your sister in law is pregnant again and it reminded me that I miss your family and I feel sorry for you
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my teeth don't hurt
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I expect them to, at this point my ears however, my ears everything hurts my mom didn't yell at me
today but I have been scolded by nearly every person I have spoken to for not taking care of myself
properly and I am well aware this is all my fault yes yes keep going. yes. only two drinks. yes. need to
eat. yes. should be sleeping. yes. I forgot what day it was. lactose intolerant I know. yes. need to take
better care of yourself. yes. I know. yes. yes. I am not sure what I'm doing there's a white feather
floating, it is funny the things you remember. I dug out old journals today, I have stopped being able to
fit a year into one journal, I used to write so little I had to wear a belt today it hurts behind my ears and
between my ears and everywhere else everything I am going to see Mar again on the same weekend I
saw her last year, repeating and repeating and repeating myself
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- there is a glass splinter in my left thumb and I am thinking about you.
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. a little tender, a little bruised.
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, I wish I was at home and I wish I was with you and I am not sure who "you" is
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I think I am in a rut. Tuesday was so good but I woke up yesterday and didn't feel right and it stayed
with me through today, when I woke up and felt nauseous and sluggish and exhausted. Yesterday I had
a shoot and it felt all wrong, a concept I had in mind forever that wasn't working out and I just felt like
a failure all around, like I couldn't think properly. I agreed yesterday to go into work early today and
this morning I hated myself for it because I felt so awful but I went anyway and spent eight hours
there, and as much as work is work, I also love my coworkers and by the time I was home I was
bursting to shoot at this park near my house but Mom said she'd be worried if I went so I didn't, I just
walked up the street to this field lit by church lamps and full of mosquitoes. (things I learned: they will
bite <em></em><em> through</em> jeans and now there is a bite on my tattoo) I needed to be
outside, I needed fresh air today. <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-75" title="webleah-1
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/webleah-1-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-72"
title="web_MG_7074 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_7074-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-73" title="web_MG_7083 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_7083-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-74" title="web_MG_7110
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_7110-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> I have been sleeping a lot, going to bed early, getting up late,
doing barely anything. I slept through senior year, the monotony of everything washed over me and
seeped into my skin and I am trying trying trying to shake it off but I think I'm failing like I said, I
think I'm in a rut (thirteen)
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Life is full of ups and downs. Tomorrow will be better.
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I had a long day at work today and then I went to Chris's to eat Italian ice and watch TV for a little bit,
and then I headed out to shoot because even though it was muggy and gross, I wanted to do something
and I think maybe I have broken out of my rut sometime today I lost my favorite, beautiful bracelet
that I got at work for only $4 - apart from the jewelry I have as heirlooms I really liked it, it was unlike
anything else I've owned and I am hoping that someone finds it! I lost my favorite ring once and found
it safe and sound in my room but I can't find the bracelet :( I got my roommate for college today and
tomorrow I am meeting up with future classmates in Central Park, now that I feel better and good I
think it is time for summer to really start hey, I have really big hair and when it's hot it just ends up in
a giant mass in the back of my head. believe me, if you had this much hair you'd be doing your best to
pretend it didn't exist <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-80" title="web_MG_0008 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0008-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-81" title="web_MG_0014
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0014-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-82"
title="web_MG_0017 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0017-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-83" title="web_MG_0018 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0018-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-84" title="web_MG_0020
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0020-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> this one isn't much (an accident) but I liked the light around the
edge of my face <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-85" title="web_MG_0025 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0025-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-86" title="web_MG_0033
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0033-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-87"

title="web_MG_0037 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0037-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> this, too, is
reminiscent of my 365 <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-89" title="web_MG_0043 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0043-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> and a happy silly photo <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image88" title="web_MG_0038 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/web_MG_0038-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> (fourteen)
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/06/94/
Sat, 30 Jun 2012 23:35:06 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=94
"I don't know you at all." My dad said this to me at dinner tonight and it was a surprisingly accurate
way to describe everything that's happened over the past year. And that is okay because today the
thought of the next four years was incredibly hopeful. (fifteen)
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the best part of today
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/the-best-part-of-today/
Sun, 01 Jul 2012 20:53:23 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=97
was standing on the street corner waiting for the ice cream (wo)man to drive by, in the not-yet
sideways light, and running down the street to wait by the fire hydrant. today marks the halfway point,
halfway home; if you haven't begun working on your resolutions you'd better start, kids. since the
beginning of 2012: my mother is cancer-free, I passed calculus, I got a tattoo, I went to Washington,
D.C., I met Jeremy Cowart, I chose to attend Pratt, I shot my first weddings, I bought a Yashica and a
4x5 camera, Chris and I went on a road trip to North Carolina, I walked at Relay for Life for my mom,
my mom had her final surgery, I graduated high school, and I organized a Help Portrait event. and by
the end, I'll be finished with an eighth of college. so far, this has been one of the oddest years but also
the most relevatory. (sixteen)
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Passed calculus, boy that is no small feat. It nearly killed me!
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/101/
Mon, 02 Jul 2012 22:24:19 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=101
<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-102"
title="7491274238_5557cb6cd9_b" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/7491274238_5557cb6cd9_b.jpg" alt="" width="819" height="525" /></p>
<p style="text-align: center;">this is Chris, and this is his scar</p> <p style="text-align:
center;">(seventeen)</p>
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I just want to take a minute to talk about nothing in particular
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/i-just-want-to-take-a-minute-to-talk-about-nothing-inparticular/
Tue, 03 Jul 2012 23:23:40 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=104
I've been doing Insanity (I started yesterday) not because I want to be incredibly thin but because I
want to be in shape, I want my body to be something I am proud of and not equally terrified of and
ashamed of. I've been buying things for my dorm room not because I am a hoarder, as my family
suspects, but because I don't want too many aspects of my former self in this new place. I want to leave
behind what needs to be left behind, and take only the important things. I know I'm only going to
college an hour away, but I feel like I'm preparing myself for a journey, an elongated journey from
which I don't hope to return home much. I feel like I am preparing to shed the last vestiges of this skin
and this life, and these last three months are feeling incredibly long and drawn out because I want to be
in both places so badly, home and New York, childhood and adulthood, and I feel trapped between the
two. this morning I woke up and drove to the bank and on the way, I ended up next to my mom at a
traffic light and it's those little things, like sitting in Grandpa's kitchen talking about film or taking his
photo because I genuinely want to remember, or a customer at work who says she will miss me like I'm
her own child none of these things are incredibly important, but they are. (eighteen)
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magic
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/magic/
Wed, 04 Jul 2012 17:48:38 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=107
<p style="text-align: center;">this is a 365, and when I'm done I'll be done with my first year of
college</p> <p style="text-align: center;">anyway, I woke up early and did Insanity, finished a book,
started reading another book, and played with bubbles and this filter. I had the idea last night that it
would look like explosions, or magic</p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-108" title="web_MG_7175 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7175-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p
style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-109" title="web_MG_7177
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7177-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-110" title="web_MG_7192 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7192-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p
style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-111" title="web_MG_7208
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7208-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-112" title="web_MG_7211 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7211-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p
style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-113" title="web_MG_7222
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7222-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-114" title="web_MG_7231 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7231-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p
style="text-align: center;">basically what I am going to do is more writing and personal things/self
portraits on this blog, but post "real" blog posts over at www.caitiborruso.com/blog</p> <p
style="text-align: center;">and basically I am going to write or photograph every day.</p> <p
style="text-align: center;">happy Fourth, I'm off to celebrate</p> <p style="text-align:
center;">(nineteen)</p>
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Regina Spektor and four dollar watercolors
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/regina-spektor-and-four-dollar-watercolors/
Thu, 05 Jul 2012 23:44:20 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=136
today was just a day. there was nothing particular about it, but I felt sick and fuzzy so I drove to Target
and bought watercolors and painted tonight for the first time in probably ten years. Mar and I were
talking about this the other day, how we can say "ten years ago" meaningfully and how odd it is, what
a strange summer it is. my aunt is living with us right now, so we are a two dog household (and Kali,
unlike Jack, will sit still for photos). the light in my room is atrocious but it is what it is. I listened to
Regina Spektor and painted in this book I have that I'm just filling with art - words, blackout poetry,
paintings, drawings, whatever comes to mind. I hope to have it done by the time I go to school as a
documentation of this summer but there are only six weeks left of summer :O who knows where the
rest of the summer will take me <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-138"
title="web_MG_7465 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7465-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-139" title="web_MG_7472 copy1"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7472-copy1.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="407" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-140"
title="web_MG_7529 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7529-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-137" title="we_MG_7531 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/we_MG_7531-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> in addition to the Regina Spektor I'm back to listening to Grizzly Bear
and Passion Pit, it's weird where music takes you (twenty)
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/145/
Fri, 06 Jul 2012 23:32:23 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=145
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-146" title="web_MG_0008 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0008-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-147" title="web_MG_0009
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0009-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-148"
title="web_MG_0012 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0012-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-149" title="web_MG_0014 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0014-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-150" title="web_MG_0021
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0021-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-151"
title="web_MG_0040 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0040-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <p
style="text-align: center;">(cropped)</p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-152" title="web_MG_0040 copy1" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0040-copy1.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p
style="text-align: center;">I should paint my nails</p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-153" title="web_MG_0045 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0045-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;">I came home and played with
freelensing and it's inspired me to turn an old non-working lens into a tilt shift, if anyone has any tips I
would greatly appreciate it</p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter size-full wpimage-154" title="web_MG_0053 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0053-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p
style="text-align: left;">It was hot today and I was in the only patch of shade in the entire park but I
realized today how I got through my first 365: I had a goal and therefore I could do it, it's so much
easier when you are working toward something instead of aimlessly going out to shoot. That first
summer was so hard, and I say "first" because it was a first for many things but it feels like that's where
I started counting. No one bothered me today - I only encountered two people and I stopped shooting
and waited for them to pass and they walked down to the beach, an old couple in bathing suits, and left
me alone. I had lunch with Chris and dinner with Carly and people I didn't know, wandering aimlessly
around the Christmas Tree Shop and driving home waking up front porch lights</p> <p style="textalign: left;">(twenty one)</p>
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voyeur
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/voyeur/
Sun, 08 Jul 2012 02:47:01 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=157
I went out today to make images and the parking lot was mostly empty. There was a party going on
and there were drunk people who occasionally pulled into the parking lot and two kids walked past and
told me I was going to fall off the fence I was standing on and as they did I almost tripped. I took
photos but I was really unhappy with them - they felt so typical and uninspired - and left as fireworks
were going off all around me, on the beach through the trees and behind me. I drove off and saw this
basketball court, a sight I pass every time I drive into and out of the park, and for once it was deserted
so I parked again and took these. I wanted them to feel voyeuristic, and I feel happy (especially with
this first image, I am really proud of it) I don't want to be reminded of high school anymore, I want
every last thread to be tied off neatly. <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-158"
title="web_MG_0069 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0069-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-159" title="web_MG_0071 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0071-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-160" title="web_MG_0082
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0082-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-161"
title="web_MG_0097 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0097-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> and Mom's
back on the gazebo <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-162" title="WEB_MG_0099"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/WEB_MG_0099.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> (twenty two)
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that last one of you, with the fence, is so wonderful too.
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/165/
Sun, 08 Jul 2012 22:23:08 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=165
there are a lot of things I think about in passing, when I'm driving or when I can't fall asleep at night
but there are too many things to do so my brain flits on to the next thing, hungry. when you're young
you think you'll live forever, and this is a truth that doesn't make sense until you don't feel young
anymore or you don't feel invincible anymore, whichever comes first. I used to jump off the swing set
to try and break a bone. I used to keep contests with myself to hold my breath underwater. we used to
sit in Dad's car and calculate the Celsius temperature while we were driving, every time, and some
numbers just stuck in my head, like 28. we used to swat at the fireflies with plastic baseball bats. and
then you remember, sometime in all that headiness and breathiness of not knowing yet, what it means
to be alive and what it means to be an entity with an expiration date (even stars have already died) god
I feel like I'm hurting because unanswered questions are falling through my ribs and getting caught,
catching fire from the blood stream I thought grew stagnant. everything in me feels stagnant, a stream
left untouched for far too long, I don't like knowing that of options there are two and you don't want
the one I do, I don't like that normally we are of the same mind, of one, and this is the one thing that
has made two. two when there really should be one, like we are standing on opposite sides of the
globe screaming at one another and you can't hear a word I'm saying maybe you couldn't tell today (or
maybe you could) or even the past few months something has been off but I can't stand being touched
anymore, I want to be thought of as a whole person with appendices and not a half person who needs
to be viewed a certain with, with a certain person, to be whole I just want to be whole I don't want to
be dimmed by being around you (twenty three)
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what makes a good day
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/what-makes-a-good-day/
Mon, 09 Jul 2012 23:26:42 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=171
<ul> <li>good people</li> <li>sleeping in</li> <li>the sun billowing out from behind a cloud</li>
<li>Polaroids</li> <li>an hour or so of quality snuggling time</li> <li>meeting strangers who turn
out to be not-so-strangers</li> <li>walking around the same block ten times</li> <li>happening upon
the perfect parking spot</li> <li>waking up with no set plans</li> <li>fair lights</li>
<li>watercolors</li> <li>blowing bubbles</li> </ul> (twenty four)
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whimsy
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/whimsy/
Tue, 10 Jul 2012 17:50:58 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=176

Last night I came across <a title="Natsumi Hayashi's work" href="http://yowayowacamera.com/"
target="_blank">Natsumi Hayashi's work</a> so I set out to take a levitation photo today. They aren't
as levitation-y as some, I guess, but I stood on a little footstool and leaped everywhere. I played around
with curves too. Editing digitally is a pain after achieving beautiful tones with film (I wish I could
recreate those tones but it's harder than I originally thought), but it was nice to use Photoshop for
something other than tones for once. I'd like to try an expansion but it seems tricky so I'm going to do
a little bit more research first. I'm also going to try and make my own tilt shift <img class="aligncenter
size-full wp-image-179" title="webtwo copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/webtwo-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="617" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-178" title="webthree copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/webthree-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-177" title="web_MG_0085
copy copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0085copy-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="840" /> I keep planning out the things I want to do after I
leave for college, once I'm home - I want to go pumpkin and apple picking, I want to sleep on the
beach at night because I'm going to miss the blue purple of it, I want to write on my typewriter but
who knows what you'll really miss? there are things I can't pack up and take with me and things that I
can, and there are words I can keep myself comfortable with and words that I can't, and there are
people who only exist in certain places, and soon I will be a person who exists in Brooklyn from
August - December, January - May, and in New Jersey from May - August and three weeks from
December - January, and my thumbtack will shift. the two holes where my thumbtack goes will grow
worn in, comfortable, and then where do I go? I shouldn't be thinking about these things just yet.
(twenty five)
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/185/
Wed, 11 Jul 2012 22:23:33 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=185
"What are you so afraid of?" "What if I love it there?" "Why?" "What if I don't want to come home?"
"Then we'll come to you." 10:07 p.m. (twenty six)
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/189/
Thu, 12 Jul 2012 23:48:02 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=189
can't stop thinking can't stop dreaming can't stop crying can't stop listening to Anthems for a
Seventeen Year Old Girl, a song I eschewed pretty early on in sophomore year and have now adopted,
although it feels late can't stop reading can't stop thinking about more tattoos, more words, things I
want to remember forever can't stop avoiding August 21 and what I have to do for it I slept through
the first half of the summer but suddenly it's July 12 and there are 39 days left, and some things are
penultimate and some things are already done and once something is done, you know, you just can't
get it back. there's a moth flying around my head, and I think I'm going to greet the sunrise tomorrow
because it hurts to wake up by yourself, and the last time I woke up for sunrise it was with two people I
miss very much and barely speak to anymore, if at all. (twenty seven)
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12:00 a.m.: IM conversations with someone I love and someone I want to apologize to 12:47 a.m.:
talking to my brother, who is both someone I love and someone I want to apologize to, and
accidentally waking up my mom, who is both someone I love and someone I want to apologize to
12:53 a.m.: root beer float and round rings of perspiration on my 2/3rds complete college schedule
10:19 a.m.: Fall Out Boy in a dinky little car on a road I barely drive on 11:13 a.m.: a small camera
and Polaroid film from the man with the British accent 12:49 p.m.: someone I love very much who I
can't bring myself to apologize to 2:17 p.m.: a familiar maroon blanket while someone I love very
much who I can't bring myself to apologize to vacuums (twenty eight, part i)
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(lots and lots and lots of photos) <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-202"
title="web_MG_7538 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7538-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-203" title="web_MG_7540 copy"
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alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-208"
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width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-210" title="web_MG_7559
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alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-211"
title="web_MG_7564 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7564-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-212" title="web_MG_7571 copy"
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width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-213" title="web_MG_7581
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7581-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-214"
title="web_MG_7582 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7582-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-215" title="web_MG_7584 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7584-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-216" title="web_MG_7589
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7589-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-217"
title="web_MG_7594 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7594-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-201" title="qwg_MG_7605 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/qwg_MG_7605-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-218" title="web_MG_7603
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7603-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> all my life, I have conducted a love affair with the sea. with the
bay, more like, but when I was born it was in a town close enough to see the ocean fireworks from my
window and when we moved, we moved to the bay. and if I stand in the bay on this side I can look
across and see the city and pretend I'm touching city water, pretend I'm there almost. when I was little
we swam in the ocean in St. Martin, so bright and blue it hurts your eyes to look at it for too long.
when we moved here we would walk down to the beach and sit on the seawall and the bay stretched
out in front of us, massive but not endless, unlike the ocean. bays end, and usually you can see the end
and reach out and squish it between your fingers. the sea is so kind to me. I picked flowers from the
pot on the front porch and wore them in my hair and when I was finished and it was raining softly, I
put them in the water as a gift, as a way of saying thank you every time I get my feet in the water I
feel like I'm one step closer to understanding something I might never understand wholly (twenty
eight, part ii)
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Caiti, sweetie, as much as I love you I feel that it would be unkind not to tell you that we can see
your nipples in that shirt, sorry.
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-269" title="web_MG_0013 copy copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0013-copy-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="720" /> (twenty nine)
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I don't want to apologize for raw truths - but I don't need to say them aloud either (thirty)
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-239" title="025_25"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/025_25.jpg" alt="" width="799"
height="529" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-238"
title="024_24" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/024_24.jpg"
alt="" width="799" height="529" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">(thirty one)</p>
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So so soon. So soon. (thirty two)
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Back two miles away from a place I haven't been since 2008, as someone wholly different and
someone wholly broken and unwholly tired. This place belongs to someone else, not me, but I want to
take it back, these rolling hills and a downtown consisting of one orange street overlooking a river and

getting real dirty, like dirt under your fingers, bugs in your eyes, taking showers in dirty trailer stalls or
communal bathrooms and hopping around trying to shave your legs in a tiny stall, a hip streaming
blood because of that one fateful game of manhunt Things might have been different if we stayed, if
that part of the family hadn't splintered away because of words shaped into axes all sharp and shiny.
(thirty three)
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a good day that bled into a good night
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I woke up in Pennsylvania to rain on the window and orange light on the windowpanes, and fell asleep
in Jersey with my ears ringing. we wandered an antique store for an hour, and then stopped at a little
Stewart's and drank out of little bottles. when I got home there was a package waiting for me, a giant
new camera, and then we drove to Montclair to see my favorite band and were turned away at the door.
a kind stranger helped us and we got in and Death Cab for Cutie is my favorite band for many reasons,
one of them being that they always make me cry my heartbeat belonged to a thousand people last
night (thirty four)
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"I'm procrastinating because I hate these things." A goodbye until December, my car being swept into
the next lane by the wind, baby photos and sobbing in between two houses I don't know the owners of
(thirty five)
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6:08 a.m. to 5:13 a.m.
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I went to a different state just to hear people belt out words and play instruments and really, really,
that's so primitive but nonetheless I drove all the way to Delaware, left my house at 6:08 a.m. and
didn't touch the driveway again until 5:13 the next morning, and the most important part is that I had
moments peppered all throughout the day where I forgot who I was or where I was or what I am I
forgot who I was and I lost my voice screaming and the Killers played A Dustland Fairytale and I
mentioned at least twice how I wished they would play it but they probably wouldn't and they did
<em>I've got soul but I'm not a soldier</em> how easy it is to forget who you are when you're
surrounded by thousands of people you will never see again, how easy it is to uninhibit yourself I have
never been happier <em>I've got soul but I'm not a soldier</em> screaming in the parking lot, falling
asleep in the passenger seat, bluepurplegraydawn blurring into my eyelids, sitting in the grass eating
undercooked pizza, resting my head against the chest of a stranger because there was nowhere else to
go being someone else for a day, even someone just a few shades different (thirty six)
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an ongoing series I want to pursue further <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-267"
title="web_MG_0076 circle" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0076-circle.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="720" /> just a self
portrait because I was damn tired and it was my first time wearing a bandana <img class="aligncenter
size-full wp-image-265" title="web_MG_0073 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0073-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="720" /> and a photo
Chris took of me playing with my Mamiya, I finished my test roll and have to figure out how to take it
out of the camera before I can send it off - as there is with every new camera, there's a learning curve I
went to work for eight hours after getting home at 5:13 a.m. from Firefly, can you tell how tired I was
this was the busiest, craziest week ever but I loved it <p style="text-align: center;"><img
class="aligncenter wp-image-268" title="web_MG_0079 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0079-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="432" height="648" /></p> (thirty seven)
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These are really cute, please do continue!
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I meant to take photos but instead I picked Janna up from the train station, 12:21 a.m. I meant to do a
lot of things. (thirty eight)
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I tried to do an expansion today but I failed miserably. I'm going to try to do it again tomorrow but
outdoors. I'm still really confused about how they work so instead I just stuck one photo on top of
another <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-273" title="Untitled-1 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Untitled-1-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="576" /> (thirty nine)
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It's comforting to know that life doesn't have to be so big, that you can be content with the dim light of
a projector in a backyard you've never been in before, and there is beer and a lot of chips and people
you just feel okay around, and the weird zigzag of a glow stick cracked open. Life can be small and
comforting and easy, smelling of bug spray and the creaky noises of cicadas. Life doesn't have to be so
grand and adventurous. (forty)
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I love the way my mon gets enthusiastic about things, because she really loves them, like adding a new
layer to the pond or baking almond cake for her doctors and putting me through hell because she
burned the almonds a little and it had to be perfect for Evan and you know if she was baking for us
we'd just have really crispy almonds. I no longer imagine her hands wrapped around a video game
controller or dangling cigarettes but constantly wielding her knitting, yarn flowing effortlessly to make
something solid, something warm. And she curses and messes up and redoes it, and she can't sit still
unless she's knitting. - Amy said to me today, "don't go anywhere that you don't want to be. Even if it's
easier to be somewhere you don't want to be. It's not worth it." And to think I was afraid of her for a
year and she's one of the most heartwarming people, you just know when you talk to her that she
means it, whatever she's saying. You just know that she's honest. (forty one)
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I finished reading a book that made me sob, and I wrote a lot in a little notebook I've been neglecting,
just to see my own handwriting again because I feel like I've been neglecting that too, and true to form,
when something is neglected it will turn away from you I don't recognize my handwriting anymore
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-283" title="web_MG_0080 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0080-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="1080" /> and isn't it weird to think the tattoo on my leg won't ever change but
my handwriting will <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-284" title="web_MG_0101 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0101-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-285" title="web_MG_0107
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_0107-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> thanks, little car, for driving past at that moment. I got a lot of
funny looks with my bike parked on the side of the road. my legs are incredibly pale. I rode my bike
home feeling equally pale and miserable and sick. my legs didn't want to work properly. I'll be really
honest: I'm not really happy with my photos this summer. I feel like I'm doing myself a disservice by
creating such mediocre things, I feel like last week was so wonderful and inspiring, all of it, going

from place to place and being in three different states within forty eight hours, live music and all, I feel
almost left behind in the wake of everyone else's happiness and talent and I feel like shit. I feel like I'm
doing it wrong. - My teeth hurt. I want to be done with (forty two)
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the poems that the stars and lightning write are much more fleeting and I can't keep them in my desk
drawer
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/07/the-poems-that-the-stars-and-lightning-write-are-muchmore-fleeting-and-i-cant-keep-them-in-my-desk-drawer/
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admin
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the sky was full of lightning tonight, like galaxies were dying and being reborn above our heads, at
fractions of seconds, death and birth over and over and over when I was in the hospital a pasty boy
wrote me a poem on a sheet of paper in the shared room where everyone could see and he referred to
the girl with golden hair and I still hope he was talking about me no one else has ever written me a
poem, not my mother not the stars or the lightning not you (forty three)
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I put on so much bug spray and it didn't change a thing. my first 365 feels very far away and this feels
like a poor replacement, like I am trying to make up for lost time I spent the day first rummaging
through clothing at the sidewalk sale, then rummaging through baby photos, and then at a baptism, in a
backyard. religion feels so foreign to me, like it belongs to someone else entirely, like I have no place
in it, but I love to listen to prayer. not structured prayer but when people just say thank you and
everyone sounds the same when they pray, at least everyone I listen to, they speak in the same
wavelengths and the same gentle cadence and awe. it's something I don't think I would ever be able to
replicate and it makes me feel dirty almost, that I can't speak the way they do when they say thank you.
foggy lens <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-294" title="web_MG_7037 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7037-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-295" title="web_MG_7041
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7041-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> wet shower hair (it almost looks ombre and I'm jealous of my
own hair, oops) <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-296" title="web_MG_7047 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7047-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-297" title="web_MG_7054
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alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-298"
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alt="" width="720" height="720" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-300"
title="web_MG_7064 copy copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7064-copy-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-301" title="web_MG_7066 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/web_MG_7066-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> just messing around with frames and colors, my hair looks so much
different when it's wet (forty four)
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absolutely love the 4th shot down!
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Painting I sort of liked (forty five)
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the moon kept me company on the drive tonight darting back and forth, following me, sending
shadows across my hand on the steering wheel like an old and tired friend, one to be seen and not
heard (forty six)
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Wed, 01 Aug 2012 21:00:53 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=309
The first of the month Let's begin all of this again, let's do it all again Throw open your windows to the
moon, put away your soiled laundry, tuck the corners of your bedsheets in sweetly and sleep without
dreaming (forty seven)
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/08/314/
Thu, 02 Aug 2012 20:08:15 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=314
self portraits in my childhood bedroom <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wpimage-338" title="summer2012 007" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/summer2012-007.jpg" alt="" width="562" height="718" /></p> <p
style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-339" title="summer2012 008"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/summer2012-008.jpg" alt=""
width="623" height="477" /></p> (forty eight)
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Henry
hank122s@fastmail.fm
24.62.42.143
2012-08-07 06:33:06
2012-08-07 06:33:06
Hey, saw your words on Tumblr. I'm so jealous of your new 4x5! Does it have a ground glass
viewing screen? I wonder if a small magnifying loupe would help with the focus? I'm not in a
position to move beyond MF right now because that is the max I am setup to develop and scan at
home :\ Oh well... Have fun with the new camera! H.
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admin
cait903@gmail.com
69.125.150.156
2012-08-08 02:27:29

2012-08-08 02:27:29
It does have a ground glass viewing screen! I need to get my hands on a little loupe, I've barely
been using it. The top photo was hard to focus because I couldn't see myself while focusing it ;) I
send out all of my MF to a lab, and I am currently only using Fuji 3000b45 in the 4x5 until I can
develop negs at school in the fall. :)
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Fri, 03 Aug 2012 19:11:08 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=316
days and days and days &nbsp; <del>it felt just like falling in love</del> again it felt just like
drowning beneath silver eyes &nbsp; and what would, what would we do (forty nine)
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Sat, 04 Aug 2012 19:09:30 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=318
I am terrified of holding babies because I irrationally fear I will drop them on their heads and they will
die (fifty)
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/08/331/
Sun, 05 Aug 2012 18:43:26 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=331
self portraits, tests for a large format project that I'm really pleased with, not sure if I should wait until I
can shoot 4x5 negatives or shoot the Polaroids (decisions that are hard to make when 4x5 costs what it
does) <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-376" title="web_MG_0135 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0135-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-377" title="web_MG_0138
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0138-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-378"
title="web_MG_0149 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0149-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-379" title="web_MG_0154 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0154-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-380" title="web_MG_0162
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0162-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-381"
title="web_MG_0166 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0166-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-382" title="web_MG_0177 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0177-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="1080" /> (fifty one)
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=332
certain endings make me feel like I am lying at the foot of the ocean where the waves like to come up
and kiss the brittle sand and certain things are endless like the way the ocean will continue to meet the
same spot, day after day, twelve hours apart, a different way of keeping time, and certain things are
finite like my memory, like my heartbeat, like my fingernails, like every person I love will someday be
buried in the ground and unless I do something meaningful one day my name will no longer be spoken
on someone's lips, one day my name will not be spoken aloud at all certain endings make me feel like
the ocean forgot to keep to its schedule for the day and it kissed the sand and kept going and going and
going, taking everything for itself, including me (fifty two) &nbsp;
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scenes from various homes
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/08/scenes-from-various-homes/
Tue, 07 Aug 2012 20:26:16 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=341
<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-342" title="summer2012 009"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/summer2012-009.jpg" alt=""
width="594" height="471" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image343" title="summer2012 010" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/summer2012-010.jpg" alt="" width="594" height="469" /></p> <p
style="text-align: center;">the front awning, and the studio.</p> <p style="text-align: center;">(fifty
three)</p>
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good days
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/08/good-days/
Wed, 08 Aug 2012 19:33:46 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=346
I hung out with Savanna for a while today, getting pizza and fro yo and then taking photos down at this
little gazebo <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-366"
title="polaroid007" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/polaroid007.jpg" alt="" width="673" height="511" /></p> <p style="textalign: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-365" title="polaroid003"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/polaroid003.jpg" alt=""
width="671" height="515" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image367" title="polaroid008" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/polaroid008.jpg" alt="" width="671" height="521" /></p> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-369" title="webR1-01738-020A"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/webR1-01738-020A.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="486" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-370" title="webR1-01738021A" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/webR1-01738-021A.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="1067" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-371" title="webR101738-022A" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/webR1-01738022A.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="486" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-372"
title="webR1-01738-023A" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/webR1-01738-023A.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="486" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-373" title="webR1-01738-026A"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/webR1-01738-026A.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="486" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-374" title="webR1-01738027A" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/webR1-01738-027A.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="486" /> then Mike came over and photographed me and interviewed me
for a profile and I showed him my favorite spots, all of them, and it felt very strange and very different
to show someone them, all of my little corners of the world where I have shot for the past three years,
thirteen days will go by very fast. (fifty four)
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Thu, 09 Aug 2012 20:17:02 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=349
cleaned and drove down to LBI to see Mar, ate at Olive Garden, watched a pretty bad concert on the
beach, and spent a little bit in a weird smelling apartment, drove home to hang out at work for a little
bit while the floors were cleaned (12:49 a.m.) best friends, it was just that kind of night <p style="textalign: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-363" title="polaroid001"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/polaroid001.jpg" alt=""
width="510" height="673" /></p> (fifty five)
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Fri, 10 Aug 2012 02:24:02 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=353
I ate breakfast with my grandfather and walked around Ocean Grove with him, looking at all of the
beautiful old houses and tents filed under: people I will miss terribly even though I don't see them that
often he took this Polaroid of me, I look like I'm in England. :) showing other people Polaroids is
always exciting. <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-360"
title="polaroid004" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/polaroid004.jpg" alt="" width="672" height="515" /></p> <p style="textalign: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-362" title="polaroid006"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/polaroid006.jpg" alt=""
width="672" height="512" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image361" title="polaroid005" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/polaroid005.jpg" alt="" width="512" height="673" /></p> (fifty six)
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Great location!
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/08/356/
Sat, 11 Aug 2012 02:28:25 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=356

I am trying to clean everything out and be done with it but there are people I still want to apologize to,
people I still want to speak to, and then I throw out another letter or another old photo and feel really
tired. (fifty seven)
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/08/358/
Sun, 12 Aug 2012 02:31:21 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=358
busy doing what I love which is the best kind of busy nine days (fifty eight)
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/08/384/
Mon, 13 Aug 2012 21:41:58 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=384
I am really bad at being spontaneous. Someone will try to make plans and I normally brush them off
because I'm tired or I feel strange, because during the summer I think I hibernate and that's just a thing,
I like to sleep and read and be by myself. But once you spend a little bit of time with someone you
love, or doing something different, it opens up and suddenly you are doing things you should have
been doing all along I spent the morning in my favorite town(s) with some people who feel like family
even though I had only met them once before. And I spent the evening in an abandoned house with
someone I hadn't seen in two months minus one day. Emil and I went exploring and went into this
beautiful house and shot until there was no light and then we saw pockets of orange light and thought it
was the sun setting but it was streetlights making beautiful shadows. I say my first real goodbye today.
I have so many more to say. <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-390" title="web_MG_0223"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0223.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-391"
title="web_MG_0228" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0228.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-392" title="web_MG_0229"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0229.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-393"
title="web_MG_0230" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0230.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-394" title="web_MG_0232"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0232.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-395"
title="web_MG_0235" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0235.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-396" title="web_MG_0239"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0239.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-397"
title="web_MG_0245" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0245.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-398" title="web_MG_0248"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0248.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-399"
title="web_MG_0249" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0249.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <p style="textalign: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-402" title="polaroid009"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/polaroid009.jpg" alt=""
width="749" height="595" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image403" title="polaroid010" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/polaroid010.jpg" alt="" width="749" height="595" /></p> (fifty nine)
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Tue, 14 Aug 2012 00:49:15 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=386
summer has never really belonged to me. I wish it did, I wish I could fall in love for brief instances
and run around half naked and be that carefree summer person, I always associate carefree people with
summer and calculated people with winter and I fear I fall into the latter category, a person full of
maroons and whites and dark greens, cold mornings and crisp air instead of thick humid heat that falls
asleep on your skin (sixty)
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Wed, 15 Aug 2012 02:25:40 +0000
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last Wednesday as I have experienced them for sixteen years / three years next Wednesday I will be
making my own routines, making things up as I go I tried quinoa today. (sixty one)
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Thu, 16 Aug 2012 20:20:15 +0000
admin
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a slight crack in the exterior that has been growing since Valentine's Day, 2009, and gaping open wider
and wider, picked apart with a chisel of words today the crack made its way to the surface, bursting
apart and and and. ______ and ______ I don't think I am a part of something anymore. I think I am
just a part of myself and if I have cracks I can just patch myself up and move on, but it is really hard to
patch yourself to another person, with all of their patches and misfortunes it is really hard to try and
stitch over a mistake that has already been stitched over, time and time again - you can't sew over an
old scar or it will negate the tissue that has already begrudgingly formed (sixty two)
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/08/411/
Sat, 18 Aug 2012 01:40:46 +0000
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everyone asks if Andrei is my father - is it the long blonde hair? he is far too tall for me to be his
daughter, and too young too. maybe not, but he feels like a partner in crime, a mentor, and someone
bluntly, honorably honest in a world where everyone lies through their teeth to appease others. he
grabbed me by the shoulders and pointed up at the velvety navy sky after a night of flaunting me,
bragging about my success (trivial though it may seem, I know he is proud of me). he said, "look up at
the sky and know I'm under it somewhere, doing this same schmutz." through something unlikely I
found an incredible person. there are so many good people in my life. (sixty four)
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Sun, 19 Aug 2012 01:40:49 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=412
saying goodbye to everything. my heart is full and ready but it hurts. (sixty five)
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Fri, 17 Aug 2012 01:40:50 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=413
people are not always there when you need them to be, and home is anywhere you need it to be when
you close your eyes (sixty three)
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-420"
title="7827583822_688aff134e_b (1)" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/7827583822_688aff134e_b-1.jpg" alt="" width="614" height="476" /></p>
<p style="text-align: center;">a messy, crooked, dark self portrait with a little bit of Jack snuck in. on
my back porch, with recently washed hair, a far cry from any of the beings I have been before.</p> <p
style="text-align: center;">today is the last day.</p> <p style="text-align: center;">(sixty six)</p>
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Tue, 21 Aug 2012 20:35:13 +0000
admin
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college is unlike anything else in the world (sixty seven)
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admin
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tonight I walked along the High Line with two people I hadn't known well before yesterday morning
and watched Manhattan sparkle in this weird way, like the sky is different there I know it is only my
second day but the sky is different in Manhattan, everything is (sixty eight)
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tonight was the first real conversation I had since I got here, and I appreciate that I appreciate that
even though I got dressed up and wore makeup for the first time I ended up sitting in the grass peeling
apart thin green blades and listening to other people talk, because at the heart of it I like to listen to
other people's voices and sometimes forget to speak myself (most of the time) I think I belong here
which I think is really nice. home was good, so so good to me, but it was different and it doesn't belong
to me and I don't belong to it (sixty nine)
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admin
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today I woke up and ate breakfast by myself, accidentally wished someone a good morning, and sat
through an inspiring talk about the future things to note: - do the opposite of what you like (do new
things, always - don't do things you have already done once you know how to do them) - don't create a
style but a range - forget about your grade - create and create and create - forget about your grade
then I ran errands for a bit, buying art supplies and applying for a job and checking up on all of my
finances (I feel like such an adult stuck in a twelve year old's body) and then came back to my room
and moped for a bit because I wasn't feeling well and I was crankily tired and didn't want to do
anything. my roommate and I ventured out of the room after three solid hours of moping to get free
dinner and by chance I stumbled across someone I had met a few times previously, who invited me to
come along with the group. we ended up going into Manhattan, a great big group of ten or eleven or
so, and walking around Washington Square Park listening to a woman sing beautiful things and
drinking iced chocolate mint tea (I have to go back there - somewhat cheap and upscale and worth it if
I can ever remember the name) and watched dancers in Union Square for a while, hanging out on the
benches and dancing and being silly these are the teenage experiences I think I missed in high school
so we took the subway back and it was just really nice, I like to listen to people talk more than I like to
speak. I like to watch. and, damn me, I didn't bring my camera because I was nervous I would be
judged for it and that's just goddamn stupid because it is what I love and it makes me feel so at ease
and it took a little while to feel at ease without one (although I did get to that point eventually, clapping
and dancing and singing in the subway with the others) and then ended up sitting out on a bench for a
while while two others smoked and I listened again. a great big box of cameras and someone as
enthusiastic as I am about these sorts of things, and Jay-Z and awful dorm room lighting and other
people getting drunk off cheap corner store alcohol and accepting that I don't like those things and it
feels so nice to be accepted in some way or another. I don't know how often I will say it but I feel like
I belong here in the best way possible - like I just needed to break out of my little shell, a hard piece of
armor I always keep up because I'm terrified of falling into false friendships or being boring or being
my quiet self tomorrow I vow to break out a camera and hold it like it is a part of me because it is, and
to never go out anywhere without a camera again - these are memories that will rest in my head for
now (seventy)
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Sat, 25 Aug 2012 03:34:56 +0000
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<p style="text-align: center;">I took these before going out to explore for the day. They are nothing
special but I just don't know how else to show how happy I am here</p> <p style="text-align:
center;"><img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-437" title="web_MG_0083 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0083-copy1.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-434" title="web_MG_0091 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0091-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p
style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-435" title="web_MG_0094
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0094-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-436" title="web_MG_0105 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0105-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /></p> <p
style="text-align: center;">(seventy one)</p>
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"you are a visual warrior" - Andrei (seventy two)
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creating (seventy three)
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(a Mamiya self portrait I took this morning before classes that I have yet to scan) feels good to create
with my hands, to listen to intelligent people speak. (seventy four)
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my Wednesdays are fairly light, just one morning class, so - as it was for the past year when I worked
or had school every day but Wednesday - I have most of the day to run errands and take photographs.
(that sentence was an exercise in awful grammar.) feels a little bit like home, empty Wednesdays by
myself spent tidying everything up. I miss silly little things - the way Jack comes to the door every
morning before I leave, the way my shoes are everywhere and my stuff is everywhere, having a
bathtub, being able to open the window and sleep without the hum of the air conditioner - but I don't
miss it all yet <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-448" title="web_MG_0064 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0064-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-449" title="web_MG_0072
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0072-copy.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-450"
title="web_MG_0075" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0075.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> my room here gets
beautiful light. this mirror is full of beautiful light until the sun goes down. <img class="aligncenter
size-full wp-image-451" title="web_MG_0082 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0082-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-452" title="web_MG_0088 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0088-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-453" title="web_MG_0092
copy 2" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/web_MG_0092-copy2.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> I need to be healthier though - my body is rejecting this
new food, this lack of exercise, and I don't want to slip here, not when I worked so hard to get here so
I am going to try and be better, maintain my health while maintaining my grades and art and
classwork, because feeling healthier makes it easier to be better in every other way, but it's so hard to
be started and to be honest, there are so many negative influences here. everyone wants to starve here.
<em>wants</em> to, not needs to. and I hate that aspect of this. (seventy five)
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drawing class is held in an open room at the top of a building with five stories mislabeled as four,
where it's airy and bright and the light is incredible. drawing class is the one thing that tore tiny slits in
my skin and steadily pulled out my anxiety. drawing class means (not during, but after) hair on the
floor and charcoal on my face and in my pores and across my legs. drawing class means people having
to stare at me to measure how many heads tall I am. in all, drawing class means extreme inadequacy,
and I cannot stand being inadequate (seventy six)
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today <ul> <li>sleeping in</li> <li>reading a good book</li> <li>meeting friends in the
cafeteria</li> <li>free copies of the NYTimes</li> <li>homework with a Pratt cat</li> <li>bugging
the people in the mailroom for my packages</li> <li>taking the subway by myself for the first
time</li> <li>seeing Taryn Simon's beautiful work at the MoMA</li> <li>falling in love with Boetti's
work on the top floor of the MoMA</li> <li>taking the subway by myself (yet again) to meet

Kenneth</li> <li>being introduced to lattes, the Avett Brothers, blueberry muffins, and A Prairie
Home Companion</li> <li>walking from river to river</li> <li>eating a chicken sandwich at
Barnyard</li> <li>getting lost on the subway by myself again</li> <li>entering the subway in
daylight and exiting in the dark</li> <li>coming home to Pratt and doing homework</li> </ul> I
walked so long today, my feet hurt so badly I need to find a dead bug (seventy seven)
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today at the flea market, a man tried reading my leg. "what's your leg say? I can't read it," he said,
beckoning me closer as he polished a lamp. I turned around and let him read it aloud: "in the daylight,
anywhere feels like home." he settled back into his chair. "this girl had one on her shoulder in a
different language and I couldn't even read the damn thing." he appraised me from head to toe as I
turned around to browse through a box of old photographs. "so I guess you're home, then," he mused.
he was possibly the first person to view my tattoo - since March - to "get" it. I promptly asked him if I
could take his photograph. (seventy eight)
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anecdotes about three (four, five) different people
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/09/anecdotes-about-three-four-five-different-people/
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admin
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<strong>I.</strong> today I couldn't remember what your face looked like. we are doing contour
drawings for homework and I couldn't draw yours from memory. today I couldn't remember your
smell, the shape of your teeth, or the outline of your hands. today all I could remember was your hair,
in every stage from haircut to haircut. short and bristly and painful, rough against my palms. every
time you get a haircut you seem to smell different, act different. and long, covering your eyebrows,
long enough for me to run my fingers through. green apple. <strong>II.</strong> today you moved
into college and I forgot until I got home because I was out in Manhattan doing things. and doing
things is the easiest way to forget that your best friend of over fifteen years is moving into college.
today I cried a little bit - mostly tears in the back of my throat - because both of us have moved in. and
there are certain things you can't take back, and moving into college feels like a surefire way of closing
off our shared childhoods. <strong>III.</strong> today I took the subway by myself to go to the
International Center of Photography. today I left my dorm room to do things and felt inspired by
everything there is to see in New York. I need to leave this room more - although I love it, things can't
just happen here. and homework isn't the sole reason I'm here. today B&amp;H was overwhelming
and a grilled cheese and greasy french fries made up for it. <strong>IV.</strong> today I cleaned the
bathroom. (seventy nine)
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Mon, 03 Sep 2012 01:18:56 +0000
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nervous, trapped, anxious I <em>shouldn't</em> be so terrified and intimidated by a sheet of paper
and a piece of charcoal (eighty)
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sometimes (like today) the day is going well and the humidity is a thick blanket weaving tendrils of
sweat beneath you and your clothes and everything is going smoothly and in some weird miracle you
finish your homework early but the scent and humming of power tools has made you anxious, tapping
your feet and yanking at the fluffs of hair at the base of your neck and wearing a full face mask and
asking a million jittery questions and then even though you complete the assignment you're still reeling
from how at ease everyone else is, with everything, and meanwhile your whole heart is racing, your
legs are shaking and tapping and the whole room feels like it's been compressed into one blade
continuously up and down like your foot, like your hand fluttering to the base of your neck and pulling
pulling pulling and then out into the rain where it's still thick, thick, thick on your shoulders and into
the dining hall where you really don't want to watch someone else starve and then feel guilty about
eating - even though it feels good to eat and be healthy and not hate yourself - and you just want to
crawl back into bed and stay there forever because the sound of the power tools is still ringing in your
ears and the smell of smoke and the sparks and you wonder how you ever got here from there, ever got
to college from a terrified young girl - which is what you were today, a terrified young girl. you
wonder who trusted you to do these adult things when you're cowering at the sight of a power tool, you
wonder who decided you were good enough for these things and then you go through a good class
where you talk about pandas, nothing but bad advertising and pandas, and back to an empty room with
a shower and you wonder when you get to go home for good and stay there where at least when
something bad happens you know what's safe and what isn't. I am having a hard time. (eighty one)
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sometimes (like today) your day is just thrown off and you feel off balance for no reason, and you can't
seem to shake off this strange fog perpetually surrounding you, all day, and you almost start to cry
multiple times for no reason sometimes bad days are just bad days and you accept them and move on
(eighty two)
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change is inescapable why am I always trying to escape it today change was good and made me tear
up from happiness, today I made the effort to change something because I was losing hair and sleep
over unnecessary things, today I just felt better finally I know my posts have been somewhat vague,

but I'm falling into the rhythm of living here and trying to balance out everything - making art with
doing homework with proper amounts of food and sleep with living in New York City with taking
photographs I like with getting involved I miss my family. (eighty three)
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it's been a long week for no real reason - just a tired week, with tired eyes, and frequent calls home to
hear familiar voices. doing things I'm uncomfortable with, flitting around, feeling anxious and
uninspired. so today was an easygoing surprise - reading the paper by myself and drinking Snapple out
on the lawn, contemplating who to vote for in the upcoming election. taking the subway and knowing
which stop to get off at, being able to relax and not stare out the window in such an uptight way
because of nerves. seeing an old but familiar face and wandering around in thrift stores trying on shoes
and dresses, being reminded of home and Goodwill but in a gentle and comforting way, not something
jarring and strange. getting stuck on the subway at the last stop with Sam, feeling panicky but in a silly
good way. going to Washington Square and being sprayed in the face with the water, meeting up with
Andrew and walking along the High Line and getting pizza and hearing news of Mom's surgery in
November and heading back home (how strange it is to call this tiny dorm room home). going on an
adventure to a graffiti covered room and taking photographs. hanging out in another dorm room for
hours just talking and listening and watching, going to White Castle and feeling utterly terrified and
confused but happy in that "how are these things happening to me" kind of way "welcome to
Brooklyn!" today was enough to make me feel un-homesick. (eighty four)
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tonight I'm by myself, and for most of the day I was by myself, first wandering Brooklyn and then in
my room and running errands amid the patches of rain and sun, and I'm okay with that (have been for
a long time now, a year now) somewhere along the line I learned that I like myself enough to be by
myself <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-481" title="web_MG_0141 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/web_MG_0141-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> (eighty five)
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today I walked over two miles and wandered around and watched light, chased it, I just want to be a
person who is in love with light and not ducking around corners to avoid it, light chasing me, trying to
earn back my love since when did I become an indoor person? being an outdoors person is full of

good air and movement, you can't sit still and if you do the sunlight bakes your face and makes you
feel all sleepy and good anyways so what's the harm (eighty six)
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when I get excited about things I bounce around and hum a little under my breath and sing out loud
which I never do unless I'm really happy and nobody knows that so I'm sure they just think I'm singing
off key because I can't sing but really I'm just so damn happy and today I danced around in the
darkroom by myself because everyone had left and I was just <em>happy</em> happy because this is
the kind of thing I love doing, producing tangible things (eighty seven)
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<em>are some deaths more significant than others?</em> the universe began one day and didn't stop,
or so we believe - we believe that everything that's happened ever has been leading up to this moment,
to our lonely lives on this lonely planet on the outskirts of the galaxy, to these pixels and these screens,
that evolution evolved so that we could sit in lonely rooms with our lonely pixels and our lives lived
vicariously through everyone else. are some deaths more significant than others? I would never
discredit or discount the deaths of those who died today in the scary scary thing that was 9/11, but what
about all of the other people that died on September tenth, or September twelfth, or September
eleventh, on the opposite side of the world? in California? in Florida? in the middle of the country? a
human soul is a human soul and a death is a death and I feel sad for everyone who died that day who
maybe didn't get as much attention because of it, because every death is something a little sad and a
little strange, every death should at least be acknowledged. with a line in a newspaper, with some
acknowledge of existence and lack thereof. what if everything that has happened, every millisecond
that has been, was completely random? for all of the organizing and meticulous details we research, for
everything we attempt to stack into categories, it is random, it fell into place because evolution evolved
randomly among this strain of DNA and everything just happened the way it happened and no one
chose it. or God chose it, if that's what you feel, but the earth is dictating its own path, scrawling out
this story as it happens, a couple of seconds behind, as surprised as we are by the turns of events, by
the devastation, by the poverty. and what if it isn't random, what if it's on a schedule? what if the big
bang wasn't the first big bang - what if there are many many big bangs? what if the big bang is merely
the clang of the artist's bell, the signal that this pose is over and the next is to begin? we are this speck
and who knows what the damn thing's plan is, who knows how it all works? (eighty eight)
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I want to return to myself, the myself I was during my 365, because I was so enamored with the world
and I was so wrapped up in everything around me and in being better, I need to return to the idea of
being better and constantly improving, I need to shoot when I feel bad and when I feel good and I need
to be better. I need to fall in love with the world again. (eighty nine)
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whenever there has been a death, my parents have had to give me the news. I remember learning of my
grandmother's death from my mom, while sitting on my bed in a pink room tinted orange from the
lightbulb, I remember learning of my grandfather's death while standing at the barely used dining room
table pasting together a family tree that never was completed. today was the first time that has ever
been reversed - today was the first time I ever had to tell one of my parents that someone important had
died. I called my dad with tears choking up in my throat, not wanting to speak those words. I wanted to
be there and I couldn't be. I don't exist in that world anymore, and to dip my hand back in and stir up
pain from afar is worse <em>the truth hurts worse than anything I could bring myself to do, to
you</em> I'm sorry Dad, I wish I could have been there today to tell you. (but I will see you Sunday. I
miss you. I missed you today the most.) (ninety)
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here is the beginning of a very good weekend
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today was the beginning of something good, I did not fall into bed until nearly three a.m. and there
were too many good things to write about, just know that I am an observer and that a man noticed my
sparkly shoes on the subway and that sitting on a bench surrounded by everyone else's cigarette smoke
and nervous excitement is good enough for me (ninety one)
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I just want to be back in the ocean - I just want to reclaim the pieces of home that are still mine I
shouldn't have gone home this weekend, I scratched up my legs and I forced myself to acknowledge
things. (ninety five)
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Taryn Simon's lecture tonight snapped me out of my funk, a mood that weighed heavy on my
shoulders, and I'm grateful for it. passionate people make me blink, wake up, look around. I walked
around Brooklyn today with two cameras, taking photos of everything I saw that wasn't human,
noticing things I hadn't noticed before. I have been keeping my eyes closed and I hate myself for it, I
hate myself for turning away from photos when I feel so miserable because I don't even know what I'm
turning to (ninety six)
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sometimes (like just now) I get teary and choked up and happy because the people I love are so happy
all I want is to be happy, and for you and you and you to be happy the autumn air is choking sense
back into my lungs and it stings but it's important (one hundred)
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finding someone who is nearly the same as you - someone as nerdily passionate as you are about
something - makes your whole face hurt with smiling so hard racing around Central Park with a
Polaroid in hand, slipping squares into a shared notebook and poring over them on the subway, asking
about my dream job, feeling overwhelmed with this happiness and all of this possibility for the first
time in a long time, and then running to catch my train at Penn, missing it, waiting an hour, and falling
down the escalator and slicing up my legs, leaving scars that will remain - "permanent scars" as Mom
once said alone and sobbing on the train, sleeping in my own bed for the first time in a long time,
feeling like a guest and feeling like I never left what a long and strange day. <img class="aligncenter
size-full wp-image-510" title="tumblr_maglmxeC3S1re8kyoo1_1280"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/09/tumblr_maglmxeC3S1re8kyoo1_1280.jpg" alt="" width="762" height="772"
/> (ninety two)
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pieces of today: light streaming through the window and reflecting through the mirror which has been
broken for three years and is now fixed making flash cards in my bed, a throwback to high school,
particularly biology seeing the bridges and understanding that that is what signifies home now, bridges
and gaps an understanding and a misunderstanding (ninety three)
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off, can't find myself today can't feel my legs right "what did you do to yourself?" (ninety four)
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staying up late not because I have to but because I just like being around people sorry that my words
have been lacking but this week has put such a burden on my back, I am so anxious (ninety seven)
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I consider the ocean my home most of all. today the sky had already turned pink and blue and purple
and the rocks were silhouetted against the sky, looking almost (but not quite) the way home does.
when I kicked off my shoes and walked into the water I could see New Jersey across the way and it
was opposite, an equal and opposite reaction. I can see New York from my beach at home. I can see
New Jersey from New York. everything is so symmetrical sometimes. my life at home and my life

here mirror each other in strange and equal ways and I appreciate it, I appreciate the way my bed is
nestled up in the corner against a window in both places and I appreciate that the sky is the same color
and the ocean is the same amount of warm-not-cold and that Coney Island is where my grandfather
went when he was young and that Pratt is where he went and all along I have identified with him more
than I have maybe acknowledged, that the people you find yourself parallel to are not necessarily the
ones you think they are Coney Island reminds me of home more than anything, both when it is
crowded and excitable and when it is sleepy and silent and nighttime, and it makes me miss home and
it makes me happy, and laying down on the subway because you're the only ones in the car, heading
back to a night full of silly revelry and helping someone walk home, falling asleep sweetly happy
because my feet were all sandy and I was in the ocean and home, home, home (ninety eight)
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<em>no one's got it all,</em> but you have almond cake and SNL and most of your homework done
(ninety nine)
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Radio City, all orange and quiet, thrumming with lights and the anticipation of music I've wanted to
hear live forever you know that feeling you get when you've been waiting for something for so long
and it just slips into your life, it just happens and I was in awe because some music, certain things, get
underneath my skin and take up quiet residence and I didn't even know until I closed my eyes and
started to cry, sitting alone in Radio City listening to Grizzly Bear it was magical and I needed it, after
the longest week of my life, I needed to hear it. I was shell shocked, I couldn't move at all, I didn't
move for two hours while listening. I have never heard anything so beautiful, I don't even know how to
begin to explain it but it was the best night, it shocked something back into my senses, magical magical
magical (one hundred and one)
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feel like I deserved to have a day this good after all of this shit working hard and having it pay off just
feels so nice after struggling through last week, it was just a good day, everything went my way and I
needed that I didn't imagine I would be struggling so much here and I didn't imagine I would be
slacking so much but I haven't gone to bed before midnight in a week and my bones are tired (one
hundred and two)
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prospects "you don't have to show everything" (one hundred and three)
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charcoal on my face and this hollowness in my stomach and (one hundred and four)
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familiar faces (one in particular) waiting for me at the train station under the giant sign that dictates
where everyone is going, needs to be that train station used to signal home, used to signal the end of a
long day running around the city taking photographs and exploring, and now I hardly go to Penn but to
transfer trains or, like this weekend, to pick up and drop someone off that train station used to mean
bigger things, an aspiration, and now it feels like it belongs to tourists, to visitors, to transient beings
now it feels empty, and I don't belong, and it's weird that Penn, which used to represent both the arrival
and the departure, no longer means anything (eighteen years of something, and now nothing) (one
hundred and five)
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sitting on a rock and watching Manhattan from across the river, listening to an in-depth conversation
about haircuts, fog covering the eyes of buildings and the Brooklyn Bridge to the left sometimes
things happen and they don't feel real or like they're happening to me (one hundred and five and a
half)
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fifty six thousand people, and me never, ever, feeling like I can rest, even when music is carrying my
bones, even when everything is going well, because I just want to be sleeping there's always
something missing, you are always chasing the sky beneath these dramatic things, beneath all of this
noise and history you're watching happen without being part of it living here makes me feel even more
like an outsider to my own history than Jersey did (one hundred and six)
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it's getting harder and harder to keep track of the days, let's give the month a little kiss on the mouth
goodbye, shake its hand, see you in eleven months, hope you enjoy your hibernation, where did you
go, you were supposed to be full of apples and scarves and I'm not sure what happened I'm not sure
what happened. (one hundred and seven)
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you're not supposed to cry when your mom tells you that they found a lump on her breast but it's
probably nothing, they've removed two of these already and she didn't tell you so you wouldn't worry.
you're not supposed to cry at all in college. you're not supposed to react to things that aren't happening
here - not at all. and when you can't draw a fucking straight line you aren't supposed to cry. you're not
supposed to be sober when you go to your first hipster rave thing. when you're sober you can
remember all of the shitty little things you didn't want to see, like the guy you wanted to dance with
dancing with someone else, or how drunk everyone is and how someone got a ticket for having an

open container of alcohol and how you can't breathe and everyone else looks so damn happy and
you're suffocating. you're not supposed to be impressed by the beautiful things you see. you're not
supposed to be sick and you're not supposed to let people know you're sick. you're not supposed to say
you're from Jersey because being from Jersey makes everyone assume <em></em>something about
you - I don't know what it is but there's a stigma attached to the little S-shaped state across the bay.
you're not supposed to go out in your pajamas and you're not supposed to wear sweatshirts unless
you're having a really shitty day. you're not supposed to be quiet at crit, but no one talks. you're not
supposed to be quiet, you're supposed to be loud and you're supposed to make people want to like you,
but you're supposed to be yourself. you're not supposed to let on that you're having a hard time. you're
supposed to agree that yes, it's a lot of work but you're not supposed to let on that you can't handle it.
everyone can handle it, everyone only sleeps a few hours a night but everyone is doing fine, everyone
is doing all right and skipping classes and drinking coffee. you're not supposed to let on that you've
never eaten guacamole or been drunk or watched SNL or that you like sleeping eight hours a night and
that you like waking up early and that you're a morning person and that you like eating by yourself and
that you're a "yourself" person, that when you're around other people things get lost easily between
your brain and their brain. you're not supposed to be sad you're not supposed to be fucked up you're
not supposed to be not okay (one hundred and eight)
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she had curls around her forehead and I wanted to touch them because they were always escaping from
the tightly wound bun and she wanted so badly to pretend they didn't exist because she could never be
in control of everything and those curls always reminded her of that (one hundred and nine)
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details, and details, and details, and more details <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-557"
title="Untitled-1" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Untitled-1.jpg"
alt="" width="720" height="536" /> if anyone here knew me well they'd know that I haven't been
wearing my ring and that in itself is cause for concern, that it currently resides on a chain 'round my
neck but it hasn't left my finger in over four years and it's only contributing to my agitation, and there
are none other like it in the world (one hundred and ten)
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I would write you ugly words every day if that's what you wanted, sentences upon sentences of words
that bruise and stomp through the mud, paragraphs upon paragraphs of knuckles against skulls, pages

upon pages of a naked hairline. I would write you words that hurt if that's what you wanted, words that
opened up your skin right now I'm just writing words but I could make them painful, I could leave
marks (one hundred and eleven)
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I. when all of the lights on the train go black and through the window you catch your first glimpse of
home II. this year has become a mirror reflection of last year and that's exactly what I didn't want
happening "January was nothing because that couldn't kill me" and the unspoken words are that this
could. III. "can we just celebrate the survivor shit, please?" (one hundred and twelve)
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<em>someday, you will die - but I'll be close behind, I'll follow you into the dark</em> there are
certain things that aren't supposed to happen and they do and it took me a long time to wrap my head
around that one back in September of last year, and all throughout senior year. these things happen.
and I finally understood that and accepted it and now, again - these things happen and they happen and
they aren't supposed to. but they will. and they hurt and it's like a sucker punch to the gut every time
the thought crosses your mind and you can't stop it, however hard you try and I can sit in the diner
where you held your wedding reception and I can meet your eyes above your scar and smile but I can't
change the fact that you've had cancer thrice over and I can't stop it from happening again and I'm so,
so sorry (one hundred and thirteen)
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. someone said to me, "you smell the same" and I wondered how that could be true . they lied when
they said you would remember how to drive a car. because I reverted back to the person I was in
March 2011, bumbling along on streets I half knew, without dashboard lights and without a sense of
place. . I can't possibly smell the same . I brought an extra pillow to college and now have one less at
home . there are guys who will drink beer before eleven a.m. and discuss loudly on the train how they
just want "a girl with her head screwed on straight" because they're tired of "depressed and messed-up"
girls and you'll think, <em>wow I wonder what they think of me, as I sit here eating stale movie
theater popcorn and taking photos out of the train window</em> . I sing to myself on the subway and
I think that means other people think I'm crazy (one hundred and fourteen)
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you might not remember how it got cold last year but it happened quickly, all at once, while I had my
internship and bad news and a new job all bumbling around in my skull, and I walked outside one day
to feel the earth had changed while I was sleeping, the goosebumps on my arms sprung up and I had to
whack at the heater in my car a couple of times before it got warm enough to see out the windows.
you might not remember how it stayed warm for a while, how my big navy peacoat that was intended
for twelve-year-old boys wasn't always necessary, how the sky burned blue even more brilliantly when
it did grow cold. you might not remember how I bought a black jacket for four dollars to make the
thirty second walk to Wawa, or how my hands became red and cracked and pale and ugly. you might
not remember how fast it got cold after everyone complained about global warming for weeks, you
might not remember how fast my cheeks grew ruddy and the heat at work kicked on and everything
was stifling hot or numbing cold, but I can remember for you, I can remember for all of us because for
most of us it was any other winter and for me it made my cheeks red and it was spent inside a blue and
white building and it was spent with a small group of people, most of whom I don't talk to any more,
and I wouldn't have it any other way, I wouldn't have any of this any other way (one hundred and
fifteen)
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nothing <del>I do</del> will last forever that was a sobering thought to have (one hundred and
sixteen)
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eleven years is longer than the amount of time I knew you (which would be seven, almost eight years)
but it was a good seven, almost eight years, and I'd like to think that you'd be proud of me if you saw
me again, eleven years later - in college, and healthy (I'm glad you missed the bad years, I'm glad you
didn't have to suffer through them the way the rest of the family did), and confident. I think you would
be happy I'm at the same college Grandpa attended. I think you would have encouraged me to be here,
to do what I want, to pursue photography. I think you would have wanted me to be happy and I am. I
miss you. (one hundred and seventeen)
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as much as I feel like I'm taking photographs I'm proud of, I feel like something is missing, like I lost
touch with that sad girl who would wander around and make photographs as often as possible because
it made her feel better, like I lost touch with that ambition I had and now it's so technical and so
conceptual and I miss just grabbing my tripod and going out to make something just because I used to
make things just because, I think it's time to turn this into a 365 for photos again because writing isn't
cutting it. and I don't know how that will be but I need to do something to get back in touch with that
mentality, this isn't the way to go about doing things. some people can work on big projects that result
in five photos and I just feel like I need to do something more to coax myself into that way of thinking
again, maybe carry a camera around all the time or just set aside ten minutes every morning, make it
part of my routine again because routines are good, routines help a lot I'm trying to use this space to
figure my mind out, I sometimes forget that I can do that, I sometimes forget that I have a lot of
notebooks with blank pages to figure things out in, and sometimes I remember and I think about a
project that seems daunting and I know that if I don't begin it, it will never end either, it will always
remain as this unfinished end, always waiting I miss March and I miss senior year a lot more than I
had anticipated, the thought of more tattoos and the thought of this year and how it is similar to last
year is and how things were better than they sound when I discuss them out loud and how I was so
happy and so sad all the time and I'm not sure how I got through last year but I know that I got through
it so I know that this year is daunting but I can get through this too I'm proud of my ma and I'm proud
of myself too, let's do this (one hundred and eighteen)
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today I feel sad and kind of empty, today I just feel like the world is leaving me behind which is a
useless thought. today fourth grade seems a very long way away, and so does high school, and so does
the rest of the world. I sat on the red steps in Times Square and recognized not a single person. a man
told me not to take his photo. I choked on words on the subway. I felt like I was floating outside of my
own skin. I'm not sure where this is coming from but sometimes I feel like the whole world keeps
going and even though I'm going somewhere it's not in the same direction and it makes my head hurt
and I don't know what I'm doing I just know that taking photos today felt painful and not therapeutic I
miss everything I miss everything taking these photos should have felt better than it did but at least I
took them, more photos more photos more photos. <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-584"
title="web_MG_0008jpg" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/10/web_MG_0008jpg.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-585" title="web_MG_0018jpg"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/web_MG_0018jpg.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> after taking these I spoke to Andrei and felt a little better, missed
enough to know I leave a space behind, and then the night unfolded in a sweet enough way to make me
feel okay again, listening to trancey music and spending almost all night on the subway and walking
(one hundred and nineteen)
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it's hard to accept that when I return, you will not be the same person, I left you at an influential time in
your life (a time when you were living more and breathing more than I ever would) say what you will
about grades and college and testing but you seem to have it figured out more than I do (here's looking
at you, kid) remember that we will never live in the same house again and that we are still family, no
matter what walk down to the jetty and sit down on the very last rock because that's my spot, that's
always been mine (our whole family's, there's that photo of all of us sitting on the jetty and laughing
and it's like none of the bed things ever happened) and wait for the sky to turn pink and purple and then
blue because that's mine too, these are all my things, and watch for the twinkly lights of the city to pop
up, four in a row, and the bridge to glow green and red, and remember that I'm still there - I'm still so
close to home, we're just separated by some water and I don't know how often you think of me but I
think of you less often than I should, and I found another jetty sort of like ours but it looks out over
Manhattan and a bridge much closer where the subway goes across, and the jetty always feels like
you're looking on to the next big thing, whatever is bigger and more impressive, from little Cliffwood
to Brooklyn to Manhattan and who knows where we'll both end up. just remember I'm out here, I'm
not that far, and I miss seeing you grow, as begrudgingly as I let it happen. I even miss driving you to
summer school, for as much as I whined about it, I got to see you almost every day and that hadn't
happened in a long long time someone asked me today why I am going home so often and I said
because of Mom but also it's because you miss me in a very innocent and very you way and I miss you
right back and there's no one here who can be my nasty little brother but you, and you're across the bay
now; just keeping doing what you're doing and love home more fiercely than I did because I know you
love it more than I do, always have, in a more proper teenager sense than I ever did, traipsing around
streets on bikes with your friends and falling in love under streetlights in a yellow Mustang and
stealing beer from the neighbor's party, you did everything better than I did even if you'll never know
it, even if they'll never tell you. I know our lives have been this great big struggle and competition but
you win, I'll come out on top with the diploma from a school that costs fifty six thousand dollars a year
and I don't know what you'll come out with yet but I know that for our teenage years yours will always
reign supreme and I'm proud of you for that at least (one hundred and twenty one)
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mornings with a camera in hand and subway trips and autumn air and a dry fountain and little
pumpkins decorated, this is my life now (one hundred and twenty)
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a history of scars and bruises
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bruises rest on my hipbones most of all, a sure sign of my clumsiness and general inability to notice
things around me. I tend to bump into tables, doorknobs, anything really. everything. when I was little
I had them in the same places, but the tables and doorknobs were higher then so I'm not sure what I
was doing. there's a scar on my right hip, from when I tripped during manhunt because we didn't know
that we were supposed to run and when we got back to the bathhouse my hip was spewing blood and I
looked like a victim and I took one look at Courtney and started to cry deep jagged breaths and she
asked why I didn't tell her sooner and I didn't know. that happened in fifth grade, I had to have been
eleven, Memorial Day weekend, before summer had officially begun yet. when I was seven I fell off
my brother's bike and pretended that I sprained my wrist. I sat on the bathroom sink with my legs
dangling and wrapped it up neatly in an Ace bandage, toting around a sling and showing it off to my
friends. this was right around the time that my brother began getting bruises consistently, constantly probably around the time that he could dislocate his elbow and pop it back in without repercussions,
probably around the time that we started going to doctors in Philly and the city a lot. this was probably
around the time that I began jumping off the swingset in an attempt to break a bone. in the end the
only bone I ever broke was my pinky toe, and it didn't amount to anything more than the toe taped to
the next one. when I was eight or nine I walked out of the bathroom and bumped my wrist against the
door plate, cutting a neat crescent moon into the side of my hand. it's the scar everyone tends to notice
last, if they notice them at all - I'm not sure if anyone else looks at my body to see scars but I have
mine carefully cataloged just to be sure. my knees have scarred over so many times from falling off
my bike that I'm not sure you can see the scars anymore - but they are there, I promise. I ran into the
neighbor's parked car on my first trip down the block without training wheels and somewhere there is
still shame in that. my brother was riding a bike without training wheels before I was. I couldn't even
take the corners properly, had to pick my bike up and set it down again around the corner. the first
scar I ever received was from my first dog biting me very sweetly on the lip when I was a year old,
earning me an uneven smile, and the most recent is from a tumble down an escalator in Penn Station,
September 2012, eighteen years old. there are scrapes down my legs that will never heal properly, still

purple and scabby, like someone dragged their fingers down my legs. up higher, on my left leg, there's
a small bean-shaped scar from a cyst removed when I was thirteen, two days after my thirteenth
birthday. I was awake for the procedure and it took five minutes, my green iPod clutched in my hand
the whole time. they sewed up my leg with glue. and higher up on my right thigh, of course, the
permanent scar I gave myself - as my mother so teasingly put it - the tattoo circling my thigh, this scar
thicker and darker than any other but a scar nonetheless. I am clumsy and it shows everywhere on my
body, this strange biography written into the tissue of my skin (one hundred and twenty two)
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what does a hero do? you're not a hero (one hundred and twenty three)
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I'm going to tell you about my day because it was a really nice one
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I woke up early and Gillian and I went to Bergen to get bagels before our art history midterm. my
stomach was upset but it was okay, we took the midterm and it wasn't so bad. I went to the mailroom
and saw that I had received my ballot to vote which was really exciting, especially after watching the
debate last night. I'm very excited to vote and have been for my whole life, it feels strange that this
time is finally here. I went back to my room and laid down for a little bit and ventured out to get lunch
and got the paper and read the paper sitting on the bench outside of my dorm until McCall came to
interview me. I was by myself and feeling really bored and had nothing important to do until later,
when the darkrooms opened at eight, so I glanced around and decided to go into Manhattan - I had to
pick up a Polaroid from the repair shop, and anyway, why sit around and feel bored when you have an
unlimited subway card and six hours of free time? I grabbed my Yashica and got onto the G train and
it miraculously only took a few minutes and my camera was repaired. I walked to the Union Square
subway station and saw a man playing some instrument I had never seen before and asked if I could
take his photo. he obliged, and then I went to Impossible to get more film and then walked outside and
it was the perfect autumn day - crisp and cool but not cold, my hands weren't getting numb - so I got
on the subway again and went all the way uptown to 81st Street, where the Museum of Natural History
is, and walked into Central Park. I came across a little group of children petting a dalmatian, who they
kept repeating that they had seen last weekend in another part of the park. the kids were with their
nannies, not their parents, and no one minded when I took two photos - one of the whole group, and
one of two boys laying their heads down on the dog. the dog's owner smiled at me and asked what I
was shooting, and I told her medium format. she smiled and said wistfully, "I was a photographer
once." I sat on a rock in a strip of sunlight and took two Polaroids and watched for a while and got an
email about a concert that I'm excited about and then got on the subway back - the G train pulled up
just as I stepped off the C train - and went into the darkroom and just overall the day went my way
(one hundred and twenty four)
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you made a really big impact in my life and I'm not even sure you remember me (I'm not bitter about
it or angry about it, you were simply someone who was in my life for eleven months and helped with
all of your strange feminism rants and various shades of hair and teaching me things just through your
existence) in a year or two I probably won't remember you very much and you probably won't
remember me very much either, but later on there will be a flash of "oh, I remember her" and "she
made that year much more bearable, just by existing in the same space as me" thank you, thank you,
you live in California now and I hope your life is going well, I hope things are better (one hundred and
twenty four, part ii)
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last words and things that make my throat close up (one hundred and twenty five)
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a friday night spent under the fog
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with two boys, and orange streetlights and blue sky fading from pale, and red candy apple on my chin,
and pockets of light everywhere, flashing up from puddles, and a litter of kittens darting across the
sidewalk and then home, a gray bathtub and green walls, have I left yet? I'm not sure, I can't tell
where I stand (one hundred and twenty six)
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here is what a day at home looks like
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waking up sleepy and tired in my own room, green light everywhere, and spending an hour and a half
in a pale pink doctor's office, feeling odd and off center, being given an inhaler, Goodwill and a velvet
dress and an awkward encounter with someone who already belongs to a different time and a different
version of myself, a radio station that plays Death Cab, twenty minutes in the stale pharmacy that
hasn't changed since my birth, buying up all of the $1 lottery tickets that Krauser's had (thirty nine),
trying on vintage dresses and having my ma brush my hair, a book on Asbury Park and cousins who
are starting to look unfamiliar, Red Bank streets reminding me of last year and former things, buttered
pasta and gag jokes, a familiar parking lot with two silly and good people, Polaroids, wind rustling my
hair, I seem to be falling in love with nighttime because - I don't know why, I am fascinated by it at the
moment, the days are getting shorter and there is less time to explore when it's light out so the darkness

must suffice being home makes me feel as though I was torn out by a crude hand and am trying to be
forced back by that same hand, not quite fitting, jarring at the edges, and I know I still belong but
there's only so much time left before I have to go my own way (it should have happened two months
ago, Cait) no one calls me Cait (one hundred and twenty seven)
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-616" title="borruso 013"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/borruso-013.jpg" alt=""
width="592" height="466" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;">happy birthday, Dad - thank you for
being funny, even if I don't always nod in agreement, and thank you for being intelligent in a quiet sort
of way. thank you for the past few years - they've been good ones, haven't they? thank you for silly text
messaging conversations and for my first laptop, for being the last person on earth to encourage me to
keep writing (I'm trying so hard, I am), for Long Beach Island, for a whole slew of things I probably
don't understand yet.</p> <p style="text-align: center;">happy birthday, Dad - I hope it was a good
one.</p> <p style="text-align: center;">(one hundred and twenty eight)</p>
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<em>any word? mum's the word,</em> it won't be another year spent in hospital waiting rooms, it
won't be another year like that, I promise that better things are coming, I promise better things are
coming, I promise, better, I promise, I promise, better, better, b e t t e r I am out of a long, four year
long rut - do you know how odd it feels to not be obligated to someone, to not be involved in
arguments involving everything, to not have to be tethered to your phone, to not be part of a twosome?
do you know how odd it feels to also know that this had been going on for a year? do you know how
odd and liberated I feel? I'm sorry for being so happy but I am, I'm sorry for needing my space but I
do, (one hundred and twenty nine)
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<div id=":bz"> <div id=":c0"> today started off poorly but then somewhere in there I think I got my
bearings back I don't know when it was - but sometime between Regina singing live and us sitting all
the way at the very back pressed up against the wall, furthest away as we could be, and finding a kind
stranger in Penn Station, and walking briskly and falling in love with a man on the subway who could
have been eighteen or could have been thirty two, and missing the G train by three seconds and
offering a stranger a scone and commiserating with others about the G train and writing until my hand
was smudged with ink because god, who knew how much I had left to say? I didn't think I was still a

writer, I've been brushing off that portion but today I wrote so much and maybe tomorrow after I've
done everything I need to do I'll post some here it feels so good to write, to have words spilling out
faster than my hand can move, cotton mouth no longer - it feels so good to wander around Manhattan
and to be by myself, to look at the words I wrote on January first and know I have been true to a
resolution for the first time ever - "I want to focus on myself this year" I am a lonesome person but not
a lonely person, I am by myself most of the time because that is what I want most of the time my
thoughts are all jumbled but I think tonight I remembered a lot of the things I forgot about myself, I am
sorry that I am all over the place but I promise that when I write these things down they make sense, I
am too lazy or too inspired or too busy to put them word for word here so you get a jumbled up view
of how I'm thinking but I'll just say that sitting on the floor of a subway station I had never been in,
scrawling out things I had been harboring for a long time, next to a stranger's legs, I felt like myself not my home self or my here self or my in-between self but just my own self, my own skin, whatever
that may be. tonight I walked out of the subway and the only thing I could hear was my breathing and
that hasn't happened in a long time, the night stood still and orange and ahead of me a couple held
hands and I listened to my own breathing; and then a car drove by and I walked home with my hands
in my pockets (one hundred and thirty one) <div></div> </div> </div>
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<div> today Frank Warren came to Pratt to talk about PostSecret I met Frank Warren, and the biggest
impression I made was that he liked my glasses </div> <div>(one hundred and thirty)</div>
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tonight I am grateful for
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<ul> <li>crises that work themselves out quickly</li> <li>how easily my comforter blends in on a
gray day</li> <li>lectures by my drawing professor</li> <li>blue and green chalk</li> <li>people
who let me chatter about cameras</li> <li>friends to sit with at dinner</li> <li>reading old writings
and watching my handwriting progress into something I hardly recognize</li> <li>reading old
writings</li> <li>my mom</li> <li>having a roommate I really like</li> <li>cheesy things like door
decorating and Polaroids</li> <li>exercise</li> <li>cheesy things like hall council</li> <li>having
my own bathroom</li> <li>Spotify</li> <li>Death Cab for Cutie's music, always</li> </ul> (one
hundred and thirty two)
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today I met a man in Union Square and we talked for three hours. today I met a man in Union Square
named Daniel from Reno, Nevada who is homeless and wants to start up a building like Hogwarts

where everyone can be comfortable without having to worry about being kicked out and he found out
that I'd had an eating disorder and took me to get one dollar white rice and show me that eating is
something to be enjoyed and we stood outside of the Chinese restaurant eating white rice out of a white
carton with chopsticks and talking about nothing at all and it felt good to be part of a little motley crew
going on an adventure and it felt good to sit on the cold stone of Union Square and listen to a stranger
and it felt good to do something I never would have done (followed by a quality night) <em>if you
are lost, stay put.</em> (one hundred and thirty three)
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there are more than eight million people in New York City and you'd be shocked at how easy it is to be
lonely, to have your back pressed against a cold stone in Central Park and feel autumn passing you by,
leaving you out because you're alone. <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-634" title="EPSON
MFP image" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/10/webEPSON023.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="574" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-635" title="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/webEPSON024.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="739" /> (one hundred and thirty four)
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"I feel like a shitty human being" disappointing myself more than anyone else, which is the hollowest
kind of thing to feel - a perfect weekend topped off by something I didn't ever quite expect to happen
to me (one hundred and thirty five)
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it is hard knowing that everything at home is being torn apart (and in Manhattan, and everywhere but
where you are) and you are trapped in the space you are standing because the subways are flooding,
the power is out, the bridges are all closed. home is hard to think of when it isn't accessible. home is
hard to think of right now. home is where things are happening that do not involve me and I am
tethered to it only by airwaves. home is where I am not a part of this right now and I hate myself for
leaving because I feel oddly unattached to the images of Manhattan subway tunnels flooding and the
blackness of the skyline and maybe that's because I haven't lived here long enough yet but I don't think
the city has taken me in for its own yet because I just want to be back in Jersey. and the water is rising
higher and higher on the television screen and we are stuck here in this bubble where nothing is

happening and everywhere around us everything is happening but here and I am thinking of the last
hurricane when we sat together in the dark without much to say and drove around the county with the
wind whipping at our cheeks and the one pier cracked in two, a sharp reflection of what would soon
happen to the two of us. looking back, it might have been the last good day before senior year started,
before some great big canyon opened up between us, just large enough to be unreachable. looking
back, the hurricane was a good good thing last year. looking back, I am sorry that it had to happen the
way it did and I am sorry the fights dragged on so long but I am happy that I had you for the things that
I did, that we had each other. and I am happy to be by myself now, to sit with people who are justfriends and will never be more-than-friends with and ride out this current hurricane in a cramped dorm
room on the floor. and I hope you are happy too. and I know you are in disbelief but I hope you will
believe me - I want you to be happy and I know we were not happy. I know my unhappiness was not
good for us. and it's okay, it's all right, I promise. (one hundred and thirty six)
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watching scenes from home and it's like an entirely different world and I am remembering a lot of
things. the hockey rink where I ducked through a hole in the fence to take photos, whose side has now
collapsed inward - underwater, struggling under the weight - my brother went swimming there during a
lesser storm once and I called him stupid for it. the bridge that causes the train to fall silent when it
travels across, the bridge that breaks in half to let boats through, being the first car stuck at the crack
and waiting for ten minutes, standing on the railing looking over the edge at the boats, willing them to
go faster, please - the bridge is crushed by a boat, by a trailer, covered in debris. the boardwalk where
we used to go for the day, where I first ate sour watermelons and chocolate covered pretzels together,
nearly gone. the boardwalk where Aislinn and Emily and I watched the sunrise on the beach and it
turned out to be a dud, all blue and somber. Long Beach Island, the cultivation of my summers, the
sweet sweet goodbye of summer, forcing Dad onto the ferris wheel and the lighthouse. the arcade
where we played games for hours to win a little yellow minion, under water. Joey's pizza, under water.
sand and water making beaches in the streets, little tiny beaches for the little tiny creatures left. little
tiny creatures must be swimming around somewhere in there, right? all the mole people and all the
subway rats had to have gone somewhere. I thought once, foolishly, that these things would never
happen to us. I thought once, foolishly, that the hurricane was nothing but quicksand and rain and a

ruined pair of glitter rainboots. I thought once, foolishly, that these things would never happen to us.
and oh, it's been a year of things that would never happen to us that came running over the palace
walls, knocking down bricks and bridges, coming straight for us, right between the eyes. hold my
hand, from twenty miles away, and brace yourself (so many things are coming that we never knew
how to look straight on at) (so many things are going bad and so many things are hurting hurting
please just turn and face the ramparts with me and we will one day return to something perfect but for
now we need to learn to look straight on) (one hundred and thirty seven)
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hey Ma, I used to treat you like shit. I used to yell at you because you were looking out for me and
that's what I didn't want, to be cared for up the stairs, across a chasm. hey Ma, I don't know when
things changed but I started to see the lines in your face and I remembered the one time I ever heard
you cry that mattered, when Grandpa died and your wail filled the house with sorrow, lining the
wooden frame and the triangle roof with your pain. hey Ma, you worked really hard and we did not
notice until you were working so hard and you were sick. hey Ma, I used to treat you like shit, and
you still braided and brushed my hair all the same. you still made me look like the most beautiful girl
for prom. I can't say who I was dressing up for - the boy I went with or you, to see you beam with pride
and hear everyone tell me how beautiful my hair looked, and the excitement in telling them that it was
all you. hey Ma, fuck cancer. and fuck hurricanes. our little gray house is still standing, the power
will be back eventually and I will be home eventually. p.s. hey Dad, sorry I use profanity. I know it
makes you mad. (one hundred and thirty eight)
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hey Cait, I Love You hey Cait, Our little gray house is still standing and the power is back on.
And you did come home. hey Cait, I agree. fuck cancer. fuck hurricanes. hey Cait, We survived
them both.
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I want to update myself on what is going on <ul> <li>my mom's surgery is on Tuesday</li> <li>I am
doing NaNoWriMo (National Novel Writing Month) so I think my words here might start slacking a
bit</li> <li>but that's okay because on my birthday (November 14) I am starting a 365 of photos
again, to keep track of my last year as a teenager - I've tried doing another 365 once, for my last year as
a child before I turned eighteen, and I failed, but I think this I might be able to maintain</li> <li>I'm
not sure what this blog was ever for, just a motion to write or photograph daily, and it looks like I'll be
doing both so the numbering might end up being funny or starting over for the photos and that's
okay</li> <li>I'm glad I have prospects and I'm glad I'm going to be writing again on some sort of
schedule and this is just good</li> </ul> I like keeping myself on track with things, I think that's what I
need. tomorrow I am going to shoot self portraits in the morning before a meeting and then spend all
day in the darkroom and spend all weekend getting caught up does anyone read this thing? I just like
keeping myself on track, I think this blog or whatever it is is mostly just for me and that's okay I guess
the numbers stop here November is going to be long and tiresome but also going to go by quickly and
feel like it barely happened, the way it always does. I can remember last November with such clarity, I
hope this one is as good. I hope home recovers fast and I hope going back to work over Thanksgiving
break will help and I hope the cold air will help and I hope my mom does well in her surgery and
overall I hope that the things I'm aspiring to do work out
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Friday spent mostly by myself which was really nice, I needed that
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I hate hearing my mom cry I don't think I'm doing NaNoWriMo, writing a novel is hard and I don't
feel right for it it is winter and I am feeling off and I just want to sleep
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the world keeps taking from me, little fractures and bits, I wonder when it will stop that. I don't
remember the first time I saw the sea but I remember the last time, I remember the bay being gray and
up high, high enough to spray my suede shoes, and I don't remember the first time I saw you but I
remember the last time, I remember your eyes being as gray as the ocean when it is up high and
spraying my suede shoes once upon a time the earth said "stop being so sad" and I said back "I can't
help it" and the earth said "yes you can, you can always help it" and I swallowed and thought maybe
that was true, maybe I inflict these things on myself for a reason. I miss people that don't belong to me
because I asked them not to belong to me. <em>I asked them not to stay so they left.</em>
<em></em>What a simple equation that is, I asked and you listened and you left. I am maybe not a
city person. I am maybe not a summer person. I am better off when my feet are numb because I'm not
wearing socks and it's cold. I am maybe better off when I can't feel my face.
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I am in a constant state of turmoil. somewhere along the way I forgot what it meant to be whole, to be
well. I had a certain talisman and I carried it with me underneath my jacket, a bird sleeping on its way
to death with wings so fragile and dusty eyes. I kept it with me close, protected it from the wind, only
took it out to peek at when no one was around and I stroked the flesh between its eyes and I apologized
softly for not being able to keep it alive. and it stayed somehow cradled warm in the crook of my arm
and one day I tripped and fell hard on the ground and stood back up on wobbly bleeding knees and
tried to take my first gentle step and that failed but I took another and eventually the steps were all
natural like it never happened despite the blood and despite the scars and suddenly my arm felt cold
and I looked down and the bird was no longer there I had dropped it and I don't know where it is even
now, this thing I had taken such good care of and watched after so carefully was gone. I try so hard to
maintain so many things that fail. I am in a constant state of turmoil because I am carrying all of these
little things with me, cradling them everywhere I go and taking them out to check they are okay and
occasionally I find myself on the ground and it is cold and unwelcoming and every time I end up
falling I lose a few of these trinkets and cannot seem to find them again. and it is one less thing to
worry about daily but one more thing to worry about, loose and free out there where I cannot keep it
safe. I am in a constant state of worry. and I am inconsistent with everything I do, I am trying to keep
everything alive and I can't. I just can't.
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please don't worry, lover. somewhere in another universe we are doing just fine, and we have our
apartment and we have our floor length windows and we have everything we whispered about.
somewhere in another universe we are beautiful beings and we laugh a lot, there are balloons on strings
and the strings haven't choked us out yet. somewhere in another universe we are so beautiful it hurts to
look at us straight on. but here, in this one, we were not so fortunate.
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alt="" width="720" height="480" /> today it snowed for the first time this year. I have been feeling so
off, maybe you could tell from the last week or so - the hurricane shook me up and spat me out and left
me feeling lethargic, unwilling to do anything but sleep. I get in these moods sometimes and I can't
shake them, I never can. I've been avoiding other people and sleeping a lot and avoiding my homework
which is also unlike me and I hate feeling unlike myself. it's shitty. it just is. today in art history I felt
off and then we got our midterms back and I did exceptionally well - better than I expected to - and it

was cold and rainy and then, as I sat in my room avoiding more of the things I have to do, it began to
snow. I took self portraits because I was feeling restless (and because I am beginning my 365 in a week
and feel the need to practice) and then ended up going outside to take photos on my Minolta and then
quickly ducking into the cafeteria because it is cold but my cheeks were turning all ruddy and red and
there was snow on my eyelashes and today it snowed for the first time and my room was peaceful and
gray and I wanted to stay there forever in the grayness but I went outside and the snow was trailing
through the branches and it was orange and blue and perfect and everything was perfect for a few
minutes I don't know what's wrong with me, I'm sorry I feel like the person of last year who was
motivated by shitty things has been replaced by a person who is unmotivated by shitty things and I
will stop saying shit now and I will say sorry again because I have it easy
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I have nothing to show for today I wrote out a long list that won't ever matter and maybe it is better
that way, for things to not matter. to write them down and then forget. to write it down merely to
acknowledge it and then let it go. I have nothing to show for today, really.
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being home is pink and blue, like cotton candy above my head and across the ocean. being home is
somehow three years ago, somehow. sophomore year of high school, and the gentleness of the wind
off the bay. being home is leaves all brown underneath my feet, and the water lapping against the
rocks, and flooded streets. being home is peace like I haven't known in a long time, underneath sparse
streetlights with a plaid jacket on. it is a place that has not changed even as I do, even as I don't. "this
is the first time that I feel like I don't belong here. this massive thing happened to you, and here, and
not to me." "it did happen to you." "but not here. it didn't happen to me here."
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I belong here I belong here I belong here I belong here in a gray house perched on the corner on the
jetty watching the city from very far away in a house on Broad with friends who are new and
unfamiliar but also familiar enough to feel like I am slipping into a former self in a bed five inches
shorter, enough to make a difference
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being productive makes me happy, today I am just feeling productive and happy about it and good
enough about the week ahead. I can do these things and be productive when I put my mind to it, it's
just that part that is hard
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there is so much art in the world that it makes my head hurt. I feel so inadequate sometimes, like
artists look at things and just know they're beautiful and I don't have that and I hate it because maybe I
am not an artist I am feeling inadequate about art tonight I am feeling like maybe I don't know how to
do art and I feel like Holden saying I am surrounded by phonies art school is just a weird weird place.
I am just a weird weird person. but I am constantly inspired, I am feeling so inspired to make art and
so damn excited for this 365, to be making photos every day no matter what, to be in art school and
making stuff all the time. I love making stuff, I do, I really really do.
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today we discussed innocence in English class, how it is not quite the opposite of ignorance or guilty
but a mixture of the two. innocence is lack of experience (ignorance) and the opposite is not guilty.
when did you lose your innocence? when did I lose mine? the loss of innocence is slow and continues
forever, gaining more experience and more shame as I go, collecting all of these little moments and
losses up in my pockets. and I have been slowly but surely picking up pieces and grabbing them for my
collection, to put on my shelf: all of the innocences I have said goodbye to, crystallized in amber you
can't see, all put up on the shelf like it's a museum for my childhood. baby's first tooth. baby's first
beer. baby's first novel. first kiss. first love. first cry. first divorce. first car. first time I accidentally put
the car in drive instead of reverse and almost hit Mom's car. first graduation (and all the ones to
follow). christening. communion. first time someone ever made me cry. first time I ever made my
mom cry. first time in the hospital. first broken bone. today we discussed innocence and I thought of
all the things I promised never to do, making false hopes for future selves and letting myself down
always, always, always. I plan these things without knowing what the future will be and I say I will
never, ever and then things change and I do I am always changing, always losing more and more
minute innocences, and that's all right.
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width="720" height="480" /> today, I am nineteen years old and I am feeling good about it. a year
ago I was unsure of myself, on the brink of adulthood and unsure of how it would take me for its own.
today I am living by myself in Brooklyn, today I have changed very very much from who I was when I
turned eighteen. I am obsessed with time, taken over by it, and it struck me that I have only a year left
of being a teenager, that I feel both as though I have barely aged at all and as though I am living a
separate life from the life I lived before. I have changed so much, in such a short amount of time, I feel
oddly compressed into this body and my own mind. I barely look like I'm sixteen, let alone nineteen,
which is disconcerting. it is so hard for me to exist outside of myself sometimes but I am trying hard to
be better. to be kinder, to be more open, to be more like myself, to acknowledge what "myself" is.
eighteen year old me was not treated so well by the world at large but I think I weathered it well, my
first year as an "adult" and now, my last year as a teenager. and I am ready, time is not on my side but
it never is, then, and this year I am excited for a photo every day, for everything. I'm happier than I
used to be and I am also worn out, I am also much less innocent. here goes another year, let's do this, I
am stoked for this. I miss daily photographs and that part of my life, so here it goes again. less
pressure, less need to be perfect and more of an understanding that this is for me, and only me this
morning at midnight Maria and Andrew played happy birthday on the guitar and Lauren was there too,
I fell asleep in a room full of people I care about. I woke up early to take these at Fort Greene and the
cold air was perfect, the sun was perfect, a dog came and tried to lick my face and it was windy and
calm. Gillian and I went to Bergen and had art history and then I walked all the way to the botanic
gardens only to find out my shoot was rescheduled. Aunt Shell took me out for dinner and I hadn't seen
her in two months, which is crazy, and it felt good to be reunited and to wander around Manhattan and
feel like a local, absurdly enough. today I felt really blessed and lucky and grateful for all of the people
I have in my life, and surprised at how that has changed over the course of a few months (<a
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/caitianne/6346279556/" target="_blank">eighteen</a>, <a
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/caitianne/5177170736/" target="_blank">seventeen</a>, <a
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/caitianne/4103463225/" target="_blank">sixteen</a>) <img
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width="720" height="480" /> and two silly outtakes - first, me all bundled up because it was very cold
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alt="" width="720" height="480" /> and a pup who came and licked my face and I pressed the shutter
after he was already mostly out of the frame <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-694"
title="web_MG_0065 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/11/web_MG_0065-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" /> well, here we
go.
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width="720" height="480" /> I had a rough day and I got home late enough to miss the light. (I should
paint my nails) so here is an indoor photo, I have two classes left on Monday until Thanksgiving break
and one more <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-703" title="web_MG_0081 copy"
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width="720" height="480" /> this is very dark and taken a few minutes after midnight, for some
reason the tripod I had at home wouldn't fit onto my camera so Mar had to hold this real steady and
press the shutter for me. I had the longest day, starting with an appointment in the city, spending the
afternoon in the darkroom, getting on the train to go home, driving to pick Mar up from school and
getting lost in Princeton for nearly an hour, getting good pizza and fro yo before finally coming home
adventures are lovely
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width="432" height="652" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">Mar and I wandered around on my
beach taking photos this afternoon, which is something I haven't done in a while. we put on these
awesome temporary tattoos from Tattly and roamed the beach before going shopping and then heading
to the Matt &amp; Kim concert in Montclair. Mar and I have real tattoos on our legs from a Matt
&amp; Kim song so it was really exciting that we stayed after the concert and were able to meet them
and show them our tattoos :') Matt was super nice and we took a photo with him, <a
href="http://instagram.com/p/SKMKFuk6bH/" target="_blank">there's an Instagram here</a> (I took
a Holga photo but the film was sadly ruined) and then drove home. it was one of the best days/nights
I've had in a while and I'm still kind of in amazement that it happened. I feel really lucky
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width="760" height="594" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">nothing significant, I messed up a roll of
film today and felt pretty off and weird about it as that's never happened before and I guess I wanted to
take a Polaroid to prove to myself that I could</p>
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width="720" height="480" /> conquering my fear of taking photos in public by shooting self portraits
on a Brooklyn street corner during the lunch hour a block away from the bus stop - my biggest fear
wasn't the strange looks but that my camera would be stolen, which it thankfully wasn't. today was a
busy day and I went straight from the darkroom to lunch to shooting this (I only had about twenty
minutes to walk here and shoot and walk back) to class to dinner to a meeting with the president of
Pratt, who came and talked with my dorm about things going on at Pratt. I have said it before but I
think it can be said again how happy I am to be here and how much I really enjoy college, and also that
our President is very kind and willing to listen to suggestions, especially tricky ones about money and
jobs and things I haven't shot or edited digital consistently since around January, so I am still
struggling with editing a little bit because I don't want it to be overdone but I am also really bad at
editing things subtly, but I'm trying!
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width="720" height="480" /> I shot photos three different times today, running around chasing light
in my car, and in between I mostly read and slept which feels good to do. I recognized my suburban
roots today as something more important than I had acknowledged in the past, I shot photos numb and
happy with where they were going and with trying different, if subtle, things then I drove all the way
to Carly's to see her and Paige and Jessie, people I haven't seen since August, and it felt so good to see
people I missed wholeheartedly and to hear how everyone else is doing and also to understand that not
everyone is having the easiest time at college and that I am not the only person who has made mistakes
and changed on the drive home, on the busiest travel night of the year but well after midnight, the
streets belonged to me, my car and my headlights and I was the only car for miles and I was thankful
for that and thankful for a million other things, for who I am and for who I pushed myself to become
this year, for the people I have around me and for sitting at kitchen tables catching up with people I
really, really, really love because that's happened multiple times this week <img class="aligncenter
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width="720" height="480" /> in my own town, in these places I used to inhabit. being home this time
around is hard because something massive happened here that I was not a part of, and I'm still learning
the boundaries, the lines I can and cannot cross. I have been tiptoeing around with cameras in hand,

unsure of where I stand - as a voyeur or as a participant, as someone documenting what happened or
someone trying to invade. photography, for the first time ever, is making it harder for me to
communicate, feels like I am doing harm somehow. for the first time my camera sets me apart, singles
me out in a negative way and that is hard. there are places where things have happened that people
don't even speak about, things I saw today that made me screech out loud in surprise and tears well up.
most of all, one of the oddest things, was that a place I had intended on shooting my 365 at was gone.
disappeared. I think they may have leveled out the land for building new things, moving onward and
upward, and that stung it stings because I feel left out, left out of a history and a town and a place that
never really belonged to me but I always pretended it did, wasn't born or raised there but the streets
were still mine all the same. I feel that way about my town too, it took some strong winds and a storm
surge to cut some imaginary umbilical cord, for this whole place to throw me away I'm not sure if I
was ready for that which is hard to admit. I was okay with leaving temporarily but then life continued
on without me and that makes me feel shaky in the knees. I can't exist in two places and I want to exist
happily in the new place as that is what I chose, way back when, a year ago, but I want to stay here, I
don't want that gap to be filled in yet and somehow it feels like it has been I am having a hard time
with this, a harder time than I did at the beginning of the year, I think. I saw old friends tonight from
high school and I forgot about high school until this break, forgot that part of my life happened
because I was so busy doing other things, and it felt good to hear about everyone's triumphs, felt good
to hear voices I haven't heard in months. the past is not an enemy but it still stings so damn much to
think of the last year and how quickly things changed and devolved and moved all around and maybe I
still have not come to terms with everything. these are lazy photos because I wanted to badly to shoot
in the place that doesn't exist anymore that I gave up, gave in, sat down right where I was standing. I
drove around a lot today, listening to Death Cab because it is always so healing to drive and listen to
Death Cab, especially in Asbury as that is where I fell in love with their most recent album (and the
rest of their music too I suppose) but especially <a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4St1fiq2F8I" target="_blank">this song</a>. it was warm,
unusually warm for November and especially the tail end of it, and I didn't need a jacket or gloves,
didn't feel numb at all. now I am at home, this break has been stretching on so long but it feels nice to
sleep and shoot a lot and burn through books with the intensity of a reader I thought I lost a long time
ago <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-749" title="web_MG_0216 copy"
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height="474" /> today was just strange all around, in good and bad ways, mostly sleepy and gray and
windy and cold
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width="720" height="1080" /> I came back to Brooklyn today and cleaned and cleaned the room and
decorated for the holidays (<a href="http://instagram.com/p/SeA3ALk6bf/" target="_blank">see!</a>)
there are three weeks of finals and lots of work ahead of me so I'm sorry in advance if I'm slacking,
these are my first college finals
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height="655" /></p> this is an oath, a promise, to myself, to do better, to make more, because once
upon a time my days were driven solely by what I would create later on, once upon a time my life
revolved around my cameras and my words and the things I threaded together in my head while
teachers droned on, while my friends were busy discovering things I'll never have, while tendrils of
fear took hold and grew into big things, grew into bald spots and hipbones and bleeding lips. I created
to fix things and I created to avoid fixing things; in all of the creation came recovery and bad habits,
replacing one with another. voids filled and more voids opened up, chasms and chasms and openings
and closings every month. this is an oath to put down roots, tendrils of things that are, if not
wholesome, better than anxiety and fear most of the things I feared are what put me here today, in this
city, with these people it is okay to fear things but it sure as hell isn't okay to fear making things, to
fear things bigger than yourself (because everything is bigger than myself) this is a promise, on this
day, this twenty sixth of November, two thousand and twelve, this is a promise that I will work my
hardest to create things I like and forget about all of the other shit. this is a promise, to do things I'm
afraid of, because I did not get anywhere staying in my comfort zone, in my warm bed in warm socks
with warm bodies who knew too much this is a promise to let things grow, to put down good roots, to
make things my own, to be better, to do better, to work harder there's no reason to fear big things,
things that are bigger than yourself, things that are bigger than anything you've ever known, somehow
all of this started as a speck and here I am. here I am, in this great big world, I have fingernails and
hands and I have the ability to make this things so I ought to, somehow all of the specks aligned to put
me here and that's all right, that's okay I promise.
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width="720" height="480" /> things that hurt not on the surface but when you press a finger down
hard enough I am two weeks through! I wish I had time for more today but I have class in an hour,
room inspections and then spending the whole night in the darkroom
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width="720" height="480" /> today Tim Barber came to Pratt to give a lecture on photography, some
notable things he said: - "there is nothing to it but to do it" - "we all have that at our fingertips, it's just
a matter of making it" - "I don't think it really matters. I think what you make matters, not what it's
made of" (on film vs digital) I am so inspired this week. <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image768" title="Untitled-1" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Untitled1.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="533" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-770"
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width="720" height="720" /> little things, thank you to whoever left this broken mirror in the hall
since I didn't have much time for a 365 and then ended up running into my drawing teacher thus
cutting into the short amount of time I had (but since he's one of my favorite people I didn't mind that
much) and then after English I helped a friend shoot on a rooftop overlooking Brooklyn and Manhattan
and though it was cold, it was lovely :) I am grateful today, and sleepy. people are so nice and I feel so
surprised and happy by that <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-774" title="web_MG_0023
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width="720" height="480" /> it was quite warm in Brooklyn today I hung out with Sam today and
then went with Gillian and the rest of my friends to get Gillian and Katie's noses pierced and pudding
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-786" title="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/EPSON001-2.jpg" alt=""
width="751" height="599" /></p> today I was lucky enough to be able to shoot in the studio after
assisting Andrew with his final film shoot - we shot lots of Polaroids and I shot a roll of 120 as well so
I will make a big blog post once I have my negatives developed! what a good day, happy December
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width="720" height="480" /> lots of things I'm uncomfortable with I had brunch with Jess today,
edited my final film for digital cinema, went to Tepango's with Gillian and printed in the darkroom and
now I am doing lots of homework, finals are going to sap all of my energy for photos for the next two
weeks
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height="389" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">two snippets from today: visiting Jess in the fashion
studios, blurry self in the mirror</p>
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width="644" height="517" /></p> this is Paul, Tuesdays are more enjoyable because he exists in other
news I seem to be having bad camera luck because over Thanksgiving break my Mamiya broke and
today the SX-70 that I recently had repaired conked out on me (I don't have enough money to fix all
these broken cameras and now I have to pick favorites, boo)
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tied up outside of a store
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width="644" height="520" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">this is my girl Gillian, she's the best</p>
<p style="text-align: left;">I spent all day in drawing today and then in the darkroom after English and
it has been a long week and there is just one week left and then good photos will commence, I
promise</p>
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alt="" width="720" height="617" /> hi, sorry this is late! I got home late last night after a long day
running errands in Manhattan, learning how to sew for my 3D final, and hanging out with friends at the
hookah bar it was the perfect rainy day and I was reminded again and again how much I love living in
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25/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/25365/
Sat, 08 Dec 2012 04:48:50 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=817
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-818" title="Untitled-1"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Untitled-11.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="533" /> spent the morning doing work, hung out with Mar in the city and tried
unsuccessfully to find the big tree, and then did lots of homework <img class="aligncenter size-full
wp-image-819" title="web_MG_0219 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/web_MG_0219-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="1080" />
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cozy 26/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/cozy-26365/
Sun, 09 Dec 2012 00:26:12 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=822
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-823" title="Untitled-2"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Untitled-2.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="533" />
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I found this for you 27/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/i-found-this-for-you-27365/
Mon, 10 Dec 2012 04:46:27 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=826
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-828" title="web_MG_0286 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/web_MG_0286-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> I promise so I finished the first two of my finals today! I had my final
photo critique in the morning and it went really well, I'll scan the prints in sometime before I leave for
break, and in the afternoon I presented my final film for digital cinema, a short piece on my mother
and her sickness this year. I may or may not upload that to vimeo at some point then I modeled for
Jess's fashion final (mostly this was just fun/funny as I am in no way a model) and studied for art
history and got free breakfast in the pi shop sorry for writing so much about my days, I'm just really

happy and excited today because I've been working so hard all semester <img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-827" title="web_MG_0275 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/web_MG_0275-copy.jpg" alt="" width="720" height="480" />
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28/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/28365/
Tue, 11 Dec 2012 20:47:31 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=830
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-831" title="web_MG_0089 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/web_MG_0089-copy.jpg" alt=""
width="720" height="480" /> wah, finals
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29/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/29365/
Wed, 12 Dec 2012 02:32:38 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=834
<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-835" title="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/EPSON008-3.jpg" alt=""
width="537" height="557" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">a blurry photo of my tea because my
entire life has been consumed by finals (which will be over tomorrow, hallelujah)</p>
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30/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/30365/
Thu, 13 Dec 2012 04:40:15 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=838
<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-839" title="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/EPSON009-2.jpg" alt=""
width="641" height="517" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">using a photobooth photo as my 365,
but it's a Polaroid and it's fabulous besides</p> <p style="text-align: left;">I had my last final crit
today and handed in my last paper at five thirty and I'm free for the semester! feels so good to be done
and to have worked so hard :) to celebrate, Andrew and I went to Impossible's holiday party and took
this photo and made emulsion lifts and bought new film and then I had my hall council Secret Santa
and scanned all of my work from the semester</p> <p style="text-align: left;">I am happy happy
happy, I can't wait to go home on Sunday</p>
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31/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/31365/
Fri, 14 Dec 2012 02:49:42 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=841
<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-842" title="EPSON MFP image"
alt="" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/EPSON014-2.jpg"
width="649" height="514" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">my 365 is nothing but lazy this week, I
bought these wonderful filters for my Spectra last night at the Impossible Project and can't get enough
of them</p>
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tara 32/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/tara-32365/
Sat, 15 Dec 2012 02:49:41 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=845

<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-846" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/EPSON016.jpg" width="638"
height="515" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">today I woke up early and had the last diner breakfast
of the semester with Gillian and Maria before Gillian boarded her flight back to Portland. I futzed
around before shooting with Tara in Fort Greene this afternoon and then mostly cleaned and packed for
tomorrow - I'm going home! :) I shot a roll of 35mm as well but I won't have that developed until I'm
home</p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-847" alt="EPSON MFP
image" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/EPSON019-2.jpg"
width="643" height="519" /></p>
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touch life 33/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/touch-life-33365/
Sun, 16 Dec 2012 03:43:41 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=857
<p style="text-align: center;"><img class=" wp-image-858 aligncenter" alt="caiti"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/caiti.jpg" width="798"
height="539" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">I am back at home in my childhood bed (which was
just my bed up until a few months ago) and this reminder from a long time ago is still relevant,
especially relevant today in the wake of bad news that has not seemed to stop since last September</p>
<p style="text-align: left;">"you are no longer insulated, but I suppose you must touch life in order to
spring from it"</p> <p style="text-align: left;">a reminder that seemed paltry but appropriate at the
time and becomes more and more appropriate as I become older and more tired and less and less
insulated, more and more worn</p> <p style="text-align: left;">2012 has been hard</p>
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34/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/34365/
Mon, 17 Dec 2012 04:56:27 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=860
<img class="size-full wp-image-865 aligncenter" alt="web002_2"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/web002_2.jpg" width="720"
height="477" /> I spent the afternoon in the fog and then at my grandpa's, eating dinner with my dad
and uncles and grandpa and laughing very hard and feeling welcome <img class="alignnone size-full
wp-image-864 aligncenter" alt="web001_1" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/web001_1.jpg" width="720" height="477" /> <p style="text-align:
center;"><img class=" wp-image-866 aligncenter" alt="web005_5"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/web005_5.jpg" width="432"
height="653" /></p>
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winter skies 35/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/winter-skies-35365/
Tue, 18 Dec 2012 02:21:03 +0000

admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=863
<img class="alignnone size-full wp-image-869 aligncenter" alt="web010_10"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/web010_10.jpg" width="720"
height="477" /> woke up late, dealt with car issues, drove to Asbury in my mom's giant van and hung
out in the studio modeling for Norah and listening to Andrei periodically, made it home in time for the
rain to stop and the sun to peek out so I could take photos at my old spot, the beach (never fails) look
at how long my hair has gotten :O <img class="size-full wp-image-868 aligncenter" alt="web008_8"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/web008_8.jpg" width="720"
height="477" /> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-867"
alt="web007_7" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/web007_7.jpg"
width="432" height="653" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter size-full wpimage-870" alt="web012_12" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/web012_12.jpg" width="720" height="477" /></p>
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sea 37/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/sea-37365/
Thu, 20 Dec 2012 05:34:32 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=877
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-878" alt="web_MG_0068 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/web_MG_0068-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> I am scared to cut my hair
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morning 36/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/morning-36365/
Wed, 19 Dec 2012 22:32:22 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=880
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-881" alt="web_MG_0017 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/web_MG_0017-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="402" /> so this morning I had to be up early to drive my mom to work (my car
broke down, again) and the light pouring into our driveway was perfect so I just set up my tripod at
the end of the driveway and took some photos in my pajamas. it was my first day back at work after
leaving for college so I knew I'd miss the afternoon golden hour and so I'm happy to be back, and quite
tired
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happy solstice 38/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/winter-winds-38365/
Fri, 21 Dec 2012 22:33:39 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=883

<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-886" alt="caiti 003"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/caiti-003.jpg" width="715"
height="538" /></p> visited my high school and felt odd about it for the rest of the day. it's been bitter
cold and I am tired p.s. my handwriting is atrocious, especially the w's <p style="text-align:
center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-884" alt="caiti 001"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/caiti-001.jpg" width="674"
height="534" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-885" alt="caiti
002" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/caiti-002.jpg" width="677"
height="542" /></p>
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39/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/39365/
Sat, 22 Dec 2012 22:37:45 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=888
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-891" alt="pola5"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/pola5.jpg" width="746"
height="570" /> I had brunch in Asbury and then took some baby photos, Mamiya self portraits are
hard to focus <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-890" alt="pola4"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/pola4.jpg" width="712"
height="580" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-892" alt="pola6"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/pola6.jpg" width="746"
height="572" /> Chris took this one of me at brunch <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-889"
alt="pola1" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/pola1.jpg"
width="712" height="578" />
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40/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/40365/
Sun, 23 Dec 2012 22:42:42 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=894
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-896" alt="pola2"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/pola2.jpg" width="708"
height="572" /> Norah is a beautiful person and I am lucky just to know her <img class="aligncenter
size-full wp-image-897" alt="pola3" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/pola3.jpg" width="714" height="562" />
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41/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/41365/
Mon, 24 Dec 2012 03:38:00 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=899

<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-900" alt="polaaa"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/polaaa.jpg" width="712"
height="574" /> sorry for the laziness, I worked 9-6 and drove straight to Grandpa's for Christmas Eve
and then straight over to see Mar who was in town for the night! couldn't think of a better way to spend
the holiday than with my family and my best friend, I can excuse myself for the lazy 365 :)
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42/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/42365/
Tue, 25 Dec 2012 03:43:34 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=904
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-902" alt="polaaa2"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/polaaa2.jpg" width="578"
height="708" /> Merry Christmas from my back porch
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43/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/43365/
Wed, 26 Dec 2012 05:02:39 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=906
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-907" alt="web_MG_0507 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/web_MG_0507-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="720" /> lazy day, lazy 365, oops
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contraband 44/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/contraband-44365/
Thu, 27 Dec 2012 03:00:45 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=909
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-910" alt="caiti 007"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/caiti-007.jpg" width="744"
height="566" /> things I find in my mom's coat pockets today I have been listening to <a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOPUNhgLL-A" target="_blank">this song</a> in my head
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-911" alt="caiti eh"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/caiti-eh.jpg" width="746"
height="578" />
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45/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/45365/
Fri, 28 Dec 2012 03:29:31 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=914
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-918" alt="web025_25"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/web025_25.jpg" width="720"
height="477" /> not in focus but that's okay, I am in love with this part of the park and I return here
more often than I should, in love with the way the light spills across it and the way it is so pale green
and gentle. there are certain color palettes that remind me of home and this is one of them. Chris and I
wandered around with two cameras today, I am excited to be back at school to develop the 120 I've
been shooting over break. I just want to shoot film, forever. <img class="aligncenter size-full wpimage-919" alt="web026_26" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/web026_26.jpg" width="720" height="477" /> <img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-917" alt="web013_13" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/web013_13.jpg" width="720" height="477" /> <img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-916" alt="web009_9" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/web009_9.jpg" width="720" height="477" /> <img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-915" alt="web006_6" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/web006_6.jpg" width="720" height="477" />
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/46365/
Sat, 29 Dec 2012 03:01:59 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=922
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1003" alt="webR1-07133-0001"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/webR1-07133-0001.jpg"
width="720" height="720" /> today I <ul> <li>shot maternity photos of Mike and Amanda</li>
<li>shot in the snow with Norah and had coffee with her afterward because it was so damn cold</li>
<li>went to the diner with Savanna and hung out with her for hours</li> <li>learned how beautiful it
is to drive in the snow</li> </ul>
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/47365/
Sun, 30 Dec 2012 01:54:19 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=925
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-926" alt="web_MG_0003 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/web_MG_0003-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="479" /> passed by this spot that I've been passing by every day of my life and
realized how beautifully lit it is, I'll be back when it's hopefully warmer.
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48/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2012/12/48365/
Mon, 31 Dec 2012 20:10:40 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=928
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-950" alt="mar"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/mar.jpg" width="596"
height="617" /> I worked 9 - 6 and then jumped in the car and drove straight to Mar's and then we
went to a party Happy New Year, and all that jazz
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http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2013/01/49365/
Tue, 01 Jan 2013 20:12:06 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=930

<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1002" alt="web1"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web1.jpg" width="720"
height="368" /> lazed the day away, feels good to be back on the island.
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50/365
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2013/01/50365/
Wed, 02 Jan 2013 20:14:47 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=933
<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-951" alt="mar1"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/mar1.jpg" width="598"
height="612" /> 50 days in and all I have to show for today is a crappy Polaroid courtesy of my
broken-ish SX-70. I'm so glad I started this project though, feels good to look back on the past 50
days.
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-936" alt="web_MG_0172 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0172-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> because the light in the forest seemed so cool and green and unlike
sunlight, but still magical
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-939" alt="web_MG_0202 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0202-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="1080" /> I have an empty notebook and I'm ready for the year and the new
semester and for everything
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-945" alt="web_MG_0019 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0019-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> I just wanted to make something, even if it was just a little tent made
out of tulle hanging from a tree branch. I had maybe twenty minutes to take photos and caught the tail
end of golden hour and I'm glad I did even if I stained my shoes
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-946" alt="web_MG_0060 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0060-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="1080" /> I heard fireworks last night while I was sleeping
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-955" alt="cait 001"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/cait-001.jpg" width="714"
height="570" /> I took my new bike for a short ride before work, it was unusually warm and the fresh
air made me feel a little better. <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-956" alt="cait 002"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/cait-002.jpg" width="715"
height="573" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-957" alt="cait 003"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/cait-003.jpg" width="711"
height="572" />
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-964" alt="web_MG_0297 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0297-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> I am exhausted - I've been working so much this week, nights too which
just seem more tiring, trying to get ready for going back to school on Thursday - and on top of that I've
been feeling pretty sick I took these in a park near my house that I haven't been to since before the
hurricane, and I stupidly thought that it would be unaffected. I don't know why I thought that since it's
a waterfront park with a boardwalk that goes out over the water, and lo and behold it was still full of
sand and the boardwalk was crumpled in on itself and most of the vegetation was just washed away,
trees and marshy things gone. It made me feel really strange, really really strange. And all the while I
could hear the tractors and things trying to move sand, trying to put things back to normal in the
neighborhood around me, and people yelling and my favorite road closed for repair. <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-963" alt="web_MG_0288 copy1"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0288-copy1.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-961" alt="web_MG_0241
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0241-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-960" alt="web_MG_0227
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0227-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-962"
alt="web_MG_0274 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0274-copy.jpg" width="432" height="648" /></p> <p style="textalign: left;">I got a haircut for the first time in a long time last night, so here's a silly photo</p> <p
style="text-align: left;"><img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-965" alt="web_MG_0310 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0310-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="451" /></p>
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-970" alt="cait 002"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/cait-0021.jpg" width="590"
height="471" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">packing to go back to school, last night in my room
for a while, dirty rollers and underexposed</p>
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1008" alt="webR1-07140-034A"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/webR1-07140-034A.jpg"
width="720" height="486" /> today had good bursting out of it, so much good it couldn't be contained
into one day - I drove down to Asbury, barreling along the Parkway one last time, to see Andrei and he
gave me over a hundred rolls of film to experiment with, "passing on the torch" as he called it, I
walked down to the beach and finished two rolls of film and mailed them out and then Chris drove me
back to school, where I unpacked and set up my room again and organized for the semester, it's good
to be back <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1010" alt="webR1-07140-036A"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/webR1-07140-036A.jpg"
width="720" height="486" />
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter" alt=""
src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8539/8693845875_a6aeae2163_b.jpg" width="461" height="717"
/></p> being back at school feels really good, today was full of adventuring, including an impromptu
trip to the MoMA and S'mac for dinner and hanging out with friends who are back at school and
shooting with my half frame which is my favorite camera right now
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Sat, 12 Jan 2013 05:03:29 +0000
admin
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/?p=978
<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter" alt=""
src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8393/8693870469_0ab566ae29_b.jpg" width="614" height="395"
/></p> I have been so lazy with my 365 the past few days because of moving back to school and
running around the city trying to get all my things in order before the semester starts, and most of my
favorite places to shoot on campus are still locked up and I'm exhausted
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-984" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/a5.jpg" width="639"
height="518" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">Andrew and I went to the Impossible Project photo
walk today and then wandered around Union Square for the no pants subway ride</p> <p style="textalign: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-982" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/a2.jpg" width="638"
height="514" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-981"
alt="EPSON MFP image" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/01/a1.jpg" width="636" height="520" /></p> <p style="text-align:
center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-983" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/a3.jpg" width="637"
height="515" /></p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-985"
alt="EPSON MFP image" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/01/EPSON002-5.jpg" width="638" height="515" /></p> <p style="text-align:
center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-986" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/EPSON002-6.jpg" width="638"
height="514" /></p>
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1032" alt="webborruso047"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/webborruso047.jpg"
width="720" height="474" /> I started my second semester of college today! I had my photo class
bright and early this morning and I'm excited for this semester, my teacher is kind and we were let out
early. Andrew and I went on a walk because we had time during lunch and explored the neighborhood
more, and then I had digital cinema, which also seems like a fun class (a continuation of what I had last
semester, very open-ended, etc.). I'm going broke buying supplies but I'm excited for the semester so
that's a good thing too, I suppose, no matter how broke I am
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1031" alt="webborruso030"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/webborruso030.jpg"
width="720" height="473" /> some days just end weird, like you can't wrap your finger around it but
something's not right today hurts somewhere strange
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-995" alt="web_MG_0388 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0388-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> most days living in New York makes me feel like I could burst with all
of the happiness I feel, even doing simple things like riding the subway or making eye contact with a
stranger I know I’ll never see again, but today it made me feel bruised, someone grabbed my shoulder
and asked if he could talk to me in Union Square in the fog and I said I was running late because I was
already bruising up, he asked if he could just walk and talk while I continued and then he said, “you
look very young” and that made me choke on the water particles in the air, I ate a sourdough roll
sitting on the subway and got crumbs all over myself and someone was watching as I delicately
brushed them off as though I was in my own home, the crinkling noise from the bag made me nervous,
I will never belong here, I walked an avenue block in the wrong direction, sixth to fifth, instead of
sixth toward ninth, and turned around in the middle of the street and back, the man at B&amp;H
watched my tears start to pile up when he handed me the bill, I asked him if I could just take a piece of
candy, I thought candy would make me feel less numb, he told me I couldn’t just take one but two, the

candy made me feel more numb, my debit card was declined and I thrust all of my cash at the next
cashier and prayed in a Jewish store that I had enough, I wanted to sit in Penn Station and sap all of the
energy from tourists but I didn’t even have enough energy for that, a woman tripped over my big box
of paper on the subway and asked what the hell that was as she sat down next to me, pressing me up
against the bars at the end of the row, I mumbled a response but she didn’t care, the city didn’t have
time to make me feel good today, I tried talking to someone I knew vaguely and I don’t think she even
knows my name, most people in this city will (never ever) know my name, I meant to go sit by the
river and fall asleep underneath the fog but I forgot, I forgot, I forgot so I went to the darkroom and
scrubbed it all away with the developer and the fixer and the long drying process afterward, delicately
patting down my reels, the chemistry always soothes me
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-999" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/EPSON004-4.jpg" width="761"
height="592" /></p> I had my first day of drawing today and we used ink and painted all day and it
was quite soothing. I had my first day of work tonight - my day on Thursdays starts at 9:30 and doesn't
end until midnight, 365s are going to be rough but I like my job already, etc. :) 300 days left!
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1012" alt="web_MG_0075 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0075-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> shot on the High Line this morning with Jess, worked 12-6, and took
this before crawling into bed and passing out also, happy birthday to my best friend in the whole wide
world!
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1461" alt="webimg002"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/webimg002.jpg" width="720"
height="457" /> today I hung out with <a href="http://stinedanielle.blogspot.ca/">Stine</a> and
showed her around the city! we met up at the Strand and ventured out to Coney Island, where she saw
the Atlantic for the very first time :) we also went to Washington Square Park and met up with Natalie

Kucken and wandered some more and ended up in a coffee shop in the East Village before all heading
home for the night. I met the kindest stranger on the subway on the way back too, it was a very good
day
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1020" alt="web_MG_0096 copy"
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width="720" height="480" /> homework party all day (developed some film, studied for art history
and painted until late! woo)
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1023" alt="web_MG_0112 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0112-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="1080" /> I had a really awful day and felt really sick so my mom drove in from
Jersey to give me a hug and also brought me Wawa. she's the best :)
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src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/webdip.jpg" width="720"
height="539" /> for some reason, antlers always remind me of delicacy, of the sweetest deer on the
side of the road surrounded by flies
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1039" alt="web_MG_0178 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/web_MG_0178-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> today Kathy Ryan came to Pratt to give a lecture; she was so inspiring
and I feel so grateful to go to Pratt and to live where I do
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-1042" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/EPSON001-7.jpg" width="750"
height="598" /></p> class, meeting, class, class cancelled, work, replying to emails and now sleep!
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<p style="text-align: center;"><a
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/caitianne/8621189420/in/photostream"><img class="aligncenter"
alt="" src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8545/8621189420_8196ee75f5_b.jpg" width="614"
height="509" /></a></p> it snowed today and it was beautiful and sparkly Andrew and I wandered
around taking photos again, woo!
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter" alt=""
src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8101/8620110981_72ec41ccaa_b.jpg" width="614" height="482"
/></p> I took photos of Meghan today and did lots of homework
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-1050" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/andrew1.jpg" width="542"
height="557" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">miraculously fixed a broken Polaroid. Andrew
looking out the window at the ambulances below</p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img
class="aligncenter wp-image-1051" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/ya.jpg" width="539"
height="555" /></p>
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-1054" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/EPSON003-5.jpg" width="539"
height="560" /></p> planned on doing something more but I am trying so hard to do well in my
classes, I went straight from class to the plaster lab to the darkroom I made my first big 11x14 print
today in the darkroom though and it was invigorating, I am so excited for the direction my photos will
take this semester! also we got good news today, they found an odd tumor in my mom's breast back in
October and we were told today that it was rare but it's all gone now and she is cancer free once again!
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width="720" height="465" /> <em>memento mori</em> - remember you will die I spent an hour in
Strand, wandering aimlessly and looking and feeling lost and picking up books that I had never seen
before, and spooking around the corners feeling shell shocked and cold in the sixty degree weather,
chilly and like my eyes were unfocused, were darting around unaware. I bought books and cards and
sat in Union Square with a camera in my hand just watching, and a man came over to me and asked for
money. I gave him what was in my little owl change purse and he asked for a dollar and I said I'm
sorry I'm sorry and he said but you just bought all those books and I said I'm sorry it was with a card
can I take your photo and he said sure I saw your camera I know you wanted that anyway and he just
looked right down at me and after that I stood up and got on the subway and rode the Q for two hours,
up to right where it touches Queens, back down over the Manhattan Bridge into Brooklyn, and back
over the bridge again, and on the first trip over the bridge I asked the woman next to me which bridge
it was, just to be sure, and she gave me a strange look and asked if I was from here not yet, I said, I'm
an implant, I live here but I'm not from here, I'm from New Jersey, and she said she could tell I'm not
a New Yorker I am just a person living in New York I am just a person who is in love with the blue
light after sunset when everything is the same purple blue color and the lights down below are all white
and the whole world is awash in blue and purple I am just a person who hurts, a lot, quite often, I'm
sorry
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width="504" height="756" /></p> Thursdays make me feel anxious, rubbed raw, rushing back and
forth and it smarts, I am so tired by the time I am back in my room and have to take a photo and I feel
so inspired but not to take self portraits, at least not the ones I have been taking, but today it felt honest
enough lately I have been singing out loud whenever I am in transit just to keep myself steady
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width="720" height="459" /> went out shooting with Andrew late in some classrooms and then out on
the streets of Brooklyn I am so behind with scanning film 365s
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width="720" height="466" /> my weekends are full of homework but I shot what I think is the
beginning of a series today
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height="511" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">part of a larger series</p> <p style="text-align:
left;">we have been talking about religion, in both my English class and my art history class, and I am
surprised by how much and how little I know about my own supposed religion and how intrigued I am
by it, by religion as a whole. I have never felt comforted by religion, but the pieces of art we discuss,
the creation myths, make me feel both comforted and confused, about where we came from, about
what has led us up to this point, to this moment, and this world. I am feeling existential today, unsure
of how this began but also confident in where it is going, in my own place here and in everything that
has led up to this</p> <p style="text-align: left;">in short, my thoughts are all over the place but that's
a good thing</p>
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height="515" /></p> body image / trying to be better, and never knowing how
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width="432" height="648" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">during my first 365 I was genuinely
afraid of photos of my face, close up; I avoided them and they made me so uncomfortable</p> <p
style="text-align: left;">different things make me uncomfortable now</p> <p style="text-align:
center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-1091" alt="web_MG_0004 copy1"
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width="720" height="464" /> I am in love with snow and live music, with smiling at strangers and the
grayness of snow light during the day and the orangeness of it at night, with hats that cover my ears
and with escalators upon escalators going up into this majestic place when I listen to the song that is
written on my leg I cannot help but feel so overwhelmed with an emotion I can't place - love, for my
best friend and for myself, for the audacity of senior year and the quiet planning, the murmurs that
burst into this permanent thing on my leg, senior year was a strange year and that song just makes me
feel so at ease, every time, I have heard it live three times now and it makes me want to burst every
time, all dizzy and doe-eyed and young, so young. so young and so confident and Passion Pit makes
me feel two different things, their first album is snow and a day in the city with people I hardly know
anymore, snow covering everything and slipping on the ice in Central Park and junior year which was
the best year, walking thirty blocks underneath snow catching in the streetlights, up and down the
avenues, the familiar LIRR sign and ducking underneath, and the second album is this summer,
warmth and humidity and messy hair, cut up shorts and my tattoo, strange how far away this summer
seems now, so much time spent driving dancing in a place I've never been, listening so much and
feeling so much, and then, after a long subway ride home, my room full of people I love (I am
sometimes a spoiled brat and I sometimes take my life for granted but not walking home in the snow
with my best friend, not surrounded by music swelling up and over my head)
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height="726" /> tea, and homework
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width="720" height="465" /> some things make me ache - there are less than one hundred days until
I'm done with this semester, for instance, and Death Cab for Cutie's music, always, for another

instance, and making Valentines, and blue light crawling in through the windows and settling down on
my shoulders, and honesty in the most raw forms because it is inescapable and I know we're trying to
escape it
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width="720" height="720" /> pantsless 365s are my thing. not really, but I am wrapping up this series
and excited for my critique next week (is that weird? is that normal? I am trying to figure out what to
work on for my next project but I am sort of at a loss)
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height="515" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">long day, but ending it feeling really proud of myself
which is cool</p>
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height="512" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">Andrew again</p> <p style="text-align: left;">I am
struggling really hard with myself right now and feeling uncomfortable in my skin</p> <p style="textalign: left;">-</p> <p style="text-align: left;">I used to want to die. I used to think that was an easy
solution but that was probably the hardest solution because dying means you don't get to tie up all your
loose ends, you don't get to have the last word - who knows when the last word in all of these unsolved
things would be, if you weren't here? you couldn't defend yourself, you couldn't say "oh no, that was
just the one time" or "it wasn't me, it was the faulty wiring they stuck in my head" you could leave a
note but that only goes so far, that only gets analyzed to the point that everyone knows every nuance
and it means nothing, anymore, and you are right back to the beginning. there was a time when I
thought I could kill myself and get away with it, cleanly, but then I realized I would not be there for the
after, and that was what I really wanted - to know what everyone would feel like after.</p> <p

style="text-align: left;">now I have just left without dying.</p> <p style="text-align: left;">and I will
not be going back for a while, will be doing my best to stay gone, and it hurts and you see in your
absence that the feathered edges of your absence blur even more, like rubbing your eyes really hard
and seeing sparkles and not being able to look at anything straight on, the streetlights leave little wind
trails behind themselves when you tilt your head, I cannot fit back in so smoothly, things are changing
without me and small patches are covering up big holes and trying to fix it and,</p> <p style="textalign: left;">once upon a time,</p> <p style="text-align: left;">I thought about leaving for good</p>
<p style="text-align: left;">but now that I have left for sort of good</p> <p style="text-align: left;">I
am not sure which thing would have been better</p> <p style="text-align: left;">I don't know what I
am doing but I know that so many things are unresolved and I think the best thing, right now, is to
leave them that way; I know that you and I will never be anything close to friends again and I hope to
God you never end up living in this city because I have claimed it as mine, it loves me and I love it and
it would feel tainted, I would feel on edge knowing you were skulking around somewhere, knowing I
could sit next to you on the subway and you would not even meet my eyes, you would probably get up
and move into another car.</p> <p style="text-align: left;">-</p> <p style="text-align: left;">I miss
riding my bike and being outside I hate being an indoor creature I haven't taken photos outdoors in
probably a month, since I was at home, because it's so damn cold and wet</p> <p style="text-align:
left;">-</p> <p style="text-align: left;">so much has changed in the past year and a half I don't even
know how to process it all I wish I could get over it</p>
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width="720" height="480" /> belatedly, and happy Valentine's Day! this is a reference to something I
did over the summer, but I think the previous one was more successful (still, I will return to it again)
my roommate and her friend watched me take these from her bed, a few feet away.
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height="960" /> sometime around 2:30 this morning I woke up to my roommate yelling vehemently
about a fire, and I got out of bed and we all got dressed and I grabbed a camera and we ran out to the
lawn to see the main building spewing flames and eventually the roof collapsed in and flames and
water coming out of the ceiling and senior thesis paintings, and the beautiful main building, gone and
damaged. fires make me very sad, for reasons I can and can't explain - they just go on and on, taking
and taking, and it was so unrelenting, so terrifying in the sheer size of it, in the firefighters arguing and
the water and the ladders topping six stories I could not sleep because my stomach folded over and
over trying not to see it anymore I could not sleep because how do you sleep when someplace that you
think of as home is burning only a thousand feet away from you
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width="720" height="480" /> weird morning, adventurous day, seven hour video shoot I took this of
Fitch during the tail end of the shoot!
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width="720" height="465" /> Maria and I went into the city for the Chinese new year parade - we
caught the very end of it and then shopped and I cleaned the room, boring stuff mostly, but those days
are necessary. it's been a really good weekend and I'm really happy with being here and with who I am
surrounded by
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/></p> I had a really helpful photo crit this morning and I have been in a little bit of a lull the past few
weeks but I am also really excited to get started again and make some really good work before
midterms and spring break photography has morphed into something real for me, bigger than the
Flickr days and my first 365, more relaxed and more about thinking than just doing doing doing, more
about understanding why and what I am doing and looking more and more at images this is my life
now and isn't that amazing
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width="720" height="480" /> an honest portrait because I cannot be anything but honest lately, honest
and tired and (very very sick in this photo) <em>cancer is a living thing</em>. someone said that
today, a professor, and it's true - cancer is real, cancer is alive, cancer is trying its hardest to live. and
so is my mom, and so did her parents before her. (but who ever thinks of cancer as alive and
struggling? who ever thinks of cancer as equal to its host, fighting the same battle?) <img
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width="720" height="480" /> so I have made it 100 days - have 100 photos to show for my twentieth
year, so far, my last as a teenager, and for that alone I am grateful this year is going by so quickly and
I need to stop looking forward to things and appreciate what is happening right now, to slow down a
bit and remember that I will only be in college once and that it is okay to relax sometimes I am a
human being which is something I forget sometimes, flawed and forgetful and nervous and imperfect
(I am not a robot) <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1151" alt="web_MG_0136 copy"
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width="720" height="721" /> I am sorry I cannot take all of (y)our hurt away. but I am trying best I
can.
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/></p> if I had to choose one place to be for the rest of my life, it would be by the ocean the bay and
its concrete tributaries a body of water big enough to amass all of our sadness and absorb it
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width="432" height="648" /></p> I got another tattoo today! and then bought my mom a birthday cake
and took the train back to school I am grateful for a lot of things today (new psuedo family members,
old pseudo family members, fresh ink, loaves of bread larger than my head, a roommate who is sweet
and funny, a best friend who has been around longer than anyone else, my dual homes). <img
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width="720" height="718" /> today I printed a lot of older photos in the darkroom, worked straight

through lunch, finished up my two film midterms, and futzed around trying to do homework I am so
so so sleepy <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1187" alt="webborruso002"
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width="720" height="480" /> I cut my finger open on Sunday and it has finally stopped bleeding
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width="720" height="723" /> body image, struggling, always, after all of this time "after all of this
time?" "always" my body is my biggest struggle and one of my biggest prides, of course, I outlived an
eating disorder, carefully beat it into submission, child abuse or the like, trying to strangle my own
delicate mind and my own delicate thoughts into dying. trying to use medication and therapy to shut
down the longest growing part of me - my body and my self images, all conjured up in my head, the
way you see yourself is not real, it is a fake, it is a farce, what your mind conjures is <em>not
real</em>. who you see in the mirror is <em>not real</em>. are my synapses wrong? am I misfiring?
all of the things I have thought all of these years - no, it is just the way your brain is, you
are <em>wrong</em>. but your brain is right when you do everything else, when you create things
that everyone else is proud of, when you are making it onto the dean's list and when you are working at
a job you only semi like and when you are breathing, your brain is prim and proper and then - oh god you are looking in the mirror and everyone is just saying it's all <em>wrong</em>, it's so
dreadfully <em>wrong</em> I am trying to tell part of my brain to stop, every day, to stop being so
sad to stop being so big to stop being so nervous to stop avoiding food to stop nibbling to stop eating
things that make you sick do you know how hard it is to tell your brain to stop thinking these things
it has thought for eight years I don't remember what it was like before and it has been okay for a
while but it's all started up again, the worrisome and the nonsense and the wrong and right fighting
valiant efforts with one another to be right, to win, but what is won when your body is waging a war
against your mind and your mind is waging a war against your body? I don't know who I want to win.
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I photographed Tara today - I am missing the ocean something fierce and heavy, it's almost spring
and this is right about the time I would wear mocs down to the beach and kick them off and walk into
the water which was still cold enough to sting but the rest of the world was warm enough to feel okay
I don't miss home or being there, I just miss all of my traditions that I mostly kept to myself that I can
no longer carry out today is the last day of February, there are only so many months left, I cannot keep
still or moving
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height="561" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">Maria and Johan in the basement, I love this although
it is blurry and inconclusive</p> <p style="text-align: left;">after eating s'mac and deciding not to do
homework</p>
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width="432" height="648" /></p> spent the whole day doing homework (developing, printing, and
scanning photos) so all I have for today is a sleepy photo
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width="720" height="480" /> today, when I took photographs of myself, I did not recognize myself I
looked doe-eyed and older, helplessly aware, and that is how I felt too, like I am getting somewhere
with this whole life thing maybe, if I don't stop and think too much about it once upon a time there
was a girl who said she hated change until she could not avoid it and then she kept saying she hated it
but she was secretly very very happy and that was the strangest change of all once upon a time I

stopped hurting so much <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1218" alt="web_MG_0251
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height="725" /> today was very very good my critique in photo went very well and I can, for the first
time in my life, see a proper direction in my photos. I feel really confidently about the work I presented
today and about shooting medium format more and more and today at lunch Andrew and I walked to
Fort Greene a block into our walk we came across a friendly looking man and I snuck a photo of him
with my Yashica. he looked at me in confusion and asked "is that a Rolleiflex?" I told him no and he
told me he had two and I asked if he would sell me one. he responded negatively and then asked why I
took his photo without asking. I shrugged nervously and asked if I could take his portrait properly.
"why?" he asked, and I told him that I went to Pratt and was a photo student. "got my master's there,"
he said proudly. "sure, come here" and he led us around the corner and through his front gate and
posed in front of the home he has lived in for thirty five years. he gave me a business card and told me
to call him because he wanted to see how it looked we continued onward to the park and discovered a
fort leaning against the perfect tree and I finished off a roll of 120, I love taking photos, I am obsessed
with it, this is all I want to do my crit went well in digital cinema for my midterm project, a short film
called <a href="https://vimeo.com/61044522" target="_blank">I Exist Here</a> and the three senior
shows today were amazing and I am just really really really happy today and that is important to note,
sometimes, some days are just really really good
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width="720" height="480" /> basic needs = unmet extravagant wants = always help, there is a
gaping hole in the back of my head help, I know how to self destruct I do not know how to help
myself but I know how to mother everyone else and surely that is enough <img class="aligncenter
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height="722" /> I went for a very long walk down 17th Street and along the Hudson River today. I
stopped traffic when I pressed the button traffic won't stop unless you press the button. the colors of
the day were gray in all shades and the dark blue green of the water but not the blue green you're
thinking of, the deep inky green with the swirls of blue that are real northeast water, rivers and bays
not oceans but the in between water. the walkway along the Hudson was empty of people, just me and
a couple that turned off far before I reached them, just me and a bunch of cars hurrying along next to
me.
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter" alt=""
src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8253/8693994397_2d9722945c_b.jpg" width="614" height="598"
/></p> today bad things happened and I stayed in my bed during lunch and cried a lot because I didn't
get my way. and then good things happened and I went to work and came back and sat on the floor of
my room and Pablo drew me with four legs and I took the old nail polish off my toes and painted them
the same color they've been since I was eleven.
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height="650" /></p> snowed in March and I couldn't stop to appreciate it just bundled up and kept
walking. I go home tomorrow and I feel happy enough about it. I need to be more consistent as a
person I don't want to take a photo today it's 8:17 p.m. and I just don't, I just want to clean and dance
around my room to Sufjan, do you think I am too honest on the internet? do you think I am too honest
to strangers and too bundled up with people I know, too wrapped up in not getting involved? do you
think I am too bitter, too reserved, too judgmental? do you think I am sweet? because people keep
saying I am sweet and I don't think of myself as sweet but snappy and unwilling to do new things how
do you think of me? how do I think of me? what does the world think when it thinks of caitlin anne
borruso, born nov. 14, 1993, currently based out of brooklyn, ny, in love with every stranger she meets
because she didn't meet enough strangers when she was younger because she cut everyone off a few
months before she left and spent a lot of time in her car because it was the most solitary place she
knew, what does the world think? does it think I am lonely, does it think I am sad? does it think I am
less of a person because I still reserve hate for a few people, does it think I am less of a person because
I am tired and I wish I didn't have to work sometimes, does it think I am less of a person because I
don't have it figured out? what is it anyway, what is it I'm supposed to have figured out (I took this
after not wanting to take a photo at 8:17 p.m.)
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height="721" /> today was brimming with good, showing Dad and Grandpa around campus and
walking along DeKalb to get lunch, sitting in a lunch place at the bar and it felt all very Brooklyn and
all very natural in itself, and then coming home and riding my bike and the world was full of color,
bright unedited color, orange and blue and water up higher than it should ever be, dragging my bike
through the water so high and mucking up my boots. this time of year always feels so new and fresh
and excited, like everything is seen through the eyes of a kid. showing three kids on the beach what
you were looking at across the bay, taking Shelly on the seawall, sitting across from Ma on the couch.
this is my old life but one I can settle back into gracefully without feeling trapped - comfortable but
aware that there is a parallel waiting for me twenty three miles away <img class="aligncenter size-full
wp-image-1355" alt="webmarch006" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/03/webmarch006.jpg" width="720" height="720" />
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height="716" /> I met with clients who are really sweet and were a reminder of the fact that I have it
good here and then Chris and I went to IKEA and hung out with my mom and I didn't bring my laptop
home which feels good
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/></p> laziness does not suit me but it is nice to read entire books in one sitting and it is nice to sit
outside in the blustery wind and watch your brother play baseball and it is nice to eat vanilla pudding
with your grandpa and your uncle and your dad and your brother "like all bad kings, my brother wore
a crown"
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height="714" /> <em>take care of yourself</em> it's so important, more important than I ever quite
gleaned from my messy childhood and upbringing, nurture yourself, take baths, read books, get proper
amounts of sleep, go for runs if it makes you feel good, take care of yourself and know that it is
different for everyone also let it be known that this week / month is the month of Sufjan Stevens and
his music and I cannot stop listening to it (Impossible Soul especially) and certain songs define certain
times and so this song will define right now
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height="721" /> (spend time with the people you love because it is limited soon you will be moving
off soon you will be making your own place in the world and it will probably not be aligned with the
place you started, with the people you loved first - the place you make home is with the people you

love last) the BQE is a weird in between place where Manhattan and the Brooklyn bridge looms over
you and suddenly you're beaming and crying you are almost home - home, not just home
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/></p> I am so happy - put that in the history books
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height="810" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">4x5 once again</p> <p style="text-align:
center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-1322" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/cheyenne.jpg" width="617"
height="797" /></p>
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1334" alt="web_MG_0260 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/web_MG_0260-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> good ol' fashioned self portrait therapy <img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-1333" alt="web_MG_0256 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/03/web_MG_0256-copy.jpg" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1335" alt="web_MG_0262 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/web_MG_0262-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1330" alt="web_MG_0200
copy1" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/web_MG_0200copy1.jpg" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1332"
alt="web_MG_0255 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/03/web_MG_0255-copy.jpg" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1331" alt="web_MG_0221 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/web_MG_0221-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="538" />
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1342" alt="webIMG_0279 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/webIMG_0279-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> it's snowing and it's March 18, where has the nice weather gone? I need
it, I feel lost without it this late in the year.
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter" alt=""
src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8255/8694038675_afecabccd0_b.jpg" width="614" height="398"
/></p> I feel oddly uninspired right now, this week. pleasant but uninspired, grasping at straws with
images. I took so many photos last week over spring break, feeling uninhibited and now I feel
hampered by my environment by not having great open space and by the damp of the ground, the fact
that I can't roll around in the grass and smell it yet I want to be well, I want to be well, I want to be
well
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1346" alt="webdip"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/webdip.jpg" width="720"
height="552" /> <em>everything rises, going at it all</em><span style="line-height: 13px;">;</span>
<em>all the surprises, in a size too small</em> long subway rides and small insignificant interactions
with strangers and spring trying desperately to chase away the winter and traditions crossing state lines
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1363" alt="webdiptych"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/webdiptych.jpg" width="720"
height="351" /> when I first started taking photos it was all so innocent. it wasn't even with a "real"
camera, just a point and shoot that I dragged around on an unsturdy tripod and beat to hell, brought it
out in the rain dropped it didn't worry about what I was making with or what I was making just that I
was relearning familiar streets just that I was out there in love with something bigger than myself but
it was so self contained and so innocent, exploring what I could do at the most basic of levels now it is
so contrived so competitive and I don't want to be competitive I want to make the images I want to
make and I want everyone else to make what they want to make because it makes me happy to be
making them and I hope it makes them happy to be making what they're making I don't want to think
as much about why or how I just want to do it. everyone gets so caught up in the small details but I feel
trapped within things I don't want to do and trapped within certain ideals and trapped within this
competitiveness this summer I will do what I did last summer and during the summer of 2009, just go
out and shoot and shoot and shoot. I am lacking time and I also feel weirdly suppressed here right now,
like there are too many people here watching and that's stupid and that's not how it should be but it's
also how I feel I find it easiest to create in suburbia but easiest to process everything here, away from
home I am struggling a little right now because for a while I got wrapped up in the technical aspects
and now I feel wrapped up in the meaning. I question everything I do and every photo I take and it
feels unhealthy to me art is hard but I want it to be easy but nothing should be easy.
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I saw Sufjan Stevens perform at the BAM tonight, a show called Planetarium, all about the solar
system (Jupiter is the loneliest planet) I have said it before but live music is healing in a strange way,
it is one of those things that is much bigger than yourself, much bigger than you ever allow yourself to
imagine something as being, and of course it was about the solar system and it made my head hurt
thinking about how much bigger everything is than myself we waited outside in the cold for an hour to
meet him but didn't get to but that's all right today's photo - me and Gillian or Gillian by the stage door
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1590" alt="web13950014"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/web13950014.jpg" width="720"
height="477" /> I went to a meetup in Central Park today and met some really sweet lovely people
and we wandered around the park and took lots of photos and ended up on Kenneth's rooftop shooting
and it was a really really awesome day! :) <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1591"
alt="web13950016" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/03/web13950016.jpg" width="720" height="477" /> <img class="aligncenter
size-full wp-image-1592" alt="web13950024" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/03/web13950024.jpg" width="720" height="477" /> <img class="aligncenter
size-full wp-image-1593" alt="web13950034" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/03/web13950034.jpg" width="720" height="477" />
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1370" alt="web_MG_0353 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/web_MG_0353-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="1036" />
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-1596" alt="crop"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/crop.jpg" width="533"
height="717" /></p> something silly from the studio, we learned studio lighting in class today and I
had class and went to yoga and did homework and I am so busy all the timeeeee
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1680" alt="web519300010010"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/web519300010010.jpg"
width="720" height="709" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1681"
alt="web519300010012" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/03/web519300010012.jpg" width="720" height="709" />
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1382" alt="web_MG_0198 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/web_MG_0198-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> Anna and Maria and I frolicked in the sculpture garden for an hour and
it was beautiful outside <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1379" alt="web_MG_0172 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/web_MG_0172-copy.jpg"

width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1380"
alt="web_MG_0174" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/03/web_MG_0174.jpg" width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter
size-full wp-image-1381" alt="web_MG_0188 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/03/web_MG_0188-copy.jpg" width="720" height="480" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1383" alt="web_MG_0256 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/web_MG_0256-copy1.jpg"
width="720" height="480" />
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1679" alt="web519300010008"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/web519300010008.jpg"
width="720" height="709" /> struggling with what I want to be doing I know I want to be taking
portraits but I am not sure I want to be doing this daily project anymore but I know I want to keep track
of it, do something daily but not every day is important oh, I don't know
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1678" alt="web519300010005"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/web519300010005.jpg"
width="720" height="709" /> had a really important conversation this morning with someone that was
encouraging, I work really really hard and it's nice when that's acknowledged Andrew, Maria and I
wandered around Prospect Park at sunset and it was beautiful, some weird oasis in the middle of
Brooklyn
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter" alt=""
src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8542/8693954455_faec37f012_b.jpg" width="607" height="614"
/></p> began the day in Brooklyn and spent the whole day there until 10:04 p.m. when Chris and I got
into the car to surprise my mom with me coming home for Easter
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1463" alt="webimg004"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/webimg004.jpg" width="720"
height="716" /> today someone said to me, "you've matured." and that was all. today I saw two
homes in disrepair on my own street, sans humans but full of trash. today I saw how much damage
Sandy did and it has been five months nearly to the day and my breath caught somewhere between my
lungs and the air.
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today's photo - from my walk around the neighborhood to Ft. Greene I feel like I have been
disenchanted with photography the past few weeks, and I am sorry.
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width="720" height="480" /> my body is not something I am proud of and I fucking hate it
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter" alt=""
src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8541/8694023651_c406383d8c_b.jpg" width="482" height="614"
/></p> today hurts somewhere fierce and special
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1418" alt="web_MG_0061 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/web_MG_0061-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> I am 142 days in and I feel like I need a kick in the ass, like I am
floating along and ignoring this project, like I need to just settle down and DO it, just need to create. I
look back at my work from my first 365 and I was so dedicated. what happened? why am I feeling so
let down by photography right now? I am struggling with a lot of things, with my body, with my
mother's health, with all of the feelings I have been dealing with for a long time so I am really not sure
why it's a problem now. I am really not sure why I feel this way, I just want someone to sit me down
and yell at me, tell me to get over myself. get over the scars on my back and the bald spot and the fat
accumulating and just do things, stop being so fucking wimpy. I haven't been writing things down
either, have barely been carrying anything with me. my notebook is largely empty for the first three

months of the year and I too feel sort of empty and confused, stumbling, constantly busy but never
quite achieving anything I know that ruts happen but I have even been avoiding the darkroom, have
barely touched my cameras for the past two weeks and it hurts between my eyes so much that I haven't
been trying my hardest at this
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1439" alt="webIMG_0552 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/webIMG_0552-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> went to an opening for a show that I'm a part of at the Blue Sky Bakery
in Park Slope tonight with Chris, and he also brought my 6D over from Jersey, so I'm officially full
frame now!! :) he was also my tripod for the above photo <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image1438" alt="webIMG_0515 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/04/webIMG_0515-copy.jpg" width="720" height="1080" /> <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1440" alt="webIMG_0565"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/webIMG_0565.jpg"
width="720" height="1080" />
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-1427" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/nick1.jpg" width="515"
height="516" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">today I photographed Nick in Prospect Park; I have
known Nick via the Internet for a while and he's a really awesome guy and we had so much fun
running around the park shooting</p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wpimage-1426" alt="EPSON MFP image" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/04/nick.jpg" width="508" height="517" /></p> <p style="text-align:
center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-1428" alt="EPSON MFP image"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/nick2.jpg" width="507"
height="513" /></p>
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1435" alt="webIMG_0603 copy"
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width="720" height="480" /> still feeling out of touch with self portraits
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1445" alt="webIMG_0646 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/webIMG_0646-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> it was absolutely beautiful outside today so at lunch we sat out on the
lawn, and during my video class we went outside for an hour and putzed around and there was a giant
rabbit hanging out on the lawn! :D <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1446"
alt="webIMG_0662 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/04/webIMG_0662-copy.jpg" width="720" height="480" /> <img
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width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1444" alt="webIMG_0636
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/webIMG_0636-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1448" alt="webIMG_0700
copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/webIMG_0700-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> obligatory mirror photo of the new camera <img class="aligncenter
size-full wp-image-1443" alt="webIMG_0627 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/04/webIMG_0627-copy.jpg" width="720" height="480" />
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src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/webIMG_0739-copy1.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> summer has returned all at once it seems and with it comes this strange
flood of emotions, the end of the semester is near and with that comes the familiarity of summer, the
shorts and the sweat and everyone seems more fluid, more open, I am sad that in less than thirty days I
will be back in Jersey but also excited, summer has returned and everyone has come running from their
cocoons, their hibernation spots, out to walk the dogs and wear the short shorts and flirt and smile with
sunburned cheeks <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1454" alt="webIMG_0768 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/webIMG_0768-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" /> shout out to Annalyse for keeping me company while I shot <img
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width="720" height="480" /> work just makes me so, so tired
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width="720" height="480" /> I went to DUMBO with Andrew for the senior group show opening at
the Powerhouse Arena and we wandered around under the bridges - it was my first time in the
neighborhood and it was so wonderful. I love Pratt. I will probably say it a thousand more times before
I graduate but I really, really love it here. <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wpimage-1488" alt="webIMG_0889 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/04/webIMG_0889-copy.jpg" width="709" height="472" /></p> <img
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width="720" height="1080" /> worked all day, did homework all night, took a small break to take
photos somewhere in the middle of all that
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width="720" height="480" /> today I went to ICP's book sale and bought three books for $15 total,
I'm so happy! I bought a really old encyclopedia of photography that has every photography term ever
and I am nerdily excited to read it. I also shot engagement photos in Fort Tryon Park and now I am
really really really tired oopsies
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src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/horse.jpg" width="599"
height="597" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">one of the photo professors brought horses onto
campus today for everyone to photograph and draw, it was a treat to be able to pet them and
photograph them</p> <p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-1498"
alt="EPSON MFP image" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/04/mag.jpg" width="601" height="599" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">the
magnolias remind me of our front yard in a way that makes me very happy</p>
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width="720" height="1080" /> fundamentally unsure of myself and unsure of how available I make
myself on the Internet how are other people so put together and calm?
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width="720" height="720" /> mopey and dumb and lonely
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width="720" height="480" /> I worked so, so much this week and I feel as though it took a toll on my
365. After work today I walked to Walgreens and Ft. Greene with Anna and took simple photos. I feel
incapable of taking a self portrait that isn't dumb, I know what I want to be doing and this isn't it (yet)
I will get there. <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1513" alt="webIMG_1573 copy"
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width="720" height="480" /> went on an adventure today to Pelham Bay Park and on the subway
there we witnessed a really scary assault and we wandered around the park and filmed and took photos
and the sky was so bright and blue and it felt nowhere like NYC but it was <img class="aligncenter
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width="720" height="480" /> was afraid someone was going to mug me for my camera but no one
did! there's been violent robberies in the neighborhood lately still feeling so lost with self portraits. I
also felt really sick today and had to leave class early so that probably didn't help my frame of mind
today (sleepy and ill and just off) it feels nice to take some nothing portraits though, just because <img
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/></p> I went to the Frick today and wandered through Central Park and shot solely with my half
frame
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today we went to Prospect Park and my photo from today is from the point and shoot
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height="477" /> I went to Coney Island all by myself because I was irrationally sad, I missed the
ocean and the long subway ride out to nowhere, I was the last person on the train and the only one for a
few stops, I stumbled out to stand next to the full moon and its watery double and listened to the ocean
until my lungs hurt from the cold air, the ocean is so tremendous, the ocean is so so tremendous.
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width="720" height="709" /> 200 days left! Maria and I went to the Botanical Gardens today and it
was beautiful and full of people and the first day that felt like real live spring, my face even got a little
sunburned and red but it faded fast, I wore shorts and everyone asked about my camera and my tattoo
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width="720" height="480" /> today my mom and uncle drove in to help me pack up my room and
take most of my stuff home. finals are this week and I move home next Tuesday which hurts a little bit
but I'm also really excited I found my Speedlite and my telephoto adapters for my Yashica under my
bed while packing and that was really exciting. I took this with my Speedlite and I'm looking forward
to using it this summer to its fullest potential I am still getting used to full frame and how much wider
the 50mm is on a full frame camera (it's crazy) <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1556"
alt="webIMG_1989 copy" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/04/webIMG_1989-copy.jpg" width="720" height="480" />
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width="720" height="480" /> this morning I went to the Bill Brandt show at the MoMA with my
photo class. there were a few obvious criticisms - his work is very dark, all of the prints are original
prints and they're all. so. dark. but so well done, there were only a few that didn't feel successful, too
muddy to properly contemplate. he painted his photos to make them darker, used gouache and other
materials, to be as effective as possible. and it worked. I feel that my work is too bright sometimes, too
sweet, saccharine. but more importantly, I noticed how obvious it was back then that photographers
were using flash - there was one photo of children at a party and everything was so illuminated and
then dark, it was so obvious and I asked my classmate why it's different now, now the finesse is in
being able to make it look like natural light when using artificial light, and why? I like it. I'm glad I
saw this show the day after I found my flash again. I want to manipulate light, I want to make it work
for me, not the other way around.
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width="720" height="480" /> it's the first of May and I can't stop wearing sweaters
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width="432" height="648" /></p> two more finals today, I am so close to being done!
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width="720" height="480" /> today was the Holi festival at Pratt! what a beautiful day <img
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width="720" height="480" /> tonight I am reflecting on this past year. there is Death Cab for Cutie
playing, and there have been some really invigorating conversations the past two days (really, the past
twenty four hours) about childhood, about adulthood, about the strange in between period, about going
home in three days to a different kind of home than the one I left. about the person I am. about the
person I might become, and the person I was on the cusp of becoming during senior year, how they
merged together into this person, this person who is comfortable in her own skin - safe, if you will, I
have grown a skin that can hold me and keep me close, I am safe here. within myself. and out of
myself. things have happened that are irreversible and I was so afraid of change, the year before
college I held onto everything as tightly as I could, clutched all of the sameness to my chest and
refused to let it go, and it is all for the better and all for the growth (I guess this is growing up, and
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width="720" height="709" /> saying goodbyes, again. I made such a fuss about them last August and
most of them didn't matter, not in the long run.
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width="720" height="709" /> this morning I had my final photo crit. all good things, really, but Paul
said something that seemed blase but is still resonating with me, twelve hours later anxiety &amp;
confidence freshman year of college is over and I'm not sure how to begin processing it, I feel too
young for these things
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height="806" /> I tried the Brenzier method, but I decided I liked this better just the way it was.
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width="720" height="617" /> being home makes my heart ache in a strange way. my bedroom is still
full of things from school so I am sleeping in my mom's bed while she sleeps on her armchair because
her breathing is still fucked up a little bit. everything smells and feels the same as it has every summer
since 2009, the first summer I started photographing and exploring. everything is just the same. and
not, just a little bit off, but I am placed back in the same mindset and it's fucked up. that mindset was
unhealthy but it's good to have a tripod and a camera strapped to your back while you're riding your
bike just to take photos, things that don't mean anything, photos just to make yourself feel better. and
all of the songs bouncing around inside the ribcage of the car feel the same, it would be dishonest to
play those new songs inside this old car. all of the things bouncing around inside my ribcage, they're
the same but from a year later, from the future almost. like I am from the future and I know everything
that's going to happen - I know we are going to break up, I know I am going to be so sad, I know I am
going to leave and say a million goodbyes and I know that nothing will be the same - but I am still
little ol' me of 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, before going away happened. I am still little ol' me in this little
ol' town where nothing quite changes but nothing is the same either, not me and not you and not the
sand dunes that failed us back during that damn hurricane, washed away during a nor'eastern'r back in
March 2010 and never properly replaced. I know the history of this place so well, could tell you about
every month. and I went away and now I know nothing about the past year but I know every year
before, I promise. I might be missing a year but I know all the others so intimately, so closely, all I did
was know them. all I did was explore the same streets every day, learning them until I was just reciting
their crevices back at them, until nothing they did could surprise me anymore. and then the hurricane
came and now I am nothing but surprised at how different it became, at how different I became, we all
changed at the same time just in different places, across the ocean across the bay all we were doing
was changing. all anybody ever did was change and it hurts a little bit to be back in this place where it
all feels the same, so close but so far off, with pale legs and knobby knees and a slightly expanded
worldview that always reverts back to something small and isolated, here. <img class="aligncenter
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height="970" /> had the best time shooting anniversary photos for one of my favorite couples :) we
confetti'd up Coney Island.
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width="720" height="480" /> messing around with frames tonight after a long, sleepy day hanging out
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width="720" height="576" /> tonight, after a long day running errands and then shooting an event
with Andrei, I came home and decided to learn how to use my wireless transmitter and receiver for my
Speedlite instead of packing or doing anything productive ;) long drives and Death Cab will always
feel like home <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1654" alt="webIMG_3482 copy"
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width="432" height="648" /></p> today I am halfway through (or at midnight, at the point between
today and tomorrow, I will be) this 365. today marks six months since I began this project and my
twentieth year and six months until I conclude it. it doesn't feel like halfway - feels a lot less, in fact,
like I just began. I think I am a lot less sentimental, or maybe sentimental about the proper things, than
I was during the first 365. I have a better grip, maybe, on what's important and what's not. I spent
some time with people I really love today (Chris, Mar, my brother, Dad and Grandpa, and my ma)
tomorrow I fly out to Portland for one big adventure and I couldn't be more excited about it
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width="720" height="480" /> Today I flew into Portland! Gillian picked me up from the airport and
we got dinner and did a little bit of sightseeing before I passed out from exhaustion
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We did touristy things today! Powell's, Voodoo doughnuts, hung out at Andrew's house and went out
to dinner with Gillian's parents. Portland is so unlike home, this is the first time I have really spent
outside of the NYC area or east coast which all seems so similar now, it's very different.
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width="720" height="480" /> We did sightseeing today - the gorge and the waterfall, both of which
were absolutely breathtaking. Oregon is full of fresh air and clean water and green, the whole place is
teeming with green and quiet reminders of life (you cannot say you've known someone until you've
driven around their neighborhood listening to their favorite song, I think driving in a car with another
person is possibly the best way to really know someone, at night across bridges, no matter what coast
you are on)
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height="710" /> today Gillian and I went to the Saturday market and then I hung out with Janna, who
I thought I'd never see again. It was so good to see someone who's influenced me so much; it was the
first time I saw her since last July. then Gillian and I hung out with some of her Portland friends, it was
a busy but exciting day!
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width="720" height="576" /> I saw the Pacific for the very first time today. I belong next to the ocean,
any ocean at all, I can't explain how the waves and the wind tamper any anxiety I may have but they do
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width="720" height="480" /> today Andrew, Gillian and I wandered and laid out under the sun on the
docks
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width="720" height="480" /> I flew home today, after a car accident and almost missing my flight and
a four hour layover in LAX
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height="709" /> today started with a very long flight back to Newark and then running errands with
my momma and not sleeping a bit except for in the Sloan-Kettering waiting room and buying a
Hasselblad after a very long time waiting!
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width="720" height="720" /> I went back to work at Goodwill today and did lots of wedding prep for
this summer. I have so so so much to do and I am so exhausted, I can't believe it's summer break
already I wear myself too thin
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width="720" height="480" /> some days punch you right in the gut and stand there grinning at you,
waiting for a response
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width="720" height="720" /> I spent the whole day sifting through old stuff and cleaning out my

childhood room, trying to determine what I did and didn't need anymore. I'm still learning how to
utilize my Speedlite off-camera with the wireless trigger, so the lighting in this is a little off (but I'm
learnin'!)
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height="478" /> last night I drove down to the shore to spend a few days with Mar, since it's our
sixteen-year anniversary (!!) we beached and Chegg'd and went to a BBQ with some sweet puppies
(and humans)
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height="478" /> today was a nothing day spent bumming around, cooking and eating ice cream I feel
like I have been slacking with images but also trying my hardest to enjoy myself and relax a little, it's a
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width="720" height="480" /> I have been working so hard on client work, I can't believe how much I
have to do this summer! it's going to be a real busy summer, I promise my 365s will pick up soon, it's
just been a crazy three weeks since getting out of school. I want to be better for myself, I want to learn
my Speedlite more and I just want to be better and I don't know where to start.
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width="720" height="480" /> ghosting, always through life, through tides a hulking ghost
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width="720" height="480" /> I miss shooting black and white film. <img class="aligncenter size-full
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width="720" height="534" /> I wrote two pages this morning after watching the Gregory Crewdson
documentary, I haven't felt this inspired in a while, driving around the suburbs looking for things to
shoot is making me feel inspired and excited and happy it started raining as I was walking down to the
field and so the plastic bag I had over the camera lent itself to strange patterns and blobs and that too
was exciting <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1743" alt="webIMG_4201 copy"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/webIMG_4201-copy.jpg"
width="720" height="480" />
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width="720" height="480" /> I love the color palette of early summer in the suburbs, so much green
and blue overlapping and touching and smoothing together in creases; I am happy to be in a place full
of sky, right now <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1748" alt="webIMG_4250 copy1"
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width="720" height="480" /> I am so inspired by the suburbs. I was driving home from a long day of
shooting corporate things with Andrei and racking my brain trying to think of something to shoot for
my 365 and I saw this shadow and immediately parked my car. I only had my digital camera in the car,
not even a tripod, so I cranked up the ISO and hoped. I've been meaning to shoot night photographs
since trying it out in Photo 1 in the fall and enjoying it, particularly medium format night photographs,
so I will consider the things I shot tonight digital sketches for something that will pan out on film.
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width="720" height="480" /> I photographed Meghan with confetti today after working alone in the
studio all day &amp; being offered a full time job!!
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height="478" /> today was the first day of Gov. Ball and it was pouring and cold but always an
adventure
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height="478" /> today was the second day of Governors Ball, and after sleeping in I saw Edward
Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeroes, which was a religious experience (genuinely - one of their songs had
me reconsidering some of the things I feel about religion and that is a hard topic for me so it was weird
and wonderful), and then I scooted up to the very very front for Animal Collective, who I have listened
to before but not intensely, sort of just skimming through the way you would read a book that everyone
recommended and you can't get into properly. they were so good though, my heart hurt with how good
they were. some bands it takes seeing live to understand &amp; I think they were one of them. (like
Modest Mouse - I did not really like them until I saw them live). I just wanted to cry and burst and
shout with happiness over everything but instead I just danced until my head hurt and then took the
subway back to Pablo's apartment and everything was wonderful in a genuinely good way
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height="478" /> today was the third and last day of Governors Ball I: woke up late, hung out in
Pablo's apartment alone and had a dance party to Animal Collective, took the subway up to 125 &amp;
Lex, bought some Italian ice from a woman on the corner for the walk across the bridge, waited
through Foals to get up close to see Grizzly Bear, made some friends from California and argued about
the East Coast vs. West Coast, saw Grizzly Bear and bounced and sang and felt very happy after
Grizzly Bear I bought a root beer float and decided to lay in the grass next to the river and wait for the
XX to start playing. from where I was, I could hear Bloc Party and the river and everyone around me
but I just felt really content as the sun was going down and the sky was all blue purple and then the XX
started so I wandered over there slowly and leaned against this fence in the middle of the field pretty
far back well, I looked up after zoning out for a minute and Ed Droste was standing there in front of
me, talking to someone. I mini-panicked and said hello and we had a conversation and took a photo
together and it was really nice. I was so happy, and as soon as he walked away the XX started playing
VCR (which is one of the songs that I learned to drive to) and I had happy tears for everything that's
happened in the past week. I wandered over to Kanye and some guy offered me Molly which I turned
down and when I got back to the apartment I just wanted to bounce up and down with a million happy
thoughts I am good at being alone, you know? I am happy I was alone for this whole weekend. I am
good at it but not too good, and that is perfect.
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width="720" height="480" /> after two hours of sleep and a long day at Goodwill this is all I got (I
did sell a photo to an ad agency for Pandora today though, so that was cool!)
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width="720" height="1080" /> long days at the studio I am so inspired by nighttime <img
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width="720" height="480" /> right now I can't stop listening to Animal Collective, like a steady throb
running through my head, I just can't. sort of like reading a book and wondering how you made it
through life without it up until that point, or meeting someone like that. this is the way I get, though, I
can't help myself. right now my car and I are partners in crime, driving everywhere, always
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-1785" alt="self"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/self.jpg" width="664"
height="405" /></p> the urge to make others happy is so strong, a current deeper than any other within
my veins, the need to make you feel better and welcome and needed (when the urge to make myself
happy is dulled, perhaps because of this)
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width="720" height="480" /> a year ago today I graduated high school &amp; I am not sure how to
comprehend that. it feels very distant. I feel very distant.
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height="478" /> I painted a wall in the studio today &amp; hung out with my dad. <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1871" alt="web44350012"
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height="486" /> my first day off in a few weeks, and I mostly just spent the day with Dad &amp;
Grandpa for Father's Day and tested out my Instax since I need it for a wedding I'm shooting in a few
weeks. <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1813" alt="me1"
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height="478" /> today after work I walked around Ocean Grove &amp; took a lot of photos on my
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height="478" /> workspace, just really obsessed with confetti and those mini ships.
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height="478" /> today we are leaving for Firefly. (today I am not so sure about the state of this blog
or my photos.)
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height="478" /> we drove to Firefly and unpacked our camping gear
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height="478" /> today was day one of Firefly and it was an adventure, we woke at down to dew and
hot humid sun and soon we were sunburned and eating poorly and happy, I saw Atlas Genius and then
Mar and I had our volunteer shift and walked around for hours as the sun set and were let off early
enough to see the Red Hot Chili Peppers under a very big moon, happy longest day of the year to me
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height="1085" /> day two - worked a very long shift handing out ice to angry drunk people and saw
Tom Petty and ran into Annalyse in the crowd <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-2070"
alt="web94370016" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/06/web94370016.jpg" width="720" height="478" />
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height="1085" /> day three involved waking up at the crack of dawn to work before seeing concerts
all day! Matt &amp; Kim, Passion Pit, Vampire Weekend, and Foster the People, it was all so
wonderful <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-2072" alt="web94370019"
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height="1085" /> we drove back very early this morning and I basically slept all day, oopsies <img
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height="480" /> nighttime wanderings, trying to familiarize myself with things that are already too
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height="478" /> today was so full, brimming to the top with goodness. I woke up and went for a walk
with Grandpa along the water and ended up going into work after that, meandering through Ocean
Grove on the way. Ocean Grove stirs up these feelings in me that I haven't felt in a long time, some
sort of adventure and some sort of home, a place that still gets locked up every night at eleven, a place
that has flowers even in this heat, a place that somehow has hope and despair and kind residents who
say hello, the kind of place I had hoped Brooklyn would be but wasn't. I am always expecting too
much out of things, always, and I cannot help that. but Ocean Grove has been with me since Grandpa
took me there last August just to show me around, he always shows me things I haven't seen, he has
things stored up in him that I will never know. he is a vessel of things I will never know, growing up in
Brooklyn and dancing around in the sprinklers in parks on summer days that hurt to look at dead on
and meeting a girl and knowing within seconds that he would marry her, the blues of the Caribbean
that they discovered together and the peach fuzz that grew in after the first round of chemo and a war
that waged on, a son who came into the world without him. he is a shower of experiences I will never
have and sometimes when it is quiet I catch a glimpse of who he used to be, when he told me about
meeting my grandmother in a bar in Brooklyn and when I accidentally came across her wedding dress,
yellowing from age, the first time I saw it she was already dead but in the album she had the most
elegant smile I scrubbed the studio floors clean and something inside of me was seeping out, all week,
other people have grandparents and I have one who makes up for the lack. I am lucky and my feet are
dirty gray, right now. I am lucky and it rained a little when Dad and I were leaving Panera and it made
my shirt see through and I am lucky even though there is a cut in the crook of my left index finger that
throbs every time I scrub the floor; I am seeping out because I have not felt too many things all at once
in a long time and here it is, midnight exactly and I feel sad; Staples had every type of envelope except
the ones that I wanted next to me, at a red light, "your song is on the radio, huh?" a stranger with one
headphone out, peering down at me from a truck, a Suburban maybe, I have strange memories
involving Suburbans, he was smiling, I was singing very loudly to a Matt &amp; Kim song and
tapping the steering wheel, "it's a good day" I said, that was all there was to it, it's a good day, "I have
to leave you now" he said as the light turned green, why couldn't they have just driven away? they
were just teenagers, why were they in a golden Suburban, why not a shitty little car like mine the
lights were out in the neighborhood, someone took the power again, as lightning huddled behind the
clouds, you couldn't see it but it was muffled, it was like someone drew the curtains over it, no bolts,
just these dim little pops; I kept expecting to see a porch light on but there was no power. the only light
was from the headlights of an approaching car and somewhere in the back of my mind I knew that in
November, it would be pitch black by 9:30, pitch black by seven p.m., in November the neighborhood
was cold and dark for two weeks and I had the first minor understanding of what it was, this thing that
happened to them that will never happen to me. there is a "them" and there is a "me." these things
happened and this is what set us apart and slowly I pull away from you because it happened to you and
it didn't happen to me. there are these major things I don't know about the people in my life, you got
your tattoo when you were thirty-two, you didn't travel until you were in your fifties, you were
divorced and there was a cream colored pair of boxers on the floor today and now you hate weddings.
it happened to you and it didn't happen to me, it happened to me and it didn't happen to you. would
we be the same if these things had happened to me, too? would I want to sleep in the room with the
possessions with the sloped ceilings? how is there a cemetery a few blocks over that no one
maintains? does no one care anymore about the stones? they are broken in half. they are illegible.
someone should care about the stones. I did not suffer and you did. what are the things that the people
in my life do not know? what are the things that I would willingly not tell them? when I am happy I

babble but I still reserve some things for later times when I understand them like I can't now; I want to
see what I will say in a year that I did not want to say today.
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height="480" /> I drove over the Verrazano through the prettiest blue color, all pale and grayish and
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height="349" /></p> a shoddy Polaroid since I was busy. doing stuff. all day.
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src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/norah1.jpg" width="445"
height="445" /> I shot a wedding in the Bronx today &amp; took the train into and out of the city, and
then immediately met up with Norah to hang out, which evolved into shooting. Photography all day,
feels so wonderful. I am sleepy and I am in desperate need of some relaxation time which I won't get
for a while but that's all right. <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-1889" alt="norah3"

src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/norah3.jpg" width="447"
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height="756" /></p> <p style="text-align: left;">frizzy hair and all. what my day off looks like (except
it mostly just looks like sleeping in and sitting in front of a computer).</p>
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src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/web94390001.jpg" width="720"
height="478" /> today marks the halfway point and I am not sure yet how I feel about 2013 but I
know that at this point in 2012 I was so pleased with myself, and this time I am not so sure. I lost
myself, there, in January's cold and February's wallowing and spring came and took me by surprise and
now here it is, July. I lost myself, there, and no one noticed
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height="478" /> new jersey is stormy &amp; I don't know what to do with myself for the rest of my
life but I don't want to stay here. there's a cut between my big toe and the toe next to it dammit, I just
want to be other places, do other things <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-2058"
alt="web94390005" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/07/web94390005.jpg" width="720" height="478" />
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height="478" /> today was just hard in a lot of ways, I wish it wasn't so damn hot, I wish I didn't have
to cut negative people out of my life, I wish things were easy, etc., etc. <img class="aligncenter sizefull wp-image-2061" alt="web94390017" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/07/web94390017.jpg" width="720" height="478" />
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src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/webNATHALIEGISCARD1.jpg" width="720" height="480" /> I shot a beautiful wedding today! was too tired to shoot anything
else once I got home.
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height="480" /> first self portrait in a while that I am really pleased with. <img class="aligncenter
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height="478" /> left out of a big part of the culture here, now the summer of discontent, of not
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width="653" height="800" /> let's sit on the side of route 35 and talk about everything. this goes for
any human I ever want to know, a little bit, let's climb into a shitty car and drive around at night. I
promise you will know me better I promise I will know you better words fall through the cracks easier
by dark
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height="696" /> real life is weird. I met someone this morning who recognized in me things that I
dull down, pretend aren't there. I don't know her name but her pug's name was ChaCha
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width="720" height="480" /> I took photos for a family this morning and I mostly spent time with
people that matter more than I thought they would I hardly took any important photos
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width="1024" height="493" /> milestones in my photographic career - photographing my dad for the
very first time.
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width="745" height="555" /> undefined at the moment (home)
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width="647" height="647" /> best way to get to know someone is to photograph them, I just want to
photograph all of the people in my life, the bit players and the ones who have touched my forehead
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-1977"
alt="9312248762_79562dcd93_b" src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wpcontent/uploads/2013/07/9312248762_79562dcd93_b.jpg" width="638" height="651" /></p> <p
style="text-align: left;">summer is fizzing out the way that it never quite has before but the way it
always does, with people I haven't spent much time with and instant images in the same spot and hair
piled on top of my head. summer has never been my time, it is a sleepy season, spring and autumn are
for good and summer and winter are tired, hazy, and I am working too hard to rest up properly but I am
biding my time</p>
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width="641" height="641" /> clouds over Ocean Grove, a night full of promise and the glow of sunset
fading through the buildings like it was some other time and some other place, the air next to the ocean
was thick and I did not realize at first that I have to leave so soon, I am someone slipping out of my
skin I am leaving, my permanent state seems to be in-between
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width="630" height="647" /> last day of Polaroid Week, only two weeks left at the studio. I have been
writing a lot in my notebook but hardly anything here and I think it's better that way.
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height="418" /></p> I spent the day reading Harry Potter man, it feels good to spend time with the
people you really, really, really like while they're still here and you are coincidentally still here
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height="695" /> took my Hassy out to the auction today. the part of New Jersey where my mom lives
borders a very strange part where she grew up and everybody grew up working at the auction with dust
on their faces and sun skin and umbrella hats. it’s different from the neighborhood I grew up in and
different from where my father lives and different from where I work, too, and I am so intrigued by
how simple it is to drive ten minutes and end up somewhere new where your mom grew up kissing
boys and selling cheap socks in a bathing suit top, and how different my childhood was than all of
what I’m seeing now anyhow, at the auction I met a man who screamed after me as I walked by,
saying the word Hasselblad until I turned around, and we talked for twenty minutes about them and
cameras and processors and I took his card and his portrait. four more strangers asked about the camera
or asked to have their portraits taken and I happily obliged. the smiles on people’s faces after having
their photo taken (some, I imagine, hadn’t been photographed in a long time) made me so happy. one
kid, who had to have been around my age, pointed out my camera to his friends and I heard him and
asked to take a photo. I took it and smiled and kept going and heard him say, “well, that was flattering"
and it made me happy to be around people that want their photos taken. in NY I feel differently, people
are a little more suspicious and guarded, but at the auction everyone is hot and out in the sun trying to
make a few dollars or spend a few and I felt like part of that community, a community my mother grew
up in, and it felt really good
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height="480" /> I have lost track of the days. I have no idea what image goes with what day. I am a
mess.
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today's photo is a portrait of Andrei in his studio, shot on Acros + Hasselblad a human being I am so
grateful to know, and be mentored by, someone I hold so close to my heart. joking around in the
studio, Bah the sheep, messing with the people at Marshall's, bouncing ideas off of one another until
we arrive at something good - Andrei has been my partner in crime this summer, and for that I am so
glad.
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height="480" /> the color palettes in Ocean Grove are so soothing
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I am not taking a photo today except for this <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-2014"
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width="720" height="480" /> felt pretty crappy this morning &amp; then I shot a wedding, so all I
have is a photo from the wedding I am so exhausted and I have so much to do
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height="480" /> words have been failing me although I am slowly but surely filling up that notebook
of mine. words just don't settle on my shoulders the way that they used to, they do not strike me while
driving, sometimes I think photography and words cannot coexist within me because they are always
fighting. my eyes hurt. someone, somewhere, is trying to tell me to stop looking, stop looking so hard
for things that aren't there anymore, trying to coax things out of the familiar landscapes that don't exist
anymore. this was my place this is no longer my place. how could you ever call a place "yours"? how
could I ever call a human mine? there is an ache in me because no one wants me to move. anywhere.
my ma doesn't want me to go back to school and my best friend said no to the west coast, aghast at the
thought "why would you even want to go out there" why would I even want to stay out here? why
does it matter where I am? my eyes hurt because I can't see anything right, my eyes hurt because I
worked all summer and didn't pay attention enough to the things I should have the universe is
bemused, shaking her head at me. "you don't understand the simplest things," she says, smiling. "and
you go to college. college educated." I am not. not yet. "you don't understand what it means to be
human, yet. last year you were all for figuring yourself out and being on your own and year two came
around and walloped you in the face. holy shit, it said. look what I can do to you. look what I can do to
make you lonely. look what I can do to make you sad." I am not. it did not. did not, did not. "and you
blinked and blinked and you couldn't see for all the tears holding your eyelashes together in triangles, I
am not lonely you said I am not <em>lonely</em> I just work hard, you blinked and stared me right in
the face, you stared year two of lonely right in the face and wondered why you pushed all those people

away. for what?" for myself - "not for yourself, who are you proving this to?" I just want to work
hard and be happy and sleep "so do that, then. and just that." I am trying, everybody is trying. the
universe doesn't want anything more to do with me tonight.
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warm breeze kicking up my skirt you might see my undies two cops came down by the water to take
away a dog his owner took landscape photos and Andrei didn't understand and the sun was slanting
sideways between cotton candy buildings and I grabbed the stem of a flower that was already dead and
tried to pull but it wouldn't budge and all red faced and shameful I kept walking as the sun slid down
the cotton candy and onto the floor and out of sight you know what makes me sad? "I don't know
what makes you sad," tonight the universe is sleeping on my shoulders, curled around them the way
Annie the cat used to, Annie the cat who accidentally got stuck in the dryer and ran away a week later,
Dan the neighbor came out and she was just so much longer than a cat should be and Rocco the dog
was everywhere, all aflutter, and her ears were crispy and my brother was cruel when we were little,
he would call me fat and he would laugh and on Valentine's Day I dumped a glass of water over his
head for calling me fat and somehow I got blamed perfect I just wanted to be perfect. I just wanted
everyone to look at me and see something worth loving. I keep seeing on the news things about girls
with thigh gaps and girls who just wanted their thighs not to touch and that is what I wanted but not
what I wanted, I just equated that space, all that negative space around me, with being loved. I just
wanted to be as small as possible and still be worthy of something. I just want to hug every girl who
thinks they need that. I just want to cry sometimes because I forget that once I choked out my own
thoughts and starved and starved and starved and sometimes I think of doing it again but it would be so
sad, I fought so relentlessly against it and no one ever declared me "recovered" it just sort of happened
but I think about it all the time, my body and what it once was and how I once treated it and I know
how I am and I know how I could be and I just know that I had that control over myself once to be thin
and now I cannot make myself thin for anything, cannot do it and I hate it. (I hate it.) if 2012 was a
year of positive body feelings then 2013 is the year I gained weight and wanted to carve out all of it
with a knife and dump it in a canal or scatter it to the wind the way that you scatter someone's ashes
illegally, just gone gone gone gone gone gone gone. I just want to be gone gone gone gone gone gone
sometimes. is that so much to ask? the universe purrs on my shoulder. she really is like the damn cat,
always twirling through my ankles and twisting around me when I just don't want to hear it. "everyone
says you are so strong," she whispers in my ear, she caresses my cheek gently, but nobody would ever
check to see how I'm doing, because once you are recovered you are <em>recovered</em> and you
won't bounce back, you won't stumble, you are strong strong strong and that's all.
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<p style="text-align: center;"><img class="aligncenter wp-image-2122" alt="IMG_8137"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/IMG_8137.jpg" width="737"
height="737" /></p> I drove through my neighborhood today and I felt distinctly like a visitor. I did
not know when high tide would flood the whole road. I did not know why all of the street lights were
out but one. I was no longer connected to it, the fragile connection was severed so roughly.
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it's August and I have no feelings. I don't want to take a photo today so I won't. so <em>there</em>.
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and again, I don't feel like taking a photo today. and I feel like in some way I should respect that, and
in some way I should push myself to do it anyway. it doesn't feel like a cop out - I just feel tired and
like I have not respected my tiredness enough this summer, and I haven't shot real, real self portraits in
a while and that too feels really odd. it was my last day of work and I didn't bring a camera for some
reason. someone gave me a venus fly trap today. I am worried about the state of my 365 once I move
back to school today just feels off, someone just knocked it off a tiny bit and maybe I ought to go to
bed
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didn't take any images today just packed and fought with more than one person and didn't want to take
any images
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I moved back to Pratt today and - surprise - did not take any images I am just in a really bad rut of
being busy and not being able to make art
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falling pray to old, familiar habits. like wearing an old coat and finding a pack of cigarettes in the
pocket years after you quit. "where did you come from? who was that person?" the smell of cigarette
smoke gives me sweaty armpits and an empty hallway makes me sad words are failing me. I cannot
give advice on something I am taking under my wing yet again
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height="752" /> spent the morning at the Union Square farmer's market, buying bread and flowers and
subsequently giving some to the really nice security guard &amp; the cleaning ladies in my dorm. then
Nick and I ended up spending the whole day together and going to Salvation Army (and ran into Sarah
who came along) and then had dinner together in the dorm. campus has been really quiet since none of
the other students are here yet so it was a nice day!
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today was the first day of RA training and I did not take any images or write any important words
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today was the second day of RA training and I didn't take any images or write any important words
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today was the third day of RA training and I did not take any images or write any important words
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today was Sunday
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today was Monday
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height="529" /></p> today we went to camp in upstate NY and it was rainy and our cabin had rows of
beds with plastic mattresses and tiny closets and toilet stalls with wooden floors that you could see the
ground through. and at night after sharing sad things Jinie and I laid under the stars by ourselves and
just looked for a little bit, and then after eating marshmallows and feeling things a whole group laid
under the stars and saw three shooting shars and oohed and aahed and held hands and it was cheesy but
I could see all the stars without my glasses on, even, they were that bright and when have you ever
seen so many stars that bright I did not feel small, looking at those stars surrounded by humans I was
growing close to. I felt big in the best way possible, and I am happy to have done that, to feel them
pressing in on me all dead and bright-eyed
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height="737" /></p> day two of camp, canoeing in the lake and on the way home, a near stranger
sleeping on my shoulder and sun-soaked hills and a teeny tiny lit up bridge across the water and
approaching the city from the north and seeing all of the lights and being overwhelmed with my whole
life all at once
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cannot get back into the habit of imagemaking so I am struggling a lot
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triggered by some things that I just cannot control and it makes me sad that I am always so nervous
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height="553" /> I feel so overwhelmed by happiness (10:08 p.m., August 17, 2013) I am surrounded
by some people that I think are really good and really kind and a block away there are even more
people. they are everywhere. the world is pouring out good people and I am readily taking them in,
what good humans they all are. I am dancing around my room to Impossible Soul and the whole world
feels like it is waiting for me <img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-2170" alt="webcaiti003"
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I don't know what to say about today except that I felt sick and I didn't end up taking a photo and I
slept a whole lot and that is that.
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the world is going to take you, grab your hand, say, "leave all your old friends behind." and you are
going to peek back and feel so sad that the world you once loved is staying put, and all those humans
are staying put, and the world is tugging so hard at your hand, it's saying, "please, just please," and you
are burrowing your head in your shoulder, "just try," and you are rubbing your fingers against your
eyes and they feel like a child's, "try," and that last word just breaks you, every small patchwork corner
of your being is saying yes to never again, to the dusty corners of places that stayed untouched while
you left, all of them, every patch of grass that grew in exactly the same direction. to every single thing
that didn't change, and once you were a thing that stayed in place and never changed, and now I am the
one changing, changing, changing, growing into a skin that started a long time ago, a project I
abandoned, and here I am, here I am, here I am
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skin n y I just want to make art I am full of things mostly just sappy shit, don't mind me.
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height="720" /> my friends are slowly trickling back into Brooklyn.
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height="720" /> dead flowers exercise. I haven't picked up my digital camera in a long while and also
haven't been shooting many analog images either. I just needed to pick up a camera and shoot
something simple.
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moonlight as bright as daylight
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-2150" alt="webself-5crop"
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height="720" /> hi. it's my face. hi. today a stranger gave me some good news &amp; I danced around
in a party dress feeling like one million dollars. toady I felt like one million dollars.
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the last Sunday before classes start
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classes started today and I am in wonder at how different it is from last year and how busy I feel and
just all of this is exciting and I am exhausted
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today I went to B&amp;H and felt really overwhelmed. before that I had a class that I really liked and
a lunch period that felt like real college and a lecture class that felt like real college I took photos on
the subway and on the steps of the post office today and it felt like home, everything felt familiar in the
nicest ways, words are not coming so easily to me right now
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tonight has been rough. I have been rough around the edges a little, I feel sorry for the people who run
into me in the hallway sometimes because I am just so damn exhausted this week. tonight I have
faltered between sad and ecstatic, tonight I think I have offended you. I called my mother. I called my
best friend. I said the word shit a lot. I felt grateful a lot for the people I actively chose to keep in my
life. today's photo - from that walk around under the overpass
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I didn't make any images today. I am so busy. I am so, so busy. this week is so long. I am hurting
people, isn't that strange? causing bruises from across an ocean. an ocean! I can inflict pain with
words, or lack thereof. an ocean!
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today was such a brilliantly good day. it had good seeping out of every core. strangers are good, and
people you know are good, and keeping a small camera balanced on your hip while looking at images
made with the first cameras and eating a $7 ice cream cone and hazy light in Central Park and the pond
with the sailboats and everything, everything. everything. today's photo - from Central Park or
Sheep's Meadow or something, something
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Coney Island makes my heart swell up.
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-2211" alt="webandrew-3"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/webandrew-3.jpg" width="720"
height="480" /> today I photographed Andrew in my room
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a nothing day, nothing spaces, nothing places today's photo - Annalyse at Ft. Greene
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-2206" alt="webself-1"
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height="1080" /> I wish someone here would call me Cait. I wish someone here would touch my hair.
it is quiet when you are too busy for everyone else
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I miss parking on Hurley I miss being your person, I miss all of those things. I finally scheduled a trip
home for myself. today's photo - triple Polaroid
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today's photo - from the subway trip, the two empty seats.
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-2208" alt="webdig-1"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/webdig-1.jpg" width="720"
height="480" /> today was a long day and then after a walk to Fort Greene, Andrew and I went
grocery shopping in Cobble Hill and cooked dinner together and I ended up hanging out in his room
for a good while! a looooong day but a good day. this year is treating me so kind and I feel so
incredibly grateful for the people I have chosen to keep in my life.
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I met some lovely internet people today which always warms my heart. and it was on Coney Island
which also warms my heart. and then I saw two of my favorite bands - Panic at the Disco and Fall Out
Boy - which also warmed my heart. Panic opened with Time to Dance and Fall Out Boy played Where
Is Your Boy acoustic and my heart was so warm today. today's photo - Ben under the pier (12o) or
half frame from Coney Island
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I am writing so much. I am overflowing with words. they are not stringing together into anything
beautiful yet but they're coming back, slowly. in 2011 I wrote every single day. 2011 is so long ago,
did you know that? in 2011, every single thing was different. you grow a new skin every seven years.
2011 was two-maybe-three years ago. I am in the middle of growing a new skin that does not include
2011. I am more than halfway out of the skin from 2009. thank god, that year treated me so poorly. that
year chewed me up and sucked every ounce of blood out of me and then thrust me back into the world,
all bleary-eyed and blinking from the bright light. 2009 did me in. I cannot wait until seven years when
I am grown out of this skin that you have touched. seven years is a long time (I have only known you
for five) (in two more years I will have a skin different than the skin you first touched the skin you first
burned the skin you told me was the softest you had ever touched, you were surprised like you thought
my skin would be rough to the touch did you think I did not take care of myself even then?) today's
photo - white on white something
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height="720" /> I heard a voice today that I hadn't heard in over a year, and it confirmed so many of
the things that I am doing, and my place in the world, and my place in my own self, and I feel like a
child and I feel like myself and I feel so much better, "the day you burst" I just burst. <img
class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-2214" alt="webself-1"
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no images today. that's okay. I am okay today, I did not take any images but I am doing okay - better
than okay, maybe - and that's good
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today's photo - from the subway trip with Maria I have not been home in so long. it has been over five
weeks since I was in New Jersey - five weeks probably does not seem like a long time to you but it is a
long time to me. and there are rifts, canyons, opening up, these chasms I have not seen the likes of in
four years, gaping holes in my family tree. come back to me. it is autumn and all of the leaves are
falling off one by one. I wish I could stick all of the people I love in the same room and tell them to
love one another and take care of one another, in case I can't. too many humans call me Mom. I wish
my own mom would mother me right now.
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"college is strange" college is strange from a rooftop with a new human and college is strange from
your own room with new humans. all around, things are strange today but I wouldn't have them any
other way, I am completely a different human from who I was this time last year and I am also rooted
in all of the same things
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bein' an adult is real strange, let me tell ya "I cannot seem to find my footing with her." with anyone,
really, my bearings are lost and my footing is lost it's like being so far out in the ocean that you can't
see the sand. you can't see anything. the water is fogging up your glasses. it's fogging up your retinas
it's fogging up your general synapses. tomorrow I will lay down in front of the ocean. - you know
what I remember about you? I don't remember much anymore. it has been nearly a month and I am
trying to forget what it felt like to be sixteen and sit out on the jetty when the sky was pink and our
fingers were numb everywhere but where they touched, blistering with the warmth of sixteen and
eighteen, respectively, sixteen was young enough to know that it was wrong and eighteen was old
enough to drive a car through a patch of ice and pretend it ruined your whole life. it didn't ruin your
whole damn life. you know what ruins your whole damn life? refusing to take no for an answer.
once, I was so angry at you that I slammed the door on your arm with its fresh crop of bone and its soft
cast, never enough to protect you from me. the color of that memory is purple at a low opacity, like it
had already started bruising. I used to think things were so beautiful that it hurt to look at them head
on but really they were so bruised, purple marks on the backs of your legs, on your thighs, in between,
your ribs were purple even, everything was shouting pain at the highest capacity and that is why no
one could stand to look at it head on. no one wants to look at a broken thing. today in the darkroom
Andrew broke a light and he did not cut himself until he tried to clean it up. - I want to go home. so
many things have happened at that front door, on that front porch. sometimes you think your whole life
will happen there, I used to think that a boy would bring me flowers at that front door. the first (and
only) person to send me flowers in the mail was my dad. I tried to pick a flower in Ocean Grove and it
refused to come out of the ground and I felt so ashamed in my silver shoes. I felt so ashamed that I
tried to make a beautiful thing mine I just wanted to have a beautiful thing to keep with me in the heat
of my car in the heat of myself. sometimes I feel so ashamed just to be. today's photo - self portrait in
Carl Schurz park, or the portrait of the bird man in that park
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today, I was on the G train and all service stopped and I had to walk back to Pratt a few blocks (not
very many) and I was cranky about it someone leaped in front of the train in front of mine someone
committed suicide and I complained about it I feel like a special kind of awful person.
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today is September 23rd but the clock just changed and now it is the 24th I started crying on the phone
with my mom before I was okay and her voice unhinged me and suddenly I was a pile of metal bolts
on the floor, without anything to hold them together, going every which way. sometimes I wonder why
I ended up where I am. sometimes I eat eight cookies and feel really satisfied when everyone else is
struggling. sometimes I cannot keep my eyes open and I end up spilling out across the floor. if you
traced my steps you could find your way through my DNA, the strands of hair, the fingernail moons,
the scraps of skin.
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biblical like a saint covered in white with the holy light pouring down on your face. I wear white
underwear when I don’t want anyone to know that I’m wearing underwear. I saw a man reading the
Bible on the subway and I have never seen a book so worn, he had a bookmark in it just like he was
reading a regular old book, and I guess to some people it is just a book and I guess to some people their
whole lives follow the cadence of that book, the ebb and flow of someone who died thousands of years
ago - remember the piano in the restaurant your mom owned that one year? I saw the word piano and
that's the first thing I thought of, the restaurant with the house on top and the dumbwaiter and the third
story that was made for midget children with closets for bedrooms.
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I have all but given up on the idea of a 365 but not on the idea of creating daily - just not here on the
internet I am bad at sticking with things, but I like this here blog. so maybe we will forget those
mishaps and just start up again like new? okay? okay.
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I've been neglecting these here words, this here corner of the internet. today I laid on my bed and I felt
strange. I have to pack up my things to go back to school and I will not see these streets or these trees
or this room until Thanksgiving. I will probably not see my mom until then either, until after I have
turned twenty. this is the last time she will see me as a teenager. how painful is that? how painful is it
that when I asked her yesterday not to sell the house she ruefully asked where she would go? how
painful is it that once my life expanded and now I wish it would contract like your lungs during a
breath out, I wish it would wrap itself around itself again and again and again until all it could see was
the folds of itself and the cadence of a single breath meant in and out and quiet and warm like stuffing
your face under the sheets after you've just woken up and everything is pleasantly warm and sweet
people resurface after years. it is strange knowing that I have known some people, and lost them for
long enough that they could resurface. it is strange knowing that soon I will celebrate my second
decade. it is stranger still bringing someone to your home, the place you spent growing up and kissing
boys who didn't love you and watching everyone else grow up and remain detached and so emotionally
invested with the small shack on the nameless road with the sunlight that hits the homes in a specific
way and the triangle roofs you can see from the seawall, the small glimmer of their attic lights peering
out over the beach. "you're from new jersey," such a stigma, that strange place only eight minutes away
by train. a strange place indeed. "I didn't expect new jersey to be like this," so sleepy and so much
good light. a little town on the bay. my little town on the bay. driving around and pointing out every
single thing because every single thing has a memory, at least one, every square inch of land, every
single one is mine. Andrew, I am glad you liked it but I felt so possessive watching you take images,
"this is mine," I wanted to say, "this is mine, please don't take it." please leave it be. we walked to
Wawa in the dark and back the long way, barefoot through the giant puddle with the slightest hint of
light on the side of your face. the water was seeping through your shoes, but I took mine off. it's not
bad water, I said. it's just marsh water. the streetlights were all off, they always are now. "I understand
you now," you said, it's strange how when you are young everyone knows the house you live in and the
place you are from because they are from it too, but when you move away you have to bring people
back and hold your breath and hope that they understand, "you are sleepy because this is where you
come from, I understand it now." so here, here I am. all of me. my home and this small white room
and all of my things, and all of my images. here we are. hello.
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the problem with becoming yourself is that every other self seems wrong - and old persons who didn't
fit with your old selves might fit with your new one, and you made up excuses to never speak to those
people again. s o r r y.
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today I miss a whole lot of things about how I used to be. I think where I am from shapes every single
thing about me. I think a lot of things and they change often, I miss summer a lot because it was so
simple. real life seems so simple sometimes. I am ready for something new. I am maybe not over
college but in the mood for something new. I am flighty, I am restless, my restlessness does make me
lazy, I want it to be September 2011 and driving through Asbury Park with the not-new Death Cab
album playing that your ex boyfriend lent me and I want to take it all back, all of that damn growing up
I did without any real platform for it, who the fuck needs to grow up? who needs to move on? I am
sorry for who I used to be because I was not nice to myself, did not take the time to say, "it's all right,

no one's got it all" it hurts to become and you will always be becoming so it will always hurt. and if
you are not becoming you are standing still. yes? no? I don't know. the universe is smiling sadly,
"you always listen to the same music at the same time every year," I am a desperate creature of habit, I
write my habits on my skin I write them on the walls I write them on my lungs so I can breathe the
same things year after year, it hurts to become, it hurts it hurts it hurts to become. to be. to come. to
stand up. to stretch your legs. to open the blinds and let the sunlight in, to close the blinds and sleep
without a streetlight painting on your eyelids. it hurts. to create. to be created. to love. to be loved.
to say, take this hundred dollars, you need it more than I ever will, I am a spoiled brat with a
$250,000 education and your unemployment check hasn't come yet. who, here, is better off?
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and I will strangle everything I want until it dies, because I am just so damn happy to have it in my
grasp, like a little kid who snaps the stem of a flower and then sobs when the petals turn brown, I am
someone who just wants everything, everything I touch turns to dead petals. autumn is the worst
season because it is full of dead beautiful things that I cannot have. I could tack a leaf up on my wall
but it is an after-the-fact leaf, it is a postscript leaf, it is a dead fucking leaf, autumn is after-the-fact,
the dog days of summer where the mosquitoes creep through thick fabric and fingers creep through
muddled feelings and the sun drinks you right up and spits you back out onto asphalt too hot for bare
feet. autumn is after-the-fact, after your feet grow a real thick layer of skin on the bottom and your
shoulder skin has already peeled off from how brown it was and you had crushes on people you had
crushes on all your life. autumn is after the sleepy Labor Day and the flea markets and the sweat
dripping down your forehead even with the windows open in autumn, you close up all the windows,
you cover up all the skin, you stitch together summer's messy patches
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I called my dad since today is the anniversary of a sad thing and he told me to call my mom since
tomorrow is going to be a hard day for her they have been divorced since I was three, seventeen years,
their divorce is a teenager who can drive, the distance between them is as long as that teenager can
shove his foot down on the gas pedal and go go get the fuck out of new jersey, and it was just so
sweet.
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today is the eleventh of october
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and I am tired and a little bit sad, that's okay.
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today is the twelfth of october
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things can be really beautiful if you let them, if you grind your teeth and grit your face and say okay.
say yes. look at all of this grime on the floor. look at how beautiful it is. look at how many people have
stood in the same exact spot as you, and look at how far your lives have dovetailed apart from this
spot, right here. isn't it beautiful? doesn't it make your heart ache? what if you had followed one of
them? say, "our feet landed in the exact same spot, can I see where it takes you? can I see if that's
somewhere I would like to be?" what if your soul mate stood on that same spot a few months ago?
would you feel it vibrate through your feet and the tips of your hair and under all of your nail beds,
would you know it? what if your mother had stood on that same spot in new york city twenty three
years ago before you were even born when she was tipsy drunk and falling in love with your dad? what
if it's all connected somehow, via all of the pitter patters our feet make, where we choose to set down
our feet, what if it's all the same?
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I turn twenty in thirty two days. - thinking about sept. 2011, remember when you asked me one day in
the corner whether you should put the song West Coast on a playlist for Noah because it said "I love
you" in it and you were unsure and you were fumbling and you were afraid of giving him the wrong
impression. I think I said no, it's okay, it's a lovely song anyway and who cares? sometime after that I
brought you to Andrei's studio and took what I think are the last pictures I took of you, and the worst.
they have no life in them. you applied to nineteen colleges, and I applied to four. you didn't end up
coming to new york city but I know that you wanted to, I know that you still want to, and I want
nothing more but to get out of here. give it time, something about it is exhausting. I know that
sometimes you are sad and I wish I could apologize to you. the other day I saw the question, "is there a
time when you realized that you were the bad guy in a story?" and I think in our story, the convoluted
and relatively short story of our friendship, I was the bad guy and I did not know it. I yelled at you for
trying to be me and you were just being a human. I was so tense. in high school, I was so tense. I
wanted everything to fix neatly inside the shoebox of my life and I did not want anything spilling out
of it, I wanted everyone to stack neatly in that box and I wanted everything to be understood later. I put
photos in an album and I labeled every single one for posterity but I am not sure what posterity will
think of them; how will I even explain it? and somehow I just got so angry at you and I didn't want you
to be in that shoebox anymore I just wanted you out, and looking back, it wasn't your fault and I was
mean and I am sorry and there's no way to fix it up neatly, it's been two years since we were friends
which is the same amount of time that we were friends. I just wanted to be loved. i wanted to be left
alone but somehow i also wanted someone to knock on my door at four in the morning with a cup of
hot chocolate, take one look at my face, and then kiss my forehead. i wanted someone to take care of
me the way i was taking care of my mom. no one was doing it the way i wanted them to so i said no to
them all, instead of taking even just a little bit. - human beings should not be viewed as projects they
should not be viewed as homes or as tents on the strange journey from this self to your new self,
transient things you sink into after a long day of going nowhere. human beings should not be viewed
as shelter for the sad sorry broken you that couldn't figure it out yet human beings are just human
beings, and that's that. - "miss you"
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a small list of places that make me hum <ul> <li>the beach, always</li> <li>the u-shaped couch in
Dad's basement</li> <li>the walk between Andrei's studio and my car parked at the intersection of
Jersey Ave and Main St.</li> <li>the parking lot of G&amp;L on 35</li> <li>the ocean</li>

<li>Coney Island</li> <li>the walk between transfers on the subway</li> <li>the green house with
the flag</li> <li>the field across from the church</li> <li>Ingram Circle</li> <li>the field of yellow
flowers in Pacific City</li> </ul>
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today is october fifteenth
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less than a month. I feel unhinged today. when I say unhinged I imagine that my sternum is in two
pieces with a hinge in the middle and it is swinging open, gaping open, all the wind is rushing out of
me in this hurry to get away from me. when I say unhinged I somehow imagine that I can't slam it back
shut, stability and instability and finding solid ground and mini shakes beneath your feet and humans
who make you smile and humans who make you grimace and humans who will listen to you talk for a
whole hour
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today is the sixteenth of october, in the two thousand and thirteenth year
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or is it the two thousand and fourteenth year? year of what? day of what? we made up time anyhow.
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in which I am told not to do something I want to do, in which I relive things I haven't relived in years,
in which I am spontaneous enough to make me sick to my stomach. I just want to tell people I love
them with enough gusto that they love me right back instant instant instant gratification, yes of
course. of course the things you feel are real. and of course you shouldn't do them. not the real things
not the things that make your core ache in the best damn way. who knew you could feel so alive in a
shopping mall? who knew I could do these things? last night I laid on someone's floor under a blue
light and I didn't cry but I thought about how the people next to you can have their own earthquakes
and tremors and aftershocks you'd never know. you'd never know. (eight years, nine years,
something like that? I can't remember exactly how it started, it was gradual and it was all at once,
suddenly I wasn't doing it anymore and my vision was blacking out at the edges and I was in the attic
room and the light was orange the light is always orange and green even as it turned blue outside and
some days everything was blue and some days everything was orange and I could not speak words no
one could listen to me no one could hear me and all I could do was tremor tremor tremor under the
weight of this thing I was doing this awful horrible thing and I wrote books and books about it and no
one wanted to understand so no one understood. eight years, nine years, who knows exactly how these
things begin anyway?) &nbsp; ------ &nbsp; I think of my driving instructor when I was learning in
a cherry red convertible mustang driving the car I always wanted but I hated driving it made me feel
like the whole world was crawling under my skin and taking up residence, all of the possibilities, it
made me feel breathless with anger that I couldn't stay in one place a little bit longer. leaving is always
so beautiful, they say. you'll be so much happier, they say. it was two years before I had to do any
leaving and it was all I could think about, when I hit the curb taking a turn too fast, when I slammed on
the brakes. I could take this thing, and I could go somewhere, and it petrified me. I didn't want
anything to do with it. I didn't want anything to do with the notion of leaving just yet. there was a map

on the passenger seat, my grandfather made me learn to read maps that were old enough to not have
major roads on them, I got lost everywhere I went. I got lost on the streets I grew up on, I learned to
connect my memories together by where they happened, my whole childhood started to grow again
before my very eyes, I spent so much time driving around the same places trying to understand what I
had done. all of the small spaces I learned when I was ten, when I was twelve, when I was six - they
were all the same, they were all so close to one another. the world had seemed so large and really I was
just so, so small. the thing people say most to me is that I am a skinny white girl and I will probably
get hurt if I do things alone.
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the moon was doing its own thing tonight. it was casting shadows behind us at one a.m. "nothing is
shitty by the ocean" the moon was casting shadows behind us at one a.m. and the water wasn't as cold
as I thought it would be. it's been so mild this year. nothing is shitty by the ocean. there is sand in your
hair and your pockets and the most beautiful thing I ever saw was holding up my hand to block out the
light of the moon, which is really just the light of the sun. it was backlit by the light of the moon,
which is really just the light of the sun. salted caramel hot cocoa. the moon reflecting off every single
wave. not a single soul on the beach. there's going to be sand in my sheets in the morning
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today was a nothing day, I worked all day all day, I wonder what it will be like to get out of here less
than twenty four hours ago the moonlight was seeping under my skin and bouncing around in my veins
and I was welcoming it, come here, my mom was on her hands and knees scrubbing the bathtub out.
"it's got a lot of potential," she said. the ceiling tiles in my room weren't even. we had a lot of potential,
all that energy waiting to be released, throbbing under our skin, the three of us, a little family in a little
house on the shore, I wish I could go back and take you both by the hands and sit you down at the
kitchen table for a family meeting. so much potential, like a ball sitting at the top of a hill, every object
has energy sitting rampant in it waiting to go, waiting to be, I would just say, "we have a lot of
potential." and we don't have to tear each other open to find that potential. you can find it sitting at the
kitchen table, drinking the same tea you've had every morning for the past twenty years, and perusing
through a paper. you can find it pushing its feet onto your lap when you're watching cartoons on a
summer morning. you can find it when the sun starts to set through the kitchen window again, every
spring. I'll be damned if we almost found it. we must have been so close. there must have been a day
when the potential energy of the three of us was flittering, humming, so close to complete. so close to
jumping out of our chests and into the world. there must have been a day when it was all brushing
against one another, it was all humming, we must have all looked at each other and then one of us
looked away and it was this frenzy, this heightened frenzy, all the bees were buzzing, and someone
looked away and the whole swarm dropped to the floor. we never got it back. we never got the damn
bees back.
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the end of an era, I worried. what defines an era? the era where I thought I would get married at
twenty-four and have two kids and live exactly where I grew up. the era where I starved until
everything was concave except my eyes. the era where I listened to Fall Out Boy in the pink room with
the gauzy curtains and the old wooden desk that was eventually painted white. the era where I wanted
to shop at Hollister, I wanted the cool kids to like me. the era where I worked at Goodwill. they
overlap, they kiss at the mouths. the era of Chris. the era of boys in middle school. the era of driving.
the era of straight hair. the era of yellow toenails. the era of thinking I understood myself. the era of
cancer. the other eras of cancer. the era of sad. the era of angry. the era of high school, and high school
worries. and then there is now. I don't know what to call now.
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talking to an old Goodwill regular for two hours about fishing patterns, and eating dinner with my dad.
(happy birthday, darling, we love you very, very, very, very, very, very, very much)
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October has been wearing me down. is it okay to say that? damn, October has been wearing me down.
it's the way it gets dark so much earlier. suddenly it's 6:30 and I'm not done doing all the things I
wanted to that day and it's dark. --- I want to see the stains of your sadness, the outline of your body
in every single place you have not been able to go on. trace yourself and take me on a tour of every
single place you have been sad. I want to see the places you have said no to life. the places you
diligently waited it out until you could resume life again.
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the dog bit me yesterday and today it pussed up into a blister, a burning reminder
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today is the twenty-fourth and it's an old friend's birthday
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I think two notable lines from tonight are: "soak your scars in the ocean" and "it takes more than
fucking someone you don't know to keep warm" - two good reminders, I guess. for anyone. to
remember. not to forget.
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my throat is sore. it's probably from all that damn blood. I wish the earth would stop spinning. I wish it
was a Ferris wheel that lost control of itself and went barreling into the ocean. I can't picture a Ferris
wheel without picturing the ocean. I don't think things should exist unless they are next to the ocean. I
owe my whole existence to the sea. I called my best friend Mar from the moment I met her which
means sea and I didn't know it at the time but it is nice to think of a whole person as the sea.
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and I read this sentence: <em>it's a long life. pace yourself. put your face together.</em> and it is.
why did I never think of it like that? I know this is so lame, I know this is so pathetic, I just never
realized that if I don't pace myself I will probably collapse pretty early on. I have, already, collapsed
pretty early on. multiple times. and if I keep going this way it will just keep happening. pace yourself,
Cait. pace yourself. take your time. the world is coming at you, here comes e v e r y b o d y all shinyfaced and excited, and it cannot maintain itself, you are burning your fuel so fast you are fossil fuels
that are dissipating so quickly when you reach twenty-five you are going to have nothing left of
yourself. you are just giving it and giving it and giving it. pace yourself. you cannot do it all.
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one year since the thing I hate speaking about, the thing that rattled our bones and settled them down
elsewhere, rattled the bones of the whole state and stuck them down in new impermanent places, all
over the country. I hate it. "hate is a strong word" and that is the whole damn point. I should have
been there. I did not think that our lives would be interrupted. (I say our lives but I really mean yours) I
did not think that anything would happen, I felt foolish even considering going home. and here I am, a
year later, I missed the boat. missed the boat on that November, missed the boat on that whole time. no
power and water coming up and mostly I just imagine you and the dog huddled inside the house in the
dark. mostly I just imagine the way it was driving through the neighborhood without streetlights for the

first time, and how dark it was, and I remember the drive we took on Easter through the restricted
parts, it was colder than it should have been for an Easter, and everything was gray and sand-colored
and there was a house in the river. there were still purses hanging up in an uprooted foyer. all of these
things make my heart ache so I wish they had not happened. I wish I had been there. I would have
rather been there, with you, in the dark, than in a warm dorm room with people making my heart sing.
you could have made my heart sing, even in the dark, even with the water up to the street. I know you
would've.
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"it kind of feels like you took a shower with your clothes on."
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today started at midnight with mostly people I didn't know. (the day always starts at midnight but
normally by myself, you see) and by three a.m. I had settled back into my skin and had a conversation
with someone I'd just met about how you shouldn't slut-shame and why it was a good thing I'm out of
my old relationship. by ten p.m. I was listening to Animal Collective in a smoky room and my heart
was melting because they were the soundtrack to a strange summer, summer of discontent and sitting
in the studio alone wiggling my toes, the coldest summer we've had in a while. they played the Purple
Bottle and I told Mar kind of distantly that I wanted it to be my wedding song and she asked why and I
couldn't explain it. (some things you can't explain but it was one of the things that made me realize
everything we were doing was wrong and it makes my stomach flip every time I listen to it because I
finally ended a five year strain on my shoulders and now it is just me, it was always me)
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I wish I could help you but I am two states away and I was just there and my stomach has been sick
and sad all day, it has been turning over and over in an attempt to say sorry, for not being in the state,
for not being in your head, this morning my professor told me to stop apologizing. "you are
apologizing for who you are, and how articulate you are, and you shouldn't. you should walk into a
room and say hello, it's me. don't apologize." it was blunt but it was good to hear. being sorry for who
you are is bullshit. my stomach cannot settle itself right now. I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'm s o r r r r r r r r y
I just want to make you better. can you let me know how? you're scaring me.
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someone from a long time ago sent me a text message today. technology is strange, the way it flings
people back into your life. they don't ever really leave, do they? you can catch a glimpse of a name on
social media without meaning to, you can see even though you are trying your hardest to keep your
eyes averted. either way, it flung you back into my life, I kind of think of you like someone who keeps
throwing rocks at my (digital) window. today I propped open the window a tiny bit and whispered out,
because you were telling me good news about someone else. and then I slammed it shut, loudly. I hope
you understood. you aren't throwing rocks at my window to yell love songs, I think. you are just doing
it because you don't know what else to do. I think you might have gotten a little lost. you are not from a
long time ago but you are from a different person. a very different person than the one typing this is the
one that unlocked the door for you, and a very different person from that is the one who smiled sadly
and closed it. you have to know that. &nbsp; - if I could go back and talk to my fourteen-year-old
self I would tell her to be more aware of herself. five years has gone by now and I am painfully aware
of myself. be more aware of the words you say and the actions you make because they end up
becoming who you are. do not intentionally hurt other people. do not lash out because you are terrified
of losing someone. be calm, and lift your chin a little (it makes you feel better), and say, "I am hurt and
I am terrified of losing you." don't be so terrified of losing people. you and Mar will have a
conversation about this five years later, walking on the streets of Philadelphia, and you will both come
to the conclusion that most of your friends have been temporary friends, a few years at most. people
are flighty and fleeing and people are hard to keep trapped under your finger. your desperation to keep
them there is usually what drives them away. it is okay to let this person, that you are so desperate to
lose, be temporary. five years is a long time. five years is too long. temporary humans are okay
sometimes.
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to the best month/the worst month/the maybe month. I have chemicals on my fingers that are probably
going to leave marks but it smells nice. some things hurt. I think some humans were meant to hurt. I
think overall, I was meant to hurt. someone got me thinking about a long time ago. I wonder what it
would be like to meet someone you didn't know at all. how can you love someone without knowing
them in person? I don't understand. but how could you possibly love them if you didn't know the way
they held their fingers against yours or the way that they reacted to the simple equation of your being,
standing next to them? I don't know. as it turns out I am bad at loving people or missing them from far
away. you should be able to tell people they are hurting you. that seems like a basic human skill you
should have. - there are only six weeks left, and I can get the hell out of here - sometimes I feel
better and then I feel much, much worse
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three days, three is an unlucky number
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yesterday I unknowingly walked past the place where someone had died an hour earlier, and
somewhere I had a bad gut feeling and turned away from that street. today I walked past the place
where they were interviewing his family, at the site of the accident. he was nine. on the brick wall, in
chalk, someone had written "brooklyn loves you" and I don't think Brooklyn loved you enough and I'm
sorry.
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autumn is different by the ocean. the air is more bitter but softer, the sky is a gentler version of itself.
it turns buttery and sweet. the wind understands you a little more. it is not the hot tired wind of summer
that caresses your thighs almost angrily, thickly, but it swims past your bare cheeks and leaves you
smarting. autumn is sweeter by the ocean, it smells like a promise. the ocean turns moody and green
and says, "you can come back in March and swim." it refuses to meet your gaze and you can sit next to
it on the jetty and watch it creep closer to your feet and it's a dare not to touch it. after labor day the
ocean says it is sleeping but it starts the hibernation in October. it gives you a chance to catch up to
yourself. this year I did not have a chance to catch up on myself and I cannot wait to get off the train in
eleven days and fling myself into the car and be next to the ocean. I am going to lay down spreadeagled on the jetty and listen to it talk to me, the same way it did last year, the same way it does every
year. gosh, I am so excited to be next to that damn ocean. I am an ocean human. you can always tell
who grew up next to the ocean and who grew up in the woods and who grew up in the gridlock cities
and who grew up in the suburbs. I am moody like the ocean, right now, please come dive into the
murky gray waters of myself
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I miss New Jersey today. in my head it is personified, I saw Asbury Park on the television screen in the
gym today and my head was flooded with this sad sad sad for my home state. I miss my exit and I miss
exit 98 and I miss the diners. I want to stick someone in my car and drive them to a diner. I want to
drive them through the marshlands and on the parkway and I just want to do all of the things I used to
do, so badly, fuck
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I am trying to be better. I am having a hard time. I am not listening hard enough
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but they are just days. they happened whether I write about them on the internet or not. I think this
was a nice enough weekend to finish off my teenage years and the first two decades of my life, I think
I am changing. is that scary to say or think? a professor and I had a conversation on Friday when her
car wouldn't start about how your cells regenerate and replace themselves every seven years. you are
only the same cells for seven years. I am on my third self, and next year I will start seeping into the
fourth. I was so rigid as a child. I was so rigid through the first three but I am working so hard on being
better. I have heard a lot, "that doesn't sound like you at all" which is funny, if I did it, then it should
sound like me because it is me oh,
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twelve, thirteen, and fourteen. is it a cold or is it allergies?
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I think my lips are chapped. I think I have not seen you since August 5. I think you are better off that
way. I think generally things are better off this way. "oooooh you're driving down to see your soul."
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knees look like potatoes but they also look like promises when they are lined up together bare in the
summer sitting on a bench or in a car next to one another, all in a row, and you can creep your hand
over on my knee and that touch shoots up right between my legs and into my belly button. mine are
always so bruised. mine are not promises unless they are next to yours and not until they are touching
in that weird bare knee way of touching with a hairy leg and a not hairy leg and some real big nerves love is a hazard I am not willing to let myself into, a locked room and a key that I am too afraid to
touch it is a dead deer on the side of the road that you pulled over to let me photograph, and it is being
unwilling to return to the car with the open door with you waiting in the driver's side and watching in
the rearview to make sure no one hits me it took so much energy to return to that open door. - "this is
tomorrow and see how I've missed you" y o u y o u y o u y o u tomorrow is going to be strange and
yesterday was strange and a year ago today, right now, I was sitting in class listening to my professor
talk about innocence and if innocence is anything, it is
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<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-2342" alt="webc001"
src="http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/webc001.jpg" width="500"
height="385" /> I don't feel like getting sappy and shit tonight, but here I am, at twenty years old, with
a whole lot of mornings under my belt (and mournings, and praises, and inadvertently bruised mouths).
the past twenty years have not treated me kindly or so it feels, but somehow I made it out of bed every
morning. somehow I made it out of bed every morning and somehow I found some good people to kiss
on the forehead and watch the moon with. that feels like enough, somehow. last year on my nineteenth
birthday I made a promise to photograph every day and I gave it up somewhere around September. this
year I am not promising much of anything, except to get out of bed every morning. can you tell that I
am worn? I feel so much more worn this year than I did last year. I feel like the past 365 days have
been mostly practice sketches for the real thing. the few years before it felt like the real thing, but this
didn't feel like the real thing. I don't have a whole lot to say today but I'll probably have a whole lot to
say tomorrow. mostly on my mind right now is something paraphrased from Impossible Soul (which
is a song that drastically impacted this final year of being a kid): <em>"it's a long life. pace yourself,
put your face together"</em> there's a hell of a lot more to go, so. let's pace ourselves and get to it.
&nbsp;
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when I was seventeen I vaguely remember getting my license, and staying late after school that day to
photograph something shitty. you know, I describe a lot of things as shitty. here's a vague list: <ul>
<li>the fact that my mom smokes in the house</li> <li>the fact that I feel offended that my mom
smokes in the house</li> <li>the fact that the dog is going deaf</li> <li>today, when the Giants fans
in Penn Station were packed so closely I was resting my chin on someone's shoulder</li> <li>hiding
in a dressing room to avoid an ex boyfriend</li> </ul> - Jesus had disciples didn't he? or were those
the apostles? my religion classes fail me yet again. this morning I was thinking about how God created
the universe and then I realized that no one knows what the hell God did or who he was. this morning I
was thinking about God and then I realized I didn't know what to think about him, and then I stopped
thinking about him. he was probably in that big fog watching me. he probably doesn't give a fuck about
you, you know, especially if he gave you cancer.
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sixteen years old was stranger than fifteen. sixteen years old meant an eighteen-year-old boyfriend who
drove me everywhere. it meant my feet on the dash. my feet were always on the dash and my camera
was always on my hip. I shot a lot of 35mm. I didn't know what I was doing anywhere and I got my
permit and I was terrified to drive. that eighteen-year-old boyfriend smashed up his car and his arm. in
retrospect he seemed so much older than me, but he was two years younger than I am now, which
makes me feel old and grumpy. he always seemed like he was on the brink of real life, two years older
and all, and now that I am there I realize he was not on the brink of real life but staring idly at it from
home. he had his hands pressed up against the glass of real life. I am sorry this is a little rude of me, I
suppose, to talk about you on the Internet.
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I don't want to stop writing tonight. you know what seventeen was? seventeen was a bruised heart that
was just starting to understand what it meant to get up every day. it was driving on the parkway and
not knowing how to merge lanes. it was the blue prom dress. no one wanted to invite me along to get
drunk so no one did so it was just me in the gray house a lot, by myself. seventeen was a lonely stretch
of ocean and orange streetlights on days so bitter it was like drinking coffee for the first time. our
hands turned bright red from the cold or from the way our cells were splitting apart, you from the
weight of the blood crawling down your arms and me from the weight of the sea in the winter, with ice
cracks so frothy and white and gray, like the cracks on my hand. you told me you stopped eating and I
wanted to save you and I could not save either one of us so there we went, into the sea, holding hands,
red hands, bloody hands, white hands, cracked hands, open hands, you were in love and I could not
save you, you were in love desperately with someone who could not love you back and someone was
in love with me and I could not love him back either, you were in love desperately and I was in love
desperately and someone else came along for you and not for me and we grew bitter. the wind was so
bitter. our hands were bare. we didn't wear gloves. why didn't we wear gloves? you were growing out
of me. why didn't we wear gloves? I was the one who was afraid to drive, always, so you both came to
me and we wandered down to the beach and it was always dark. we went to Goodwill before it became
my place. it is hard to show someone your places, because you cannot keep them as yours. it is the
fallacy of being human that when you show someone your places they are no longer your places.
maybe it is not the fallacy of being human. I am always afraid to show someone my places because I
am afraid they will mean less. it is like showing someone a piece of your soul and saying "here, this is
me, I hope you like it" and I am afraid to watch someone's face fall but I am also afraid they will love
it more than me, and then what will I be left with? I am so afraid of other humans. I am so afraid of
being loud and unafraid. what if I am too excited? what if someone thinks I am too chipper? it is funny
when other people call me a ray of sunshine but also offensive. in high school Clark called me chipper
one day and it dimmed me a little bit, you know, sometimes you can say things that dim people and
sometimes you can say things that make them forget about killing themselves, and it can be the exact
same words laid out in a different molecular structure. I want to take you out for coffee and say I am
sorry for making your heart swell up with awful words. maybe, since it will be my second time ever
drinking coffee, it will make sense. I feel nauseous when I see your name and your face because I
remember exactly what your laugh sounds like and I think I made you hurt very badly at one point and
I still think about it a lot. I like to take people to Coney Island for the very first time and in a strange
way I want to invite you there and drink $1 coffee with you in the winter on the beach. we could let

our hands crack again. we could sit under the boardwalk and say, "hey, isn't this strange? remember
when we used to do this?" it would be warm. it could be warm, in January. in December. it could be
warm.
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you never know what will be the first time (the first thing, the beginning of a small spud of a blossom,
the beginning, how could you ever know?) or the last time (the last kiss, the last time I touched your
hand, the last time I buried my face in your neck and prayed that you would never leave) how could
you ever know? and of course, I want photographic evidence but how could you ever know? you
can't. but you could. <em>any thought could be the beginning</em> beginnings are scary. there
aren't enough of them in my life.
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I slept through my alarm today
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I don't do that often. and when I did wake up there was light dancing on the ceiling and the walls and I
felt like an obstruction, it was dancing and dancing and dancing and I was in the middle of it but I was
not in it, never in it
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I am twenty years old
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I am full of things to say. I could write a love letter to the whole damn world, but I could also write one
to you. an anti love letter. a reasons-why-we-broke-up letter. an I-can't-stand-the-sight-of-you-becauseit-makes-my-heart-swell letter. an I'm-not-sorry letter. oops.
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I have no idea what it will feel like to be 22 but by that time my body will be on its fourth self, and isn't
that crazy? a new self that hasn't touched you, a new self that has not wanted to kill itself or drown in
the ocean on a very cold day because I think that would the worst kind of death, to drown in the ocean
on the coldest day of the <del>year</del> century. right now I am sitting in the library listening to
Banshee Beat by Animal Collective and desperately tamping down the urge to call humans I don't need
to call. there are not a lot of words left in me. I wrote so much in the beginning of this month. I can see
purple clouds and they are asking why I care so much. and the sad answer is that I am listening to
Animal Collective and my cells are on their last year of this me. they are very excited, they are all
jumping around and around and around getting riled up at the thought of being new, and I am too.
<em>now I think it's all right to feel inhuman</em>
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I can't remember what I did today. I am taking pictures of myself in bed because it is so damn hard to
leave bed sometimes. I am trying to be assertive and let people know that I would like them in my life
but I think it is backfiring, I think sometimes I am too intense and it can get scary. I wrote a letter
yesterday to someone very important and I have not stuck it in the mail yet. I wrote out a postcard to
my family but I didn't send it. there are certain words I say over and over just to make them pucker and
get numb in my mouth. that's how I feel about your name, I have known you for five years and I just
want to hold it in my cheek until I can't feel that spot anymore.
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my head hurts. I sat in the Brooklyn museum today and my face was still cold even though it was
flush from the warm of the art my face was still cold because I just cannot stay warm anymore. I have
been having these strange fever dreams where I keep finding strangers and telling them I will never
love them. I walk down the subway car and tell each one. "I could never love you." "if you were ten
years younger, I could love you." "I will never love you." "or you, you either." any of you. the whole
damn world. I don't want to love any of you. stranger fever dreams. dreams where I find someone on
the subway and they go home to their parents and say, "Ma, I think I found the person I want to
marry," and when I wake up it is always someone else they told their parents about.
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if the sea knew how I felt about it, it would never let me leave. it would take its waves and wrap them
around me until I was the inside of a seashell. until I was inside someone's ear. until I was the same
cadence as the sea. - if most things knew how I felt about them, they would never let me leave.
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<em>I've got the key to the kingdom, but the devil can't do me no harm</em> today I was described
as a ghost in my images. today someone said that they could take scissors and cut me out of the picture
entirely. I wanted to say, "but I was there." but I was there, all of me, every single part of me was there
so heavily, weighing down on everything so much, when I think about how I felt while taking those
pictures I felt like a brick, I felt like I was the only thing I could see. I don't know if I can keep saying
it, I was there, I was there, I was there, you would think my face would be enough to prove that but I
guess not, I was there, I was there, I was there. I was here. with you. we were here. we sat down next to
one another, and I pressed the shutter. here we are. you are laughing, you might be smiling, and I am
not. but I was here. we were here, together. you remember that, don't you? don't you? I exist here.
don't I? don't you remember? look. it's burned into silver gelatin. there we were. look. look. don't
you? look.
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of December, the first of bubbly feelings there is bile rising up from my feet. because I heard
something tender and instead of making me tender it made me angry and bitter. it made me untender.
someone blew glass in place of your bones and your blood spooled itself around that. today, today I
acted like a child. my teeth feel strange. the space between my eyebrows has a guest and it is bitterness
in the form of a parking lot and a shirt I used to own, somewhere, a long time ago
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a long time ago on this day two important people got married and I wouldn't be here without them,
love is a funny thing
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when they first took you out of the womb you were bleeding and you were screaming with all the
intensity of it, of the real world, the light must have been so strong the way you were screaming and
screaming and screaming, and you were ready to pour that back into the world, you were as ready to
go as it was ready for you, the world has no interest in watering down your pain so that you can
swallow it in a neat pill. and it never, ever will. you were bleeding and screaming like you would never
bleed and scream again, like your whole life depended on it (and so it does) and you'll feel dulled for a
long time. the fight goes out of you, slowly and all at once, it seeps out of the open wounds of your
eyes and then you are left calloused and raw, you will spend a lot of time in bed staring at the ceiling
and thinking about every human but yourself and more and more strands of hair will build up and no
one will knock on your door, Brooklyn is a long way to go and then there will be a day when the fight
gets pushed back into you, you got thumped on the back too hard during a routine hug and the next day
your organs were realigned. you woke up next to someone new and could feel the sunlight even if you
couldn't see it and you ran really really fast to greet the ocean, "I exist here," you'll tell it, over and over
and over until tears and snot are running down your face and your hands are cracking under the weight
of the people you can't touch anymore and you exist here, you do, even if here is devoid of people. if
you get out of bed and no one is around to see it, did you really get out of bed?
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the fourth day of the final month upon which my heart splits open and I throw up in a parking lot, upon
which something funny happens in my heart stone and it is cracked open but to let the good things in,
not the bad things out. I am a delighted person. I wish I hadn't thrown up in the parking lot.
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I called my grandpa to wish him a happy seventy-fifth birthday and he was out to lunch with his
friends. He wished me luck on my finals and told me that he was excited to see me next week once I
came home for break and then one of his friends jokingly professed his love for me in the background
and my grandpa laughed and told me that he loved me too. it was a small, unimportant interaction but
it just made me smile? I don’t know how to explain it. I just feel full of good things this week, from all
sides, from everywhere. my teeth hurt when I pit them against one another and my stomach is rejecting
everything I put into it but my heart is full, brimming, flowing over I wonder if I am capable of
permanent leaving. I wonder a lot if I am capable of other humans. I wonder a lot if other humans are
capable of me. when I wrote those sentences I had a muscle memory of capability but I couldn't
remember what it actually meant
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I miss writing on my typewriter. I miss tangible things I miss a lot of things I miss everything Jesus I
can't imagine what it would be like to have my life of two years ago back but sometimes I crave it so
intensely my glasses are dirty enough that I can't tell where the dirt spots are anymore. they are all dirt
spots. everything is dirt spots. everything is dirt spots. I forget what happened but I started crying
during class today, over something that had nothing to do with me, my breath caught in my throat in
the way that it does do you know how, sometimes, the thought of existing weighs more than the
thought of not existing
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I don't know how December is a quarter of the way over
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there never was a golden age. there was a pinkish age where you laid next to your mom on the couch
and you thought you could be crushed under the weight of someone else's sad. the pinkish age lasted a
long time, it was the pink of the sky and the pink of uncharted territories and the pink of your cheeks
when you figured out that boys couldn't save you, just expect unreasonable things from your body (not
from you - you were a vessel, always a vessel)
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self destructive but regenerative you exist here, with me
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all of these words without any real meaning. my professor made someone cry this morning and I am
sure as hell happy it wasn't me. I slept with the curtains closed last night. when I woke up it was dark
and an hour later I opened the curtains to find snow, the kind of snow that doesn't cause any real harm
but sticks enough to make it look pretty. I can't imagine what it would feel like to fall in love in the
summertime, when you are hardly wearing any clothes and you are more brazen and your braid sticks
to your back with sweat every damn day. I can't imagine trying to find someone through that haze of
summer, the smears of humidity and the bare thighs, it's pretty easy to want someone when they aren't
wearing any clothes. when they have their car windows open, when the sun stays out late, when the
fireflies are winding around your ankles
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I want to do stupid shit with you and get caught, I want to find myself moored in the words you
mumble when you are coming out of a fever dream that never ends. why does your heart hurt this
time? why did it hurt the last time? did you ever have to be pried away from something, something you
couldn't put your finger on? what was the very first time you didn't feel whole? I could tell you the
first time I said it out loud, and I could tell you the number of times I've felt it since then (none, I don't
think, maybe one, maybe, if I'm trying really hard)
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drip into your heart through a pinhole, but I think good things, small light glimmers, can also drip into
your heart and you can't feel the warmth at first as they are few and far between but they'll collect like
dust on the inside lining of your heart until you are glowing from some strange place you've never
glowed before
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I have the ability to cause immense, tremendous pain, didn't you know? turning twenty didn't change a
damn thing
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there are five days until Christmas, I am being consumed wholeheartedly by a good thing and it's
worrying everyone around me (but when I am being consumed wholeheartedly by a bad thing no one
really notices, it is okay to turn your face away from a bad thing but god oh god if there's a good thing,
we ought to worry, so rare, so fleeting, will it ruin her? will the one good thing take away all of the bad
things or will it morph into a Worse thing?) there are Worse things than me, there are Worse things
than being happy and losing it, there are Worse things than being messy. I am sure of it. I am trying to
be sure of it. Julie told me over and over to be messy.
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let me tell you something. two years ago today the universe granted me something really special, my
very first college acceptance letter. I cried and cried, I heaved, I couldn't catch my damn breath and I
also genuinely could not believe it. - I have a lot of feelings and they are mostly, "I just want to be
loved but alone"
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I felt like I had been anchored somewhere in the Raritan Bay. I wanted to ride my bike all morning and
once I finally dragged it out of the shed flakes were coming down and I was wearing a scarf and hat
and gloves and a wool coat and those black shoes that make me feel important so it didn't matter. there
were tears running down my face from the cold and snowflakes in my ponytail. the sun came out
somewhere in there and I was breathing hard and it was needed, there was a shit eating grin on my
face.
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I lack routine right now, and structure
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the first, five hours into a whole new year, the earth is spinning wildly around the sun at a frantic
chaotic pace but it is still here, I am alone and it is still here.
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it’s 5 am on January first and I just want nothing but good things for everyone (you and you and you
and you) I just want everyone to feel the things I felt tonight and am lucky enough to feel more than
once a year (that I am loved and appreciated and valued, that the love and positivity I put out is being
taken in, that the people around me are around me because they genuinely want to be, that I am in love
- with a specific person, with the world - and that I am worth something, that I am lucky lucky lucky to
be doing what I love and that I am supported in doing what I love by most of the people who matter) I
didn’t get to spend midnight with the person I meant to kiss but I did get to spend it with my boss, who
I have an incredibly special connection with, who kissed me on the top of the head at midnight. 2014
will be better, I told him. I drove home going 15 under the speed limit and took a route I only took
when I was seventeen. There was bitter in me and it seeped out when I saw Norah at her house she just
came out of nowhere, and I was frantically trying to find Harry and I kissed him in front of all his
friends I felt very silly and punch drunk on good feelings (I was/am very sober) and I drove home and
told my mom that 2014 would be better. Because it has to be, because I won’t take no for an answer.
She said maybe, she said she hopes so, she got very bad news in the mail today and I am afraid for us
but I am determined that 2014 will be better, I am determined that somehow our little trio will make it

through. I was offered my job back for the summer and I don’t know what to do. I am laying alone in a
bed that’s not my own and it’s five am and somehow my brother just texted me, I wish my family
could feel as lucky as I do I guess, I wish I could make things better but that would involve abandoning
my own dream which is what I have dedicated myself to for the past twenty years and that is a scary
thing, all of it.
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there is a special ache between my eyes, I can always tell when I am angry or doing something I don't
want to be doing because my teeth hurt like hell. I bought a watch a few days ago and it makes me feel
like a real human. yesterday orange spilled into the room and I thought it was a streetlight but it was
just the sun, the first sunset of the new year, coming to say goodnight. today I was told something and I
felt jovial at first, jovial at the whole prospect, and now I just feel nauseous. the endings are endless. it
is a new year but the endings are endless, and the change is endless, and I thought I had my feet in a
good place, I thought I had a place at all, and really really really (little wet tears) really I have no place
(on your baby's) in this place (shoulder) I have no place here. I forget, often, I have been forgetting
that I do not belong here and in eight days I will be back to where I chose, back to where I asked to be,
and worked hard to be, with a routine, and eating regularly and swallowing pills regularly and smiling
regularly I guess too, with a thumbtack that belongs nowhere nowhere nowhere but now. even here,
even now, I have not been sleeping in the room, I shouldn't be so damn concerned about who does
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I am infinitely guilty
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the worst headache, I don't think I know how to take care of myself when I am in this town I feel like
a ghost, like a boo radley spooking around the place, like the clothes I wear don't fit here but only in
the slightest of ways and the way that people look at me feels strange, like they are sorry for me.
people in the suburbs are alone more than people in New York but still, oh god, the strangest looks
when walking around Barnes and Noble alone on a Saturday night
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we are five days into this year and I can't bring myself to do anything, I am trying my hardest not to
cling (to myself to you to my room to my things) but as it turns out, it is really hard not to cling to
certain things when you are not feeling like yourself I can feel this year pressing in on me already, I
can feel this place pressing down on me very strongly, it worries me that I am stuck in the tri-state area
for the next two and a half years, it worries me that I have hardly been making anything like myself
these past few weeks, it worries me sometimes how much easier it is to care for other people over
myself, it worries me that I bought a watch. the pain in between my eyes worries me. the brakes on my
car don't work very well in the snow. I am listening to my feel better playlist over and over. I am
nervous. I am so very nervous. hi. I'm nervous. the space beneath my fingernails is breathing very
heavily, and it hurts, it <i>hurts</i>, their tinylittlelungs can't handle it anymore, did you know that
you are supposed to be okay? for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction,
I <em>knew</em>. there were littletinyhurricanes brewing and they cruxed at the end of November in
a shame. it was a shame. shame, shame, shame. wasn't it? I'm sure you would agree. I wish you could
stay beneath my fingernails. I wish I could keep you in my pocket I'll keep it in the good pocket I
swear
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systematically giving myself out to people I am one in a long line of failures I really like office
supplies. they seem so ordinary and organized and content. two of my most important relationships
crumbled simultaneously this year, my mom as she grew steadily away from me and Chris as he grew
steadily away from me. my mom grew towards her boyfriend, she blossomed under the excitement
under the bubbly feelings in your stomach, and Chris grew towards...towards what, I couldn't tell you.
when I think about him I hardly know him. when I think about him, I can't remember details
about <em>him</em>. I remember events, I remember words, but I don't really remember anything
else. I think he was growing toward Goodwill, growing toward those people. they both grew away
from me, all summer, all June and all July, and by the time I left in August they were totally separate
from me. I got to school and someone asked me distantly about my boyfriend and I couldn't remember,
or think of what to tell them. I left my summer places so <em>sad</em>. a few weeks before I left,
Chris and I were sitting cross-legged somewhere and he said, "you know, I thought you were going to
break up with me. before you went back to school" and my heart cracked open because I didn't know
what to say. at the tender age of nineteen we had gone through the whole cycle of loving and hating
someone. I did not want to be touched. I did not want to <em>exist</em>. at the tender age of nineteen
my thighs could not bear to move to you. at the tender age of nineteen I thought that if I ever had to see
you again I would weep. if you ever touched me again I would weep. and over and over and over and
over, you said, "I don't understand, I don't understand" after it happened, after the schism, you said, "I
don't understand" and you said the same thing when I said over and over that I didn't want to marry
you, "I don't understand" and how could you not see it? it was like getting a splinter every time I had to
see you. my teeth hurt every time I had to see you. if you ever touched me again I would weep and
weep and weep.
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the past month feels like it didn't happen, it passed in some strange state of bliss where every day had
spring beaming out of it, it just felt like the gray was seeping out, slowly, and all the subtle colors of
March were coming back in, saying, hi hi hi, I know it has been a long time. (I feel like I wrote those
very same words recently) it just has felt like spring, the weather was mild and we walked across the
Manhattan Bridge and I stopped to stare up at every subway train that passed by only a couple of feet
away and there was a grin on my face that hurt my teeth, it was so damn big, and somehow as a train

went by I was singing Lover's Spit and then I started screaming my feelings at you, they were tumbling
out of my mouth and there were so many of them I don't think you caught em all with your fingers,
they slipped through and some landed at your feet but you were real delicate when you picked them up
and tucked them in your pockets
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you are probably prettier than me and you've probably got better legs too, you could probably run
circles around me again and again and again look, a lot of good things happened today. <div> got a
postcard in the mail today from a really good person, got a text while at dinner from my mom bearing
really good news. sometimes things are shit shit shit. I was nervous about how my heart would feel
today. and sometimes, the world grants you small graces. today had two small (big) graces. </div>
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the anniversary of a strange thing that appears to be resolving itself two good people stopped by to
talk to me today, one right after the other. I keep calling everyone good humans but that's because
they <em>are</em>, I'm sorry, I can't help it, I love them all. I wish I could be with my mom today. I
wish I could be with my brother on Friday. you can't be there for everyone all the time and jeez I wish
that was easier to understand <em>would you always, maybe sometime, make it easy, take your
time?</em> I remember so acutely the summer of 2012 and how important those words were. I just
want to write a letter to tell you to fuck off, but that would be wasting a postal stamp on you and you
don't deserve that, I just want to call you and tell you to fuck off but I couldn't stand to hear your voice,
it almost made me cry when I came across the video I accidentally recorded of the two of us and we
were talking about data plans. a full sixty seconds of our lives spent talking about something as
mundane as data plans. Jesus Christ, it was like we were married, we had knitted ourselves into some
sort of frenzy in which we couldn't talk about things that mattered because it might point to a schism. it
was like we were married and you wanted it and the thought of that made me cry because if I married
you it meant I'd have to spend my whole life doing things I didn't want to, I was not a person to you
but a means to an end, an end that came every time. other people shouldn't make you do things you
don't want to do, especially not the person you consider most important. maybe that was it, I stopped
considering you most important, I started considering myself most important and you got real fucking
offended. I <em>didn't want to</em> and you <em>didn't give a shit</em> you probably don't
remember that part, it didn't ever seem to get through your head that I didn't have to stay (it didn't ever
seem to get through my head either) well, here we are, I haven't made eye contact with you since
August 5th. and that is a real good thing. I want to write you a letter but I don't think you're worth the
stamp. that leaves me writing letters on the internet that you might stumble across one day
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my lips are very chapped I just overdrafted my bank account but I was not charged a fee by some grace
of god no, not God, I don't have enough feelings about that entity to say it is granting me graces. I like
the person that I am.
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my teeth hurt again today. I asked my mom to cut my hair over break and she shook her head, said it
would only add to her nervous breakdown. today, at the first chance to be alone this week, I got on the
G and then the F to Coney Island and I listened to three albums all the way through and then the same
EP four times over, I wrote a letter to an unborn person who may never be born, the sun was starting to
shine even though it snowed this morning, when I was walking across the street that I have walked
across so many times since August 2012, a million different iterations of me, it was raining it was
misting there was a camera hanging from my wrist and I was wearing those ugly blue boots you hated.
I took a photo of a man on a bike and he saluted me. the pier was open and I had never walked on it
before, I felt like there was a reason for that. my grandpa used to come here as a boy, I can imagine it
so vividly somehow. I walked out to the end of the pier and the water was green-but-a-little-blue and it
was perfect-in-the-way-water-shouldn't-be-perfect and if it wasn't January I would have stripped off all
my clothes, ran to the end of the pier, and jumped. there was a couple kissing on the pier but he was
standing behind her they were both watching the water and he kept kissing the side of her face and I
felt a little tiny heart pang because I was there alone (but the good news is, one day I will be there and
not be alone) I never took you to Coney Island, I think I knew it was a sacred place and not everyone
deserves to go to one of your sacred places, especially not you, you would have tried to fuck me on the
boardwalk and my favorite place in New York would have been ruined forever. god, dear god, I
couldn't take you to sacred places for fear you might make them less sacred. that makes my teeth hurt.
my lips are really chapped, every time I pull out another hair it will be six or seven months before my
head is normal again, I can't fathom six or seven months from now, I can hardly fathom a couple of
weeks from now. someone said good morning to me but it was 12:46 p.m. and the rain had stopped and
every time I put my camera to my eye I could see the dried rain speckles on my glasses but I didn't
bother cleaning them off. I got lost on Court Square trying to find PS1 and so I called Harry I hadn't
heard his voice in not a long time but it felt like a long time I didn't want to hang up the phone but I
had to go to the museum and I had to go to work I said to him the other day this is the shitty part and it
is. the last time I went to the dentist they told me I needed braces and I said no, back in July you and I
had a conversation about my fucked up teeth on the day of my eye doctor's appointment, it is funny to
think about the things that happened before anything actually happened, you woke up at noon and
thought I was gone my teeth really hurt this morning, Jesus my best friend is twenty and my brother is
eighteen, we are all growing up, haphazardly, sweetly, I wouldn't have it any other way. I can

remember so many times with the three of us; when I called Mar yesterday, we said something about
how he isn't eight anymore. and we aren't ten anymore. when he hit a home run in Cooperstown I
bought you the same t-shirt that I bought myself, "my brother hit a home run in Cooperstown, summer
2008" because he was your brother too, the way I called Heather "aunt" and you didn't even though the
roles were reversed, sometimes that is just how it is. I don't think, when we were fourteen, we had any
idea how this would turn out, how any of us would turn out, we are all growing up, haphazardly,
sweetly, I wonder if we will ever all live in the same place again (the answer to that is probably not)
(the answer to that is I don't want to think about it, it makes my heart hurt to think of a map and how
we will all slowly inch away from one another in two and a half years' time)
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it doesn't take much to make me happy, I will freely admit that. a good shoulder shake, a good smile, a
hand-plucked flower - I'll take it, I'll give you a smile right back, and warmth will seep from secret
spots out into my blood. but it doesn't take much to make me sad, either. the wrong word, the wrong
food, anything - and that dark dark October sad will seep out from secret spots into my blood.
sometimes it is so hard to be around other people, for all of the time spent with others I need to dart
away from the group and take a subway ride back solo, I need to offer my seat to strangers, a stranger
fell into me today and apologized but I only threw my hands out to make sure she was okay to stop her
fall not to push her away, sometimes I feel like I am incredulous at the wrong things and when I am too
much, feeling too much or being too much, I need to go, the subway is a good thing, I have spent so
much time on the subway in the past two days. and that's a good thing, it opens up your brain to go and
go and go, to blink when it ducks aboveground and your eyes are flooded with real light again. to
interact with strangers. there aren't many in jersey, or there are but they're all hiding in their cars in
their winter places in their scarves and hats and gloves everybody's hiding
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it was a strange dream I haven't dreamed in a really long time I don't think I never write my dreams
down
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I had a dream last night that Seaside, the boardwalk, overlooked NYC, kind of the way Brooklyn and
the BQE overlook Manhattan, it was that close, it was only a river's width away and everything was
spray-painted and graffitied bright pink and Manhattan was smoldering, pouring out smoke, and a girl,
it wasn't Annalyse but I can't remember who it was, was sitting in the water against a piling and the
water was up to her back sort of but not to her neck, only up to her ribs, and everything was
smoldering smoldering smoldering and there was black smoke everywhere and Seaside was a ghost
town of empty homes and broken boards and Manhattan was on fire but you couldn't see the fire, just
the smoke. everything on our side was so pink, it looked like a candy town, it had the colors of Ocean
Grove but on crack, sort of. I say our side, I was on the New Jersey side, the geography of it was so
wrong, at first we were driving in my car and looking at all of the destruction on our side, the brightly
colored ruins, and then somehow the girl I was with was in the water and I was standing next to her
feeling real confused. I knew who it was in the dream and I knew her really well but I can't remember
who it was now. it might have been me but I was also there
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I think my parents are getting used to the idea of me being away, I can imagine that the hurt is starting
to ease, the worry. when I call them they are too busy for me, their breath does not catch like it used to,
they do not sound endlessly excited to hear my voice. when I first came to college I called them all the
time and they always sounded so damn happy, I left a hole at home that is starting to be plugged
maybe
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there are some foods that taste like specific times, i.e., caramel nut brownie Luna bars taste like
February 2009 to me and I am eating one right now and acutely remembering the feeling of being a
freshman in high school with a boyfriend who said he loved me, right there on the couch and again as
we were driving down the hill and slowing down at the stop sign nobody stopped at, and an eating
disorder that had just been diagnosed for the second time, I was seeing doctors all the time and it was
really snowy. I was nervous a lot of the time and I cried a lot, things were real weird. The first time I
ate a Luna bar was before I was into photography at all, that part is really strange, it was at the very
very beginning of my recovery. sometime in January 2009 I was getting shots for the warts on my
fingers, I had seventeen of 'em, two more than the years my body had endured, and they accidentally
shot into my ring fingernail and it turned black and took a long time to regrow. I ate so many Luna bars
during class, everyone thought I was really weird, I didn't know how to tell anyone that it was a real
good thing. I stormed out of the cafeteria angrily because someone told me at lunch that I was
destroying my body. my body was not for anyone else to comment on, anyone else but me, and I was
more angry because I knew that she was right and I hated her for it.
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something really strange happened today, not really strange, I am shocked by the things I am feeling
right now, numb and full of it.
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why am I always the one left to say sorry to say I didn't mean to, to say, it was his fault, I didn't do it,
jesus christ, this was <em>not my fault</em> I am <em>not a bad person</em> I just want to listen to
the things someone told me yesterday again and again and again I feel crushed that no one was able to
listen to me talk about it, that the only reactions were concern and anger on their part, there are some
things you never. get. back. I am not. a. bad. person. and you'll never. get. that. back. it happened and I
will never be able to gush about it to anyone, sun soaked under the winter sky and excitable and full of
feelings that only happen once, maybe they will happen again I am so exhausted this week. I spent a
whole month at home and I assumed I wouldn't be going back there for a while but I want to be back
there more than anything, right now. I miss the people at home (my ma my pa my brother my grandpa
harry) and I felt very good over winter break and right now I feel a little lonely and tired, I ask a lot
from myself, I ask more from myself when no one's looking. (right now, no one is looking) you should

stop smoking cigarettes I should sit you down and tell you things that would make your heart hurt, but,
but, the truth would cut small incisions along your thighs and crawl in for a long stay and make it real
hard for you to walk, for you to get out of bed, I am considering it but everyone keeps telling me no.
besides. besides, who wants to hear about 2009? a quarter of my lifetime ago. who wants to hear about
that shit anyway?
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both of my index fingers and both of my thumbs are all torn up, the cuticles are red and bloody, the
skin on the inner part of my thumbs is raw and missing and angry, raw raw raw raw raw, let me tell
you something, let me tell you a lot of things. I am <em>tired</em>. I want to <em>go home</em>. I
need to stop calling it home. I ought to focus on my life here. whenever I read certain things my hands
start to flutter and they can't stop. flutter. flutter. it sounds beautiful but it isn't, sounds like the noise
you make when spring comes like the noise it feels like when you find someone good if I drank
coffee, I would have to drink five cups a day, regularly, at the same time, like a ritual. if I smoked
cigarettes I would chain smoke them. I know what I am and it is someone who is dependent on things
and I would become very dependent on coffee and I would become very dependent on cigarettes, they
would become part of my identity the way that a camera is. the way that I only really drink lemonade
and iced tea. the way my thumbs are coming unsewn. I cling onto things and I wouldn't want to cling
onto coffee or cigarettes, I have no problem with either really but I know myself enough to know what
I would come to need and I don't want to need any more than I already do, my daily routine is full of
things that are mainly unnecessary because I don't know what to do without them - there were a lot of
scenes I caused, the door slammed on your arm, crying in the back of Goodwill in a huff, turning my
head away half in fury and half in resignation. I was dramatic. I cried often, sobbed, somewhere in my
swollen heart I knew the fault lines, I knew exactly where they were, could see em stitched onto your
left forearm. fault lines upon which you went one way and I went the other, I was headed north, my
tectonic plate was inching away and you were staying in exactly the same place, a gap started to form,
it wasn't so big that we couldn't touch, we slammed together and it was rough and furious, but it grew,
one day we were on hotel beds and the gap between them was so big we couldn't touch our fingertips
together I was going north and you were in exactly the same spot, it grew deeper and wider, I turned
red every place you touched me, the blood rushed there because it was confused, an intruder, the hotel
beds were not that far apart, it hurt to look at your eyes because they were the same color as my
grandfather's, the hotel beds were not that far apart, we drove eight hours without stopping, I fell asleep

in the backseat of your car with my prom dress hanging over my head, when I woke up I was groggy
and we still hadn't stopped, I don't remember what we talked about for eight hours, I can't imagine
what we would have talked about for one, it didn't matter if we were standing on the very edge of our
tectonic plates I was barreling at a glacial pace away from you, back back back when I needed to I
buried something in your heart deep down right at the very beginning, my confidence or my self worth
or something like that, and two years later I could not help it, I needed that part back, and I think it
destroyed you. it was that damn car accident, I couldn't forgive you after that, I loved you and I hated
you every single day. I hated that we both thought of you as a victim. you weren't, you weren't, the last
weekend of my senior year of high school we drove to Sea Bright and stripped down to our underwear
and you were terrified of the water and of the dark and I had to beg you, please, just come in the water
with me. we didn't have towels, we sat down on our dry clothes and you were nervous to even kiss me.
I had so much love in me, I hope you know, I couldn't contain it at some points, and you were
desperate for me to stay but you couldn't figure out how to accept that I was not the person you
mocked about Princeton while I was wearing the purple dress the first time we talked, you couldn't
figure out how to accept that I was not a girl, not someone who needed stitching, you couldn't
understand how I could be whole, I had to beg you to come in the water with me. you bought me food
and pushed food at me and wouldn't take no for an answer. I couldn't make eye contact with you. our
plates were so far apart, if it was a foggy morning I couldn't see you at all. you can't buy someone a
ring and expect a whole life. fault lines, there on your arm. you. and me. you on one side, me on the
other, and no matter how hard we stared we couldn't see one another, no matter how hard I tried to
reach across the gap between the beds and touch you, I couldn't, I had notebooks full of words you will
never see because I threw them out, I was a child until one day I was not I was hurtled into being an
adult the way your car hurtled across route 34, suddenly and sharply and painfully, and it only
solidified the division, it only made it concrete. I would never take a ring from you. I was buying the
groceries and I was being the mother and I didn't want you to be any part of it. me on one side and you
on the other. - I did laundry today. I can match. this sock is polka dots, and this is also polka dots. it is
warm and safe, and it is easy, and this morning I read up on the chemicals going into my body every
morning and I could not stop fluttering. I am not fluttering now. there are no new pieces of hair. I fold
a pair of underwear. I place it in the drawer. it is warm. it is safe. it is something I can do and it
requires nothing from me but a dollar and a quarter per load, one fifty for the big washer. why didn't I
ever do laundry at home? - we spent a lot of time in your car, I remember the day you got your
license. I think I bit it. it could have been me in that car. you were goofy and I was young. we almost
got into a car accident on Maple and you pulled over and sobbed into your hands and I tentatively
touched your back but you were within yourself and I could not get you out. it was one of the only
times it was that way, instead of the other way around - normally, I was within myself and you were
tentatively touching me or not so tentatively touching me and you could not get me out. we sat crosslegged and you said you thought we would have been done by now. we sat on your couch and I was
always crushed a little under the weight of your personality and your beliefs, however half-formed they
were, they towered over mine. we drove through Belmar and ended up in a park somewhere with the
car lights off and my parents had no idea where I was, I think I was lying to them. I think I told them I
was at a school dance. I had never lied to them before about where I was going, I was not yours and
four days later you had someone else, four days later you had someone else and you shrugged
sheepishly, "sorry," I was not yours then and I was willing to do something for you that I did not want
to, one day you will do things for me that you hate. I don't think you ever did something for me that
you hated, not hated with all of your existence the way I did anyway, my friends all told me no, I am
not sure what made me think it was a good idea, when you are fifteen love exists in the simplest of
forms, we spent a lot of time in your car and you never let me play my own music. you picked me up
from the airport, I was nineteen, when I was across the country I found out you told our coworkers I
wanted to quit, I hadn't even started the job yet, I got you that fucking job and you told them I wanted
to quit, you had no concept of privacy, what was mine was yours, I couldn't meet your eyes when I got
into the car at the airport, up in the sky it had been so bright and sunny and down here under the clouds
it was gray, it was dismal, I hated you. it was my first summer back after college and I was home from
an adventure, from something big and grand, and you were spreading petty rumors about me at work
and lying about the people you were with. I don't remember the first time we slept in a bed together but
I can acutely remember the last, the one bed you had avoided the whole time we were together, all four
and a half years, shouldn't you have known then? a final grace. it felt like a parting gift. from me to

you, or from you to me, I don't know. I went to the eye doctor and had my eyes checked that day. my
prescription was too strong, they told me. I told you jokingly that I had picked out dumb hipster glasses
and you yelled at me, "<em>caitlin</em><em>," </em>how dare you choose something you like, how
dare you. how dare you exist on your own. how dare you. how dare you. - once again it's January and
I am buying used books to patch up the holes in my heart, maybe I will find something that was
missing, I don't even have time to read all of these books. I don't even have the money to buy all of
these books. I found a receipt from January 2009 in a library book last year, and it said that gas cost
$1.29 a gallon and nobody believed me. how quickly things aged. - what do you think it means that
neither one of us wanted to do it? the first time I watched Juno I cried and cried, so I watched it forty
two more times. my grandmother died and you were ignoring me and I think I asked you for lunch
money, you said no and I said please my grandmother died you can't say no to a girl whose
grandmother just died. I don't know why I said that. I was trying to say, "talk to me about something
other than my dead grandmother and my lack of food intake." I didn't say that. I was trying so hard not
to exist. I was saying, please let me exist with you. - we were parked in the beach parking lot the
night before I had to leave for LBI, it was 2010, I was sixteen, and I was crying. a police officer pulled
into the parking lot and made me get out of the car, asked if you were hurting me, "no, never," I said, I
should have just said yes then, he is not hurting me this time but he is hurting me every other time,
please make it stop, sir, the windows are rolled up he can't hear me right now, please take me away, I
only live right up the block, take me to my mother, tell her the things I am too afraid to tell her, I can
sit there and nod at the right places, jump in if you get a detail wrong. please don't let me stay here, it
will be three years almost to the day until I work up the strength to tell him no, officer, three years is
too long when you're only sixteen, there's got to be something you can do, officer, please, he can't hear
me right now, I am not crying because of him, I am crying because of god knows what, I am always
crying, I'm leaving in the morning, it is two thousand and ten, please take me home to my mother. I
need my mother. - I have not been to a dentist since 2008, before you kissed me for the first time on
the bus when you got off at the stop across from your grandparents' house. when the dentist opens my
mouth and pokes around there will be the ghosts of five new boys, rattling around in there, who have
run their tongues over my teeth, who have gotten that close. when he takes the x-rays of my teeth he
will see that one is about to fall out, the ghosts of all those damn kisses are pushing my teeth together,
pushing one out of my mouth entirely, I hope that one is you. five boys. before you there were three.
eight boys in all my twenty years. that is more, somehow, than I expected. but four of them happened
in the time span of one month. I was a sad, sad girl in October, in November, and I let people kiss me
and I am sure when the dentist pries open my mouth he will recoil in shock at how recent those ghosts
are. I have not seen you in five and a half years, doc - dentist - practitioner. look at all them ghosts,
look at all the absences I've racked up. incidentally, three of them were named Chris. the last one's first
name is the middle name of the first one. the first one, I thought I loved him. no, I did, doc, I did. back
when I thought the word was enough. the second one, the third one, I was drunk and it was dark and I
was lonely I was in a different state and I was lonely, all I did was kiss em, I didn't want anything else
from them, I was drunk for the fourth one and that came out of nowhere, and sober for the fifth, but I
told him that I thought he was a good thing when I was drunk. there might have been a sixth, or rather,
I wanted him to be the second he would have been wedged in there, but he had a girlfriend, I guess that
didn't stop me at the end of November. does that ghost weigh differently, the ghost of someone I
almost kissed? the ghost of someone brimming with potential energy? we walked to Target and I
helped him pick out a gift for another girl, it was probably his girlfriend. I'm sorry, doc, you just want
to examine my teeth and move on to the next one, I am just explaining all of those marks for you, why
my cheek is gnawed in so badly. I have just wanted so badly to be loved and I think I am being loved
right now, do you see those kisses, right there? they look more tender than all the rest. they are coming
from a good place. they are coming from a warm place, not a drunk place but a pure place. we have the
same godawful morning breath. I think I am being loved right now but I don't know what to do with it,
doc. I keep calling you a doctor but you aren't a doctor. should I have gotten braces, back then? I know.
my teeth aren't straight. I have an overbite. I wanted to avoid the financial burden of braces. I wanted
to go to college. and here I am, doc, in college and I kissed four boys in a little over a month, they left
bruises that I couldn't wash off in the shower, the boys I kissed probably don't know I'll write about em
on the internet, the boy I almost kissed probably has no idea. if I could have my way, doc, the next
time I see you, in another five years, it'll be this same boy, the same pattern of kisses, warm and from a
good place, but don't tell him that yet I am afraid to scare him away. - I drank some apple juice to stop

myself from crying but here I am, sobbing instead. you hated breakfast food. you used the word hate a
lot and it seeped into my vocabulary, even now I find myself saying hate. Julie keeps saying that hate
is a strong word and I agree. - Christmas was a month ago. very early on the morning of Christmas
you and I drove to CVS and picked up two pills for you. you sang Manchester to me on the way, and I
knew somewhere inside of me that I had everything I needed there in that maroon car with you, things
I hadn't had in a long time. - I duct-taped gauze to the backs of my feet today so that I could break in
the leather boots I bought at Goodwill back in June, to replace the leather boots I bought at Goodwill
two years ago. two years ago. your cells regenerate every seven years but oh Jesus I am so far from
who I was two years ago, it hurts to think about, like a bruise that never healed, the way it still hurts to
put weight on my right knee even though the wound is healed up and the bruise is gone, the way it still
hurts to hear a certain three letter name even though it has no relevance to me anymore. the heel fell off
those boots. Goodwill was a safe haven and now I am afraid to drive by and see you. for a long time I
was afraid to see you because I was afraid you would ask for answers, or try to kiss me, and now I am
afraid that I would cry, that I would try to hit you. I was buying groceries for my mom. it was
Superbowl Sunday and Stop &amp; Shop was so crowded, it was my first time grocery shopping
alone. she had cancer and I was eighteen and I could not talk to anyone but I babbled a lot at school
about it, my mom is sick, please someone listen to me. I was sitting in a Sloan-Kettering waiting room
writing a paper about books themselves, the physical forms of books. the other day I was with a group
of people and we passed by Sloan and it jolted me awake to realize we were there and it had been two
years, nearly to the day, it was the first place I really knew in Manhattan, in New York at all, other
than Penn Station, was Sloan-Kettering. I learned it trying to find my mom a fountain soda on the day
of her first surgery, my first time alone in the city at all. I was frantic, trying to get her that damn soda.
I loved her more than I thought I had the capacity to love someone, I wanted to protect her as fiercely
as I loved her. I wanted to be her person, so badly, so crucially. I wanted to keep the house. she told me
about how someone called her the crazy lady with the nose and I thought to myself that I would
fucking kill someone who mocked my mother. I would have, in a second. - someday, you will be
loved. I am sure of that. it will be someone who will love you back, and it will be grand and it will be
glorious and you will sprawl out on the ground and stare up at the ceiling and say, "why did I waste my
time" with all of those people who meant <em>less</em> than this, how could you ever waste your
time on something that felt like less than this? but they all dragged you to this point, where you're on
the floor and the whole world feels like it is waiting for you, there is a person who makes you feel like
the whole world, wrapped up in your pocket. it wasn't me. I didn't make you feel like that. I know I
didn't. you can say I did all you want, but I didn't. (someday, you will be loved, and it will be magical
in the way that a clumsy high school romance can be magical, and it will be magical in the way that a
gemstone unearthed from the dirt is magical, and it will be magical the way a museum of dead stuffed
bodies is magical, and it will be magical the way the first snow is magical, and it will be magical in
ways the earth hasn't even seen yet. I am sure of it. I am so sure of it.)
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it has been 20.5 hours since the last time I ate solid food, and it hurts real bad going down, and I want
to throw up but that would put me in a whole nother category altogether but I can't take my pill without
food - actually, according to the internet, I can, but it may induce nausea and it may eat away at the
stomach acid - so here I am, eating solid food, chewing hard, and it is hurting the space above my
eyebrows and it is hurting the flat that my stomach gets after a few days, my throat is on fire. I woke
up the morning I went to Philadelphia with my throat on fire and proceeded to kiss two boys - and then
another, two weeks later - while I had bronchitis. I wonder if any of them got sick. there are a million
different meanings of the word sick and they all lead to me, in bed, fluttering wildly and unable to
move. there is a towel on my head and moving hurts. I did not make it to three miles this morning at
the gym because I almost passed out. I am <em>tired</em>. I am too sad to hang out with you, but
that's really fucking embarrassing to say out loud. at least my room is cozy and warm. I should do
more laundry. it makes me feel like a real human. look, I am sorry I am so sad. sad and nervous
enough to be sweaty, and anxious all the goddamn time. look, I don't want to do anything today. look, I
am sorry I make myself so quiet, I probably seem numb to the whole world but I am not, I feel all of it,
every second of it, I can't believe I ate something, I have to develop my film, I have to exist. I have to
exist. don't I? somewhere, out there, I've been pitching things out into the world, letters and tears and
crescent moon fingernails, I exist somewhere in all of those scraps even if I can't figure out how to
exist in this body. save em for me, if you find em. - one day you will no longer work at Goodwill, I
think you're pathetic, I just want to go back in that goddamn store and smell that awful fake grape scent
and dig through the books and buy shit I don't need without having to worry about running into you, it
was a safe place and you snatched that away from me, oh dear, I am spewing angry things on the
internet. well. I'm tired. I'm bitter. I'm angry. there you go. give me my safe places back, please. you
can keep the shit I made but I want the goddamn places back.
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it's five minutes after midnight on the twenty-seventh so I guess, it is a new day. the big bang, the big
bang, the big bang, one in a series of documented explosions <em>I can't do all of my dos and still
feel ill</em> I feel ill everywhere, in every crevice, and tender, and like I ought to be asking others to
be gentle with me, this week. be gentle, I was recently cast in glass. be gentle with me, please, until I
figure out a way to touch people without shattering.
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tic tacs make me think of someone somewhere in my history who ate a lot of them, maybe it was
Walter, our babysitter? or was it Nick Fulop's dad? I genuinely can't remember. I think they were
orange. - "you are all that most people need" a grandiose statement - "I am worried because you
both talk like you're in movies, you were both fragile, I wasn't sure if you could be fragile enough to
each other." - my whole body hurts, I can't keep food down, I can't wait to go home to go home to go
home to go home to go home to go home to go home home home home home home home home,
"hate is a strong word," Julie said today, "I am hateful when I'm driving, I got that from my husband."
for some reason I had just really needed to talk to her all break, and it felt really good to discuss my
work and also myself. - it was really warm today and I just wanted to kiss you, I don't know what it's
like to be around you when it's warm, sometimes I think I don't know what it's like to be myself
anymore but that sounds real goddamn cheesy, it's true - my teeth hurt so much today and I don't
know what that means because other than the sick I felt mostly safe today, and when my teeth hurt it
means I am doing something wrong, I don't know I don't know I don't know. mailing out letters in the
desperate hopes that I'll get something back but no, nothing, not even the textbooks I paid next to
nothing for. I am afraid to want too much from anybody but I am also afraid not to give enough, and
every relationship I have, with every human, is based on that. I am afraid to ask for what I deserve and
I am afraid that I will never give someone what they deserve so I hope, I think, I am just always giving
a little, I love you here I wrote you some nice words, I sent you a postcard, I packaged up a tiny bit of
my feelings and sent them to you through the mail. I wonder how many people touched that postcard
before it got to you, how many people read about your new job, how many people touched the words
thanking you for existing. I could never say "I need you," not out loud and not on a postcard. not ever.
I don't need. I don't want. me, and the ocean, and some stamps.
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holy moly me oh my. I talked to both of my parents today, my dad called to see how I was doing. he
asked if I was doing okay. he said I seemed sad. I said I was doing okay, because that is a relative term.
the first time you stayed with me you laid on my bed and watched me write out paperwork,
commented on the way I smack the page with my pinky after every word. Gillian was here and now I
am sending her mom a letter full of confetti because, I don't know, I would be really happy to get an
envelope full of confetti in the mail. my mom didn't want to hear anything too bad, I have to be careful
about when I call her because every time I talk to her seems to be a bad time, bad news for people who
love good news or something, I can't bring myself to ruin an already shitty day, "you have that voice
that you're going to drop a bomb and I'm not ready for that," who wants to talk about 2009 anyway?
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the last time I wore this sweater, we were going Black Friday shopping with your girlfriend. it was
Thanksgiving and I was hungover and frizzy-haired; that morning I took a shower while you were still
asleep in the trailer and when I was getting dressed Christine yelled up the stairs, "Caiti Borruso Harry
Tucker is looking for you come on" and I reached in my closet and grabbed the first thing I saw and it
was the yellow sweater that I hadn't worn in months and my hair was wet and on top of my head in
what would end up being an awful frizzy bun that made me look like I was twelve and I went outside
and you were standing next to your car looking real confused and I gave you a hug. both of us were
bleary-eyed, neither of us had any idea what had happened the night before. I still don't, if I'm being
that honest. I was agitated and nervous waiting for you to walk in, I thought maybe you couldn't find it
or something, I don't know how we got from there to here. but we did, here we are. the last time I wore
this sweater we were Black Friday shopping with your girlfriend and the two of you stood near the
trunk of my car at two thirty in the morning looking at me with very different expressions on your
faces, and I looked at the two of you and I did not know what was going to happen to me.
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"be less sad."
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surrounded by brightly colored plates and plastic silverware. there were piles stacked on the floor. I
was on the subway and I kept pulling out my notebook and writing a few sentences and putting it away
and then taking it out again and writing a few sentences and putting it away, the woman next to me
looked concerned. there was a homeless man sprawled out on the L during rush hour and everyone
looked angry. agitated, that was what someone said today. everyone is agitated.
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every single good day coalesced into one single drive, to and then from Asbury, with the windows
open, along route 35, I don't know how it has been two years, I don't know how it has been two days,
but I am really glad I got to spent the first nice day of 2014 driving with you and singing along to
Animal Collective and there is nothing special about these words, I just had a weekend I want to
remember. is that so bad? it is just nice, to have someone pick you up from the train station, to feel
warm everywhere, to feel whole. goddamn it is just nice to feel whole. it's a good feeling. 2012,
driving home along 35 with a raised tattoo still healing and then I bought that dollhouse and the
Goodwill had a vending machine for soda, I was wearing those striped shoes, 2013 and going to Ikea
and knowing things I didn't know yet. those things are so close and so far away, but I felt very close to
grasping things I haven't grasped in a long time. Andrew and I stood in a park on Avenue A as the
snow fell and we had a conversation that was about important things and it felt tender, tender is a good
word, I can be tender too I lost so many strands of hair this morning, I say lost but I could go right
back and pick em up off the floor, the patch at the nape of my neck is smoother than any other part of

my body distance makes me sad, even if it is only twenty six miles, distance would make me sad if it
was three feet and I couldn't reach out and touch you, it's like a sheet of goddamn glass I can't get
through it I can't smell you or touch you no matter how much I want to it does not matter it is still me,
here, and you, there look, Ma, I'm in love and it's making me do crazy things none of them are too
crazy actually, Julie said this morning that I am twitterpated which is valid, it's a good word. I'm not
actually doing crazy things but my headspace feels different look, Ma, it's just me here in Brooklyn,
me and some paper and some stamps, having dreams about nonsensical things I wished for once
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I can be smaller I can be smaller I can be tender too I can be smaller I can be found in the negative
space I can last longer than I think I can do it I used to be able to I should be capable of more now not
less I can do this I can make myself do this I am capable more than capable I can be smaller and tender
and worthy of loving I can be smaller and tender and worthy of loving
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once upon a time, my parents were in love. ostensibly, just the way I am now, syrupy and sweet and
gentle and warm, feels like every day might have something new in it just for us, ostensibly they were
in love just the way I am now, in love enough to imagine the whole world spreading itself open for
them, to imagine winding up in a graveyard together. and once upon a time, I was a flutter, a flutter in
both of their minds, the nerves of a twenty-six-year-old and a thirty-year-old who could not stop
looking at each other and thinking oh my god, oh my god, there is a whole world waiting for me out
there and it is waiting for <em>you</em> too. sometime before I was a physical being I was a thought,
a pure and sweet and gentle thought. that was it, that was all I was. (I was born out of goodness, out of
the genuine love two people had) and once upon a time, my parents were not in love (and that is a
much longer time than the first time) the first real memory I have is of my parents arguing loudly, of
me sitting up in a pink bunny-lined bedroom and listening to them argue. the lamplight was bright and
orangey across the wall, and it couldn't have been that late but I remember, just, why me? did I do it?
and then, packing up the cat, standing in front of the window and waiting for the yellow moving van to
pull up. I don't blame them. it is so easy, easier than you think easier than you know, to look up and
see someone you don't know anymore. I don't know how my parents fell out of love. I don't know if it
was just one of those things, so gradual and soft, or if one of them didn't want to be there anymore. I
don't know. but it is hard work to stay in love with someone and it is harder work to stay in love with
someone who you can't think of one good thing to say about. (<em>is it worth all the work</em>)
(<em>don't be distracted</em>) once upon a time two people fell out of love, their orbits moved past
one another, overarching one another. those flutter thoughts were replaced by different flutter thoughts,
the kind of flutter thoughts that say, can I exist outside of this anymore? once upon a time I was very
angry at my parents for falling out of love, or leaping out of it, or gently closing the door on it,
whatever it was. and now I am not so angry. I started off as a real good thought, a shared smile
between two people, I was the product of something good. I <em>know</em> that. the something
good didn't last too long, only a few years, but I came out of something good. I can't be mad at them.
the something good wasn't there anymore. they made something good individually, each one of them,
each one gave us a home and each one gave Patrick and I something to love, someone to love,
something to aspire to. I used to be so, so angry. "I would be a different person," I said, "if I had one
wish it would be that they were still together," I said. I would be a different person, but would I be a
better person? my mom and my dad, separately, in different homes, gave me such good things. not
physical objects - there's only one physical object I could name that they gave that matters, really
matters, all of the other is such horseshit in the end - but things to aspire to. hard work, and love, and
spending good time together, and Sunday mornings, and doing your best. in their own ways, my
mother and father both imparted infinite wisdoms on me - things they wanted me to learn, I am sure,
and things they didn't. I started off as a real good thought, the product of something good that
ultimately went sour, but they both tried so hard to make sure we turned out all right, they both gave us
good in their own ways for all the years after, ultimately I am still the product of something good. I
can't imagine who I'd be without either one of them. I love them both, infinitely, in such different
ways. <em>everyone is trying so hard</em>. and I am so glad, so glad they tried so hard, it means
more than I ever thought it would
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you changed every time you got a haircut, and no matter how hard I tried, I could not get things back
to the way they were before. with every hum of the razor over your hair we lost something. there it
was, on the floor, as my mom cut your hair, you wore a new cologne every time you got your hair cut.
you felt like a new person you felt like a new person. and for a few days you smelled like one, you
tasted like one and then - shit, he's doing it again, Mom, I really thought he would stop this time. I
told you, I couldn't get it back to the way it was before, but the before I'm thinking of is really before
anything at all
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I ate two and a half meals today. well, fuck. I don't want to be this way I don't want to be large I miss
my negative space so badly but I don't want to be a sad starving girl either Jesus I just want to be small
enough to fit into someone's pocket and taken along for the ride, I just want to be small small small,
small enough to be worthy of something bigger than myself. I just want to make things bigger than
myself. I just want to do things bigger than myself. I hurt right now because there are people who care
about me and I don't know how to tell them I am trying so hard to be better and I am trying so hard to

be smaller, and those are directly contradicting each other and my thighs are winning. I want them to
win. (look alive out there, come on now) don't you want to be loved? don't you want to be small?
don't you want your lover to be able to slide his hand inside the crevices of your hipbones your
shoulders your collarbones don't you want to be a <em>space</em> instead of a person don't you want
to measure yourself in the absences instead of the presences isn't that the way it's always been? I want
to be a space. in between your breaths or something equally as shitty and romantic sounding as that. I
just want to be some kind of absence that hasn't existed yet or something shitty sounding like that. I
can do this. I can do this. I can do this. I can do this.
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I'm just so tired.
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in love duh
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I forgot to take my pill this morning, the first time in a month that I forgot. or I remembered and then I
forgot. it started snowing in Times Square and it looked magical, there was an old couple on the
subway and she took off her glove and massaged her hand and he asked her what hurt and then he held
her when the L lurched forward, it made my heart ache for some reason.
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I finally used that word today. let's do this.
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I love you, but I can't save you.
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isn't that the way it goes? isn't it something like that? who wants someone to fix em anyone, who wants
someone to view em as a project as a beginning and an ending, as an improvement, something to be
worked upon, putty in your hands, malleable and a little stubborn, fixing implies some sort of goal,
some sort of finality look, I just don't want to be this big anymore. look. look. look. I'm just tired and
covered in paint. I just want to make stuff, and be small, and be happy, and I am afraid I can only have
one of those at a time, maybe two if I'm lucky.
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buck up, baby, grit your teeth no one's gotta take care of you. don't you wish they had told you
earlier? no one's gotta take care of you. you're tired, I know. you're always gonna be tired, there is
always gonna be someone better than you. someone smaller and smarter someone who can do more,
you're always gonna be tired. it's just you. buck up, grit your teeth. brush your hair. go on. get out
there. good things happen when you get out of bed. I worry about you, baby girl, with the tiny curls at
the nape of your neck, with the bones you are pawing at, trying desperately to find yourself in yourself.
I worry about you, baby girl baby girl baby girl. don't you wish they had told you earlier? it's you. just
you.
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I can taste it. the snow is melting and I stepped in a puddle on every corner, I saw running water for the
first time in months. the snow is melting. we will be fine. the snow is melting, it will probably snow
again, and it'll melt, and eventually there will be green grass and we can get the backs of our legs dirty
wearing shorts and sitting in the grass. I just want grass impressions on the backs of my thighs.
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my palms have been sweating all day. yesterday a stranger made eye contact with me and somehow I
think he knew I was tender and bruised and upset, he said, "careful," as he passed through a slushy
puddle that I was about to walk through. he looked nervous for me. Dad asked me if I was taking care
of myself and I don't know how to answer. do I know how to not be afraid? be patient, but don't wait.
stop apologizing, but be kind. I got on the A today instead of the C and stared blankly as we passed
81st Street, and then suddenly we were at 125th Street, and I stood up and turned around. I don't know
how to take care of myself. stop crying, nobody wants to hear that shit. no one taught me what you're
supposed to eat to make it through a whole day. someone asked me yesterday if I could make it
through the weekend alone but I am used to making it through alone every weekend so I don't know
why this seemed important. it's okay not to be ready. I don't know how to be careful - I really want
to apologize to you today, say, "I am sorry I didn't end it sooner. I dragged you through hell." I wanted
to be alone but know there was someone if I was feeling lonely, and that's no way to love somebody on your dime, when you need to. the things I had to forgive you for outweighed the things I could love
you for. you can't love somebody when you have a mental checklist of the things they fucked up on,
when you are always on your guard. high school is a weird place. your ex girlfriend smacked you
across the face when she found out about me. when you think you are not worthy of good feelings
from anyone you'll cling onto whatever you've got, you hear me? and you shouldn't. - I told you to
stop. fucking. crying. everyone can see you, hear you, "how was your valentine's day?" I don't want to
be pitied, thanks - look I didn't mean to it just happened and I feel very powerless to stop it right now.
are you sure you're okay to be alone this weekend? I don't think you should be left alone. and clearly
not, look at what's happened. look at where you've gotten yourself. never, ever. I could never ever ever
do that, I don't have it in me. well. you do.
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eating my ma's almost cake. I just want my ma this week. trying to figure out how to be smaller, how
to be better, all at once.
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I skipped class today because I was vomiting, and I slept, and I woke up to the phone ringing and had a
good conversation with Harry and I think, if it didn't end up resolved, it is on its way to being resolved
and sometimes things don't need to be resolved, sometimes you just gotta say I'm sorry I was a shitty
person to you and that's it. ("I love you, but you make me really mad sometimes" is a crucial sentence,
I think.) and then Maria surprised me with kind words and I wanted to cry, we went to Dough and then
saw beautiful images about the loss of a mother and I can't imagine losing mine. shitty weeks happen,
and I am having an exceptionally hard time this time around, this month. it is hard being away from
someone. I am used to being away from my ma and pa and brother now but I am not used to being
away from Harry yet. and moreover I am having a hard time with myself. I am just trying so hard to
prove I exist right now. the scraps of paper, the celluloid, it's all just to say (at least right now it is):
"I'm here. please notice. I've got things to say and I'm here." everyone keeps telling me to take care of
myself and I'm trying. don't think that I'm not, just know that it is different for everyone. you are so
full of contradictions, someone said today. I think you're a contra. a contra, against, between.
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I'm okay today, I am capable today.
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falling in love, I mean. taking care of yourself, I mean. someone took something from me a while ago
and I am just starting to understand that it wasn't my fault. I am trying to take baby steps toward being
better but when I see the way I looked four years ago it makes my heart ache. I was so small, so
pristine. I did four miles on the elliptical today, and when I went outside it was raining lightly and it
felt like spring.
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I'm drinking apple juice. I need you to think of me as tender. last night I dreamed that I angrily stuffed
confetti down my underwear before going to a wedding in the room where we had my grandmother's
surprise 70th birthday party, and then I kissed someone anonymous who touched my chin. I don't
necessarily need to be loved. I just need to know that it's possible. I haven't had a haircut since the end
of July. when you tell me about the people you used to be in love with, it chips away at the possibility
of being open. it seeps into the open wounds on my fingers, gets rubbed in slowly, meticulously. I
want you to peel away each layer of my skin until you find the source of it, like a tumor. black and
pulsing and ugly. touch it with your finger, watch it push away at first, turn away, like someone
touching you for the first time when you said <em>no</em>. no,nono,nonononono,<em>NO</em>.
and then it'll continue its pulse, no disregard. it'll take more than you to stop it. once, once there was
no tumor, and my hair was blonder, and I sprained my wrist riding my brother's bike in front of the
house. I couldn't turn corners on the sidewalk with my bike, I had to pick it up and turn it around.
please don't touch me. I didn't ask to be touched. please don't touch me. please don't stop touching me
but please don't start touching me. if you're going to make it hurt, please do it with intention.
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"go on, be whole" I know it's possible. I learned how to skip stones today across the bay where I also
learned that some people have glass inside their mouths that will cut up your lips when they kiss you,
where I learned that love doesn't have anything to do with sex, where I bruised my knees and saw a
dead chicken, met a man in the fog with a sleeping baby on his back. where I sat on the last rock of the
seawall and cried because I thought someone I loved was dead. where I sat on the last rock of the
seawall and tried to choose who to hurt the least. where I ran the morning after I did something real
bad, only a couple hours after really, and screamed at the sky, "I exist here," over and over, until I
thought the stones beneath my feet were feeling the bitter in my fingers, until the words bounced back
and smacked me in the face. I only ended up skipping two, the rest
just <em>plop</em><em></em>ped down into the bay, breaking the glassy blue surface, the perfect
reflection of the sky. I grew up here, I said to Harry, and I wish I didn't have to look at it anymore. I
wish the beach could be sectioned off like a museum, looked at. but other people will grow up there
too, will have their underwear yanked down violently, fingers shoved in, it was on that beach that I
learned the word no didn't matter when someone else said yes. we stomped down to that beach in a
hurricane when I was six or seven, right after we moved in, and I ruined my rainboots leaving them out
on the back porch in a hurricane. now I stamp out my feet before I come in and I stuff them with paper
towels. now I try my hardest to be careful, because people who don't know what they want don't give
a shit about what you want, and people who don't want to hear the word no won't hear the word no.
now I try my hardest to be careful, because that brown bay water isn't going anywhere. I ate my first
orange in front of you, I drank some of your coffee last night and ate biscotti. I learned how to skip
stones today. "it feels like me," I said today, referencing the weather but also myself. and so it does,
fifty five degrees and painfully sunny, but light, feels like bare skin but not quite there yet. I retched in
the parking lot of the train station and you rubbed your fingers down my back. I just want to remember
every good thing. the big bang theory is that it started as intense pressure and suddenly it was
something tangible, that all of this pressure built and built and built in the midst of nothing until
suddenly the galaxies and the solar systems were spinning out of each other. suddenly, but slowly.
slowly, but surely. it took twenty four hours. these are theories, these are guesses that are paid for by
our taxes, guesses made by smart people. and look, look at it! the universe is never stagnant. the
pressure began and it has never stopped it just keeps going and going and going and going. the
universe is never stagnant! the big bang theory makes me smile. orbits and trips around the sun.
someone walked past me at the museum last week and I heard her mumble, almost to herself, "it makes
me feel so important and unimportant at the same time." I don't know I don't know in the grand scheme
of the whole universe all the sparkly shit are you important? but in the grand scheme of the ecosystem
of your body, of your immediate self, are you important? I don't know. I was riding my bike yesterday
and screaming the words to a song I barely know and I just had this moment, this is my life, this is it.
with the hard work and the blue sky, and three bikes in the shed. a bed in Brooklyn and a bed in New
Jersey. this is it, I don't have to sit around waiting for something better.<em> </em>
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when I think about love, or the future of love I guess, in the context of my life, it feels blurry. ya
know, it's all right not to know. I had this distant feeling sometime over the weekend when I was
feeling both incredibly alive and incredibly sad (although these two emotions often occur together) that
my life was not mine. I wish I wasn't sick this week because I'm eating a lot and I keep vomiting it all
up. progress and regression progress and regression so close so far spring is coming. I don't know I
don't know I don't <em>know</em>. I just feel held down by the city, as usual.
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I'm afraid to be touched.
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what if it just leads to the same old, same old? "you're taking up too much space, you are crammed to
the brim with nervous bits of energy that won't stop humming against your skin and I can't stop
touching you. you are crammed to the brim with bad thoughts and passive aggressive words and I can't
stop touching you. you take up too much space and time and energy and you are cruel and demanding
and exacting and obsessive and I can't stop touching you. you make me angry really really angry and I
love you and I can't stop touching you. you are a time bomb." (august 19 - quietly detonated) what
would you do? I do not know what would you do? I told you no you fucking <em>asshole</em> I
want to apologize and then I want to tell you to never touch another woman ever again
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I'm not small enough wearing black does not change the circumference of your thighs and the
sharpness of your shoulder blades
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doing good, doing good, doing good doing good, doing good, doing good doing good, doing good,
doing good doing good, doing good, doing good
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new york is for lovers and dreamers and kissers and mac-and-cheese eaters and big smilers and people
who are ready to fall in love on the subway and who don't want to wait and who spend all night
waiting for toddlers and open beers in brown bags, for newborns who can't comprehend light yet and
for mommas who can't let go yet new york is for lovers and kissers and big hearts because you've got
to have a big heart to wake up tomorrow, here.
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March always goes by undocumented
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I had such a good night, there is good spilling out of everywhere, or so it feels
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today I tried to patch up the hole in myself by going to Coney Island and then spending money on
books, and I shot three rolls of film and met a woman named Cecelia and a man whose name I didn’t
ask for, and my hair tore itself out of the ponytail in the wind and I ducked into the bathroom to change
a roll of film and the woman cleaning the bathroom tried to kick me out until she saw that I was crying

and she just asked if it was that cold out there and if I wasn’t using the restroom I needed to leave and I
waved my hand which was numb and just said, “it’s windy, I needed a break” and she gave me the
most caring and concerned look and mopped a circle around me as I crouched on the floor to change a
roll of 220. I wanted to take photos of the bathroom, the colors are so mystical, but I think she wanted
me to leave, so I did.
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even though I showered yesterday. today I was walking back to the L train in the rain from Luster and
a man was on the other side of the sidewalk and I looked up on accident because I was staring at my
feet because it was raining and I hate it when rain gets on my glasses and suddenly he was in front of
me blocking my path and he said, "I know you want it" and I squeaked out "excuse me" I couldn't even
see his face he was that much taller than me and he said "get the fuck out of my way" and bumped me
out of the way and kept walking and god I feel unhinged I am doing myself a disservice, causing
myself deterioration, my stomach is dissolving into a little ball of sad, I don't know how to exist
anymore I don't know how to exist anymore I think I threw up my pill this morning, sometime a long
time ago and all the times since people have asked if I had ever done <em>that</em> and I always
recoiled in horror and here I am, so what do you have to say about that? people change. on Monday I
would have told you I am betterbetterbetter and here I am worseworseworse, I am being loved, I am in
the process of being loved, it is a present tense, I am loving back, I am not sure why I am treating
myself like shit but I am, god, I am, I am hurting myself, I am cowering in fear at how easy it is, to
hurt myself, to do this thing, I am worseworseworse, please don't get close enough to smell my breath,
the tic tacs were a great stocking stuffer. I don't want to tell anybody but I told my whole class, I used
the godawful word. I don't want to show my work because it spells it out, right there, chromogenic
prints that show just how worseworseworse I am, and the oil on my skin, the acne, the godawful
breath, there is an ugly word. that is the only ugly word I can use right now. there, I can spit it out
through my teeth but <em>I will not say that other fucking word out loud to anyone, I will not say that
word out loud to anyone at all. </em>I still have the pair of boxer shorts I was wearing, I wore them
yesterday. I threw out the t-shirt though. it reminded me of too many bad times. the other night
someone showed me what it actually meant to be loved, to be taken care of, to be touched delicately
and purposefully, the purpose was not to hurt me, the purpose was not to get something out of me, the
purpose was not something in me, the purpose was just to love. I've got a big big big heartbeat and I
just want you to feel it, even when it's got the scared rabbit rhythm, even when I'm sleeping. I have the

scared rabbit rhythm, sometime during the first time you stayed here you told me you'd hold my hair
back when I threw up, I wish you were here. the ocean was angry today. I was angry today, been angry
all week. it's a quiet angry. it's a stay in bed angry, because I just don't know what to do with myself.
because for all of the good (and most of the weekend and Monday was good, and Tuesday too), the
bad feels so fucking awful, I am so goddamn awful. I think I threw up my pill today. I haven't been
forgetting. I remembered to pick up the prescription. I think you were right, Mom, I don't think I could
remember to take birth control every day. somehow I made it through my teenage years without a
pregnancy despite the fact that I wasn't on birth control, birth control would have been real nice
because that fucker you still talk to was forcing himself on me, that fucker who's buying Pat alcohol
was forcing himself on me regardless and refusing to buy the morning after pill. that fucker, I was a
means to an end, I did not <em>matter</em>, do you understand that? and I cried and cried and I
wanted out but I thought no one would bother, no one would notice me. no one was noticing my
anyway. it wasn't funny to grab my fucking fat rolls when you had a gut, wasn't funny to joke about the
scabs on my back, wasn't funny to try and tell me not to get a tattoo, wasn't funny to joke about a
second girlfriend, wasn't funny not to tell me what was going on, you were charismatic but you weren't
fucking funny the thing is that you can't expect someone to stay, for any reason the thing is that you
can't really do anything except live, and hope that someone will find you whole enough to align
themselves next to you. that cop stopped and asked what was going on. my mom said, "thank god you
broke up," because you wanted to get married. "thank god you didn't get married." thank god I didn't
get married to someone who thought that stabbing me with a fingernail was all right, my teeth hurt, it's
probably the stomach acid. I don't think you understand, Harry Tucker, I just want to be in love with
you for a very long time. I'll be damned. I want to be yours. I don't just want to
be <em>somebody's</em>, I want to be <em>yours</em>. but first mine, I want to be mine. and so I
am. I love the lover (the lover is you)
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someone from somewhere far in my past - not very far, I last saw her less than a year ago - meandered
into it again, her name popped up on my cell phone screen, how is it that people do that? go, and go,
and come back, and in between they don't make any pit stops, any appearances, I said "why don't we
get coffee" and I don't drink coffee but saying "why don't we get hot chocolate" always weirds people
out. I haven't brushed my teeth in too long of a time but I did shower today, Mom, right after you left.
what am I doing back here? what am I doing back there? I don't want anything but the car. I don't want

anything but the car, except without any fucking weed in it. stop smoking weed in the car. my car. I
grew up in that car. I grew up in that car and no one's had sex in it. I grew up in that car, do you
understand? and the growing up in the car is done. I picked Janna up from the train station in the car. I
parked the car next to the ocean on December first after running out of a coffee shop because I was
being destructive. I drove it home on the last day of high school belting out songs I don't remember
now, I think it was Matt and Kim? or maybe that one album about high school. last night I sobbed on
the way home because I didn't understand who I was in relation to anyone I know, I didn't understand
what I was. I used to be the one doing the being left behind, waiting and waiting and waiting at home,
and now I do the leaving. I get on a train, or I get in the car, and I go somewhere that is far away from
the people I love. far enough away to cost money. and I say, I'll be back and I don't ask people to come
visit because no one wants to leave New Jersey, you know? someone from a long time ago, from a
very different iteration of myself, wants to be my friend again, I think, and I don't know how to be in
relation to her. yesterday felt like summer, and then it felt like a memory I can't place yet. the people
are not mine, nothing is mine, do you understand? nothing. writing feels rusty right now. I told you,
March always goes by undocumented and fast. I listened to a lot of Modest Mouse. I walked around
Philadelphia with my best friend and thought I was finally getting somewhere within my bones.
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it's just the stomach acid. it's just the stomach acid. it's just the stomach acid.
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(I swear to God I swear to you I swear to whoever's listening) you've got galaxies under your skin, just
one, a little solar system that does its own peculiar dance with its own time signature, your time
signature is probably in sevenths. or threes. or two and a quarters. and it's got its own stars, and moons,
and maybe a sun, and maybe some black holes that feel like punches in your stomach, but I swear
you've got something magical under there, I swear you've got something good going on in there, I
swear, you can make whole existences under your skin. you can make something good, and put it out
in the world, you are your own little collection of stardust, you were a big bang that happened when
your mother and father put themselves inside one another, when their own galaxies collided, third
planet, the third planet, the third planet that is you and yours and so that big bang erupted into you one
day, you with all of your skin and eyelashes and the hairs that brush against your ears, and the spots on
your back, it turned into you, you came from something good you were born of something good you
are made of something good that spans back so far you couldn't stand at the edge of the world and see
it, do you understand? do you understand? you came from a big bang that came from two big bangs
that came from four that came from eight that came from a whole world of it, we all started with
something big and wonderful and hard to look at straight on, we all hurt to look at straight on at first
and maybe we all hurt to look at straight on now but we've gotten used to that particular hurt and now
it is just a dull ache to look at you straight on, to look at me straight on, to get close enough to someone
else come try and find your way with me, we can meander through each other's galaxies, without maps
without arrow signs without places to go.
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I can do better tomorrow.
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- everybody is trying &amp; everybody will get there
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gathered around your waist, gathered up in your skirt, somewhere, something, keep em close. you gave
them up too much the first time, even in the beginning, you are always so reserved. keep your chin up.
stop doing the old shit you used to do. stop it, you're better than that. keep your wits about you. it's
you, it's you, it's you, just you. baby girl baby girl baby girl, it's still you. and it'll still be you. don't get
lost, now. don't get distracted.
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I woke up early and burrowed back under the covers for an hour. I listened to the song Your Ex-Lover
is dead. I put on pants and I didn't make the bed and I went to class and learned how to sew a book. I
ate a Luna bar. I went to class and learned about surrealism, learned about artists doing things nobody
had ever seen before, learned about people who were not so long before me. I picked up my lens and
my light meter. I met Annalyse and we went to New York Central and I bought paper, and we walked
from there over to the stamp store on 11th Street and there, the man who I see every time introduced
himself to me and shook my hand and introduced me to the other people in the store since I go there so
often, I'm sure he thinks my name is spelled Katie, I bought two stamps. twelve dollars. we decided to
go to Coney Island. we went to Luster first, and back to Pratt, and bought pretzels and wore not enough
layers and took the subway out to Coney Island, we sat on the beach after yelling and running around
and climbing on rocks, laid back on our backs in the sand which was cold in the way that it feels damp
even though it's not, and considered how many humans there are. the light on our backs and the sand in
front of us kept changing because that big tall tower kept changing, the lights were dancing and
dancing. we wrapped ourselves in our towels and bought candy from the candy store, lots of it, all
different kinds sour and sweet and chocolate, all together, spent seven dollars on it, drank salted
caramel hot cocoa, took the F back, belted all of the words to American Pie at the tops of our lungs.
there was sand in my shoes and my hair. there was candy and hot cocoa in my belly and a feeling like
love welling up from every ounce of my being. I'm just a human. and I think I'm doing it all right. I
think we're doing it all right. there is sand between my toes and my hair smells like the sea. I don't
know what else I need. I don't know what else I need.
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there's a spoon in my mouth and there are good people
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- I am not an empty room I am not an empty <em>person.</em>
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I'm whole today, I swear it the month of March was strange and unfamiliar and tasted warm, it tasted
like brandy and it tasted warm despite the snow, and I am going to do good things and I am going to be
better, I think I know where to start.
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- you've got yourself, remember? and you've got some strong bones in there, and a solid place, and
solid humans, you have a thumbtack that is neither here nor there, chin up, bubba, you're all right pep
talks pep talks pep talks, from here until I can't breathe anymore I feel bleary
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- I feel too small today. I don't think I have ever felt too small before, not physically, I feel like I am
not taking up enough space for anybody to notice. I turned to the side and looked in the mirror and I
looked delicate, I looked like you could break if you just touched me (and maybe I will) it's the first of
a new month and I don't know where to go from here, the scared rabbit rhythm is back but no one is
going to hear it
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look alive out there!
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2014/04/look-alive-out-there/
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- it's all you can do, eventually you'll start to be alive out there
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some little life lessons
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- brush your teeth - get enough sleep - tell the people you love that you love them - wash your feet brush your hair - change your sheets - don't let people treat you like shit - tell the people that you
love when they are hurting you - stop apologizing - read more books - do the things that make you
feel like yourself - do the things that make you feel like you could possibly be yourself - spend time
with people who make you feel like yourself - spend time with yourself
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because
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- every human you touch or speak to is going to do something to your heart - bad news good news
okay news wind skimming down your spine news sun seeping through your pants news new new new

but really old old old, october october october. october. october. october. at least this time around it's
getting warmer and it's getting calmer and I know where my thumbtack is planted for at least another
year, I know exactly where I will be in two months. in one month. in one year. I stood on a rock in the
middle of the intersection of Fifth Ave and Broadway and saw the Flatiron building for the very first
time and there was only one window with a light on, the one second from the top. I bought some socks.
you'll burst you'll burst you'll burstyou'llburst and you'll never know it
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back in november
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2014/04/back-in-november/
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I fell in love with someone, and it didn't end up working out. it's all right, I still exist and things are
still going, I'm still going, it's possible
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oh god
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I forgot that I'm nobody's person once again. it's not the belonging to someone that I want or need, just
the thought that I'd be the first person someone called. I don't need to be loved, I just need to know that
it's possible. spring makes me feel like a child, and I am not sure if that's good or bad or somewhere in
between. I am afraid to need other people more than they need me but also afraid to need them less.
let's draw straws and see who comes up short. it will probably be me, because as much as you can call
me a highly coveted human being you can also say that you just can't do it. it will probably be me
because I just can't seem to figure out how to be anyone's person the right way the first time, the right
time, any time. I got out of bed this morning after a respectable time and I put on clothes and I bought
things for my job and I smiled at a boy who smiled at me in the checkout line. I opened the window
and I put on a dress and I went to the Whitney and I walked an extra 12 blocks because the 6 was
running express. what's an extra 12 blocks when it's just you and you've got nothing on your back and
five hours to kill? I saw a boy engulfed in balloons. I wanted to be him so badly. his brother kept
smiling at him and my own brother hasn't done that in a long time, I am a burden to the people who
teeter around the hole I left, it won't ever heal the same. the grass there won't ever grow the same. I
went back and I bought groceries, I bought pita bread and popcorn and fruit punch and string cheese. I
have no concept of nutrition. I thought about doing laundry but instead I will just watch the pile grow;
I put it out in the open so that I would be forced to do it but I can't bring myself to. I got out of bed. I
almost did the laundry. I got out of bed and I looked at weird art and I almost did the laundry but I can't
be anyone's human yet. I will not know how to be someone's human here until that person is here. I
can't be your human there and here. just one. just one. not yet. I can write the letters and write the
letters and swoon the swoony things but I can't exist in two places at once. I just can't. I told you, I
promise, I've got the scared rabbit rhythm and it comes on at the oddest times, in the oddest of places,
today I reached out for you. I thought you were next to me, I wanted to trace my finger over a
photograph I was looking at and say, "do you see that?" I listened to an audio recording humming
through the stairwells, down four flights of stairs, and I kept thinking you were next to me, making the
hum, find the places that make you hum and revisit them when you have nothing left. I knew in
January and now it's April. I'm growing wildflowers and I hope they don't ever stop growing, on
Thursday I plucked a flower out of a flowerpot and as I did that I looked up and saw the Flatiron
building for the first time ever, on Friday someone gave me a pink flower just because, and today there
was nothing. I knew in January and now it's April. "people collected people," one of the pieces of art
said, and so they did. so they do.
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my fingers are still raw

http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2014/04/my-fingers-are-still-raw/
Sun, 06 Apr 2014 22:40:06 +0000
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and the feeling is October but it doesn't look like October or taste like October, but it sure as hell
doesn't taste like April yet either, so we'll see what happens. I ran my fingers under water today and
almost forgot the soap but the water stung enough on its own. I don't give a shit about being loved, I
give a shit about getting out of bed every day, I give a shit about making shit. I'm sitting on the floor
and the window is open and it's cold and I think my mom is getting tired of me calling her a couple of
times a day.
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- I think I'm having a hard time remembering that I exist just for myself, and that in a hundred years,
maybe less, there will be more people who can't remember me than people who can
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blame it on whatever you'dlike
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youcanhavewhateveryoudlike right now I am just taking up so goddamn space, how about you? how
are you? tell me about your day. where to go this summer, where to rest my bones, I think about going
places and being a fleeting human, ghosting, but then I worry about who will water my plants. I finally
grew some fucking plants.
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things that are important right now
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<ul> <li>my mother</li> <li>consistency</li> <li>watching these goddamn plants grow</li>
<li>doing laundry</li> <li>making work that makes me feel like myself,</li> <li>doing things that
make me feel like myself</li> <li>keeping the letters in my drawer</li> <li>avoiding the mirror the
scale the scrutiny</li> <li>modest mouse</li> <li>ice cream</li> <li>buying new socks</li>
<li>the west coast</li> <li>the thought of being halfway through college</li> <li>wearing a watch
every day</li> <li>the ring my mother gave me in fifth grade</li> <li>the thought of not spending a
year in New Jersey for the first time in my life (2014: the year without new jersey)</li> <li>being by
myself</li> <li>blossoming things and sunlight</li> </ul> in due time
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it's april twelfth
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things feel insincere when I experience them here (my second spring in New York, as it unfolds its
petals as it lays down to sleep on my bare shoulders) every time the seasons change I feel as though I
should be in New Jersey, the weight of an old season in a new place feels strange. I left an orange
sitting on my nightstand for two days and the whole room smells citrusy and kind of shitty. I don't
think I could ever expect anyone to section out a life for me in theirs, to plan vacations together and
finish each others' sentences and all that gushy shit. I am fine betterthanfine goodat the gushy shit but
it's the getting there part I don't understand, how do you give yourself over to someone? how do you
ask someone to be kind with the tender, I don't know how to not be abrasive. I am too busy trying to
make myself into a whole person, and the flowers are helping. look, I can water plants, I can coax
things into living. I thought I knew how to be tender and I was wrong. I thought I could handle
someone from a state away and I was wrong.
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I can't keep food down willingly I can see the police lights from my room and somehow, from
chewing on my hair, I have a cut on my tongue
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- I smell like vomit.
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- edit: I smell like vomit and I miss my tiny neighborhood on the bay, where nothing really happened
and where everything happened.
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I think I just did something brave
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and I feel relieved. when you can't stop talking for fifteen minutes straight because it's seeped out of
your system, you should be worried.
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I was standing next to a stranger last June and he turned to me and said, "I can feel your anxiety. go
on." last June things were starting to unsew themselves, my heart strings, my stomach, the tendrils at
the base of my neck, they were all coming undone, with every touch, with every trip, with every

muttered breath, less and less and less. paint on my legs that day at the studio, the stench coming from
my body on the drive home from Firefly, perching underneath a shower truck to charge my cell phone
with Mar, driving everywhere, talking to strangers. the careful stitches I placed sometime between my
birthday and the time I left for college, all of the stitches all of the neat all of the precision, the
stitching up, stitching off of myself, they were beginning to come undone. it started the day I moved, it
started in October, the day I met a man in Union Square who convinced me to exist <em>better</em>
somehow, and then got very drunk that night and fell asleep on a couch in a smokey room. the stranger
I bumped into on Valentine's Day who told me to be careful. the morning of Thanksgiving, waking up
to a boy I would come to love - and then delicately let go of - I was still drunk and I was unraveling,
unraveling, unraveling, with every word, with every brush. the man on the subway, when it was
stopped for an hour, who smiled sadly at me and said that my family must already be looking for
me. <em>I don't live with them,</em> I wanted to say. <em>I'm not in high school.</em> but he
didn't really care about that, he had no idea. I remember really clearly the drive to get each tattoo I
have, I took the first one alone and met Mar and Chris and Briana and Cara there, I was shaking and
giddy, the whole time. - I get really upset when people get haircuts, or change their hair; it starts a
shift, I can't correlate the old person with the new hair, and it irritates me, it's never something I asked
for, it starts a new era, the era of the time your hair was this. for some reason people always smell
differently to me when they get their hair cut. it's why I can never stand to get mine cut, it's been nine
and a half months. - I used to write such pretty words and they used to make a lot of sense and now I
do nothing of the sort, I am endlessly spewing out shit and not really getting anywhere
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it's cruel to say, "don't leave"
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you could at least pose it as a question, an option. do you think you'll ever remember why you came in
the first place? it's not the leaving that is so hard, it's the staying, the concession. <em>if I must</em>.
you don't have to do anything. - it snowed last night. at 11:30 Noor and Patrick knocked on my door,
said, "have you seen the snow" and sure enough the puddle in the parking lot was edged with white,
and the sky was letting loose the last of its white blood, winter was shedding the last of its skin. this
morning I put on boots and my winter jacket and wished I was by the ocean. - I don't know how to
drive anymore. over spring break, the Thursday of spring break, I was so distracted that I almost got
into a car accident, four different times. four. four! who knew. who woulda thunk it. three years ago,
this time, I started driving, I drove my brother to baseball practice with Tyler Birch and dropped them
both off at the high school, he must have been a freshman. shit. and then I drove home alone, with

Sufjan Stevens playing, that playlist, the first thing I downloaded illegally online. - I keep forgetting
that in 2011, and for a long time, I was <em>with</em> someone, I just keep forgetting, most of the
best things happened when I was alone. I just keep forgetting. should I not be forgetting? should I not
be forgetting? - I don't know when I'll get to go home
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I don't trust you
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- that's it, I don't trust you
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my body is my home that's it, that's it, these are the walls I live within and this is my thumbtack. I
exist as so much more than my body, but I'll be damned if the bald spot at the base of my neck, the
blood stains on my fingernails, the words looping across my thigh, the crescent moon on my left wrist I'll be damned if they aren't the closest thing I'll ever get to a home, the place I come back to every
night. not a bed, not a window, not a sunsoaked spot under a pointed roof. here. here. I
exist <em>here</em>, right here, goddammit (I ought to start taking better care of my body)
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I think I miss making pictures of you/with you more than I miss you yourself.
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I met my mom for dinner in the city. I took the G to Court Square and the M one stop to Lex and 53rd,
got out and recognized where I was immediately. I could live in this city for twenty more years and
still think of that corner as January 2012, and haunted people, and purple. January was purple, driving
home in that dusk as they slowly chipped away at my mother's face until she was no longer toxic, until
her body was no longer turning in against itself. she grew more and more whole as they took more and
more away from her. I smiled at the man in the lobby and took a cherry hard candy and ate it as I took
the elevator up to the fifth floor, I talked to a receptionist to try and find my mom and as I did she
walked out and tried to find me, we saw each other from across the room. it makes the roof of my
mouth hurt that I only saw her once in February, once in March, and now once in April. does being an
adult mean returning to the homestead every Thanksgiving and getting drunk the night before, does it
mean only seeing your parents once a month, maybe less, and being okay with it? maybe it just means
getting a new debit card in the mail, maybe it means telling someone you love to fuck off, even if it's
just in your head, because you've got growing to do, maybe it means shaving someone's head in the
bathroom at one a.m. or crying about car insurance in Grand Central. - on the first day of December,
Harry and I sat in my car as I drove from Pizza Hut to Cheesequake with a half-and-half personal pizza
to split, and he thumbed through the music on my phone, I was introducing him to Death Cab, and he
paused at Transatlanticism and said he had only ever heard one song, the really sad one, and I said,
"not now." later we were sitting in a coffee shop waiting to meet his girlfriend, she was on her way, I
had pushed back the time of my departure by five hours at that point, we sat at the counter at the
window that faced the street and watched tiny bugs on the window meander back and forth. my
stomach was sobbing, I tried a sip of coffee. I drank my hot cocoa. I waited until I burst, I was waiting
impatiently, I wanted to leave and I could not leave. we were not saying much. there was a strange man
there. for the first time, more than any other time, I did not know what the trajectory of my life would
be, I was perpetually holding my breath, the five days had been fun and they had been grand and I was
in love or something like it with a human I never thought I could breach the surface of, and it was
drawing to a close and there was reality to be had and I didn't want any of it, I couldn't look at him
dead on. it hurt too much, like waking up with a hangover the day before and squinting angrily into
that bright blue, how dare the sky be so cheery at a time like this. and so then, I was staring straight
ahead and the first chord to Transatlanticism played, and I clapped my hand to my mouth because I
wasn't sure, and the second chord played and I was sure and I burst, I burst, I shook my head and Harry
seemed to recognize what was happening, I pushed back my stool and grabbed my jacket and said
something along the lines of "I have to go" and "I will see you soon" and I threw out my hot cocoa and
I ran down the street to municipal, where my car was parked, and rested my head against the window
and sat in the front seat and cried, and that motherfucker came and sat in the backseat of my car as to
not scare me, and waited. it was right there, we could have seen it then, the goddamn song said it all,
you said it yourself, <em>the distance is quite simply much too far for me to row</em> you can't love
someone from across an ocean or a bay or the grand canyon or the world (at least you couldn't, you
said so yourself, quite explicitly, I didn't have to believe you when you said you were capable, I
shouldn't have) - my mom laughed today when she saw an I &lt;3 NY oven mitt in some store on
Seventh Ave. "remember Chris?" she said. "and the oven mitt."
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. we should all just go to each other.
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and love whatever it is you need to love in order to get by, you need to love dust motes and shitty
music? okay. you need to love someone who can't love you back? okay. you need to send out letters
upon letters to people who don't live at those mailing addresses anymore? okay. you need to drive for
three days, you need to collect stamps, you need to call miscellaneous people and tell them it's all right
if you can't make it to tomorrow, you just have to make it through the night, you need to bite at your
nailbeds until they bleed? okay. you need to sit there and think about what you did, you need to stay in
bed for right now? okay. you'll get there. love whatever you need to, okay? and you'll get there.
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I called my mom today
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after laying in bed for four hours reading a book about a girl who moves home after she graduates and
sleeps in the same room as her mother. I was wailing. I didn't know what she would do without me this
summer. I asked if she would be sad, and she said yes. shit. I forgot to call my grandpa today. I don't
know how to reconcile these things, I'm chewing on a pen that I found and it's making my teeth hurt.
this is probably highly unsanitary. I don't understand people who didn't grow up next to the ocean, how
could you live? what would you measure your heartbeat by? do you know wind when it's flecked with
salt, when it rustles up your hair and pelts the back of your legs with sand so hard it hurts to walk? this
is the first summer I won't be living next to the ocean. so many important things have happened next to
the ocean. when I was incredibly drunk on the night before Thanksgiving I tried to run to the ocean. I
only got to the Spanish church around the corner before they came after me and dragged me back to
the trailer.
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I woke up and something smelled funny, I couldn't figure out where it was coming from and then I
smelled the shirt I was wearing, it was your shirt and I've washed it three or four times since you gave
it to me but I buried my nose in it and it smelled like you in the morning, a little musty and like
cigarettes, and I took it off and threw it in the laundry basket. I thought I scrubbed the scent of
cigarettes out of all of my clothes. I hate the smell of cigarettes. I need to do more laundry.
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- somewhere in new jersey my best friend's grandmother is sick and somewhere in philadelphia my
best friend needs me and I am here worrying more about them than myself I just want to take care of
everyone else
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I can hear someone mowing the grass, you never hear that in New York, and it sounds like spring in
the way that New York doesn't know how to. I feel like myself in the way that I don't know how to yet.
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the thought of all of us, converging on my hometown
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like moths fluttering back, to take care of business. to <em>take care of business.</em> to wear black
and attend a wake. to somehow make my best friend feel better. it's been seventeen years I've known
her and I wish this didn't have to hurt for her, I wish I could just let it hurt for me. I learned pretty early
on that you can't absorb other people's hurt for them; you can absorb the excess but not the things that
hurt the most, you can glean bits of it and make yourself sad but you can't take it out of em. just gotta
let it happen, but god I wish it didn't have to happen. so here we are, fluttering back to my hometown,
to celebrate a death. it worries me that this is what will bringing people together, tethering me back
here, for the rest of my life, that I will only flock back when there is a hole and I am trying desperately
to fill it. to celebrate things, milestones. I will never just wake up and ride my bike around the corner. I
don't exist there anymore, and it makes me feel so strange, there's a pit in my stomach, I found out
today good news that tethers me here, to New York, there's a giant pit in my stomach that
says <em>you are growing up you are making your own life</em> and also <em>you are growing up
and you ought to stop looking back</em> and then this, I am going back on Friday morning. it has
been exactly one month without New Jersey. things are weird. things are weird and I just want to see
my best friend and eat some almond cake and have someone tell me it's all right to not know these
things yet, it's all right to not know anything yet. I am going to go home and I am going to feel strange
about it, always. always. and I am going to visit Goodwill and miss it immensely, as I am right now,
and I am going to bum around and avoid the two ex-boyfriends I now have, and I am going to see my
best friend and go to a wake and wear black. I am going to mope on the train. I am going to think about
someone I maybe shouldn't be thinking about, and I am going to come back and things are going to
start happening really quickly as they always do
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something is satisfying about knowing you don't need something that you used to, about knowing that
you are capable of moving on and of growing up. I want to go home. I am going home tonight.
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I advanced very far in thirty six hours
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so much, in such a short time. they say your cells replace themselves every seven years but I feel like
all of mine did some excited little dance and sprung up anew from the last time I sat in this chair, forty
eight hours ago, and here I am now - I was taking self portraits next to the giant puddle, my bike
propped up against the guardrail and my tripod on the grass, and holding my breath every time a car
passed, I didn't want anyone looking at me (but I was on the edge of an open plain in broad daylight

sinking down), and a little blue car pulled up and it was an old coworker of mine from Goodwill, the
last time I saw him was winter break of last year I think, when Shelly and I were eating fro yo in the
Strathmore parking lot. he asked me what the hell I was doing and proceeded to sit on the guardrail
squinting into the setting sun, talking to me for an hour. about nothing. about everything. - I was
driving my brother on Lloyd Road and he said, "everything is coming together for you," and I felt the
sincerity in those words. Mom and I were sitting in the gazebo and Pat poked his head out from his
bedroom window and the three of us were together for the first time in months. when did I become
someone who only came home for big occasions? - Mar and I watched them load the casket into the
hearse and then turned to each other silently and started crying. she has been in my life for seventeen
years and I finally feel like we are grown ups, or at the very least playing at it pretty damn well, here
we go - it feels like I've been holding my breath for the past couple of months and I just let it out, here
we go, "the whole world feels like it is waiting for me" and it <em>is.</em> I am really happy, I
don't know how to explain it. maybe that's how people explain it, this feeling bubbling in my stomach
and rising up, for once it is not bile and it is not bitter, it is good. good. good good good. here we go.
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I meant to get a haircut, it's been nine months, my mom wants to put the dog down, this hair has seen
me through the end of two relationships the only two relationships I have been in I don't want to get
my hair cut yet it feels like it's too soon but it also feels like it's too long but it also feels like I define
myself by my hair and maybe I shouldn't, maybe it's time, who knows
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- I smell like fixer and developer which means it must have been a good day. I don't know what to do
with myself in the way that I know exactly what to do with myself. some of my favorite people will be
leaving New York in two weeks and coming back in August, after my first summer away from home.
two weeks from now, two weeks, two weeks. (would you always) it's only two weeks. I don't want
you to come into Brooklyn. please don't, I am trying to make this mine, and I don't want mine to have
anything to do with you (I don't necessarily want you to grow away from me but I don't want you to
grow toward me, there are other humans I want to grow toward me)
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my hair is falling out in waves
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little tiny patches that drift down every time I run my fingers through it does anyone actually need to
be loved, or do they just need to know they are capable of being loved, that other people are capable of
loving them? for some reason, the last couple of times I have talked to my mom she has told me things
I didn't need to know. I think I just need to know that it's possible, that sometime before my cells turn
themselves over into a new being, this one, this human, was capable of being loved. that's a funny
thing, though - am I capable? do I know how to handle it? I am not capable of letting other people love
me the way I ought to let them. distant, I think someone said today, distant. all in and distant. my
whole body hurts today. my right arm is numb and if I touch the uppermost vertebrae through my skin
they ache. (you'll ache)
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I want to apologize to the people I have hurt the most
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- and the thing is, it would dredge up and tear open old wounds, I think it would make them hurt more
I couldn't make it out the door today. I made it out the door in the blue light and I panicked and didn't
even make it down the stairs and ran back into the building and didn't make eyes with the kind security
guard who is kind of cute and he said, "it's okay" as I brushed past him and up the stairs, I slammed my
door loudly, I wanted to go to Niagara Falls with you. that was the idea. that was the grand big idea.
my teeth hurt, and I wanted to go to Niagara Falls with you, and be unable to see you clearly through
the mist collecting on my glasses, I wanted you to smell my forehead again, I wanted to tiptoe quietly
over the precipice of your former self and into the place you spent your childhood, a place you couldn't
even remember for yourself. I wanted to swing wildly into the places you refused to go. I wanted you
to swing wildly into those places of mine, but you can't ask that of someone. you can't ask anything of
someone, really. I have been reading things consuming words endlessly I bought a seven hundred
page book just for four pages of it but I read something online today about looking for someone who
would leave a gaping hole in your life if they left, I guess that's all anyone wants, is someone who
would leave a hole if they left but would never think of leaving, I think the point is that the only people
in my life who have left gaping holes are people who have died not people I thought I was in love with,
being twenty and foolish means running back into the building crying under the blue light because you
can't fucking make it out the door today, the world feels like a blanket and then another blanket and
then another one and another and another and I don't have the energy to roll out from under all these
blankets they are so heavy and my arms can't lift themselves and somehow this morning I dragged
myself out of bed at 7:15 a.m. to buy twenty four donuts and twenty five donut holes and I put on a
dress and some tights and I washed my face, and somehow I ended up crumpled up on the floor twelve
hours later. they called, they want this body back, they want to give it to someone kinder, someone
sweeter, someone who would never dream of committing adultery of taking someone else's human for
their own, who do you think you are? the poor girl. the poor girl. why would you do such a thing?
didn't you learn the first time? no, never the first time, or the second or third, I'll be in my thirties
before I learn to keep my words to myself, it doesn't fucking matter how much you want something if
it's someone else's, it just doesn't. five months ago yesterday you hurt someone more than you ever
thought you could and you still feel like shit for it but apologizing would make everything worse, you
let it go too long. please, I was just trying so hard not to hurt anyone. please, I was just trying to exist.
I made it out of bed this morning and it was bright and things didn't hurt so much.
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every time I talk to this one boy
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- he tells me to be less sad, and my god, I don't think he has any idea
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sleepy and confused
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it's one a.m., I just want to finish this book first.
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there was a time when your skin was lined with words, when you wrote on everything. I forgot today,
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(so this is the new year)
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i. it was the first night of the new year and we were cocooned within a blizzard. I had to choose where
to spend it, in your bed or in my bed. with you or with my mother. (with before or with after.) I spent
the whole day trying not to tell her how the snow made inverse patterns on my legs, how it looked like
tiger skin in blue and orange, the word <em>home</em> hurt the most ii. we met a stranger from
Craigslist and there was blood dripping down my leg and I didn't say a word the whole time, you

thought you burned me with your cigarette at first, when we sat in the car with the projector that would
fail in twelve hours or less you peered through the hole in my jeans and thought you saw bone. iii. it
was just loose skin, I had never seen you look so tender. iv. "I slept in my lover's bed last night and he
did not look at me," I wrote, and that is how I knew before you said anything v. I have never once lit a
bonfire on the beach. until I went to college I was unable to plug things into outlets; I had to turn the
power strip off, plug the electronic in, and turn the power strip back on. until March I had never driven
drunk until I met you I had never even let it be a possibility, <em>you do not leave a gaping hole in
other people's lives</em> vi. I forget how Roman numerals work, I forget how basic things work.
every time we try to put the dog down he springs up a few days later, good as new, the hole in his face
patched up, the hole in my stomach growing bigger and bigger and bigger. I say "the dog" but now
there are two. the morning of my first job interview, in two thousand and eleven, he was sprawled out
at the base of the stairs, refusing to open his eyes, his belly swollen and his face tired, exhausted. I
cried in the car on the way to the job interview, left the windows open in one hundred degree heat
because the air conditioner in the car didn't work, the skirt I was wearing was blue and looked like the
ocean that people from the middle of the country expect the ocean to look like - with the pretty little
white caps and neat, even waves. the ocean isn't like that. people who didn't grow up near the ocean
confuse me, but there's got to be more people who didn't grow up next to the ocean than people who
did. vii. why couldn't that work for humans? why couldn't it have worked for you? eight. don't you
dare take this away from me
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I will never be a teenager again
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I smell like cigarette smoke, I wonder how many cigarettes have been smoked next to me while
wearing this denim jacket, it was raining, always precipitation, the airplanes were low tonight and the
sky was blue and the clouds were graywhiteblueishbluish. so specific, the color, so closely aligned to
2012, there are good humans
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I have coffee breath
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for the first time in my life, it's 3:14 a.m. and I can't sleep with the metallic taste of coffee and apple
cider in my mouth and again things are dovetailing and dovetailing and dovetailing
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- my glasses got real dirty on Thursday night in the rain and I haven't bothered to clean them off yet
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another weekend that made no sense and made perfect sense and I am on the cusp of something a lot
bigger than the small town I grew up in and the small humans I knew there and suddenly there are
people here who matter more than the people there and the people are everywhere, scattered across the
country, my ears are still ringing from the show I went to on Thursday after sitting on the porch of
Walt Whitman's home on Ryerson and my stomach is still confused after drinking coffee and I don't
know where any of this is going and that's fine, isn't it? that's fine
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I have ants in my room
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and my ears keep popping and my throat is scratchy I forget people too easily and that is a thing that is
scary, I forget what their faces look like. images upon images of people I said I loved and I could not
trace the outlines of their faces for you on paper, could not describe it to you, who were they? three
months is a long time, a whole summer, a whole summer to spend without someone
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I can remember acutely the first time I realized you were a human
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i. you were sitting across from me in the Ruby Tuesday's at the Monmouth Mall and you were
probably drinking diet Coke and it was August 3, 2011. we were talking about something, I can't
remember what, maybe me coming to live with you, maybe college, maybe the thought of the absence
I would leave in a little over a year, and you said, "Cait, the best week of my life was when your mom

had surgery and you and Pat came to live with me." it's been almost three years since you said that and
I still think about it a lot, more often than I should maybe. ii. your father died and your wails filled the
house and I caught a glimpse of it, just for a second. there were photos laid out on the kitchen table of
your childhood, you at my age then, you were more fascinating than I could ever be and now you live a
mile from your childhood house. my boyfriend broke up with me or it was a mutual thing I still don't
know and you told me about the people you had been in love with. you told me things I probably didn't
have to know. iii. I don't think falling in love with someone is the end all be all. iv. you were
walking down the side of the road and I think about this sight so often that I want to photograph it, a
cloud of smoke wafting over your head, I was in my car and we recognized each other and there was a
mutual agreement, and it took two years after that and now I think we are closer, to understanding. v.
I miss those three humans the most out of anyone. I want em all back, I want it all back, I want the
three of you to come in and help me pack up my shit and move it to the building next door. I want to
eat breakfast with all three of you on the first day of school, or my birthday. sticky cinnamon buns, and
there will be a spot of icing somewhere on my cheek that I'll miss before I walk out the door. the first
day of classes in college, when I got up alone and walked to the cafeteria to eat before my first class, I
didn't know what to do without the three of you there. we're a motley crew, a strangely woven together
bunch, and the love is threaded in fragile lines and not every single person is connected by them but
there's a camaraderie there, somewhere, or there was. I miss the three of you. I want to wake up on my
birthday and find all three of you there. I want to drink Jack and Cokes together. I want to be a family
for once, I don't think I realized until just now how lonely it will be over the summer. we only existed
as a common entity on Wednesdays at seven p.m., being dropped off, and every other Sunday night,
and the mornings, the first days of school and birthdays. a strange little family. a strange strange little
family, it was all I wanted for the longest time, but of course if it had always been that way those
cinnamon rolls wouldn't be so nice. I miss you. I just want to see the three of you so badly right now. I
am here and you (all of you) are there, I'm sorry I'm sorry I always do the leaving, <em>always</em>,
it didn't used to be that way. it didn't used to be that way.
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. no one owes you anything. no one owes you anything. no one owes you anything.
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- it still counts as being brave
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. someone responsible told me to make more bad decisions and there you go again, finding out things
you didn't want to know. this harks back to the conversation I have had many times this week, you
can't control anyone or ask for anything of anyone, no one has to love you or take care of you or give
you anything, all you can do is exist and try your best and other humans who are also existing and
trying their best will sit up, take note of that; that's all you can do. but, anyway, hang in there, you told

me better things that I didn't want to know, you sounded genuinely disappointed, whoops. whoops.
whoops.
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I'm gaining weight and it's making me uneasy the old tricks aren't up to par
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got a toothache, need some sleep today I woke up and took a shower that I should have taken three
days ago and helped a resident move out, I met Maria at Mike's and we traded stories about the night
before and there were some good looking humans in there, I drank a chocolate milkshake as we walked
to the flea and stole each other's sentences and I bought the perfect pair of summer shoes, we kept
walking and it was hot and my hair was sticking to my neck and we sat on the floor of a bookstore for
a while reading, and went to a paper store, got caught in a thunderstorm, ended up at Ikea. life unfolds
and unfolds, sometimes in the pocket of a day and sometimes in the pocket of a month, sometimes it
takes years. I bought new sheets. we sat by the water and the sky was looking angry and I was drinking
flat Sprite out of a cup without a straw, a boy skateboarded on the bench we were sitting on. things are
funny and weird and life will keep going whether you want it to or not, last night I ended up on a
crowded roof in some of the thickest fog I had ever seen and I could not see past where we were and I
wanted to sleep in it, before that I was in Dumbo looking at every little thing I could see, life is tricky
and strange and good and I hope this trend continues, I hope the good things perpetuate themselves
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thoughts I have fairly often: <ul> <li>damnit, I smell like feet</li> </ul> which indicates something
about me, but I am not sure what. missing new jersey but finding places in Brooklyn that remind me
of new jersey in the best ways, sat on a rock in the ocean after clumsily clambering out there and
staining my favorite underwear, things can be good and bad but mostly really really good, I think it is
nice to find New Jersey in other pockets of the world. I think it is nice to be from New Jersey. I am
happy to be from New Jersey. I no longer live in New Jersey. (would ya look at that? who would have
thunk it, who would have known, I was supposed to go to Princeton, you know.) it has been a strange
year. tomorrow is the last day of my sophomore year of college and it has been strange, I started it out
alone and excited and I kissed a few people I hardly knew and still hardly know, I fell in love with
someone and it was clumsy and sweet and wrong, I got close to my ma, pushed her away, am trying to
tug her close again, my headspace shifted and opened itself up, I am just very different from how I was
in September, so much less rigid, the rigidity has been replaced by something a little softer and a little
sweeter and a little more audacious, a little more aware, I don't know how to describe it, all I know is
that I would confuse my fifteen year old self and eighteen year old self in a really good way, I can
almost sense the questions they would ask of me, they would not be confused about the piles of books
or even the tattoos but they would be shocked to hear the events of this year, I think, I was just so
damn rigid, I just wanted so badly to be what I thought you should be at this point, and it turns out that

was completely wrong. I don't know who to say "you were right" to. yes, you were right. no, I didn't
want to marry him. no, cigarette smokers aren't awful people. it's summer again and it will be the first
summer I spend on my own - no, I spent last summer mostly on my own, in the last photo of the two of
us together you can't even see our faces. but this will be the first summer I spend away from New
Jersey and it tastes sweet on my skin, you can burn down the remnants of your former self at any
moment - there is nothing that says I have to be a timid, anorexic girl who does not drink, who does
not make eye contact, who concedes nervously to others, who stays home, there is nothing that says I
have to dim myself or shut up. there is nothing that says I have to remain this way, any way
whatsoever, and so maybe I will start riding my bike again every morning and maybe I'll stop making
myself vomit and focus on doing good things for myself instead, because I can, because what's to say I
can't? I can't write decent words anymore, I am just endlessly spewing positive shit. always yelling
positive affirmations. someone's gotta do it.
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. but what would we do without the house
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. slowly but surely I am saying goodbye to some of the humans I admire most (I will see you in
August with shorter hair and smaller thighs and the same glasses). today Marty stopped me on the
street at the corner of Waverly and Dekalb and asked if I had gotten new glasses. I think it was the first
time he looked at my face since I told him I could no longer work for him a year ago. I burned the roof
of my mouth yesterday on a slice of pizza at one a.m. that I ate while walking back and it made
everything today hurt a little, my teeth felt loose in my mouth. I am relentlessly searching for bus
tickets, I am relentlessly waiting
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I'm gaining weight, I have a little belly, I want to tear open my body and take the things that have
worked hard and make off with them into the night, steal them, tuck them under my cloak these are
the things I worked so hard for, so long, I don't want the fat, I don't want the other shit, I just want the
things I have fiercely loved and protected
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I am on the cusp of a summer alone and most anxious about groceries, about being sent money to
sustain myself. I don't want it. I don't want your charity, I just want to eat a lot of ice pops and forget
about food for a while, because right now I feel obsessed with it and I can't stop eating and I just need
to go away for a week and eat nothing and remember where I came from please, I am just so tired.
don't send me money for groceries. once again I am too much, I am just too much for anyone to
handle, a little wild, it's only ten, someone I consider a friend yelled at me simultaneously for drinking
too much and drinking too little, it's my half birthday, the first six months of my twenties have been
joyous, someone showered me with praise today and all I could think about was the food I was about
to eat, I am obsessed, I cannot stop pinching myself, I can't bring myself to do it right now, I just want
to ride my bike, I feel huge, I cannot calm myself down, I am packing things away and throwing things
away in the hopes that having less physical things will make me smaller, this makes no sense, I just
want to be less, less less less
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the soles of my feet hurt but today I sat in Whole Foods with damp hair and a damp denim jacket and
dirty glasses and ate macaroni and cheese and cornbread with a good human and I felt a little bruised

all over after standing next to the water staring at the Statue of Liberty after someone told me hurtful
things after someone hit on me after a third person was strangely kind all of those things together made
me feel bruised and delicate, once again made of glass, once again endangered and sleepy, someone
who has to be tiptoed around and taken care of, who cannot say a goddamn word. once again the wind
tore all the hair out of my ponytail and I stared at the 9/11 Memorial not knowing what to do with it,
not knowing what to do with any of them. new york city threw a temper tantrum today and I wanted it
to take me with it
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I woke up bleary and tired and good feeling and slept for most of the day, packed more shit away. I
can't find my birth certificate. my mom will be here tomorrow with a bike and I miss her face, I will
not experience summer in New Jersey for the first time in twenty years. I was born in a town by the sea
and you could see the fireworks every Thursday night from my first bedroom window and I bawled
every Thursday night. I laughed the whole walk back from the movie theater down Metropolitan
tonight, laughed so hard my scratchy throat got scratchier and my allergy voice got even deeper. before
that the three of us sat at a sidewalk cafe, before this week I had only spent drunk pathetic time in
Williamsburg. I guess it isn't so bad, there was an advertisement for Avey Tare's Slasher Flicks at the
entrance to the Bedford L stop and for some reason that made my scratch my head.
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I wanted to write something good, the woman next to me on the R today looked really concerned when
she read over my shoulder as we rumbled into Canal Street, I cannot tell if I have good intentions or
not
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be good be whole I should have told you pretty early on that I wasn't capable of doing it, that I would
give too much, that my bones were still brittle, that it was not your fault but mine that I turned on
myself that I sewed my skin on inside out that you were trailing kisses down the entrails of the past ten
years
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I told my mom I would be leaving by five but it's seven twenty one. seven twenty two, now. I am
impermanent but I love what I am doing, I have been writing a lot in my notebook, not here, I have
been too busy for this little corner of the internet, I am really happy
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life is funny and weird. I'm sitting at my desk in my new room and the sun shines directly on me when
I sit here and I can smell my feet very strongly and my mom's puppy is missing and there are multiple
chemical imbalances, I could hardly begin to list them all, they began sometime a while ago a
rumbling in a stomach a missed look and a found look, easily thrown off by crude sentences, the gentle
cadence, "are you making yourself sick?" but the words were not so sweet not so gentle, tainting places
easily, daily, please peel open my skin and pick out the good parts and bury them in yours, a match
made under the trained eye of a seamstress the careful stitches of someone who stares at details for
hours and not the big picture, it is okay if you have gaping holes in yourself if the good parts live in
someone else (no, that's not right) (what were you thinking)
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- I've got sore teeth.
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today I ate oatmeal and did yoga and developed film and ate a grilled cheese and bought a rain coat
and a Walt Whitman book that was written in this very neighborhood and drank an ice cream float and
sat on the floor and the chair of a very nice bookstore on Vanderbilt and all of these things are nothing
but they are everything
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the dog will be thirteen soon, lucky thirteen, a teenager, in dog years he will be ninety one, an elder,
and in human years he is just beginning, just about to turn into something, to swing wildly from the
trapeze of childhood and hook onto the beginnings of adulthood, to think about fucking girls and
stealing beers, in dog years he has already buried his wife and he has a plot next to her waiting for him,
his corner of the universe for the rest of eternity is already etched out next to her, they said forever, in
human years he has not found someone to rot in the dirt with yet but from the moment puberty hits to
the moment he finds her it will be the only thing he can think about, the swelling in his groin when he
makes eye contact with a pretty girl, all we want is someone to rot in the dirt next to us, or something
like that. in human years he is waiting to turn into something, waiting impatiently, with a smattering of
acne and maybe on new year's he'll steal a beer from the neighbors and settle down triumphantly to
drink it, it tastes sour, it tastes like shit, thirteen doesn't look good on anyone. and in dog years his back
aches, he can hardly make it up the stairs, everyone is holding their breath waiting for him to go and
you never know which week will be the one, in human years he's a baby and he feels fidgety waiting to
burst out of his skin, into a real human being, in dog years he wonders if he ever did burst out of his
skin or if he stayed inside the whole time, too fragile to leave
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it is nice to feel different and still feel fundamentally the same, I feel firmly that if my ten year old self
met my twenty year old self she would be awed and confused and proud, possibly a little intimidated
depending on the day, and curious. maybe concerned. but I think she would be able to look up on
spindly legs and say, after a lengthy conversation, you aren't so bad. I wouldn't mind being like you
someday.
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i "I don't like the frequency of you drinking and hangovers," said disapprovingly, me either says the
rug crumpled up outside my door it is covered in red puke but folded up neatly so you can't see it.
don't eat a red velvet cupcake and drink a lot of rum. ii yesterday I rode my bike through a crowd at
the corner of classon and dekalb, there was an ambulance at the police station. iii today my mother
called me back and asked about the shooting very close to me last week, I rode my bike past the
ambulance that the sixteen-year-old was loaded into as they were loading him into it, he died at the
hospital, I rode my bike right past. I had no idea. I had no idea. iv the air conditioning is broken and
it's hot, Annalyse told a security guard today that it was bullshit, the whale was closed, it's hot. it's hot
it's hot it's hot.
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so here it is sticky sweaty with a small cut on my back I'm home.
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. if you kissed me right now you would take rum and a card game and nine other people, nine, people
collect people, did you know? and here they all are, strung along my sternum and dancing on my
ribcage in the wind when I move the wrong way. the shower water is running right now and I wonder
what it would be like to tell my mom about them all, did you know that once Mar accused me of being
gay? in the dark, under the pink and white checkerboard blanket, when we were eight. I think she had
just learned the word, I have never once wanted to bury my heart inside another girl the way I have
wanted desperately to give myself over to a boy, caught in his cobwebs, dusty and coughing and angry
to leave. not delicate anymore. and did you know if you watch close enough you can see your momma
go back, when you were young you thought she was real strong and could save you from anything and
now you're real strong and she's just a kid again, easily bruised just like you, you can watch her age

down as you're sprouting up away from her, did you know you'll grow away from every single person
you love? and then if you're lucky you'll grow back, arch back around, twist your back in a funny way
to meet them in a funny place. people collect people, didn't you know? and I have you tucked under the
lapel of my jacket, got you protected from the rain, and I'll see you soon
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I only stay up until five o'clock in the morning with people I really, really like (facts)
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I just want to be small.
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I know it's June but I am aching for autumn
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I think a car is crucial to my creative process
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nothing but bad dreams and jagged sleep and uneven ground
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halfway through June and no idea what's happening, summer is a month over, a month through, it feels
like it is just beginning
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a man on the subway tried to tell me he was in love with me, that he was from the Bronx and that he
came into Manhattan to find a good woman like me to make his wife and his breath smelled like
Harry's, I could have listened to him babble for a while as the 5 stalled, because of an injured
passenger at Nevins, I could have listened to him babble for a while but his breath smelled like Harry's
and I could not stop recoiling, he called me smart, he said I must have been smart, and real pretty, and
when I closed my eyes it could have been March
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the keys to the kingdom, look what I got for you, for us, I hung up all the banners I plucked all the
flowers I made a home for you I made you a home don't you want to put your feet up don't you want to
nestle your head in my neck I made you a home, the keys to the kingdom, don't you want this? I
thought you said you wanted this
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today I drank lemonade and got a flat tire in Prospect Park, and I almost got hit by a car who was too
zealous with his turn signal. asshole. didn't you know nobody uses their turn signals? and nobody uses
their turn signals when they aren't even going to turn? who raised you. who taught you this shit.
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my stomach is throbbing and my ear hurts but I am working on treating my body kindly, I swear
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New Jersey is really important to me, the first place I ever belonged and maybe the only place that will
ever belong to me with the ferocity that it does, with its yellows and greens and blues and the brown of
the dirt and the beige of the sand, the colors are written into my skin at this point, the smell of the
marsh when you drive down 35 going too fast to make the turn toward the parkway, the brackish
puddle water that people always try to drive through, you can always tell who is who by who tries
going through that puddle. and the way that people stare if you are different and the way that people
talk, the slowness, it's slow and I miss the slowness more than I thought I ever could
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. my dad stayed up waiting to make sure I was home safe. he won't believe I am twenty although I
guess it would be hard to believe it when he has seen me through every year of life, through every
iteration. tonight the two bands from Texas I saw made my heart hurt and swell and ache and I felt
dull and sad but I also could not stop grinning the whole time until my feet started to hurt real bad and
then I walked home in the rain back from the subway a summer rain with the tulle on my dress not
even touching my knees during the show when I was yelling back the da da da da da da da I started to
cry because I have felt dull and unable to feel things fully for a few weeks, June has been a dull month
somehow, and there it was, I felt like myself all grinning I felt like myself again
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I cried at my brother's graduation because it was a milestone I did not think he would ever reach, and I
cried because of the inevitable endings, the thought of the bad beginnings and now, our childhoods,
with each year, something else is chipped off, I sat next to Harry on his couch this morning and said,
it's just chipping away at things, didn't Michelangelo talk about how the sculptures were there in the
marble and he just had to find them within there, within that big hunk of marble, I am just chipping off
things, delicately discarding experiences I thought I would never have, getting to the bottom of things,
slowly, slowly slowly slowly. people hate me for living in Brooklyn and people hate me for being from
New Jersey, there is no winning, that is one of those things that doesn't matter at all but it is strange to
have to defend yourself over something as petty as your zip code. I just want so badly to exist, and
last night a few people proved it, and the night before that, my brother proved it, when he read my card
while shitting on the toilet and then told me he would be keeping it for whenever he felt shitty. I don't
think the proof of existence lies in other people but it is a nice way to confirm it when I can't seem to
catch my bearings within my own ribcage, the best proof was singing the Purple Bottle as a duet with
someone I loved very much not very long ago and feeling not remorse but wholeness, but safety in my

own skin and nobody else's, yelling that song as loud as my lungs could expel it in a long skinny room
with peach something or other burning my throat, yes, I think I do exist here.
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Friday afternoon I just sat in the parking lot of the amusement park we used to go to, right on the
ocean, and rested my head on the steering wheel. if the window had been open, if the ocean had been
louder and angrier and under my skin, if one of the cops had come over to see if I was all right, if
someone had looked up, if the beads on my finger had moved. <em>please just don't be like
october.</em> the month, the noun, the verb, the adverb, october, I don't want to spend this october in
new york city and I don't want new york city to be mine anymore and that is also all I want, no one's
got it all, I wish I could have both things at once, I wish I could exist wholly for myself and for you
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today was a good one, one for the books, a spider the size of my big toe and sweat seeping through a
yellow shirt and a grilled cheese next to the water. I took off one shoe at one point, just one. I was with
someone who understood and we picked flowers and I laughed so hard that I accidentally peed myself
and I am grateful for this life I have.
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I wish I could explain how important it is that I grew up in New Jersey
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it's thunderstorming and I'm listening to Modest Mouse's first album
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and the bottoms of my feet are black and every few seconds the sky lights up real bright, the sky is so
thick you can't see Manhattan. there are a few sentences that rattle around inside my fingers a lot, one
of them being, "no one cares that you have left." another is "Chris and I are together again," and that is
a recycled sentence, an old sentence from way back in 2010, but it soothed me at the time, it just
sounded so nice, it evened out all of the rocky crevices. no longer, not for a while, but it is a knee jerk
reaction, a muscle memory. now I hum the song Tikwid if I am feeling anxious or unsettled, <em>you
and me, pushing a thumb pin</em>, but there is no you. it's violent out there. I wish I was in the
middle of the ocean and I wish someone would tug on the wrong string and I wish there was more
space for me in the universe, I wish I still had my summer feet. I wish I was less tired. I wish for a lot
of things, all the time, shamelessly, tiredly, it's been three days and I already want to go home again, I
want it to be autumn in the suburbs for the rest of my life.
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some goals I have are to wake up and get out of bed every day, and to stop pinching at my inner thighs
wishing they would disappear. to compile all this shit garbage I've been writing into a book. to stop
cursing so much, not because it's unladylike or uncouth but because damn, curses fall out of my mouth
regularly. to be braver. that is the biggest goal, to be braver, to be brave enough to chase the things I
want (the things, the ungraspable feelings, the good feelings, the hard work, not people - not to chase
after people, another goal, a person I have to run after until my legs ache and my shoulders slump is
not a person who is worth it,) to just exist and exist and exist and keep going and going and going. to
ride my bike further every day and treat my body good, to not cringe so hard when I fuck up, because
who cares. who cares who cares who cares.
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last year on the 4th of July I burned two of my fingers on an oven and they blistered up on the drive
into Pennsylvania. I bought a bunch of sparklers and smoke bombs and my brother used most of them
before I could, and I walked out through a field of rocks, and I missed the fireworks because we were
stuck in traffic. there was crying and arguing. I was unhappy. all of the signs pointed to my
unhappiness. I am so, so happy I'm alone this year.
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I miss my family, I miss my family, I just want to be at home, why did I ask to stay here?
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July is always so empty
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I have been getting crushes on everyone lately, the right kind of smile makes my heart swing open, my
sternum nudges it open eagerly, "we're ready," "it's been a while," it hasn't been that long. I don't want
to love somebody, I just want to be kissed. I don't want to go on dates I just want to have crushes and
let the bottom of my stomach swoop out I just want to be needed. whiny, whiny, with all this wanting.

a shell of myself, wanting silly things to fill me up, I am easily distracted. July is always a rough
months. today - july 7th - seven seven fourteen, a nice date. an even date. I am so flighty and fidgety
and boring this month, boring and bored and tired, I can hardly read books I can hardly sit still all I do
is watch TV. you can't ever ask someone I just want to know this is shitty. this is shitty.
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I took care of myself today, went to the MoMA after trying to go to the Whitney, saw some weird
performance art and almost started crying. went through a maze meant to represent life that involved
some kind of germination and wearing white slippers. drank a chocolate milkshake. thought about
humans I hadn't thought about in a while, breathed quietly, felt all right. feeling all right.
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starting to feel itchy and sad, afraid to feel too hopeful
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if I could wax poetic for a moment about New Jersey (it won't sound that poetic) it's the plants
everywhere, the forsythia when spring wakes up, rolls its sleepy shoulders up, looks around and settles
into position, the first sign, the beach grass fields that hum with bugs and itch your legs, the light
sweeping over the highway when you come around a bend, the easy way things are, things are just
easy, things are quiet, quiet. I miss quiet and slow, the plants, the people. I am romanticizing the
suburbs endlessly now that I am no longer there but I just want to delve into their secrets, embrace
them as an outsider, come into my own, find my way, figure it out, take my time the combination of
New York City (the fastest, most hurried and harried place I know) and college (where you create
endlessly in an incubator without stopping to breathe too much) makes me yearn for something slower,
for a quieter pace, for a car and space to stretch out and breathe, to step back into my sleepy skin,
sleepy but determined. the way light spills into rooms, uninterrupted, there are no tall buildings to deter
its way, I miss bare feet and summer feet and <em>space</em>, my god, I feel like a caged animal I
miss home. well, shit. we all do. don't we? maybe it is not such a bad thing to yearn for the place that
raised you, and I know all of the stigmas about returning home to the suburbs, about how boring and
pointless and sad, and I don't know. I just don't know.
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chewing on my hair in preschool, muscle memory of lining up to use the bathroom and bangs across
my forehead, constantly thinking of cats choking up hairballs, some things never change they just push
from form to form
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seeing fireflies in New York feels wrong somehow. I want to tell them to go home, find their mommas,
give the dark empty fields some light. we've got enough fake light here.
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my teeth hurt,
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do you want to come over? do you want to be in love? do you want to show me something you've
never shown anyone before?
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I think of the places I could write love letters to, the places that could become humans, things I have
loved enough to pay postage for. things I have loved enough to document, to feel curiosity for, to spike
my mood, to give things to. I gave things to the sea and to the path next to the sea, the scraggly rocks
leading down into the water at high tide and to a small skinny strip of beach at low tide, a skinny strip
and a foul familiar smell, the smell of home. I gave things to the parking lot of ShopRite, something I
won't ever get back, but I also gave things to the alleyway in Philly full of sparkling rocks, when I
could not control myself. the sparkles thrown on the ground felt like they were mine, like they were all
I needed, and I could not even wrap them up and put them in my pocket. I gave things to the Keyport
waterfront, when the ocean was frozen, when you could walk on ice over it and feel the waves beneath
you, pulling you closer, pushing you farther away. I gave things to the high school, I gave things to the
parking lot where someone shot himself. I gave things to the church I have not yet been inside, Jamie

Smith and I once tried to peek inside when it was unoccupied, devoid of worshipers, but we were
wearing bikinis and a family driving by yelled at us, we just wanted to look. I gave more things to
those places than I did to humans, I think, though none of them have received a postcard, a "wish you
were here" while I was off finding more places, off trying to craft homes out of loose scraps
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<ul> <li>was late to work because of the subway</li> <li>got hardly anything done, ate on the roof,
and then went home with an awful headache</li> <li>gave a performer on the subway a scrawled note
to say thank you for playing your drums so passionately</li> <li>laid down for a little bit</li>
<li>spent time with Aleck who is a good human, ate a burger, drank a milkshake</li> <li>sat in the
office by myself for a while, talked about Kanye West with high schoolers</li> <li>talked to someone
sweet for a while</li> </ul>
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july twentieth
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the longest time, the shortest leap, yesterday I ate a blueberry again, just one, there is a hole on my
knee that hasn't properly closed up since December when I fell down onto the ice and you thought I
burned myself on your cigarette this time last year, this time last year, this time last year I have been
sleepy, that is the best way to put it, things have changed and when I think about November December
I was cruel but moreover you were cruel and I justified it to myself but it was cruel, cruel, you were
wrong, I was wrong
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ah ha ha when things settle down and get quiet and lonely and strikingly sad who do you have to
blame, reading a book a day but no one around to tell about it
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I keep buying old books, snatching up printed words from the sidewalk, trying to invite someone's
castoffs into myself, trying to find something of them, of people I have never met, sulking between my
fingers. there's got to be something there, doesn't there? someone, somewhere out there, has left
something for someone else, the guy at the Thing seemed unconcerned by my attitude, he gave me
some prints for free despite the fact that I kept blowing him off because I felt like I was at home
surrounded by dusty untouched books and CDs that had never been unwrapped, listened to nervously
on a first date in a car a couple years your senior and then again half drunk on the way to someone
new's house where you might sleep on their couch might sleep under their open window. I think of the
books filled with sand and strands of hair and probably crumbs of bread, packed upon my shelves, I
haven't opened them in years. the last time I went to Goodwill, all of the books from my room at home
were on the shelf, peppered among books that have been there for years. I gave up my things to
Goodwill, I gave up my things for you. the last time I touched these pages, I didn't know you. the last
time I touched this pages, you had yet to touch me. the last time I let this book fall open on my lap, I
had yet to fall open on yours.
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the sky is purple and it's thunderstorming, little zigs of color, last night I had a dream about someone I
have only met once.
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when I was younger I didn't know a damn thing, lately all of the words I have been writing are just
threaded together memories as my mind swings from one to the other, I have been drowning in
memories lately, all of the things I forgot, all of the humans I have gently left behind, I did not realize
there were so many, I have been caught in an odd tempest of stillness of stagnant self of altered
perceptions due to small orange pills, I have been caught up in myself for a long time, my own sticky
netting, drawing everyone close and pushing them away. I stuck out my tongue at someone today. I
started sobbing on the F while holding my fish. I wanted to take care of him, I want to take care of
everyone. I am tired beyond belief and I want to take care of something, someone.
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you were not a snowstorm, I should have known, gathering storm quietly, you waited until the end to
take things for your own, a slip of the skin and tiger patterned shadows on my thighs, you were not a
thunderstorm or a rainstorm, maybe a splinter, I peeled you cleanly out of my finger and waited I have
always wanted to be the ocean, or, rather, I have always wanted to be someone's ocean. the ocean has
moods and I know the moods of the beach of my childhood so well, so cleanly, I could dictate my day
by the mood of the ocean, and now that I am an hour from any ocean at all I feel off base and strange, I
don't know how to feel. I want to be someone's ocean (mine, first, maybe) &nbsp;
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had an awful dream last night. everyone hated me, and I rode the subway one train behind them, drunk
and alone and curled up in a ball, crying.
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I have been having the oddest, cruelest dreams lately
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I have not been tender lately
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I have been lonesome and thus self protecting and harsh, maybe it is the commute up the east side or
maybe it is just me, we all need something different and the tenderness of the first five months of the
year dissipated into something cold and hard, bitterness maybe, you don't have to be so honest
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I can hear an ice cream truck and although it drove away that tune is vibrating through the cracks of
my skull, you rarely hear it in new york, you mostly hear it at home, what do you call home? in the
month of August I will be at my childhood home for less than 24 hours total. during the month of July
my presence has not graced that place at all. what do you call that?
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I've been out of town for the past two years
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I keep thinking, <em>I want to go home.</em> it has been a long time, of course, since I called it
home, now I am swinging wildly in an in between state. but my god I want to go home for a week or
two and revisit the eighteen year old girl, touch her on the forehead, gently say, "you are doing the
right things even if they feel wrong," remind her to be kind to the regulars and do things that make her
feel good, remind her to kiss her ma more and drive down to see her dad more, but overall, you're
doing the right thing, kid, appreciate this now, take care of yourself and appreciate it now, don't change
yourself to mold into someone else's cracks, don't become the sticky residue holding someone else up
for a long time I have felt like I was practicing for something, for some big grand thing, and in small
and big spurts I remember that this is it. this is it. there is no one I am practicing for, no thing everything is everything, I am alive and this is it
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crying while filling out this educational program on sexual assault and violence Jesus Christ
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someone today told me that I have good instincts I smell like fixer, I rode my bike to the park and
watched kids rile up their mothers, wave to the garbage men, what would my life have been like
without you? or you? or anyone? humans, always I miss home, I want to climb up onto the highest
rooftop and yell it so that it echoes through all of the alleyways and eventually bounces back to the
ears of that neighborhood perched on the water, it is all I can think about as I pack up my things as I
get ready to move again, I miss home, I miss home, I miss home.
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I am eating pop rocks and thinking about the time we sat on a bench on top of a fake ship and tried to
kiss with pop rocks in our mouths, I don't even remember if it was worth it or not. I remember laughing
and I remember ducking away from one another when a kid walked up the steps, but I don't remember
when this was. I remember where - Long Beach Island - and I remember the vague outlines, or rather, I
can picture the vague outlines of our shapes on the bench. I don't remember if I liked it. I don't
remember what you looked like but I can imagine what you were wearing. for some reason, it's always
the shirt I hated. I don't know how old we were. old enough to drive, or maybe not - at least, you were,
you were always old enough to drive. the sky was three layers of color stacked on top of one another,
orange, pink and blue, so clean and neat.
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a string of good days and a broken train
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the little tiny spider crawling up my lamp looks more cute than threatening so I am letting him live I
found an old sheet of paper that I kept from a while ago and it says, - be messier - be more rigid photograph other people and make them vulnerable
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it's always been the coffee for the record, my lips are chapped today. the reflection of the big round
light on the ceiling in the window looks like the moon, like a full moon stuck on its side but I guess,
for that matter, the full moon is always on its side, always chasing its tail, a restless dog waiting on the
last legs of the day the first one, the boy from Boston (I misspelled that wrong the first time, the magic
of a keyboard and a backspace button), he woke up in the morning very early and it felt like something
that had been missing for a long time, he dragged the whole coffee pot into the room and plugged it in
and closed the door and pressed his skin against mine as the water warmed up, as it dripped through
the grinds. "I don't drink coffee," the first time I had had to explain it to someone, I forget what he said,
I forgot that it even happened and then the second, the one who told me today that a song he wrote
about us was on Spotify, everything about him feels like a shitty movie in the worst way. Norah said it
herself, sometime in that muddy month and a half. "you two talk, act like you're in a movie." it just
happened. the most dramatic thing happened after I sipped his coffee sitting at the front counter of
Espresso Joe's, when I stalked out crying, it was just like a movie, the fucking coffee, it's the goddamn
coffee the third, someone who doesn't matter in the slightest, who went out at one a.m. to find me
coffee, some watery bodega coffee. I drank half of it and was buzzed and jittery and easily excited and
I almost, but not quite, told him how I felt, because when it is four a.m. and the people next door are
having sex loudly and you can't tell someone I think you are right, not when your thoughts are pushing
against your forehead like cattle not when you have coffee breath for the first time in your life, you
can't just do that, I am trying to be braver. I have always been trying to be braver.
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"you're there and I want to talk to someone who's not here"
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the answer to all of your saddest questions lies in an apple orchard off a back road in Freehold,
somewhere back there, where you spent a lot of time driving me around in a black convertible and we
took one bite of an apple each and chucked them beneath the trees so we wouldn't get caught, in the
parking lot where the cop asked and I didn't answer. a dog lying on the side of the road with his
intestines strewn across, in a place where a man once tried to approach me to go bird watching with
him, where my brother was almost kidnapped by a different man. where life unfolded and unfolded
and unfolded. are you tired? it's been a year now. are you tired? it's been two years now. are you tired?
it's been six years since I've known you and over a year since I've seen you. I wish you the best I wish
you the worst I wish you the kindest humans to mend whatever needs mending.
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I had a dream last night about a relationship that didn't happen, about someone I haven't thought about
in a while, I was trying and trying and trying to place the relationship into the timeline of my life but it
didn't happen, eventually I settled on this April but it wasn't this April, things were all wrong and I
wrote a lot of letters that were rerouted to the ocean, to the wrong places, where they bobbed and
bobbed, sometimes I think I am the only person who loved my beach in the way that I did, I would
spend weeks there without seeing anyone at all, it is hard to find your footing in a place where
everyone has their footing
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I might have felt whole today, felt tender, and the thought scares me more than it should, last night
under a fat moon on a tiny stretch of white beach on a lake like something out of a serial killer movie
or a movie about high school - or both - I thought I was onto something, I thought I was catching my

bearings I want to take care of myself and I want to do well by people and that includes myself, but it
is hard, for the first time since January today I stopped myself from getting up and going into the
bathroom and that is a nice thought. it might have been in vain, it might have been because what I ate
would have been hard to retrieve, but it doesn't matter, the thought is there, I did that much at least.
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this summer I listened to a lot of Modest Mouse and Cocorosie and some Arctic Monkeys and I
hardened myself up closed myself off, everyone left and I closed up shop and the door is dusty, sealed
shut, waiting to be pried open, and it is time for all of that, and it feels strange. the fish died, the fish I
named Ernie because I earned him, and there is a white film around his body and I ought to flush him
down the toilet. I want to bury him, give him a proper goodbye. is it strange to bury your dead fish?
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a reminder that it's okay to feel delicate
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there's a bruise on my back that I can't see, and it makes me think of the body parts of mine I haven't
seen, the innards, the bits that will never see the light of day, and then it is March and you are smelling
my forehead, my eyelids, saying, "you will never be able to smell your eyelids" and when asked what
they smell like I think the answer was skin, or you I'm never going to smell my eyelids the bruise is
on a vertebrae and it hurts very very much. my best friend slept on my floor last night, and I can poke
the bruise emphatically but I can't see it.
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if you had been on the subway tonight,
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2014/08/if-you-had-been-on-the-subway-tonight/
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admin
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if you had been on the subway tonight, at the Metropolitan stop on the G, you would have heard a man
playing the accordion, and you would have closed your eyes and thought you were in goddamn Paris
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a year ago today things started changing, I said okay to something I wouldn't have, I started to carve
off pieces that didn't fit anymore, and it feels quite nice to know I did that for myself
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I spent a long time wanting to leave home and now I am spending a long time wanting to leave New
York I am already looking forward to winter break and to next summer, and it's only August. I am
brimming with potential but it is misplaced, it is far away from here I think my friends are mad at me
and mostly I am tired.
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something feels wrong with my left ear, and with the lower right half of my back, like my body is
slowly tearing away from itself I have developed odd new reactions to stress and I am not ready for
this, I am angry at people I didn't want to be angry at and I have had the scared rabbit rhythm, with a
shaking leg and twitching nerves, since Thursday night it is strange, the things that remind me of you,
and it is stranger still, the things that can strip you of yourself, the situations, when your hands cannot
even hold a piece of food without dropping it my whole being is in shock, I think. I miss my brother.
my mom's pond has a lily so beautiful it looks fake.
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I have been riding my bike and taking my meds and trying my hardest but I am still stinging, I have an
ingrown toenail and it hurts, I have been reading books and trying my hardest
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I walked into the museum today and was recognized by one of the security guards, who was confused
as to why I didn't have an ID but happy to see me. when we got upstairs, Scott welcomed me home.
home! home, in that building of buildings and art and I looked at the van Goghs and I darted through
the Winogrand show and I got lost somewhere on the second floor and I stood on the roof overlooking
the roof garden, home, the first place that has felt like home since I moved here it feels really nice to
know I have a place that feels like home I used to know nothing and now I can relentlessly offer up
information about which way the train is going, give directions that roll off the tongue, I hardly need to
use a map, I resisted this place for two years and now that my time is halfway up I am giving in,
resisting harder, I want to go home but I can't imagine leaving, New York catches you around the ankle
just as you are thinking about leaving and says wait, wait, there's more, and there is more, waiting
around every corner, but there's more <em>everywhere</em> don't you get it there isn't just more
here there is more in the whole goddamn world and that is the scary part, my ankle is snared in New
York's trap and I don't know where I am, just smiling at people on the subway and aggressively

running for the train, sweat dripping down my face, a book flapping open in my hand, and it never
ends
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no one warned me how hard it is to be human
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send someone
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I keep thinking, "shit, I want it to go back to normal." I looked at the cashier in the supermarket today
and thought about how it was a Thursday and she was at work at 1:30 p.m. and I felt an odd ping for
September, three years ago, for having odd work times during the summer that weren't 9-5 tender
again, I keep picking at the spots on my back and my face and with the blood seeping out is something
something else. the bathroom stall I used today has yellow paint beneath the blue paint that people
have been peeling off. in February it was two squares, not quite, and now half the stall is yellow.
picking and picking and picking, a collective activity, it had to have been, it had to have been one of
the first places and now it is September I want it to go back to normal, whatever it is, but this is it,
there is no end goal there is May, two thousand and sixteen, when the preparation of my childhood
grinds to a halt, and there is now, and there are a little less than two years between that. funny that
now we are closer to this Thanksgiving than last Thanksgiving, that the earth has not yet stopped its
wobbly, spindly turn on an axis created just for us nothing was created for us, it just so happens that
the atmosphere of this tiny dust speck was ripe for humans with too big brains with too big hearts with
too big mouths and feet and hands, it sprung up out of nowhere, ready for us, ready for something that
happened to be us consistently conflicted and tender all over things hurt more than they ought to right
now, it feels like turning the light on at 4 a.m. when you went to bed a little tipsy a few hours earlier
and you haven't seen bright light since six p.m., bleary and muddled, and relying on a pill I felt jealous
of a cashier today. I wanted my old life back and I am supposed to like this one a hell of a lot more
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I should stop answering the phone, it only holds bad news thick thighs and a withering heart and a
growing bald patch, a bleeding back, I want to be smaller and better and smaller and better
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things are allowed to hurt but when are you allowed to tell them not to hurt anymore
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my favorite tree. it's thunderstorming tonight and I am thinking of middle school and a foggy morning
very early under that tree, possibly the only tree I have relentlessly photographed. I am so sorry you
were so sad, I have not seen you in a long time. you wouldn't have recognized me, my mom asked me
or rather told me that she couldn't imagine what you were feeling, to park in that parking lot with a
round of rope in your hand and make your way in the dark in the bluish out to that tree, "it isn't even a
strong tree," she said, and it isn't, I wouldn't have trusted it to hold myself, let alone you, but so it did,
it held you too well, cradled you too tightly. I am worried about the letters in the blue mailboxes
waiting to be picked up. when was the last time that mail was retrieved? are those mailboxes
watertight? is anyone else thinking about streaky black ink running down a postcard, the paper turning
pulpy and malleable and gray? is it just me? am I the only person concerned about the missed
correspondences, the burnt paper trail, the mess left in the wake? I said that I felt sorry for you and she
said that she felt sorry for the people who were left behind, and as always - is it the person doing the
leaving or the person being left behind? I am sorry because I don't understand, never will understand,
the way the gray matter in your head fired its synapses, made you a human with a too-big brain, but I
understand what it's like to have them misfire, to consider it, to grimace often, to be fucked up. it was
a really nice tree and I am glad it was the last thing you saw, maybe you caught a glimpse of the four
green lights on the horizon that blur together if you take your glasses off, maybe the moon was bright
enough so that you could see your hands in front of you. maybe the mosquitoes didn't bother you too
badly. maybe the ocean was calm. it was ready. it is always ready, always there. I'm glad it was the last
thing you saw. I hope they don't cut it down.
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September tasted cold today, like mosquitoes that don't know it's time for their death yet, to spit out the
last drops of blood and follow their proteges down the blue tunnel in a swarm swirling tornadolike and
mad, it tasted like tea I didn't even like much, watery and milky and only sweet at the very end, and
like a mint following an act I am tired of but dependent on (aren't they all?) someone is sending me
songs that may or may not be about me and I thought I left him back in March, the last day, spent April
solidifying up my calluses and bruises all on my own, but it is like he is turning the corner ahead of
me, constantly, in glimpses and pieces that aren't making sense yet the world turned pink tonight as I
sat on the steps and talked to both of my parents, separately, and my grandfather. a boy killed himself
last week. not even a week ago. something has wracked the neighborhood and I feel it from here, can
you feel the ache? I feel the ache. the world turned pink and orange and again, again, there is no one to
point to and say, "look." it's only me, I am turning and turning to the left to show someone somethin'
nice and it is an empty spot. I existed as part of a two for a long time, and suddenly I am
understanding, in bits and pieces, what that meant. once again, as always, they are here and I am there.
I am a splinter peeled out cleanly but leaving an infected wound, I am a dark dark spot only visible
under special light, in a different wavelength, if humans had been manufactured differently (but they
weren't) (but they are just as they are) "it was such a nice tree." "I'm so sad." if people were splinters
that got stuck in your hands I would never be able to sew, or touch my eyelids, or pull out strands of
hair, without causing pain. when I was fifteen there were seventeen warts distributed unevenly across
my ten fingers, and it required a needle in every other, to remove them. one of the needles went too far
and turned my fingernail black, and it eventually fell off. what I am trying to say is that there are other
things, other galaxies, other places, where you could exist, where your light might be bright enough to
make someone's face glow, but it'll take four million years. you won't matter for a very long time. a
dust speck in a dust speck in another dust speck, let me tell ya. go on and tell everyone you love 'em, it
won't touch anyone else until all of your genes are twisted in the opposite direction, until all of your
dust has become flowers that die if you water them too often.
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another death, news transmitted through the airwaves you look morose
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if you want to know the truth, "a walking raw nerve" is the gentlest way to put it
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my tongue has been numb due to all of the really hot tea I have been drinking, and I can hardly taste
the fact that I just brushed my teeth is it over yet?
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Maria said yesterday that I was high strung and she was right I live inside the pastel colors of Ocean
Grove, the flat grayness of the suburbs and their dull hues and their routines, small and subtle, I am a
different person since coming to New York and I am achey for familiarity, for the texture of the
comforter from when I was three years old. I bought a shirt with that pattern on it recently. I am high
strung and leaping from one to the next, high strung out on orange pills keeping me flatlined. my
mouth is watery and tastes stranger every day. I want to be better I want to be better I want to be better
my favorite bathroom is blue and there is nothing that has not mattered
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ok not ok ok not ok ok not ok ok not ok ok not ok ok not ok ok not ok ok not ok ok not ok ok not ok ok
not ok ok not ok there was a funeral today, I am aching from something that never touched my body,
something that never filtered through, but here I am. I didn't go to the funeral and my mom didn't go
but she saw Jamie Smith last night. I am forever, always, left out of things there but can't seem to
catch up to them here
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<div> <div> <div> <div> I got lost in the Museum of Natural History today, flitted from one room to
the next looking for the radioactive stones, couldn’t find them anywhere, had to finally walk through
my least favorite room (in the museum, possibly anywhere - I left it, crying, when I was six years old)
to get to them, sat next to a girl who was getting surgery the next day. ate pudding, walked 40 blocks in
the rain, walked 10 more. bought pants. sat on my bed. </div> </div> </div> </div>
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someone is dead and I am sitting in a black-walled room with tears welling an empty shell, an empty
shell
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I am rubbed raw and I just have to make it to Friday.
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my mouth smells like a TV dinner, it is the weirdest taste/smell to experience when you haven't eaten
one in months, I ate them daily in my senior year of high school. I told you, no sense of nutrition. I told
you, depending on orange pills. bigger this time, less delicate. for the first time in months I retold the
story of last November. the lights blink every time I print something. who are you, do you know? your
mouth tastes like sprinkles. (improperly smelled as sprinklers, at first)
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I mostly ache because
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I thought I was good at sealing things off nice and easily and clean, turns out I was wrong. I thought I
left this back in March and the year has come full circle, another wobbly spin around a wobbly axis
and I feel the same as I always did, as I always have, I thought I peeled your splinter out of the small of
my back with delicate fingers, with a careful hand, packed it all up in the summer's notebook and
snapped it shut take care of yourself, take care of yourself, take c a r e of your s e l f
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and my feet, and my shoulders, and my ribs. I don't know yet how to sit in an office chair and be an
adult, be human, show up to a party and explain what I do a contemplative party for one, please
yesterday the space between my ears disappeared when I listened to Panda Bear in a huge crowd of
mostly guys, mostly quiet, and I watched the dust motes blink and blink and blink and I ceased to exist
in a way that I have yet to find in any other circumstance I am trying to tell my brother, I am trying to
say, I don't care if he buys you beer or not but I need you to understand that he hurt me physically and I
need you to understand never to do that to someone and I need you to understand that I can't say those
words out loud, I can't tell you that, I can't tell anybody that but I can't stand the thought of you joking
with, handing over money to, someone who was despicable and cruel and forceful last night I cried on
the subway reading Infinite Jest, sniffed and sniffed then burst out laughing. the woman sitting across
from me looked confused, concerned. I have a dream every night of a different person I could have
given things to, or have, I have a dream every night of a different person and you would think they
would be running out by now, I have been darting everywhere clutching this big book to my chest and
looking more and more like a child I never want to eat red velvet anything again.
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it's going to be last October it's going to be last October oh god
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are things supposed to hurt this much? asking for a friend
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you! are! allowed! to! hurt!
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lips chapped, eyes feeling bruised, trying my hardest today
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nervously peeing a lot
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are you all right? no, of course not been trying my hardest not to puke up solid foods and I just threw
up a salad completely of my body's own accord well well well
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twice today a sore throat and silver rimmed glasses and a lack of subtlety
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I have been all wrapped up in myself you understand, tightly, swathed in loose clothing and loose
pants to hide fluctuating weight - my brain is confused now, it's the NyQuil - I took NyQuil at 7:30
intending to sleep and shot out of bed in just underwear needing a book from the library so I threw on
a sweater and ran to the library and I am having trouble breathing but I found the book I wanted and I
ended up flushed and giddy on someone's floor laughing silently gasping for air and I am feeling soft I
am feeling soft I am feeling tender I want to hold onto it, I want to talk until my sentences fall over
themselves because there is so much to tell someone new, to lay out the groundwork, to hear, to be, to
do, synapses firing and firing and firing off and off and off into empty space between stars between
dust bits between you
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a hospital waiting room. my mom asked if the hat on my head was mine or the hospital's. I couldn't
breathe. my ribs sewed themselves up with sticky thread from the past few months and there was
something trapped in there. I woke up and I hurt beyond my comprehension of hurt a best friend who

walks with you to the hospital when you can't breathe right and buys you a gatorade right along with
the Sunday paper and a mom who drives in from new jersey just to tuck you into your bed and whine
about how grimy Brooklyn is, about how you don't take care of yourself, we should have gone to
jersey, you could end up back here there's a hospital bracelet on my left wrist and another good human
came to lay in my bed hip to hip and listen to me talk stupid swoony things about someone else, stupid
good feelings everywhere even under all that sick, she's another good human and they are all good
really I swear. I am just having a small lapse in my ability to take care of myself. when you were
young you'd fake sick you'd spend a long time lying on sticky plastic couches just to go home trying
to be tender and trying to be brave and thus I am left somewhere in the middle listening to two
different people trying to be brave. I pissed all over myself today trying to pee in a cup.
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there's a spare train ticket in my wallet for a bad day
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what's it mean when someone gets a haircut for you what's it mean when you're fluttering from you
don't know what
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hardly spoke to any humans today. brushed my hair. called my mom just to hear her voice and to
reassure her with my squeaky scratchy one, but my brother picked up the phone instead. I heard his
voice a few weeks ago. I don't hear it enough. it shook me up somehow and here I am.
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there's a fly in my room I am starting to feel tender toward
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there is an ambulance outside my window its lights are casting shadows across my face but very dully
it is far away light has to swim through the thickness of meds before it can reach me I hope the humans
are ok I have only taken an ambulance twice within 24 - maybe 36 - hours of each other and it cost too
much money and I was fine fine fine always fine fine fine but they strapped me down anyway, covered
me with a white waffle blanket, stuck me in the psych ward, fine fine fine it feels like November, the
cold happened fast, it always happens fast, I ordered a pair of sandals online it is cold there are five
weeks until I turn twenty one this time last year was strange October always hurts and right now it's
hurting right in the lungs, right in the upper abdomen
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there is no shame in taking care of yourself
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aching for things I didn't even want in the first place it wasn't a bad summer, just hot and sticky and
strange and lonely but of course now I am looking at images and it tastes different than I remember,
tastes sweeter but I know it wasn't. I know I cried on the F coming back with that goddamn fish. I
know it was sticky and I spent a lot of time by myself and I vomited a lot, I know it, it just looks so
sweet. so many things I forgot about, got wrapped up in myself, and now here we are and it's cold and I
did none of the things I wanted
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i. I am glad somehow that the navigation of the murky waters of sexuality and understanding
happened with you, that the beginning was you and not the end – that I did not go through them alone,
that the time spent sneaking into Cheesequake and driving nowhere was not in vain. And it wasn’t,
really, I swear, we were just kids there at first – fourteen and sixteen years old, me and you,
respectively – just kids until we weren’t, but we grew up together, clumsy clumsy clumsy for each
other. Lying in wet marsh march grass on top of each other breathing heavily. Somewhere in Belmar
late when you had someone else waiting for you. You almost died in a car accident and in bits and
pieces I started to understand what it meant to give myself to another person and then, in bits and
pieces, I started to understand what it meant to take those things back, to share with someone else
instead of hand them over, I started to guard and guard, felt like I had to lock myself up. But before
that – before the bad things, whenever you want to classify them as starting – before things got real
rough, before we laid on my aunt’s couch after walking her black lab late at night across the street
from the glass factory and talked about it for the first time – before that, we spent time in your car and
we laughed a lot and somehow when I picture it in my head, the four years of high school, the central
two – sophomore and junior years – I am laughing a lot and we are out to eat a lot and we are limbs
woven together a lot, can't tell where one ends and the other begins - we are laughing a lot, in your car,
singing together to shitty music. the music was shitty. I was a conquest from day one, I had bruised
scabbed knees and you weren't brave and you got angry when I was brave. but. I digress. I am glad
mostly because I am glad it's over and I am glad those murky days, the days of treating each other like
shit and yelling and glass door slamming and hurriedly buttoning up cardigans and jeans and trying to
appear normal on your couch, of kissing in the backseat of your car, of trying to jump forward into
adulthood before we even knew how to be kids - of driving, the strange scent of a new car, being
shuttled, yelling a lot, answering more to what your mother wanted than to what you did, forcing and
forcing and forcing things that did not fit square pegs in circular holes sobbing in Holmdel Park
because it was a fucking <em>accident, </em>taking plan b alone on a snow day and vomiting
relentlessly in gray light that seemed to get stuck under my skin, a stain, the stain of gray light, I am
glad I had those murky days where we treated each other like shit with you, I am glad I learned with
you and you are there now and I have not seen you in over fourteen months. you dumped me over the
phone, via text message, the first time, and a year later I woke up to messages saying you were almost
dead after the dream I had paralleled it all, all of it, and I am glad it wasn't someone who mattered who
I had to learn all of those things with, and eventually leave in new jersey. how to love someone
without holding on so tight you draw blood. that's what I learned. how to love someone without giving
up your integrity, without giving up things important to you, how to love someone without feathering
your edges do you get it yet? I'm sorry but I'm also really glad, I almost lost myself there
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an outdoor shower. the ocean, the ocean, the ocean I need to touch the ocean today, touch as much of
it with as much of myself as I can, and then scrub the sand off halfheartedly in an outdoor shower,
leave with sand caked into the space between my toenails and skin itself, take my bikini top off later
and let a shower of sand flutter onto the floor, onto someone's chest, I need to spend a summer by the
ocean again, I need to spend real time by the ocean again, taking my boots off in December and letting
my toes go numb, being self protecting never got you anywhere good
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getting nervous getting the scared rabbit rhythm again humming quietly singing in a scratchy voice I
only own a few weeks a year turning pages and touching my forehead with palpable tension, what if
someone saw you the way you couldn't see yourself? the crook of my elbow smells warm and soapy,

you'll never be able to smell your own forehead. what if someone woke you up and dragged you out of
bed to show you the fog rolling in over your heads out the window? getting nervous getting nervous
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I think the hardest thing to remember is that I was with someone for five years and you can't magic five
years out of the air
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took Harper for her first swim yesterday, it was like the world dropped out from under her
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my brother has been reading books. I peeked into his bedroom and there were no clothes on the floor,
and a book on his bedside table. he works two jobs. he has been with the same girl for three years. last
time I was home he made me try his drink and guess what was in it. (honey jack daniel's in coke, what
I drank last year the night before Thanksgiving) he goes to school. he is doing ok. we are all growing
up, and I still have the spindly fawn legs of someone new, someone who has trouble standing up
straight, but he is doing all right. there is someone I haven't seen in a while who is echoing me, I can
see myself in him, can taste myself in his words and even the way he moves. or maybe, you know, he
came first, maybe I am seeing him in myself; it doesn't matter, really, what came first or what mattered
first, but I am nervous. I am nervous.
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looking at things from a year ago, thinking about a year ago, the song Grass tastes like last autumn like
a specific day I remember telling someone I specifically did not like that song. sitting in the library as
it got cold. I hardly remember going home last year; rather, it didn't taste like anything last year, not
until Thanksgiving, not really, October is a sad hard stone I haven't swallowed yet
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today I got caught in the doors of the 4 train at Union Square. I bled through a yellow sock. my boss
called maintenance and had them come up to install a new heater in the room I work in because he's
afraid it's so cold it gave me pneumonia. everyone was trying to take care of me today, everyone. went
back to the doctor, put on bed rest again. need to take care of myself, need to take it slower. I peed
blood, a lot of it, I hardly made it home without falling onto the tracks.
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I can't stop peeing blood and this harks back to when I was ten and pissed blood and asked my mom if
I needed to wear a tampon
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parallels in the sickest of ways it's rainy and I don't bank on getting any sleep tonight. I called my
uncle and told him how important he was because jesus fucking christ. jesus fucking christ. I have
been hungry and nauseous all day, the worst combination, the most painful combination. the nurse
today didn't know how to insert a needle into my vein. the way the blood came forth, so suddenly, like
it was waiting to be pierced to be interrupted to be brought forth. they flushed it out with water. they
taped over the tattoo on my arm. the blood in my urine, bright red, the color of the cover of a book
someone gave me recently. the brave things, they come in waves. and the bad things, they do too. Ben
tonight said, "you'll never be enough in an environment you control" and it was the sentence I needed
to hear. someone died tonight and someone I love wants to, and those things hurt in different places.
like today, when they thumped on my back, pressed on my stomach, to figure out what hurt. they both
do. but they sting in different ways, one is the color of the blood in my urine and one is the color of the
blood on the ground after a few minutes. my mouth tastes like nothing I have ever tasted, warm and
soft and angry, the helpless sort of angry, the sort of feeling I get when I start yelling positive things
because they have nowhere else to go. tonight the angry is backed up in my mouth, going back into the
blood, backed up. doesn't know where to go. can't go out can't come back in. a dog stuck out in the
rain, fur starting to smell and mat together. can't go out can't come back in.
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singing a poorly stitched together love song to new jersey, always
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- we all laid still, bodies pressed into the grass, wet everywhere. under us over us seeped into our skin.
three of us, one on each side of my arms, the sky was dark but not dark gray in that milky way before it
gets purple, everything was slipping under wet lenses, the streetlights on but far away, orange and the
grass green in that dark bottled way against skin pale and flushed with whatever you want to call it

teenaged whatever. chalk it up to teenaged hormones, chalk it up to synapses misfiring, me and you
and you, the three of us, growing up, sickly, sweetly, after the storm, and you looked at me and I
looked at you and our hair was dark and stuck to our arms crawling down toward our fingers, all
growing up. spindly legs. fawn legs. baby deer legs, all wet, after the storm. - today in the diner,
grizzly bear was playing, and then arcade fire, I couldn't help humming along, what to do when you are
with two people you care about very much and you want to burst (with good, with maybe, with who
knows what) bursting holds a negative connotation but I want to burst with good. want to kiss
someone on the cheek. want to be better. trying to tack down a place to start.
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are you tired today? tell me about your day. did you take your pill? did you sleep last night? what did
you dream about? I've been up since seven. no, I was just reading. when did you fall asleep last night?
did I snore? I drooled on your pillow. black pillows were a poor choice. - I want to taste something
special to someone - today as he was sweeping up confetti someone mentioned Infinite Jest to me, off
handedly, like he had been holding it in his cheek for a little bit, like it was the only thing he could
remember about me (kind enough that he remembered anything at all). I threw a canister of confetti at
him. he put it back on the table, said it was too festive for him. seemed amused. said he had read brief
interviews with hideous men, said all his friends were writing majors. I would have swept up the
confetti
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I am constantly thinking about other things.
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"I'm trying to encourage myself to participate more in my life" - a mustard yellow sweater and a
basement full of forgotten things, wouldn't have even known it was there if I had been paying attention
any less. felt like the basement of the dollar store on Main Street before it was the dollar store. felt like
senior year of high school, on the block we drove to when I skipped work to buy cheap film. with the
really good dollar pizza place, with the claustrophobic small thrift store full of useless shit. - what can
you take with you when you go? talking about ghosts, talking about dead people. look. everyone's
been dying all over the fucking place. Cody, and Jeanette, and Wade the kind hearted kind faced
security guard, and a girl named Mareena, people are dying all over the fucking place. Mar's grandma,
back in April. I was an island an island surrounded by water impossible to navigate I was an island I
am a rock I was an island you could not find no matter how hard you peered through your binoculars. I
wrote you the map by hand, mailed it to you a million times, guided you there myself with sticky
fingers and hair come loose around my face. did you hear me? you told me your memory was fucked
up from all of the drugs you used to do, you mentioned you'd still do coke if you weren't broke. I
accidentally bought the same pair of glasses as you. these are the stupid bullshit coincidences that don't
mean anything, like Transatlanticism playing in Espresso Joe's. I remember talking to Jason about this
album, I remember lying on a worn couch watching this movie. I wrote it out for you, step-by-step

directions. I just wanted to sit on your floor painting while you made music for as long as we both
could bear it. as it turns out, we could only bear it for a few days shy of four months. I hadn't painted
for years before I sat on your floor. I ended up in the same party store in the village that I cried in,
back at the end of January. I didn't cry this time, but I did find the confetti. I did feel as weirdly lonely
today as I did then, lonely in a big sense, too tiny and too full for Manhattan, for New York, for my
body. I collected things for you. people collect people. I collected the things you couldn't remember,
kept em stored in my noggin for you, pulled them out carefully when you needed it, like flicking
through a file cabinet in my head as you spoke, to sort out your memories for you, to give you what
you couldn't hold onto yourself partners in crime, we kept saying. it started with a crime it ended with
me, drunk and sobbing on route 35, kissing you awake and goodbye the next morning for the last time,
drunk driving is also a crime so there you go, it started and ended with a crime and here we are, in
October, nearly a year later. so. it started with a crime. it ended with a crime. partners in crime. you got
your wish, I got my wish (but feelings are good)
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you are more resilient than you think, and your body is tired, and you are giving it the rest and care you
deserve and have deserved for a long time
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- gut decisions
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- soft but not gentle. burped and it tasted like vomit. inhaled and it burned red. tired tired tired, the
wanting comes in waves today was quiet. I sat at a diner counter with Maria and she told me about
someone who came out of left field (but don't they always? I swear) as she drank coffee and ate
pancakes. I sat on Gillian's bed after a long subway ride and the colors of her room felt somehow like
home like I had been there forever. her cat chewed on my hair. I ate mozzarella sticks. last night I
listened to all of the music Karen O has made that was available on youtube. wish I wasn't so tired.
wish my nose wasn't running. wish I hadn't gotten pneumonia. I wish I wish I wish. can't change these
things. diners are important. I can think of many an important conversation I've had in a diner, and
lesser important ones, filling in the gaps.
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I just killed a mosquito. there is a mosquito carcass on one palm and a lone mosquito leg on the other.
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does anyone want to lay on the floor next to me and listen to avey tare's scratchy voice while I try to
stop leaking snot from my nose that's all I want really - today I ignored someone I very much wanted
to know in May, and in August today I have a head cold.
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not sure how not to wax poetic wax poetic.
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- back to having the weirdest dreams. back to having the weirdest days. people collect people and I
have collected some good ones I think. today was good all over, everywhere, and those days are
important revisiting old words, revisiting old images, piecing together who I am or who I might be
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- she got home, slung her bag onto the couch, collapsed down onto her bed, still unmade from that
morning, it was already dark at 5:30, only late October, another autumn shedding its curtains, another
winter crawling around her ankles, the way it always does. the light inside was yellow and would
remain yellow, the only light, until mid March, when everyone would start peeling off layers of
clothing, would regress down to bare skin until late September when they started stacking on layers of
clothing again. and so on and so forth. it was lonely in the apartment, a grimy studio half an hour from
work, with tiny gnat flies that had been there since August. last week she found a water bug crawling
up her sink. the week before, someone had commented on one of the moldy glasses halfway shoved
under her bed. when asked she had just shrugged sheepishly, made an excuse about missing it, picked
it up halfheartedly and stuck it in the sink. the sink was only a few steps from the bed. the studio was
hardly the size of her childhood bedroom but without the high sloped ceilings, and with a kitchen and a
bathroom with an apparent water bug problem. she had a couch but no one ever sat on it, she mostly
sat on the floor, there were only two windows. one, small, above the sink, and one, twice as big bug
still small, above her bed. rumor had it that the window leaked when it snowed. the heat had come on
a few days ago and it was loud, just loud and frequent enough to burrow under her skin and stay there,
even when she was out. she had thought vaguely about getting a cat. her therapist had recommended
she get a cat. on a punch drunk night back in August, a couple of days after she moved, she had won a
fish from a carnival game down an alleyway at Coney Island, the kind of carnival game where you're
given a bucket of ping pong balls to pitch into tiny glass jars. she only made one ball in. the fish was
earned, she earned the fish, she sat the malleable bag of water on her lap on the subway on the way
home and watched as the fish tapped at the corners, alone for the first time in months but stuck in a
tiny transparent space. she felt bad for the fish. she felt less bad for the guy attempting to pawn off the
fish. as she pitched the dented ping pong balls and avoided eye contact she knew somewhere distant
that the fish would die soon and it would not be her fault but it would be her responsibility to stop that
from happening. the fish died sometime in early September, the first day she braided her hair in a
while. she had told her therapist that the fish was dead and the therapist recommended a cat now that
the fish was dead. it took her three days and someone mentioning the scent of rotting carcass to realize
she hadn't flushed the fish, that she had been thinking of a different fish her mom had flushed. she
didn't have a backyard anymore, hadn't in years. she couldn't bury the fish in the graveyard under the
pine tree where all of her previous dead pets now resided, wrapped loosely in paper towels and tucked
under piles of dirt she had dug by hand. she had dug them by hand when she was little, when her dad
had won the fish for her and the fish died, because using a plastic shovel intended for sandcastles had
felt contrived, even at age seven. and later, when the dog died, aged thirteen years (and she twenty
two), she couldn't bear the thought of using a metal shovel. she had crouched down, the hem of her
dress brushing against the ground, and pushed aside some pinecones, dead brittle pine needles, a stray
maple leaf, and cupped her hands. by the time she was done it was getting dark and there were crescent
moons under her nails that would stay for a few days. he had asked her about the crescent moons,
somewhat absently, as he thumbed through a book nabbed from the stoop. "babe," he'd said, not
looking at her. her feet were tucked under her body and she was doing nothing. his feet were in her lap

and they smelled like popcorn. she flinched. "when's the last time you showered? your nails." and he
trailed off there, without glancing up. she hadn't told him about the dog. when she had left last week
she hadn't told him why, or how long, and when she had shown up again on the front stoop, an April
rain stringing her hair across her bare shoulders, she just said she had forgotten her keys. she had gone
all the way back to Virginia to bury the dog, gotten on a bus in the middle of the night, and she had
come all the way back, and she had not told him why. he hadn't asked. she instinctively drew her
hands up to her face but didn't say anything. in his socks, his toes splayed out, stretched. he had broken
a pinky toe when he was younger and it stretched further away from his body than the others. he had
told her, after the first time they had sex, how he jumped from concrete pipe to concrete pipe as a
child, how one day his pinky toe hit the concrete at a different angle than the rest of his foot. she
wondered absently, as he licked a finger to turn the page, if the dirt under her nails contained
decomposed hamsters and fish of years past. she always dug in the same spot, even the year that the
hamster died on Christmas and the spot was covered in snow and her fingers turned numb. she
wondered, less absently, why all of her pets died. she wondered what people did with dead plants.
there was a dead plant on the windowsill. she didn't have a backyard anymore, couldn't bury the dead
fish there. couldn't bury the dead plant there. it was only 5:30. the light was yellow, the light would
stay yellow until March, when the flowers turned yellow, when the forsythia took over. she had a
couch but no one ever sat on it. she had a couch and somewhere under one of the cushions was a sock
that smelled like popcorn that belonged to someone who didn't ask why she left for three days. they
had bought the couch together, in a saccharine display of adulthood in a Swedish furniture store,
something out of a script neither one of them had asked to rehearse. the couch was ugly. the couch had
a pattern vaguely resembling sperm but in primary colors. the couch was one on a long list of items he
hadn't bothered to take with him when moving across the country. she had had to enlist an
acquaintance from college to help move it across the street to her dirty new apartment, across the street
and up the stairs, and it hardly fit, looked out of place. to her credit, she hadn't protested while buying
the couch. to her credit, she hadn't asked why he was leaving in the middle of the night. she hadn't
asked about the van either. the couch wouldn't fit in the van. she wasn't sure where the van had come
from but it was the kind with velvet cushions in the windows. he had taken the good books. she had
helped him load the good books into the back of the van. she wasn't sure he had a valid driver's license
anymore. he hadn't driven since he was eighteen.
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- confused today about the way people choose to bounce back into your life after month long gaps,
year long gaps. length of the gap doesn't matter but intensity of the return might. I recognize the pink
light, I recognize the cigarette and the wheezy cough and the voice, and seven months ago I would
have ached to wake up to this. to a tiny you, yowling at me from a screen, where I could stick it next to
me in bed and pretend I was back in Keyport under black sheets and broken blinds, under walls turned
yellow from nicotine. I recognize everything about it, and it is October again, and we are barreling
toward November again, and last year I wouldn't have said I wanted this and this year I can confirm
that I don't. we stayed in bed until it was dark on the shortest day of the year, until the sun was
sneaking behind 7-11 for the longest night. I don't even know what we were doing. maybe you were
making music. I was probably reading It, which was too heavy to hold above my head and read, I had
to prop myself up on my elbows. I've got mixed feelings about this, you know; the easiest thing to
forget is that spring break, that middle week in March, was brutal, was more than brutal, I wrote down
somewhere that I felt unwanted and then I sobbed drunk on route 35 south, the one part of it I hardly
ever drove on, at three in the morning, made it home, left early. today two people chose to come back
and I am tired. there's a draft in my room. today two people chose to come back and I don't want them,
not here, not now
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- just feeling strange and turned upside down, a year ago today, a year ago today I sat on the floor and
listened to Impossible Soul and started to sort things out, went to Philly, went to a stupid party, did
things still unraveling today. or yesterday. whatever it may be. people collect people, I know that I
collect people but it is strange to bounce it the other way - someone kept me in his pocket for a year
and what if I didn't want to be there? what if the people I have collected don't want to be there? I tried
paying ten dollars to go two stops on the subway yesterday. the subway in Philly makes no sense. exact
change, no credit cards, tokens. a kind stranger whose sister lives in New York gave me a dollar,
another one gave me a quarter. Philly is open, Philly has room to breathe and stronger light than New
York, Philly's ribs cracked open and let me in. New York's sewed themselves shut a while ago and I
have been tugging tugging tugging at the loose ends but they aren't coming undone, no one is coming
undone for me. only myself. only myself. got caught under someone's boot, that loose end, and there I
am, in his pocket, in your pocket. the brave things come in waves. I can't feel my fingers. laid on the
bathroom floor of my best friend's first apartment yesterday morning, nauseous and with an awful
headache, the worst I've felt in a long time, and then again later that night rubbing someone's back. the

brave things come in waves but I am having trouble classifying what is brave and what is just good old
self destructive tendencies. it appears to be a little bit of both. what to do when you are not brave. what
to do when strangers are kind to you. what to do when you are lost in a place you never knew. what to
do when you are repeating what you did a year ago. what to do when it turned into last October again.
what to do when you are handing out good feelings to everyone, in the form of tiny confetti capsules,
and can't seem to keep any for yourself. what to do when it turns into last October. what to do. what to
do.
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- I firmly believe the good things will perpetuate themselves
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I'm delicate today. when I was in theater camp they had me dress up as the lion, from the Wizard of
Oz, because of my hair. my mom teased it. it was knotted and gross and I wore an orange shirt. I sent
my mom a postcard today. I am wondering what it's like to not hurt. I am wondering what it is like to
have lung capacity and total control of my body. 2:39 a.m., pissing blood and no one to call about it.
2:39 a.m., pissing blood and no one to call about it. the statue's crying too. a year ago I set this in
motion, delicate the way a bug with only one wing is, delicate the way I just can't find it in me to
function right
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tired, feeling unhinged again, something is missing but I am really not sure what
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kissed a boy I didn't mean to last night (although the self I was in August is bubbling is bursting) and I
am just feeling like a mess. aimless. in need of validation from meaningless sources. doing things that
don't mean things. Bree and I walked through Central Park at dusk on Halloween tonight and the
leaves were blowing and there were so many nooks I have never seen, and then, and then, we thought
we heard gunshots but they were fireworks, we stood on the corner staring up at them, fireworks
lighting up our faces, I have never seen fireworks not during the summer and it felt misplaced, felt like
something wrong but also felt like nothing has aligned quite so nicely in my whole life
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I will yell positive things at you until you burst. until I burst. until we all burst. comprised mostly of
water, comprised mostly of water and something sinister that keeps us awake, alive, trying to stick our
bodies into other bodies. if a body catch a body. trying to get something to catch. you're going to
catch a cold. what if people started drinking when the sun came up and the buzz hit somewhere around
ten a.m. on a Sunday morning and then, only then, in some bright sun soaked sweet saccharine thing,
you kissed somebody? night seems sad and empty and echoey. mornings are full. mornings are waiting
to be filled. why sleep through? you're wasting the sun's effort. who did this to you today? crouched
over you on bluegreenwhitestriped sheets, brushed the dirt off your chest, trying to unearth you in your
own body. left a scratch, I can see it. alcohol as a kind gentle social lubricant but also as a way to
kindly ruin things. sweetly. more people to avoid. here you are. it's November first, today was the first
day you could see your breath. being brave often means leaving a wake, leaving boats bobbing in the
harbor behind you, still sleeping on the morning of the fifth of July, sleeping late on a hot sticky
morning with no shirt on, boats bobbing and bobbing, wooden furniture scratching the floor in the
wake of your own tendencies, the wake of your mouth on someone unexpected's mouth. being brave

often means dealing with the aftermath, and being a coward often means watching others' aftermaths
and wishing they were yours.
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it is November first and my mood is swinging precariously and I am buying books - again, always and kissing near-strangers - just to patch something up, to fill something up. I am leaking from my
fingertips maybe. something good, something important, is seeping out. last November hurt. this time
last year, I can divide it, I can remember each weekend each day so well. and I have come full circle, a
pattern, I follow patterns, I am developing my own strange patterns and sticking to them, pulling them
out of my teeth like strings of gum and wadding them up and tacking them to my ribcage. here. seven
more years. talked about being fourteen today. about to step forward or back or down into twenty one,
some new body. some new cells. here you go. if you haven't killed em off with your careful placements
with your fingers in uncanny places. slowly but surely.
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a Sunday morning, a good one. I woke up next to someone kind with purple gray light bleating through
a small window. I walked home beneath that gray purple light, clouds really. a man stared at me as I
walked down the steps and I glared at him and took the other way. I ate a bagel. I drank raspberry
lemonade. daylight savings was last night. I spent an extra hour kissing someone kind, on the face, on
the face, on the roof. he disagreed. he said people don't collect people.
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I am really, really, really, shockingly happy, down to the cores of my toes.
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finding bruises all over my body that I don't remember getting (you don't have to take care of me,
someone said, somewhat abrasively, and I know that)
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hurting a lot right now at the prospect that I barbed someone else you snared your lip on something
you meant to say. tore a hole. look. there's blood on your paper. look.
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24 hours 24 hours 24 hours it's been a long time coming and a long time going
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good humans. keep em in your pocket keep em in a box under your bed. I don't know what I'm doing
but I'm not sure that I have to
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god I am so fucking delicate today, didn't think it was this possible, when I leave the studio now it is
dark out the sky peers through the glass and it is a velvety blue and inside is orange, they are reversed,
over the summer it was darker in the museum than outside and now they have flipped, no one is going
to want you for more than one night. for more than one good conversation, for the taste of rum. no
one needs you no one needs you no one is looking for you (right now) (or ever) you choose to be a
human being and you choose to be brave and all that good shit but it doesn't change the fact that you
are also lonely as shit. you choose to be a human being and people will keep you in their pocket and
pull you out for a night or two but you're gonna get real cold I swear. you're gonna get real cold kissing
people for a night or two. you should start wearing your thicker jacket, or stop going to work smelling
like other people's cigarettes. you should stop being cruel to yourself. a vessel a means to an end since
the first day in June since the first day in December since the very beginning, nourish your vessel
keep it tiny and polished and waiting. "you're tiny," said appreciatively, always. thanks. I worked real
hard for it. tiny but not enough to keep around for a while. tiny doesn't really get you far. tiny, too
smart, etc. brave but not in the right ways, maybe. tiny, thanks, thanks
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I don't want to craft some pretty life
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- i. hands covered in yellow ink like I smeared them over a low hanging star on a foggy night.
couldn't see straight. smeared your eye makeup when I kissed you. ii. eleven. I remember turning
eleven, two neat strokes, a palindrome, so neat, two straight lines. and now eleven. now I am resorting
to my toes to count all of you. now I can't count the number of you on two hands. I have to put things
down that I picked up along the way. iii. <em>I want to be like water and slip into your throat and
make you feel alive and good</em> please. anyone. feel free to fish the shattered teeth out of my
mouth with your fingers. go on, pry. it might hurt a little. remember the cactus in your grandfather's
front yard, with the prickles you couldn't see? "don't touch em, don't fall on em, you can't see them and
they're hell to take out." iv. IV. v. throbbing out of my own skin, saying <em>thisisitthisisitthisisit
</em>watching my skirt float up gracefully hovering above a gust of subway air hoping no strangers
caught too much of a glimpse but they did they're all watching everybody's watching you waiting for
something. vi. yesterday I tried so hard to do something that I nearly pissed myself I am not doing so
well
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I yelled at a stranger today
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the alarm is going off I was wearing blue boxers with tiny yellow umbrellas printed on them and I still
own them, would you look at that the alarm is going off. once, I said flippantly to Nick when we were
talking on Taaffe. once. he looked uncomfortable. does it hurt to hear? the alarm is going off and it is
rattling somewhere near the pinky toe I broke when I was young and wanted nothing more than to
break a bone, to hurt someplace physical, to be able to point. to say "there." today I found my parents'
wedding album in the same room where I lost myself to you for the first time. my mom and I paged
through, I was laughing a lot in the shell-shocked way you laugh when you aren't sure what else to say.
April 20th - 4/20 - all of my grandparents were drunk off their asses and everyone was laughing so
much, everyone looked so <em>happy,</em> I forgot that before all this my parents loved each other,
at least enough to carve two human beings out of themselves and give us up to the world, they loved
enough to make something out of it. I would like to think, anyway, I have always hoped we came from
a good place, and looking at those pictures, picture after picture of people I know now as worn adults,
laughing and kissing and with their arms and limbs all intertwined all the time before adulthood sank
into them dragged them someplace hard to bounce out of, before the kids before us, before all of that,
just so you know. I came from a good place. a place where my parents climbed to the top of a pyramid
in Mexico together. a place where my grandparents kissed on the mouth in front of a camera. a place
where my parents took silly drunk pictures of each other - in front of monuments, sleeping, together,
with beers in restaurants, with beers at the pool, half dressed in bikinis, <em>they loved each
other.</em> I never knew. I never knew. they loved each other. I don't think Mom knew what to say
when she saw me there, somewhere stuck in my throat trying not to cry, and she just smiled and said,
"we had a few good years, there," and then we stacked them together, one on top of the other, four in
all, the only things we took out of the attic, everything else was crammed in tight but the wedding
albums stayed out. they were happy, everyone was happy once and punch drunk and wearing ugly
dresses and glasses too big for their faces and everyone had someone once that they would write home
to a stranger about, would gush on the subway to someone anonymous, just to hear it again, the story
of how they met, everyone's got someone, people collect people. and somewhere my mom and dad
collected each other and went to Mexico, flew on a plane together, might have held hands. looked

through tiny cameras at one another. and somehow out of that here I am. "the world is a thousand
times better because your mom and dad loved each other." past tense, and that's all right.
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there's a stranger's debit card on my desk and I am drinking water and washing my face regularly no
one is sure who I am anymore
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- "I just want to get drunk and eat froot loops" a miscellaneous thought
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Mon, 10 Nov 2014 23:19:56 +0000
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did someone tell you no, a long time ago? don't worry too much about it, it's November now.
"fitting," someone said, I was born on an unnaturally warm Sunday in November
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- "good grief" is a pretty phrase to hurt well, to hurt real good
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the doctor today told me my teeth were dry, my whole mouth was dry
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Thu, 13 Nov 2014 22:45:52 +0000
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- Momma warned you, Momma warned you callused up your skin, tore it all off, laying in front of
someone raw, open, easily shocked, breathing heavily, clipped your toenails too short let your hair
grow too long, bled all over your pillowcase. you know what hurts most today? not the headache or the

teeth but the spot right behind the two front teeth, the tiny fleshy bit. burnt it on pizza last night that I
didn't even want to eat.
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at midnight I was listening to Come On Eileen and smiling big and Maria brought me rice pudding and
we sat on my floor and ate cupcakes and just, look, I've got good humans, the past year has been
strange but I've got good humans
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- what I needed 21 years old with good people all around feeling full in the kindest of ways full, and
taken care of, and kind
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- the thought of lying on an oatmeal-colored carpet telling you about my childhood, wrapping it
around your ankles until it hurts you to leave, until you stumble over yourself trying to get to the door.
and it's cold out, it's snowing, you left your hat on my bed. the striped sheets do nothing to cover up the
stains. you left your hat on my bed and you look nervous. you look nervous, look like you're getting
into more than you bargained for. you used the toe of your big ol' boots to nudge open the door as you
pressed your face against my neck and you were too distracted to look inside the crack until you were
falling inside, until there was a chasm that didn't open for you but caught you anyway, snared you in a
bear trap, your ankles are bleeding inside your boots and you're shivering. the light was soft at first,
milky, and it smelled like baby powder. the light was soft at first, purple, and it tasted sharp but the
sharpness hid underneath the taste of buttercream icing and strawberry apple beer. it wore off and your
taste buds got angry at you. cigarettes don't taste nice. it's snowing and you left your hat on my bed
and the walls are green and the sheets are striped and there are goosebumps crawling across my chest
and you are sitting cross-legged across from me watching them blossom up from the middle of
nowhere, the skin is white and purple and mottled and you are watching closely like tiny bugs living
under my skin coming up for air everything is still it is snowing and the light is lavender and you are
holding your breath watching the goosebumps watching my chest up and down ever so slightly and it
is getting darker the sun doesn't shine on this side of the house past eleven a.m., it is getting darker and
soon one of us will lean over and turn the lamp on, blink in the warmth of that light flooding onto your
skin. a bare back covered in dips and valleys. I wrote things on your back while you slept, with the pad
of my pinky finger, the tenderest one. I wrote letters and letters and letters that would never see the
light of day. wrote letters and letters on your skin. in seven years, less now, I won't have touched the
cells you consist of, only their ancestors, the ancestors of whom were kissed by your mother, the
ancestors of whom grew in her belly, the ancestors of whom came from someone who came from
someone who came from someone who, all the way back to the beginning, came from the prettiest
death, all those stars making atoms that would eventually, one day, make you, sitting here, across from
me, in a green room turning purple in this light. and tonight it'll snow again, the snow will pile up on
the ledge outside your windowsill, you'll lean over in the orange light and try to swipe it away with

your finger, your arm will stretch across my stomach, I will feel the hairs on your arm brush against
my navel, I will pretend to be asleep, you will mutter something about the shadow it is casting over my
skin, I will feel your breath against my neck, you will lean close to the goosebumps, I will feel your
breath against the dip of my sternum, you will press your cheek down, I will pretend to be asleep, you
will lift your head, I will feel the hairs on your arm brush against my navel, the bed will creak as you
roll over, I will blink once to make sure I am not dead, you will pull the sheets up over the mountain of
your shoulder, the blankets will unravel from under me, you will not notice, I will wake up pressed
against the window with new goosebumps, the day will start all over again, you will stare at the
goosebumps, the snow will only look fresh for a few hours. the snow will look like the things you
came from. the snow will look like the things you came from. today and tomorrow and next December.
the things you came from.
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- today felt unnecessarily brutal on me, was told this morning I am sewn off and it shows, the doctor
stood me up it's not even five p.m. I hid in the fucking bathroom to cry
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my life in October - November echoes itself again and again and again and again, the second year in a
row I am living the archetype of my life dry mouth, dry teeth, dry lips cracked open but you are sewn
shut sewn shut
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Fri, 21 Nov 2014 01:58:34 +0000
admin
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thinking about the summer, about long hair and sitting on the floor a lot in a cinder block room by
myself, hot orange light and a sterile bathroom, and getting drunk off red wine and ginger ale
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burned my tongue on hot cocoa got my molecules all shooken up
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I used different deodorant because the other one crumbled and I smell different smell like someone
else and I feel fundamentally different and that is a strange thing to let come off my fingers dropped a
loose thread someone stepped on it someone grabbed the hem of my jacket and pulled me back gently
on Lafayette in blue light that was pressing against my cheeks against bare hands it is my favorite
week of the year. someone I know and someone I am beginning to know and a whole bunch of cops in
a diner sitting next to us. a fucking tooth. haven't slept enough in a while and that blue light is
stretching itself down over my face. you! are! allowed! to! hurt! the funny thing is, I don't, and
maybe I ought to
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I could be a place to stay - lying in bed next to you, heard a seagull
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it still stings, the last day of November came in on a stinging note all over it stings to be second
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- you want to keep telling me what these boys keep saying to you, dear? the sky looked sickly tonight
and I wanted to crawl inside it and stay until March. you want to stop? the sky was green it was the
color of bile, Anna said something on Tuesday about how my work is the color of bile, of things you
can't help but cough up, the kind that scratches your throat, when you are asking asking asking to give
it up and that is all your body can offer your sorry self, this green shit that gets caught on your finger
that you have to wipe off and still it'll smell tomorrow you want to keep going? with hands around
your thighs and dark circles under your eyes that you never had before, you want to tell me what's
going on? and someone is sad at you for someone who didn't even matter, in the long run (in the short
run), but there you go, he carved a chasm out without even trying and someone is sad at you for
something you didn't mean to do, and someone is sad. and someone is sitting on the corner of the
jughandle with his head in his hands and the light is orange and the sky is sickly and no one knows
what they are doing. and someone is sad at you for just that. let me tell you something, honey, (as
you stroke my hair in a dark car as we wait for a train that came too early, left us all stranded) it's a
good thing. but is it? is it now? you. you are willing to wait for things and I am not sure if it is in
your favor or your detriment but his hands, your thighs self destructive but self regenerative take
your time, now, they aren't going anywhere, his hands your thighs a major city apart take your time,
you aren't going far (you do the staying, you do the leaving, everyone else does the staying put and
you sit still and you keep your hands on top of your puddled thighs and you wait and you wait and
you wait and you do the staying and you do the leaving)
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- this time last year you were just as tender, do you ever fucking learn? take your pill drink your water
wash your face blink your eyes three word diatribes this time last year, do you ever fucking learn?
look. it is December first and your thighs. there is a pain at the base of your back, on the left side, that
shifts a little as you breathe. and you're learning about the universe. and you're not sure what you're
doing. and it hurts to kiss you. and it hurts to know you. it's the first of a new month. the last of this
year. and what did you do this year? and what did you do this year? forgot to call your grandfather on
Thanksgiving, that's what. kissed a couple people you shouldn't have, that's what. did things you said
you wouldn't, that's what. got yourself tangled up with people who were already tangled up with other
people, that's what.
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- it's Monday and I'm feeling a lot of unnecessary things mostly that I wish someone would try to
teach me to take care of myself instead of doing it for me but also that I wish someone would do it for
me instead of trying to teach me how
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I want to cry at the thought of the humans I grew up with and love being brave and going forth
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if I could talk to myself at eighteen
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- (which was only three years ago but I have crammed enough things into those three years, maybe
they were dog years, my skin has stretched out to accommodate so much changing so fast) I would say
these things, as we sat on the last rock on jetty and it was cold but the moon was shining in that tiny
little cove that always makes me cry - <ul> <li>love people fiercely and love them when they need it
and more so, love them when they don't, and don't you ever fucking half-ass loving somebody, and that
includes yourself, you sorry sack of shit. run your hands over your hipbones. touch your thighs. thank
your body for holding you upright. thank your brain for making yourself eat on the good days. thank
your legs for getting you places.</li> <li>when you're in that apartment over by the train tracks and
it's dark and the black dog keeps jumping up on you and someone is lying on top of you trying to get
you to stay with him but telling you to make your own decision - go. it'll take you another <em>two
years </em>to leave that person, to cut off that freckle with a scalpel, one night when you have the flu.
go. it doesn't matter that he says he loves you because other people are also capable of loving you! and
you are capable of loving other people!</li> <li>take your time with everything a little bit more, your
molecules get excited and you can't stop, I know, but your body also gets tired out quicker than you
think</li> <li>be braver, it'll take you a while to actually do this but you ought to be braver, you ought
to remember that nothing really matters</li> <li>be braver be braver be braver and kiss more people
than you think you should because it doesn't hurt!</li> </ul>
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- I lost my teeth along the way, dropped them like breadcrumbs, could probably turn and stumble my
way back to you if I tried hard enough. they have the roots, all gnarled and brown. I lost my teeth but
when I turned back someone had been picking them up and keeping them in little porcelain boxes with
gold clasps and pink roses - I don't even like roses - and the roses on the boxes were there where I left
the teeth where I dropped them when my mouth hung open when someone's fingers pried in there and
picked out the tiny bits and got splinters in their fingers, there are probably still tiny teeth bits left in
your fingers. and it probably hurts to type but you're not sure why. I haven't been to Coney Island
since early September which is the longest stretch without it since I've moved here, the longest time
without that place, and I really ought to go I ought to go I ought to go
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- my throat is raw and sore and I spent four hours in bed because it happened today and I can't leave
now, <em>it happened today</em> and it had been a while, <em>it happened today</em> I am
worried about someone else and I don't know how to tell her that I am worried about her for her that I
am sorry she hurts and I am sorry I contributed it in any way it's been a year so fuck off and don't you
dare tell me you thought I was waiting for you to call, my bones have not been waiting for you to call
since the last day of March, it was a really good day for me and you chose against that, you chose
against it all so fuck right off. left someone else for me, fucked someone else up for good for good,
decided even that wasn't enough. so don't you dare, don't you dare, don't you dare. I wanted it then and
you could not do it and you can't try to do it now, please, my god, please tired of this kind of thing. it
happened today, Ma, it happened and I stayed in bed feeling sad for far too long and I don't know how
to get out of bed and it is cold and I am tired of this kind of thing
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feeling really sad today, feeling unguarded, feeling like I am made out of glass like I am made out of
the splinters under my skin, all the humans who got trapped there, who left things inside of me
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I used to love someone I think I am loving someone again (not the same someone) <em>if you're in
love once, you can be in love again</em> this is probably real stupid of me, huh, all of it, I am sitting
in the library on a dark day thinking about someone good.
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- what did you do? what did you do? said the way my mother speaks to the puppy, accusingly, a little
playfully, but angrily, because you know she shit on the carpet or she ate another shoe or chewed up
the bath mat. you know she didn't do something good, or she wouldn't be asking. because you know
what you did if you've done something good. what did you just say? words scraping themselves off
ribs and crawling out of your throat, words you haven't said in quite a bit, making the long trek up your
throat, pushing against the space where your tonsils used to be, carrying themselves across radio waves
to someone far away, crawling into his ear canal, thrumming against his eardrum, using tiny claws to
embed themselves somewhere under his skull. a long journey, and now, curling up for the long haul.
what did you do? what did you do? said in a slightly hurt tone. something we talk about a lot - once
you make work and put it out into the world, it doesn't belong to you anymore. it belongs to the world
at large and will continue to grow after you've made it and sent it on its way. like a child. they will
grow and be influenced by things you can't control. the work will develop its own context and its own
meanings regardless of what you've given to it. you can't take it back. the same goes for your thoughts
and your feelings. so. I let something bubble out of my throat and go to someone else, and now, now,
it doesn't belong to me anymore.
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I didn’t bring a notebook my bones feel tight around my skin like all the air has been taken out and
replaced with something thick and heavy, too big for me, and my brain is pumped chock full of
chemicals that aren’t mine, not to keep and not to have, not even for the day, and I crash at the same
time every week and it sends me into a tailspin that ends with me, on the floor, and spots along my
lower back bleeding, and my mom still in New Jersey, and whatever person I am trying to love in
place of myself somewhere that is not here, rubbing away the spots of blood with the bad of their
thumb, and murmuring quietly. and I'm delicate. and I'm delicate. and I wish I was at home. and I'm
delicate. and I wish someone was here. better loved from a distance, pearly looking and sweet from far
away, pock marked skin and scars on your hips up close, chapped lips that hurt to touch, that hurt to
own
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I want a passport not for the possibility but for the possibility of possibilities, for the chance would
you like do? should you ought to? lists I am in the process of making - states I have been kissed in things I want to do with you - things I think about a lot
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can your teeth carry scars?
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- do they have muscle memory of the things you've done, are they peering out from between your lips,
concerned for the gray matter just north? do they know do they know do they know how I am falling
into patterns patterns patterns and did they feel it, did they feel it, my finger brushing in there amongst
them, did they feel it when the dog bit me - when the dog's teeth probably bumped against mine, in that
ferocity - did they feel the stitches being placed? do they know my lips are uneven?
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- the stars have got better things to do than listen to you, than listen to the way your heartbeat gets
erratic when you can't see the bottom of the ocean. they've got their own families to tend to, you know?
with planets and asteroids and comets and planetoids, and they live in clusters, in clusters called
galaxies, like little neighborhoods for clumps of dust. which is what your neighborhood at home is - a
gathering for clumps of dust, with grids, with rules, with inward and outward pressure that strives to
stay equal - until it doesn't, and it goes and goes and turns in on itself, it's neighborhoods like
Strathmore like Levittown on a big scale a real big scale, and if you squint you can maybe picture that
each star is a mother, with fawns trying to suckle, all those tiny little prinpricks have their own grand
scale lives - just like you, you're a tiny little prinprick and a grand scale life, and all those dots out
there, they are too! I can't remember if we talked about the center of the universe but I imagine it to be
so bright that it hurts to look at head on, with all of these things shimmering out from it. see,
everything looks so still when you're sitting on the end of the jetty and the water is getting icy and
sluggish under a thick moon, maybe you can see the craters up in the sky and its messy lapping trail
down in the water. everything looks so still from far away. it takes a long time, from far away. it takes
a long long time. the list today, in the NYTimes article, of what life requires - standing water, an
energy source, five basic elements, and lots of time. time, and time, and time. and energy. time, and
energy, and water. in 2014 I started to drink water. late in 2014, granted, but I did it. you know what
I want to do with you? I want to eat an orange. I want to sit in Battery Park during a thunderstorm,
next to those big tall marble slabs commemorating God knows what God knows who (there is so much
commemorated here, but I never know exactly what - dead people I ought to care about, somewhere in
my distant memory, but no one I have loved, no one no one I have given myself to), and peel an
orange, tendril by tendril, rind by rind, and place the peels into your open palm. maybe my fingernail
will scratch a tiny bit. and I will pick it apart, piece by little piece, watch the milky white bits, pop it
with my front teeth. and I will pass one piece to you and you will put it between your teeth and eat it in
one bite. and there will be juice on my chin. and the rain will take care of that. I will take the rinds
from your palm where you kept them safe and I will put them under the bench. orange peels are the
only form of litter I am okay with. I see an orange peel on the ground and I imagine someone eating
something the earth gave them and I feel good and I think maybe one day I can be someone who eats
something good the earth gave me. I think maybe.
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- it terrifies me to know that you raised me, thinking thoughts like that
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plotting the places on a map, giving names to them, giving them weight and tangibility the place
where I skinned my knees trying not to let you leave, the place where my mother called my someone's
plaything as it snowed and I choked back tears, the place where I saw my brother smoking for the first
time (and pretended not to see) hand drawing my own history
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- I am listening to Fool in the Rain and missing my dad and LBI a lot, it is strange to think about
certain weeks of the year that went the same way your whole life (and now, not) - the third week of
August always spent in a second-floor apartment a block and a half from the beach, a gray house, the
drive which always felt long when we were young, it stretched on forever in shore traffic with pillows
and linens wadded up in the trunk behind us, and always a day at the water park and always mini golf
and the hat with the orange ball stitched on it, dragging our shit down the street to the sand. Dad,
taking off his pump and wrapping it up and sealing it in the plastic bag, tiptoeing into the water
because he has gentle feet. digging holes to try and find his feet. poking jellyfish, picking crabs out of
the sand. the times I remember getting along with my brother best are in LBI, sitting on the floor in our
tiny bedroom between the dresser and the bed - one with a pink floral spread, one with blue floral - and
playing with cars, making up stories, for hours upon hours. me and Pat and Dad, a team. playing cards
and stringing our towels out on the deck to dry in the sun. making Dad go up the lighthouse and on the
Ferris Wheel despite the fear of heights. walking down the street and a block over to my favorite
bookstore, where I'd buy a year's worth of books and read them all within the week. another place I
gave myself to, or maybe - the only place the three of us existed, together, wholly. sitting on the deck.
eating ice cream and trying not to let it drip. playing cards. the three of us, a ragtag team. seeing
movies at the crappy little theater on the only day it rained every year. the one time the power went out
for two days and they were the hottest two days of the year and there was no AC and no fan and no TV
so we laid on the floor and played cards for two days and there was no breeze and the air was thick. the
outdoor shower, with the foggiest mirror. collecting seashells. the first day every year when we'd throw
open the door and try and figure out what was different, what odd faded 90s beach decor had been
replaced by equally faded, odd 90s beach decor. the summer I had a crush on my brother's friend and
there was a cute waiter at a restaurant and my aunt leaned over and asked if I liked him and I blushed.
the last week of summer, every year, spent in the same room, the same place. 77th street. and then the
school year would start and we would try to keep our thick dark skin and it would peel, every year, by
the second week of September, forgotten in the fury of linoleum floors and fake wooden desks and
everyone looking just a little bit different after a summer apart.
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- i. I got angry today on the subway, walking down the steps, murmuring the words to Cowboy Dan,
probably shaking my head too vehemently. angry at my parents. angry at things that haven't mattered
in a long time. they tried to make a good thing. ok? okay. they tried to make a good thing. me. my
brother. whatever thin strand stretched between the two of them, whatever sticky threads hung
tentatively between them. they had a house, built a fireplace. bought another house. got the big tree.
there's a picture of me on my dad's lap on a floral couch next to the big Christmas tree. my mom took
it. the three of us are there. the three of us existed together. they made a home for me. for us. does it
matter, then? that my first distinct memory is of anger? that I don't remember the home they crafted?
that my mom still puts the pillow, with the photo of me under the 15-foot Christmas tree, on the couch
every year? that my dad never had a real tree? that I still clarify it as Dad's house, and now - now that I
no longer live there - Mom's house? oddly, somehow, I wish my brother was simultaneously more and
less protective of me. in the dark in the car last year as we drove somewhere, on that stretch of 35 full
of construction, he asked if I was okay with what was happening, and there was care in his voice I
hadn't heard in a while. I realized he cared about me while I was off in New York doing my own damn
thing and I remembered a year earlier, coming home with muddy boots and washing them off in the
tub with the door closed as he screamed at my mother, what a goddamn fucking bitch I was, to leave
them. to go. ii. <em>you and me, pushing - a - thumb pin</em> I have listened to this song how
many times on repeat and thought about my physical thumbtack how many times in the past few years
and only today, on the 4 going downtown, somewhere in the belly of Grand Central, I realized what
the fuck it meant and oh god I have been singing it and singing it and singing it and writing it down
and only now do I realize what the fuck I have been saying and it's a punch in the goddamn stomach I
don't know if I will ever have that I thought this was a soothing song I thought this was a balm I was
wrong I hate it when I'm wrong I hate it when I'm right too
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- I am not so bad at the middle, when you are in the thick of things. but god am I bad at the
beginnings at the endings but god do I feel this fucking cheesecake sitting in my stomach and god, my
god
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having the hardest time protecting myself from myself too much, too much, taking up too much space
taking up too much time just wish I could carve it out it has been this way for a long long time.
tomorrow will be better. it has been this way for a long long time. from the pink room, to the green
room, to the various white rooms. couldn't shake it after all those years, thought you were better and
then - oh! and then. got home from the museum of natural history the day after valentine's day. spent
the whole day learning about the planets. took yourself on a date someone else was supposed to take
you on. you were always, fundamentally, alone. learned about all of the specks within specks but
couldn't get one to go with you. got home from the museum of natural history, can't even remember
what you ate but you threw your coat down onto your bed, crossed your legs, couldn't think of
anything else to do. you wanted it all gone. all gone all gone all gone your glasses are dirty. are they?
I didn't realize. they're wet. what's that? I dusted off my hip bones for you, so you could kiss them
without getting a mouthful of ash I hope you liked it
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my throat hurts and my teeth hurt because I make myself puke! because stomach acid is meant to stay
in the stomach! ha!
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I thought I told you, a long time ago, to be delicate with yourself, and I don't think you listened, and
you got yourself into a real pickle, now, didn't you
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too sad for this shit today, gonna go out to the ocean
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to be honest I just kind of feel like I got punched in the stomach a good long while ago
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my cheek pressed up against your neck I could feel your heartbeat in mine
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I am sitting in an office I have sat in quite a lot and I am not sure what I am doing but maybe that is
okay I am not so sure yet but maybe that is okay so here I am
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I don't know whether it's important or not to know if someone else can give you light, because I am not
sure if humans emanate it or only reflect it does that matter, though, tell me I think it's important to
know what you generate, and what someone else can do to you if they pry open your lips with their
fingers and pour themselves down your throat, what exactly they are giving you as they hold open your
mouth are they giving you something good? do you feel warm? is it unsettling, do you think you are
going to burn your esophagus? "you ought to brush your teeth for longer. you ought to floss." the
space between your teeth
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- my god, and things continue to change and change and change and unravel in my hands but
miraculously somehow I have managed to hold onto the good things tiny kernels of good and my heart
is swelling with real good things
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being brave has been good spent the solstice curled up late in bed, in bookstores, at a diner, at
Tepango's, curled up in bed again with you and that is all I wanted and more
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can't pull you out of your own skin remember when we'd go to the animal farm, the petting zoo, in
Pennsylvania? the snakes would peer out from under the glass. the deer would eat out of our hands,
their teeth scratching at our palms. for some reason I remember us all wearing baseball caps and it
always smelled godawful can't pull you out of your own skin, but maybe I could peel it off. my lips,
the back of my hands - they taste like charcoal today, smokey and angry and low. I'm not sure where
that came from.
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- SUNLIGHT BOUNCED OFF THE MOON whoops I miss the ocean angle of incidence = angle of
reflection something about how humans do that too, something about how the bottom of my right heel
is itching something fierce and I used the word wicked today
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- you know what's so funny about giving yourself to somebody in the wintertime? you're wearing so
many clothes. you're bundled up and you have to be peeled out of all your layers like an onion or
something, slowly, and your nose is red and you probably have snot smeared somewhere on accident,
your cheek or your sleeve or something. and your hair is matted at the base of your neck and if you're
me your eyes are also tearing at how cold it is, and you're squinty in that sharp winter sunlight at two
p.m. no one looks good in the winter. I don't look good in the winter. I look like I'm trying to make it
from point A to point B because I am, that's the whole point. so. no one looks good, no one is taking
their time because it's fucking cold. no one is looking around carefully, no one is letting their eyes
roam, everyone is staring at the ground and yet somehow everyone wants to be warm wants to curl

inward into someone else and here I am, doing it too the odd cycle of putting clothes on and taking
them off, day after day and month after month in March, the gentle peel, the wind on your neck when
you touch the bay for the first time, yearly rituals that don't even happen anymore save for in your
head. because you aren't there anymore but you still think about it, the way the sky gets blue and hot
even though the wind is still cold and the bay water is even colder and your toes cramp up, turn bright
red, and you hobble on home, no one to tell about it - I touched it today, it is time again, I swear it,
time to start taking your socks off, time to start with the grass stains and the sandy ass crack - and you
sit down on the couch with the windows open because you can, and when October rolls around you're
starting to do it again, a jacket now or a hat as you go on down to the bay, there are no mosquitoes
anymore, maybe just one, but it's sort of sad, and the cicadas are humming and you know it's coming,
you know it's going to get cold, and you don't bother to take your shoes off this time, somehow it has
become socks season without you knowing, and there it is, you're putting clothes on again, and in
March you will take them off again, and you will bounce back and forth between the two until they
bury you in some ugly clothing you never wanted to wear and that is that
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here are some things about the past few days. I did something brave yesterday. my gums bleed every
time I brush them. Ki makes me brush them for three minutes but this morning it hurt so bad I could
only get through thirty seconds of it. the hum of a diner in the morning rush sounds like home in some
way or another. bloody toothpaste spit has a pretty color. frenzied and frenzied and frenzied and then
it passed. I haven't slept alone yet in 2015. the only reason you do this I have eaten two
cheeseburgers in the past few days. I fell into a toilet today in one of the nicest ugliest bathrooms I've
ever seen. look, I am humming, find the places that make you hum, she said find the people that
make you hum, she said (I said, I said) look, I am humming, can you feel it?
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- trying hard to be brave I swear but I wake up every morning to find I have been grinding my teeth
and soon they will be precious little stumps, muddy yellow I told you not to try too hard is it March
yet? have you swelled enough yet for this year, this week, this day? far enough I didn't want to have
to matter
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- what do you want me to tell you today? it's been eleven years, this tumor is almost an adolescent it
just got its first period and Dylan Boettinger is going out trick-or-treating for it and it's sitting on the
couch in its host it has been three years and the host is sitting on the couch bleeding from her vagina
into a pantyliner and there will be a pillow case full of candy for it and it will shy away on the plaid
couch but the host will take it, unwrap one, pop it in her mouth, smile nervous, crinkle up the wrapper,
stick it in her pocket, go into the bathroom and rub her belly it's been eleven years, this tumor no
longer has fawn legs. it just killed the host for the first time. she is upside down prostrate on a blue
vinyl bed with the liner underneath her and the ceiling has detached itself from the walls and is floating

away, and the sky is vibrating downward onto her. it's been eleven years, this tumor don't shake no
more. the host is sitting on a detached piece of fence somewhere in upstate new york wearing a white
collared shirt and she has only consumed one piece of food in seven days and it is a miracle she is
sitting upright, a miracle she hasn't fallen yet it's been eleven years, this tumor is fucking black
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- spitting fingernails into the room, sitting on the outskirts, you see all kinds of things you can't from
the middle I wonder how many rooms you have spat into, how many strands of hair you have left
behind. where is your DNA now? where have all your little babies got to? I told you to kill your
darlings, I told you to brush your teeth I can hear a truck backing up, very slowly, very loudly told
you you were fine, didn't you know someone has been cocooning under your hip bones, taking up
residence, and it isn't you
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- baby girl your momma got cancer and you got real sad and now, and now, neither one of them want
to hear your shit nobody wants to hear your shit! sorry sorry sorry sorry.
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"is this a truism?" who knows, who knows can't feel your feet
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- my god, how many times do I have to tell you? again and again and again and again and you're
swimming in your own disbelief and somewhere way up there is someone good waiting for you, he
made popcorn for you and he's calling your name, come here, babe, I made this for you, hey, and it is
warm and there is someone who wants to hold your hand. and there is someone who wants to exist
next to you, not within you. and something unexpected has dripped down from somewhere in your
esophagus or maybe even the fluffy woven cauliflower of your brain the start of all this mess and it has
made its way to your heart bread which is soaking up whatever it can get and getting all soggy and
heavy but with good it feels strange to feel heavy with good but light light light spring makes me feel
like a child it has felt like spring, crossing Lafayette toward Dashwood, "it became spring when I was
with you," and I was worn on an unusually warm day in November, spring it is coming and I feel like
light on my feet and I told you you'd burst I told you! I told you, I told you. and here you are. it will be
a little cold and you will stand with your feet in the bay and you will be able to see the World Trade
Center if it is a bright day which it will be and the wind will rile up our hair and our feet will go numb
and I will point out the things I have looked at for years and maybe you will see 'em too, maybe you
will see 'em too.
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I wonder how it is possible to be this delicate I can't remember if I took my meds last night, I feel very
firmly as though I did but I also feel very muddy today and kind of shaky and weird and I don't like
feeling like this at all at all at all at all how come you feel like this, now how come how come one side
of your back hurts and the other side, down on your thigh, on the back, there are three bruises in a line
that look like they crawled there on purpose and gave up before they got to the rest of you what
happened while you were asleep? what did you do? I'm sorry
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- felt real lonely, here it comes went to someone old's apartment, drank some rum, continued to feel
empty walked over in the quiet odd warmth of January to Franklin and up Lauren's steps sat on
Meghan's bed, told Lauren everything everything, why did I ever think I couldn't call her? why did I do
that? and it started to snow and she asked me questions she hadn't asked out loud of anyone ever, and I
answered them with as much of myself as I could muster as we waited for the cars to pass by the open
window, and I stepped out onto her front steps and slipped down them onto the sidewalk, scraped
every vertebrae. the air was quiet and still and it wasn't cold, just wet, and for the first time in months
maybe I was alone with myself and in my own head and I felt warm and full and good as I trudged
down Willoughby alone and made it home safe, hair damp and stringy but mine, but tucked under my
hood, and here I am, here it comes, we are all belonging to ourselves and tonight I and myself
belonged to this snow and this quiet.
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. "there's people yelling outside my window I hope they are in love I wore your socks all day today"
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. "the pictures would be for you" I always have a hard time this time of year, especially considering
what happened last year hey, please stop romanticizing stupid shit I say as I crouch on my floor and
puke into an A&amp;P bag. french toast tastes awful coming back up but I have gotten to know fairly
well since last February what does and doesn't what will and won't. and your lips are chapped and
you're sick again and you don't know what causes what and someone today said "be careful" and I
know why and I am afraid of the same thing every time but here we are and I am trying to make myself
feel better by listening to the music I listened to at seventeen when I was learning how to drive on my
own and I am tired tired of being sick and I am tired tired of making myself sick and I am tired tired I
want it to be March I want it to be May I want to go home all things I have said often in different ways
but it doesn't mean any less, really, just trying to sink back into this skin gracefully and failing. I can't
keep plants alive. I can't keep plans alive. I feel thin today. I feel scary today. I touch my arms and
they have nothing to them I touch my hipbones and they have nothing to them and that is worrisome to
me
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. because it was a good night, I sat on Bree's floor as it snowed and I read Kant and Ellie drew on my
feet and I ate froot rounds (the knockoff version of froot loops) and we watched Juno. and that is it.
and it felt nice I felt nice I felt better for once and I have been feeling off as I always do in January
February but it's all right. things don't always have to be so good or so bad and things don't have to
echo what you've already done. and some things have been a long time coming, and some things will
be a long time going. and my teeth are uneven and there is a scrape on my back from falling down
Lauren's steps. and some kid was shitty to her and that makes me mad. and I am having a hard time but
it'll pass, it always does, I didn't think I would make it through last January but it's been a whole year.
so. look at that. - a question of who gives you what. Janna with her purple hair, pushing aside dresses
on the one tall rack, where we often hid to talk when we were supposed to be cleaning. the train station
after midnight. I think she lives on the east coast again but I don't know what I would tell her when I
saw her. - I always need my mother most for beginnings, and more for endings, and in the middle I
am fine, and whenever there are emergencies at home I have a harder time separating myself. - the
other day Gerald showed Maria and I a gif of two girls peeing on an octopus and I still don't
understand why he did that - a question of who gives you what. the scars on my legs from falling
down the escalator, which have mostly faded unless you look close, which I invited you to do. my
mom drove down to the cemetery sometime over winter break when I was in Massachusetts, to say
hello to her father. - I don't see my father enough even though he lives right there. I don't see my
grandfather enough even though he lives closer. - the things burned onto my brain, things I will
remember even when I am dying: my mother, hanging up clothes to dry from the back awning. my
brother, walking alongside the road that leads to the beach, smoking. I knew it was him even though
his head was covered by the smoke. my dad, sitting across from me in Ruby Tuesday's, telling me
about the week we lived with him for good. my grandfather, sitting in his armchair as a fire licked at
my back, telling me how my grandmother went home the night they met, told her mom she met the
boy she would marry. my grandfather, digging her wedding dress out of his closet. sleeping on a cot at
the end of their bed during sleepovers. math homework at their kitchen table. being the first - and only
- girl. Mom sobbing the day Grandpa Mulkerin died, going to the mall on her birthday to buy new
pants and something to wear to the funeral. when he had a mini stroke of some sorts at our house. the
time he didn't realize I had puked up fruity pebbles all over myself. driving to Red Bank with Aunt
Shell, it always felt so far away and now Dad practically lives in town. haphazardly connecting it all
together when I started to drive. hiking up the hill in Cheesequake with Grandpa over spring break,
always trying to find him new walking sticks. I start remembering things and I can't stop although it's
been a while. Ki and I were sitting in Tepango's and he said to me, "you never stop," and he was right,
there is always something humming along, tapping at the inside of my skull until it finds somewhere to
settle or connect or wait. - my left pinky still feels weird. I woke up one day and it didn't feel normal
and it has not gone back since. - haven't done laundry since you were here
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. bellyachin' over nothing, time to buck up
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. the low, long whine of an alarm, one long note trembling slightly this way and that, like a clothesline
in some October breeze, undirected and warbling lately, every morning this week, I have woken up
whimpering, there's no other word for it, whimpering softly into six a.m.
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but I started February waking up early in New Jersey, in a gray room teeming with gray light, wearing
paint-stained marooned sweatpants my mom bought when Pat and I were both at Cliffwood. must've
been in second grade then. the night before, when we were drinking sangria - before that, even, maybe
- I mentioned something about the dog, something about how skeletal he was, and she said he probably
wouldn't make it to her birthday. he jumped up at one point, right after my brother sank into the
armchair and was calling Lucas or maybe it was Timmy, he jumped up and ran right off, kissed Pat's
knee, tottered off into the kitchen. the room smelled like my mom's tobacco. on the first morning of
February as my mom was in the bathroom post-shower, smudging foundation onto her face, I crouched
down and held Jack on either side. I said, you'll always be my favorite dog. and without looking down
at us my mom asked if I was saying goodbye and that it was going to make her cry. I shook my head. I
don't know. maybe. and I said, who's the fattest puppy in the world? and his tail beat an endless rhythm
against the inside of my calf. he couldn't see me but he heard, he knew. feels less dramatic somehow
without big fanfare. without the question - should we do it? - and with the acceptance, with the - you
won't see him again, probably - the acquiescence to his body. he used to look like a loaf of bread. now
he looks simultaneously like his young self and an old man. now he does not have much left in him.
now we do not have much left in us, and more in us than we could ever give. to him, to each other, to
ourselves. teeming, overflowing, with displacements. - three years ago, my mother's face was gaping
open, and we were in Manhattan a few times a week, and I was ducking around corners to find
fountain soda for her. I was panic-faced and I was nervous but I was trying to be brave. I was trying to
put on a brave face so she didn't have to. three years ago, Mar and I went to Alice's for the first time
and I refused to drink tea. we ate cupcakes sitting on the floor of Penn Station, waiting for our train.
the cupcakes cost a dollar a pop and they were tiny and we felt like grown-ups. my mom stole me a
hospital robe with blue and white stripes. I wore it the first night I met Ki, because I'm an idiot, or
because I was drunk, or because it matched my duvet cover. take your pick. three years ago, my
mother was not whole and I was not whole. three years is a long time. in three years she has gotten a
new face, a new job. I can't even think of how many cars we went through (at least five, if I had to
warrant a guess). she loved someone and then no longer. Harper joined the family and got lost in a
swamp. I went away to college and I tried to make myself love somebody but you can't do that, you
know, and then I fell in love with someone else. I came back and fell in love with somebody. I
neglected my ma for him, which was bullshit, but she neglected me for her someone, which was also
bullshit, or maybe just something you have to do in order to understand that it's bullshit. "may we all
say horrible things to each other," a sentence that stuck to my ribs. "leave people better than how you
found them," another. how did I find my mother? I don't know much about the circumstances of the
room I was born into. I know it was the same room Nick was born in, 36 hours prior, and I know my
grandparents were there as soon as they could be, and I know it was a warm day in November. I
wonder how she looked at me - rather, I wonder how I looked at her. like she was the world, maybe.
she was, then. she is, now, too; it's just that the world has shifted under my feet, and grown so big, and

so expansive, and it took me a long time to realize that the world can be whatever you want, all at
once.
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god damn I took my pill before I ate and I threw up 40 minutes later, should I take another one? I didn't
even make myself vomit, I just ate pizza and my stomach couldn't handle it and I had to run down the
hallway. delicate delicate delicate. one body part after another turns to glass. early onset rigor mortis.
told you to listen to me, told you not to get too comfortable. first your fingers, then your teeth, now
your stomach lining, you only have so much left before you disappear
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. in March I made a lot of pictures of people I didn't know, I just shook my head and smiled and did it,
I was giddy to be who I was then I drove through Keansburg and a lot of places I photographed last
year didn't exist anymore I didn't even mean to end up there last time, I got lost on the way home from
dropping Harry off at work, took a wrong turn, ended up at an amusement park we used to go to with
our cousins. and since then every time I've gone home I have tried to go, and it is always so empty and
sad. the past year is so strange to me. the fact that I am making what I am making is so strange to me.
gotta let yourself be malleable. in January-February-March I was sad and weird and lonely and
changing and it ended up being for the better I think, when I think about this past autumn I don't know
who I was, a lot of people died and I spent a lot of time in bed. something in everything is illuminated
about having to reconcile the past in order to touch the future. sorry for being mean.
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scared rabbit rhythm again, and I thought I left it to a different time and a different self letting myself
miss someone I shouldn't, someone I told myself I wouldn't I am not doing so well. not doing well not
doing well not doing well not doing well I want to be anywhere but in my room, near my bed, I don't
want to be asleep I don't want to sleep through but instead I will fret through, leave a trail of plucked
hairs across New York, on the train into Jersey, in other people's apartments what parts of you matter
so little that you will leave them behind what parts of you matter so much that you will leave them
behind the ocean on the coldest day of the year, who am I without the ocean (who am I with it) I am
afraid of this year and I am afraid of stringing myself thin between the things I look forward to tying
tiny knots in those hairs I plucked trying to make them last from day to day I am deathly terrified of
being alone. the city feels so big and I feel so small, I have never felt so much like my body is too
small, too much, out of control, I want to eat and I can't keep any of it down, please, please, please, I
want to be better and I tried to start and I left myself back there and I am some odd husk now I am too
small please, please. I am too small, please. I didn't mean to be this small I swear I just can't get back
to normal and I've tried and tried and tried and I have no idea what that even means I have no idea
what any of it means please just please I want to go home I want to curl up and up and up and go
home, I am tired, I am tired beyond my own comprehension of tired and I feel like I keep saying that
but I keep waking up at 5:30 a.m. and vomiting and I feel that I was ill equipped to come back this

time around and I am tired tired tired and my jaw hurts and my throat hurts and my lower back hurts
and with my glasses off the word lower looks like lover and today we debated about couches for an
hour and then talked about Evans and about being poor and nobody in that room had any fucking idea
and I started to cry and I couldn't help it and I just want to eat something and not vomit I just want to
sleep without my jaws clenched tight January and February always slam me hard between my eyes and
ribs, I have been getting chest pains this week and I have been having trouble breathing and trouble
sleeping and trouble looking straight ahead and trouble using my hands I am probably Very Sick but I
am also probably Very Busy and I will Graduate in fifteen months and then nobody will have to look
too closely I just wish I had the car tonight, or something, I just wish the roof of my mouth was not so
tight. a year ago, nearly to the day, and I told you these things are cyclical, I told you these things
happen again and again and again. and everyone is hurting and you can't see a damn thing. I feel
better with my glasses off. I wonder what the hospital would say if I showed up, they would probably
laugh, she thinks she has problems, and poke poke poke at bird wrists and take off my clothes and look
close, what's this bruise above your knee, I have no idea where any of the bruises come from I am
clumsy I bump into myself a lot that's all I just can't do it didn't I say that already I am clumsy and I
talk too much and I can't keep food down and my teeth might fall out and I have trouble when plans
are cancelled I have trouble when things change I have trouble I have trouble I have trouble. no one
gives me bruises but me. no one thinks too hard about these things but me. you shouldn't start to care
about things when you are so delicate you have the strangest grip, it is weak and sad but it is
impossible to wrestle out of
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. I miss New Jersey but it is the kind of missing that is missing for a different time. I am just hurting a
little, I am a little bruised, and the way I sleep leaves me waking up in the morning with bigger bruises
like someone snuck in and laid quiet next to me and pushed gently on them while I slept so they would
hurt all day. my beans have grown overnight and overnight and overnight. growth is violent, Anna
said. growth is violent. I am curving exponentially closer to something I have been looking for, for a
long while, and I might never touch it but I am about to graze the surface. I miss living in New Jersey.
I don't - rather, I hardly - miss Brooklyn when I am away, and it is only when I come back that I am
reminded of its gentle graces, the sweetness of the neighborhood, the diners and the stoops and the
impromptu yard sales hung up on fences on the sidewalks. but I am still always thinking of Jersey, a
touchstone in the corner of my brain, I can always reach out. if I squint, hard enough, I can pretend I

can see it from Fort Greene. if I bellyache loud enough my mom can hear it. my brother can hear it. he
yelled through the bathroom door, "love you!" as I ran out the door. and I yelled it back. look, it's
going to be fine. look, you slipped on some strange patch within your own body and you are struggling
to get through it and those times happen. look, when you were fifteen you were locked up in a
goddamn psych ward for a week sobbing hysterically because you were the least fucked up one there.
the glass was thick and probably plastic and you couldn't see for shit out of it, and the mirror was so
scratched, you had no idea what you looked like that week. stop rubbing lemon juice on your raw
fingers and trying to lick it off.
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. d'you think anyone could love you the way you love the sea?
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. things can be good and don't you forget it
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. "you look taller. did you grow? are you thinner? did you lose weight?" funny how much those words
stung, a year ago - six months ago - for the past ten years of my life, y'know - hearing that would have
made me fucking ecstatic, and today it hurt, too small, dissolving, like the time, like the time I
accidentally dropped a Zoloft into my glass and my dad made me drink the sprite with the medicine in
it even as I wanted to vomit, it just fizzed and fizzed and fizzed.
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. and you said, "what's it like being so goddamn sad all the time?" and I said, "I don't know, I did
something brave today and I started crying on the C train back because I didn't know who I was.
because as I was describing all of the things that started when I was ten when I was eleven when I was
fifteen I realized it's been six years since I was in that awful hospital which is further away from me
than it is from the beginning of all this and I did something big and that deserved to be recognized and
I don't know what it's like being so goddamn sad all the time because I think it is mostly my baseline
but I'm going to get there just you watch and I am going to leave you somewhere in the middle of
nowhere, blinking like mad in my wake, which might be a slow-burning ember but at least I am
smoldering, at least I am living, you look real sad out there in the middle of nowhere, I might be sad
but I am trying and you have no idea" gonna be fine fine fine. I can't wait to open the windows, and
ride my bike, and sit on someone's roof drinking something or other and feeling fine, I am going to feel
fine and I am looking forward to it so greatly. so hugely. to warmer weather and open windows and
swimming and letting someone touch all my sharp angles, maybe. maybe that someone will just be me,
maybe I will let my sharp angles show. a real piece of geometry you got there. maybe I will be in New
York maybe I will be in New Jersey maybe I will be in Pennsylvania, my three, maybe I will just
bounce and forth with a camera at my hip and my eyes all big and wide under these glasses, trying to
make something out of nothing, trying to make nothing out of something, trying to prove things,
theorems of my own body, the way it curves the way it cuts across itself. to be whole is to have a
beginning, a middle, and an end. I don't think I will ever be whole in Aristotle's sense but maybe I can
make sense of it for my own. people are just people and there is a large chance nothing exists out of
myself. March, March, March, always a surreptitiously good month. always seeps under my skin nice.
February hurts, smacks of something unseen, but March can be good. the rest of February can be good.
I can be good. I want to wade into the creek. I want to go to Cheesequake and walk out onto the marsh
with no shoes on, let my toes get numb, let mud seep under my nails, say, okay. say, I am touching this
grass and I am touching alive things. are you getting something good? it's reactionary. this happened so
I did this. you scared me so I did this. I scared myself so I did this. you were quaking so I did this. you
told me I was no good so I did this. I did this so I did this. you did and didn't I did and didn't I did and
did and did. I said, I said. I am really good with dates. I am not so good with myself. take care of
yourself, please. well, here goes nothin', I am tryin' tryin' tryin' my hardest.
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. no one owns you you belong to no one you belong to nothing nothing owns you and on and so
forth
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. and the rain is slapping at my window and it's quiet and overall it feels nice, overall today was nice
and I did something brave.
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Wed, 11 Feb 2015 05:14:10 +0000
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. burning my tongue on freezer-burned ice pops that have been in my freezer since August feels like
being a kid the way wearing white Keds feels like being a kid, the way the smell of an indoor pool all
sweaty with chlorine feels like being a kid I think I should get a fish but the room might be too cold,
but having plants is nice, keeping things alive is nice, I would like to be one of the things that I attempt
to keep alive (hence, therapy, hence, eating multiple times today, hence, the freezer-burned ice pop
and the pill)
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. I always come home from other people smelling like cigarettes, never like myself I wonder what
people smell like when they come home from me, if I leave something
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. it! is! possible! to! be! okay!
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. the people who come from my hometown are the same as me in that they grew up there, they grew
up slow and sweet. but they stayed and I left, they are people who stayed and I couldn't bring myself
to. but we came from the same place, we sprung out of the same things. touched life, sprung from it,
ended up in very different places. I miss them, somehow. I hardly know them, I didn't let myself know
them - but I miss them, I miss them terribly.
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had a dream last night or maybe a misplaced memory about a duck that sat on our front porch that we
dressed up for every season, I can't remember if it was ours or our grandparents' or something that I
saw in a catalog at our grandparents' back when grandparents was plural. what to miss and what not to
miss, what to avoid and what not to avoid. lulls that come and go and come and go and a headache
from single degree temperatures. it'll be spring soon enough you'll be waking up soon enough little
girl you're an adult now you aren't a kid sitting on the seawall kissing someone for warmth spreading
up from your navel you're an adult and it's a lot colder than that, no one is kissing you on the L today
even though your chin was on a stranger's shoulder, no one has flowers for you but you aren't
slamming the door on someone's broken arm either it'll be spring soon enough. it hurts the most when
my momma is sad, I can always feel it from across the bay, it's like she holds a ball of yarn in her left
hand, under her desk, in her pocket as she's walking to her car, and I hold the rest of the yarn in my
hand over here, keeping it safe, and when she's sad I feel the tug all the way from here, I can feel her
pull it a little closer. the yarn is red and sometimes the dogs get tangled up in it. I wish I could scoop it
up, two messes of sad in tangible form, keep them both in my pocket for us. I'll keep it in the good
pocket, I swear. here, Mom, I'll take the things that make you sad, I'll keep them real warm, right here
under my coat. it's been three years since you had the hospital room at Sloan overlooking the East side,
which I didn't realize was the East side until this year. you haven't been sick for a while. it's possible to
let things be good, but it requires so much to let them be good. my teeth hurt today. I woke up this
morning and clapped my hand to my mouth, thought they might fall out. this time last year I was
trying to be good. to just be full of it. I don't know where that went, I think sometime over the summer
I dropped it when I was walking home real fast from the museum, got lonely and left all the good
somewhere I haven't stumbled across since. I wore primary colors and I wrote good things and I
encouraged myself to be good, I encouraged everyone to be good. I wrote letters. what happened?
where did that go? I turtled. hid under something. two duvets and a room without direct sunlight. so
you miss things. so you got caught in the rain and your black dress streaked muddy gray down your
legs. was I doing those things, saying those things, so I wouldn't feel my feelings? am I not saying
them now because I understand better, or worse?
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. the garbage bags I have smell like clean diapers which is a weird association to have, two people I
know are pregnant. today is the anniversary of a strange strange thing and it makes me sad to know it's
been a year. I thought it would be one time. I thought it would end pretty fast. I thought by April things
would have cleared up but April started off rough, with a big bang with a candle whispered out, right
in my face. the smoke exhaled in my face and trickled up my nose. "what do you miss?" a most
sincere question. please tell me what you miss. you just woke up and I need to know what you miss. I
just shook you awake and I need to know what you miss. you aren't conscious yet and I need to know
what you miss. the sleep is seeping out of you and I need to know what you miss. but then, hey, I
know you just woke up. what did you miss a year ago? who did you miss? how did you miss?
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. to walk lightly, to be gentler, to be kinder, to be more open all goals, all things I am trying to tie to
my ribs, like they are a bare tree in winter with wishes hanging down, tied with red yarn and flutter
flutter fluttering.
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. you know, when they ask you to describe yourself, I never know what to write or where to start. I
am bad at directions. there's a start. I have a hard time making it smoothly from point A to point B and
I trip a lot, I am clumsy. it! is! possible! to! be! okay! I am bad at directions and you shouldn't trust
me on that. I don't mean to but I enjoy it when people raise their eyebrows at me and acknowledge that
I've worked hard. it makes me swell a tiny bit, lets the embers of pride I normally tamp down with bare
feet brush their way to the surface. especially when it's someone who doesn't know, maybe. it weighs
heavy on me, all of it, but I am trying to be lighter, I am trying not to brush my hair so often. trying not
to start crying on the subway so much. told someone today how I have tried so hard to be independent,
to not need anybody but me. to be self inclusive. to be contained within this damn vessel, to be self
sufficient. it just wasn't working, it just wasn't happening, things were swelling my tides were rising
and I burst. you'll burst, you'll burst, I kept saying, and I burst. trying to dam my own flood. you can't,
you can't. you have to let other people in. you can't not need anyone. you'd be surprised at how much
you can surprise yourself
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. I've got a bad headache tonight but it was a good day, and that is nice to acknowledge, it was just a
good fucking day and it's okay to have good fucking days
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. the bathroom smells like chlorine or maybe bleach and upon walking in I could have sworn I was in
the Poconos in that steam fog of an indoor pool in the winter where we'd go before - or maybe after trying to find deer with Grandpa. those are misplaced years. I know they exist, I can use cupped palms
to clear out a general space for them in the timeline of my life, but it's muddy. I love my mother I love
my mother I love my mother. and who would have known that two of the three strangers they stuck
me in a room with, freshman year, would mean so much to me? would stay up late with me, in the
snow, and listen to me, and bake a purple cake with me? who would have known that I would piece
together a life in this place? it gets harder and harder to consider leaving. and it smells like oatmeal in
the hallway and I am reminded of nothing specific but the warmth of my mother's kitchen and of a bed
with black sheets and Sufjan Stevens thrumming contentedly, holler-holler-hollering about how it's a
long life, you better stand up straight. and it smells musty when I use the second sink from the right in
the bathroom, like the bathhouse at the campground, as daddy long legs ducked under the arches of our
feet and mosquitoes hung at the windows. when we played manhunt and waited under purple light.
growin' up and up and up and out. it's hard to get all of my favorite people in the same place. they used
to only be in the same place. they used to only be a tiny ways away. they used to be 63 miles away on
the parkway. they're going to grow up they're going to keep going further away. you cannot begin
without being severed
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. "what's going on with that?" you tell me. it's really cold, shit. my meds were so cheap today that I
actually thought the price was wrong. I think my teeth are going to fall out. it's still bright out at 5 p.m.
which feels late and daylight savings will come soon enough two weeks or three maybe but I think it's
two, springing ahead letting the light in letting my skin be porous and whatnot. I have a headache and I
can never tell what it spawns from, lack of food or actual pain.
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. not sure what I miss but also not sure I want to know what it is, exactly home, soon enough, home.
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three days in New Jersey
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. more like forty eight hours but it doesn't really matter. that isn't the point. the point is that I forget,
time and time again, that I am just alive, a teensy little speck who can do whatever the fuck she wants.
that it doesn't have to be so routine, that I can make rash decisions and I can take care of myself and I
can also sit on the steps on a balcony in a weird gathering hall and listen to a string quartet and well
with emotion until my throat hurts because I am so full and I can take a train home and hug my mother
and skip work and sit on the couch and buy a rooster mason jar in a store in the middle of nowhere. it
is not one or the other. I am not here nor there. I can do these things, I can frost a cake and I can go to a
fucking thing at the MoMA and I can sit on top of the washing machine and watch the dogs. I can fall
asleep on the couch and I can have my big girl life in New York or whatever the fuck you want to call
it. it doesn't have to be either or. I need to stop forgetting this. I need to stop forgetting this. I wrote in
December, "I have a hard time acknowledging that people can be fleeting" and it's true. I need to stop
forgetting myself. I need to stop forgetting the things I keep learning through long trials and longer
errors. I'm wearing overalls and a headband someone I used to like bought for me. do you know you're
capable of more than you think? do you know you're allowed to take care of yourself? do you know
you're allowed to unabashedly love things, even yourself? not just things. people. ideas. the gray house.
the way the water looks when it's first melted and there's snow streaming down into the gutter and the
waves out there in the bay are choppy greenbluegraybrown in the way that only the bay can do it. soon
enough, soon enough. I spent a year without New Jersey but really - really - I haven't lived there since
August 2013, a year and a half now, haven't felt its patterns. I always forget, I always forget. I always
forget myself. I always forget how important the open space is. I drove with the windows open for the
first time in months and a truck drove past, covered me in slush. it's fine. shit happens shit hurts you
don't have to let it hurt so much. it's all right. it's all right. it's all right. it's all right. well, all's not well,
but it's going to be fucking fine. and it isn't half as bad as you think. it's a good time, it's a good time.
you're going to look back and think, "well, hey. got through that shitshow of a JanuaryFebruary. cool."
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. how many selves have you killed off to make room for someone else to crawl under your skin, to
burrow in your tree roots, to push aside your growth? how many times have you said "just this once"?
I'll give you a hint it's more than once that you've tried to make room for someone else got surly and
self-protecting and you're doing it again. was all tender and ripe and nervous and now you're just
getting mean. I had dreams about that place all the time but I couldn't place it when you told me about
it. I had dreams that we swam across that lake and it was the most spectacular shade of blue and it was
a pool but it was a lake and we stood on a rock on the other side and everything is bright. the memory
itself isn't that bright. it isn't a dim memory, not a grim one, but its colors are not so technicolor in my
head. they are green and brown and gray and learning what the phrase "over the hill" meant and I
accidentally typed that as hell. I can vaguely remember the interior of the cabin. I keep thinking the
outside was green and white. I keep doubting my own memories and I'm not sure if they really
happened. I can never write everything down as much as I want to, I can never keep up with my life,
even when it has slowed to a standstill and I am in bed and I can't move, even then.
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how strange is this?
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. but that's bullshit, see, sometimes there isn't a reason things happen. a cause, maybe. this caused this.
this happened because of this. that doesn't mean there was a reason to it, sometimes things just happen.
a cause, yes, but not an intentionality, sometimes things happen without intention. remember digging
for crayfish in the creeks? and the tiny fort we made between the lake and the grass next to the road?
we spent days there. I can't remember what we called it but we made it our home. and now you're
pregnant, you're having a baby. we'd sit in Bubba's trailer and play house, play doctor. you play-

delivered my purple teddy bear. it's sitting on my bed right now. you're having a baby girl and she's got
a pretty name already. my brother's got a girlfriend in Pennsylvania and my mom said, almost wistfully
in the car, "I think they really love each other." I'm the one who left and I'm the one who desperately
tries to drag us together, magnets determined not to make flesh contact. I told you, years ago,
sometime on a Sunday morning with the circulars spread across the table and bagels still warm in the
brown bag, and the back door open and the sun soaking in, osmosis, through the bottoms of our bare
feet. there's something different in the water that makes Jersey bagels good, they say. brimming with
potential. it was there. maybe we are tapping into it again. maybe we are shedding our collective fawn
legs. maybe that Jersey water is doing us some good. maybe we are doing us some good. soon enough
we'll be able to absorb it through our feet again, dewy grass on a Sunday morning and the triangle
shadow of the house on the backyard.
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"you play in VFW halls"
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. thinking about our VFW hall and all of our small little spaces inhabited by the same people over and
over. thinking about people who stay. thinking about generations and small towns and roads I could
travel with my eyes closed. thinking about empty stores and empty hearts and empty bottles cracking
in the cold. about microwaving a lenox plate, making fireworks in the microwave on the fourth of July,
and burning a blister onto my trigger finger. it's a good thing you made fireworks in the microwave
because we missed the real fireworks that day, drove too slow.
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shake shake shaking. losing feeling in my toes. wish I could walk down the stairs and smell the
bathroom just after my mom's gotten ready for the day, full of her foundation and perfume and
hairspray, the scent of the morning. - Buck up baby, first and foremost it’s you, I told you, I have
been telling you for years, first and foremost you’ve got to feel that way about yourself, one day you
are going to die and you will be alone. Alone alone alone. What are you going to do about it? It’s you,
it’s just you, sitting on the edge of the pool that hasn’t existed in sixty years, it’s you, you with your
hair on top of your head and a thick bruise on a your left thigh, a bruise with dimensions. A bruise with
height. A bruise you accidentally gave yourself. Your swellings, your awnings, you. Buck up and wipe
the salt off your boots and stop thinking of yourself as part of any two. It is you and it is you and that is
it, stand up. Get up. A friendly reminder to not let things get bad. You have a hard time letting people
be fleeting. How many people are you going to drive around your hometown until you find the right
one? “the right one” is a farce and the answer is that it’s you, it’s just you. Give yourself what you
need. Drink your water and take your vitamins and look alive out there. Make sure you eat. Go to the
gym. Get sleep early and also stay out and surprise yourself, <i>surprise yourself</i>. You’ve got it in
you, I know it. Surprise yourself and keep taking care of yourself, god damn it. Fleeting people, tiny
blips, shouldn’t fuck up your recovery. Like it or not you’re stuck with yourself with your vessel if you
don’t start taking care of it now you’re never gonna you are not a hollowed out empty shell as much as
you once wanted I know that’s what you wanted but it’s not what you’ve got you are full of good so go
out there and be full of good. Maybe you should start eating oranges for real instead of staring at them
and peeling them apart. Maybe you should dust your bookshelf. You aren’t delicate. You aren’t
delicate. You are not spun of glass, you are fine and strong and good. Better than.
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I'm not delicate but I'm feeling delicate and I wish I was in New Jersey
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. you've got to take care of yourself you've got to, please
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. sewn and unsewn and sewn up again. pulled out the careful stitches of myself to show you things I
hadn't shown anyone, delicately, gently, look. see, there? look. and then, now, bitter and surly, doing
the neat stitching back up, for a few more months. sorry. no access today. can't get in. sewed too well,
too tightly.
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. gotta remember the good things, so - today I ate chicken noodle soup and sat in East Hall which was
full of light and when I got off the 6 it was still light out at 5:30 and you can just tell spring is trying to
crawl through all the muck, and they were playing Arcade Fire in the lab when I picked up my film, a
song I really liked, and I was bouncing on my feet feeling good. good things, see? good things.
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. just want to listen to the music my parents listened to when they were kids and take in moisture from
dew through the bottoms of my feet just want to be an outdoor person again
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. just going and going and going and going, really, that's all there is to it I'm going to see my best
friend tomorrow, my mom is driving to Atlantic City and I'm going to spend a whole week with her
soon, I am making things I like, I am eating regularly which is incredible I did something so brave in
2015 and this time last year I was sinking so deeply within myself and right now, a year later, I am
pushing forward and to the surface and up out of my own skin
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Walnut Street. Walnut Street, Walnut Street, Walnut Street. and parking on Hurley Street and
stumbling down the tiny grass hill to my car, yelling yelling yelling about how I wasn't good enough.
Norah was wrapped in a blanket all around. parking on Hurley Street to take pictures of Norah in her
backyard. to sit half asleep in her bed the last night (and then, the last morning) that Sirius was alive.
Harry and Norah yelling the words to a Cocorosie song - I still don't know which one - very late the
night before Thanksgiving. parking on Hurley Street to familiar sights out the passenger side window.
learning Keyport, learning my hometown, all over again. you'd be surprised what you can learn when
you aren't yourself. you'd be surprised what you can learn when you spend time with different people.
going to let summer unsew me and open me up for interpretation, take me for its own. I wanted to be
different and I figured out where to start. I figured out where to start.
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. I have been getting these little baby headaches, nothing big. nothing too harsh. a hummingbird
tattooing songs from misplaced times on the inner lip of my skull, trying to make me pay attention.
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. my hands smell like orange rinds, slightly bitter. kind of like potpourri. it's never me who smells like
citrus. carrying two oranges around in my hand. they fit so nicely. they look so foreign. they are sitting
right here to the right of me and they look like they don't belong in this room, or maybe, rather, they
look like they belong in this room if it wasn't mine. they both have little nubs, little openings, where
another tried to grow. I love them so much but I am so uncomfortable with them. I feel tenderly
toward them but they are misplaced. they fit in my palm but they don't belong.
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. yesterday I stopped in a florist's shop a block from the subway because I needed to smell things that
were alive. an assistant asked after me and I told him just that, through fogged glasses, and he told me
that was the beauty of flowers, you get to smell 'em for free as long as you want. last night I got drunk
and ate my first egg and learned how to properly stretch my calves, curled my body around someone
new old which might have been a poor choice but I never know. today there was a magician on the L
with a rabbit and a white dove hidden in his cart, and he didn't speak at all, elicited gasps (and maybe a
laugh from me, maybe a childish smile, I might have clapped my hands) from the people around us

with the contents of his carts, wove them through his hands. yesterday I yelled at a woman on the
subway, I couldn't help it New York will erode your kindnesses and wear them down into subway grit
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. this morning in Williamsburg Maria and I tried to find the door to 285 Kent, and then made our way
to the park where we sat, two and a half years ago, drunk and silly. staring out at the water and the
bridge thinking about haircuts, and then turned around and there was a huge group of old people, in
this odd tiny park at the end of the street overlooking the bridge. stumbled across another place I've
only known in pictures. ate cheese fries. dispatches from another state that will probably taste sour in
my mouth for a while, half apologies that hold no weight, that scamper off on a windy day to bump
against unwitting strangers. sat at Lauren's and had one drink, in warm afternoon sunlight, the light
was warm today. daylight savings and their power was shut off which might be a blessing. I stared at a
book full of flowers bigger than my head and I didn't feel fine but I know I will, maybe. looked at a lot
of old pictures. can feel my belly rumbling, haven't felt okay since Wednesday. hit some sort of wall
and am still slumped in front of it, staring up at it. counting down the days until New Jersey and
listening to the news from Lake Wobegon and thinking about covering my whole body in permanent
scars with ink so I don't have to see places you wanted for yourself. wondering why I always get
myself into things I'm not even sure I want. left on the other end by myself while there is always
someone, in another state, with someone new. not me. not me. not you. not you.
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. I have been writing so much down. the past two daylight savings were good - springing ahead last
year in New Brunswick I think, falling behind in the autumn in someone's black sheets. they are fuzzy
warm memories, both of them, and I can only hope fuzzy good memories will come out of this too.
been thinking about a lot of things, rootlessness and the like, meandering, not having a place. I have
fifteen months left in New York, maybe less if I skip town for the summer. and then I am unchained
then I am let go from the path of the past eighteen years - eighteen? sixteen? the overall arc of my
education which will end not at some pot of gold but at me, on a stage, holding a sheet of paper that I
worked very hard for, wearing a polyester gown and probably not heels and probably makeup for the
first time all year. and then I can go. I can go and go and go and go. it will end not in a burst but in a
whisper I think. maybe I'll bring confetti. somehow I am feeling so glorious at the idea of endings. I
want them neater I want them tidier I want to sew them off and up and knot them neatly like a piece of
embroidery, your string starts here, pierces through the surface of the skin here, and goes and goes and
goes and comes out on this edge, and here, again, you reappear, and again and again, and then, and
then, you stop here. I tie off your feelings and your looks and your false hopes given, I tie them off
right here and that is where they stay. that is where you stay.
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. I need to have more conversations about New Jersey and I need to go to New Jersey. "we're
adjusting." and so I am moving on, and so there are loose plans for the next year. and so it continues.

today at an opening, looking at a picture of the light grazing the front steps, and overheard - a man
whose picture hung on the wall a couple frames down - he nodded, said to the person next to him, "that
was in our house, we sold it last month." I choked on New Jersey, I nearly vomited up New Jersey, I
had to turn away, I had to duck down in front of them. I showered today, I did eight miles. I am trying
to get over that temporary lapse. a lapse, a lapse. I can take care of myself and make adult phone calls.
I forget what it was I was reading today but something I was reading made me ache so much for April,
for standing in front of the church where my parents were married and watching them load Nan's
casket into the hearse. certain things snap years onto you. that was the week, last April. what was it
that reminded me of her? I can't access it in my head but it's there. maybe it was the news from Lake
Wobegon. when I like something I can't stop liking it until I have exhausted all possibility. I worry
about myself. today I called about the health insurance. last night I looked up apartments. there are
things I can do. maybe I will wash out my mugs this week. maybe I will do laundry this week. maybe I
will take care of myself and it will last longer than three weeks. maybe I will stop being scared of
myself. my wrists are thin and my hands are pale. one, two, three punches. three days in a row. I have
this paper to write, and I was all set to do it until something happened last Wednesday I don't even
know what and I haven't been able to do anything since. there's a mosquito in the room it's like spring
hatched itself yesterday, today. the snow is almost all gone. I haven't been able to do anything. the
snow is almost all gone and I haven't been able to do anything. temporary lapses, small lapses. one,
two, three, a trailing ellipsis smear down the week. talk to me about how bad Asbury is on the wrong
side of 71. talk to me about the gentrification and I'll tell you how I worked next to the Bond Street bar,
a block over from Cookman. a small patch of land I know so well and the weird corner at Mattison and
Cookman that always made me nervous in a car but happy while walking. talk to me about the
Parkway, mention the Parkway and I will sit up straighter and laugh. these are the things I know how
to talk about. these are the things I mapped. these are the things I traced, footfall by footfall, that
autumn it rained and that summer with a gray kind of heat that settled, and light that punctured the skin
and wormed its way in. daily walks across the bridge. these were places that made me kinder, made me
softer. I miss being kind, I miss being soft. I lost that here. the kind and the soft is sparse and it feels
false and it feels too much when it does happen, it overwhelms. I've got a bad sad bellyache. I mostly
want to curl up into a ball and sob onto my mother's lap. there's a pain on my arm roughly in the spot
where the bruise from the IV was, back in October. things have been off for a while. this happened last
year, I repeat myself, I am a creature of habit. what will the third iteration hold? growth is violent, I
feel like my fucking feelings should have stretch marks. not even my feelings. something. the scab at
the back of my head has been bleeding. there will be a time for all things. I think it's time to stop giving
people things for a bit. I was messed up in October, really fucking messed up in September and
October and then I started kissing people just to make up for it and look where it got me. I should stop
that. I am still just as fucking messed up, I just hid it in my brain behind someone else for a bit. so
that's where we're at. that's where I'm at, there is no royal we. there won't be. there isn't and there won't,
you couldn't and you can't. I've got a bad sad bellyache, the kind sending me straight to former people.
the kind reminding me how many humans I have photographed who no longer exist with me, in
parallel with me. I always forget. who did you know? who did you forget? what do you miss? tell me
what you miss. don't tell me kind things and rescind them. I miss being soft. I miss being open. no one
owes you anything, I <em>know</em> baby girl that doesn't mean it won't hurt any less. I can't
remember who it was that named my tooth. I ate my first egg on Friday but I hardly remember it that's
what happens when you're five drinks in and curling your body around the first one that will curl back.
always turning to the same people. always turning to the same patterns. I have my routines and I make
them and I stick to them. I have my fits you have your fits. states apart, sad little episodes of fits. sad
little episode of a girl. you do silly things to yourself. you do, you do. you think you don't but oh you
do. but oh you're mean to yourself. oh, you are cruel cruel cruel. you would never be this cruel to
someone else, you would never dream of it. you would never dream of talking this way to the ocean to
your mother to your daughter. you'd never. you'd never.
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. standing in a casino humming along to Buddy Holly. I had to stop myself from buying a special
edition Pavement CD in Jack's today. Red Bank still has their trees swathed in Christmas lights and it
made me feel like late autumn early winter when the air has snap in it and you're trying not to wear
gloves yet but you're still hurrying from spot to spot. it did not feel like March. this month has not yet
felt like itself and I have not yet felt like myself.
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so it's come to this so March is drawing to a close it feels like it has barely started at all it's the first day
of spring and winter can't let go it is shaking off its last bits so it's come to this. I chickened out, I'm not
cutting my hair. the season is sweeping to a close and I left my snow boots in the wrong state. my
shoulder feels wrong somehow. I am going to be in New Jersey I am going to spend a lot of time
driving I am really excited.
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you'd be surprised at what you miss you'd be surprised at what you miss you'd be surprised at what
makes your fingernails hurt I am sitting in the kitchen because it gives me headaches when my mother
smokes in the house, in the same room as me. I have had a perpetual headache the whole time because
of her cigarettes and I will have to shower and wash all my clothes as soon as I get home, even the
clothes that are clean. I miss that family that made me feel like theirs, like I was part. they were not
the best people and I know I am remembering them more fondly than they were; I know they were
homophobic and a little racist and unhappy with me because I pursued art, because I persuaded their
son to do what he wanted. but I miss being part of a big family like that, when ten people would
accidentally end up around a dinner table. when everyone wanted to celebrate your birthday. I just
haven't felt part of a big family like that in a long time and I miss it, I miss it. I shouldn't. but it was a
good thing, days full of nothing but people. nothing in particular to talk about, just people.
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. and too early, and probably still drunk, which was an accident not unwelcome. had a bellyache all
day, still do, still feel off. a whole week in New Jersey, and soon enough, thirteen weeks in New
Jersey. all of my clothes smell like cigarette smoke and I have to do laundry again, even the clean
clothes. I didn't mean to be so cruel to my mother yesterday but I have been feeling a little restless and
unrooted and I am happy to have my bike and I am happy to be home in Brooklyn I think. oddly calm
and unsure of how to feel about anything. but very calm, incredibly calm, which might have to do with
spending a week in my own headspace in New Jersey and might have to do with my meds. nervously
calm. I am nervous about how calm I am. I cannot write decent words to save my life, right now. to
save anything.
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I don't want to be anyone's type of girl. I am afraid of being distilled into lists and checkpoints,
meeting requirements. I have developed this little black bags under my eyes, more like purple. the sky
has been purple around sunset lately, spring is dawning, but it's nervous to, I have a belly, I have a
belly, i don't know how to feel, I don't know how to feel
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that I feel really good tonight. that I might be gaining weight but I have a lot of good people around
me. that Bree sat on the floor of the office and drew grids, that Thomas wants to come visit me at the
pinball museum over the summer, that I have a date tomorrow. that I work at the Met, that they want
me there. that I'm getting after-work drinks with my coworkers next Friday. that things are open and
warm, that spring rain makes my hair frizzy but it's okay because it's spring. that I have a place to live
next year with a good friend. that I'm going to spend the summer, my last summer, in Jersey. that my
bike is fixed. that Jack isn't dead yet. that the window is open. it's all right. all's not well but it's going
to be all right.
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all right all right all right all right all right
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. the color of the last bit of March, it's purple, it's soft lavender. I am a smear of lavender you can't get
off the back of your hand after you dabbed me on in the middle of the suburbs, in a mall somewhere,
trying it out. and you went back to your respective state and couldn't scrub the spot off. my mouth
hurts from eating too many peppermints and all I can think of is lavender and not wanting to check the
mail and it's raining and I don't want to check the mail.
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i. <div> this morning was so warm I was only wearing a t shirt and now it’s so windy I can’t see
straight. I have chlorine hair and I went to the CD store where I bought all of my CDs when I was
little. I haven’t been home alone, just me, ever really. I have always been here with someone. ii. <div>
Today at my grandpa’s house, I found a binder full of all the artwork I made when I was in elementary
school, and all of the get well soon cards I made for my grandmother when she was going through
chemo, tucked on a shelf under a framed C print I gave to my grandpa last year. On the shelf next to
the binder was my parents’ wedding album and an award my grandmother won for being a really good
human or motivator or something like that. In the room across the hall my grandpa has a scanner and is
diligently adding to our family tree online, scanning old photos his father bequeathed to him. Hanging
in the hall are things my grandmother embroidered; there’s a lamp she made. The house is a temple.
The house is ours. The house belongs to the family. The family is mine. iii. (today) I feel sad
somehow, I have a weird bellyache and I don't know what it's from. Maria told me today she can't
support the work I'm doing because she thinks it's a way of holding myself back from recovering and
she said I can be without the eating disorder and I know that but I just don't know how yet, it is like
filling in gray areas that I tore out, like filling in the gaps of teeth I yanked out with pliers, trying to
figure out what will fit in holes with jagged edges with holes that weren't good for me to begin with, I
am holding on to it because it's all I have left iv. I had a dream last night that I was in Florida with a
bunch of people who either don't exist anymore or don't exist together anymore and somehow I cut my
hair off and now all I want to do is cut my hair off and also, somehow, grow it until it touches the
ground v. leave me alone, I want to say to myself. this belly pooch, this softness, is okay. it's okay
that your hipbones are receding. they're still there, you are not a fucking waste of space just because
you're taking up a tiny bit more space. and you smell like vomit and it's not sweet and you can't shake
any of it. </div> </div>
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. my stomach feels like someone scrambled it up and left it there to dry and I feel a little funny and sad
and nauseous and I wish I didn't hurt so much and I wish I didn't feel like puking up bile bile bile
nauseous nauseous nauseous
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it's a really, really good thing that I am in treatment for an eating disorder. for two, I guess. it's a really,
really, really good thing and I need to remember it's a good thing and it isn't easy and it's a good good
thing.
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. in a place where she will have to cover up her tattoos. to teach girls how to sculpt things out of clay.
further north than I've ever been. people dream of going south and I am dreaming of going north but
circumventing that one state. touching the border of Canada. watching lovers barrel over the falls.
north, north, all those empty states. I live in the most densely populated city and I came from the most
densely populated state. I wear New Jersey on a chain around my necklace. I will be there all summer,
making funnel cake and trying not to look sad in the photobooth strips. maybe I'll pull someone in
there with me. I hope I am unbearably warm this summer. I hope I give off enough light to make
others uncomfortable, to make them sting a little. I am afraid to be a pit with unknowable depths, to be

some kind of place where you disappear and can't emerge from. it's dark down there, isn't it? I know.
there, there. let me run my fingers through your hair. I know. I know. I know.
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. to meet someone under purple sky a little lost right at the dimming time of day as it goes from bright
to still-bright-but-purple and gradually comes to sleep as navy orange, as you gradually come to sleep
under the curled arm of someone new, who smells a little different, who tastes a little different, who
wore the same outfit as you and kissed you in the middle of a show when you were both dancing
dumb.
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. I forget that I am a human being, I forget that my legs are intended to keep me upright, I forget that I
exist. I often forget that I exist. we are reading all of this shit in philosophy and yeah I get it everyone
changes their mind but a lot of the time I forget that those things we're talking about - I'm one of them,
one of those human beings doing those thinking things and self-determining things and figuring-outof-things, that's me. in this body. this strange body with strange hands running up the gentle mountain
curves of hips and down over my ribs. this strange body with a little belly because I've been eating, I've
been all's-not-well-but-pretty-close-to-damn-good for maybe a week now, I've been okay. I forget that
my parents loved each other once, or so they say. I forget that they were married - I don't know how
the proposal happened but somehow a ring ended up on another finger, and eventually later on a day in
late April in the early nineties another ring joined that one, and standing across from her, a third ring.
two people and three rings. doesn't that seem strange to anyone? a preemptive promise before the
promise? someone bought me a ring once and he flushed it down the toilet. I kept telling him no and he
had no idea what that word meant. no is a syllable. no is insistent on one end and a suggestion on the
other, a suggestion that got lost within your head and crystallized into a diamond ring. a ring. I forget
that someone tried marrying me once, that someone really wanted to. (one day, maybe, someone else
will) and I forgot too that I can go as slowly as not-fast as I want to and that I can eat three meals a day
and theoretically be fine fine fine, I forgot that my parents loved each other. they had all the funny
belly feelings. I feel silly talking about someone I went on two dates with. I don't really get dating. I
don't really understand the slow circling thing people do, but maybe it's nice to do that, to slowly
acclimate to someone instead of just <em>do</em>ing it. maybe this is just doing it - at a gentler pace,
down a gentler slope. there's no need to barrel headfirst over the falls. you can watch 'em from afar for
a little bit, maybe, standing next to someone who accidentally wore the same outfit you did. who's
wearing the same pink pin on his jacket pocket and cleaning off your glasses for you. and you don't
know, and you forget that this is it. and you're going home for another funeral, a year later, and your
life is cyclical and even Mar notices it. gonna take her over to the ocean and we'll just sit there for a
while and if she wants to talk about it, we can talk about it. and if she doesn't, if she doesn't want to
talk about Doug, Doug whose bar we met in front of, Doug with the house on 79 with the funny statues
in the front of the house and Doug with the son we never liked, Doug with the trampoline and the big
belly, and another bar somewhere along the line, Doug with the Dougout, if she doesn't want to talk
about him we can talk about anything else in the whole world but I know what we'll be thinking about.
and I know we'll both know, and I know we'll both be thinking about growing up and how goddamn
weird it is. eighteen years and we are starting to get to the point where support is more than bellyachin'
about our parents but about wearing black and standing next to each other while they bury people we
love. support is understanding how similar we are and bellyachin' about money and about how our
parents did a lot more for us than we ever gave them credit for and we all know now but we're a little
ashamed to say just how wrong we were when we were bratty teenagers complaining about it. and two
moms who worked really damn hard but we never really said thank you for it, just expected it. I know

what we'll be thinking about. it's so good to have a human who just knows, who you can sit next to in
silence because you just know. people we love are dying but we still have each other. she came into the
city for my mom's surgeries and we ate scones and drank tea and sat on the edge of my mom's bed.
somehow I sat next to her mom at Nan's funeral, in the very front row. there are some things you just
can't shake and that kind of friend, that kind of family, is one of them. twenty one years old and we've
done most of it together. I forget, often, that I'm a human being. that I am lucky enough to have gotten
a decent family on my own, and lucky enough to have picked good annex families, good addendums to
what I was given through genetics. and so here we are, and I'll be on my way home in twenty four
hours, and all's not well but it's on its way.
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Mon, 13 Apr 2015 04:43:54 +0000
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. it feels like the last funeral just happened but it's been almost a year and look what happened in a
whole year and here we are flocking home for the next one, and who will be next, and when will it
end? and the answer is that it won't, it feels like a slippery slope, I don't want to lose anybody else. I
don't want to lose anybody at all.
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I don't even know what to say
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2015/04/i-dont-even-know-what-to-say/
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. it's almost the end of April and I kind of blinked and looked around and realized I was doing okay,
realized there was someone who will wear lavender socks to (unintentionally) complement my yellow
ones, realized there was someone who'll go to the diner every Sunday morning with me, realized upon
waking up in a rainstorm in the village that this is it, this is it, this is it. sleeping next to somebody is
nice. laying naked on top of somebody is nice. keeping someone else warm - maybe too warm, maybe
warm enough to have to roll around and try to find the cold spot on the bed - is nice. sleeping is nice.
not worrying is nice. these things are good and I am starting to feel somewhat firm but fluid in my own
skin, tender enough to be open but sure enough not to worry too hard. I am alive and I am figuring
things out and some things are escaping me right now but I will catch up to them eventually but that
isn't even top priority, you see, to catch up to them. I am catching up to myself, catching up with
myself, settling into this new skin as it expands a little, expands to let new people in and physically
expands, gaining weight and letting myself have mass, letting myself take up space. and it's good.
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I just tried to search for tomorrow's weather
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2015/04/i-just-tried-to-search-for-tomorrows-weather/
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. and I typed in Cliffwood's zip code - Keyport's, technically - and that makes me feel a whole lot
of <em>things</em>
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here I am
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. here I am, things are pastel. lavender. pinkish. lavender socks, white and pink petals. a white shirt.
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looking at my hometown on a map
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2015/04/looking-at-my-hometown-on-a-map/
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admin
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. (a digital map) trying to figure out the best way to bike to work every day. 2.9 miles to the train,
$7.50 and a 50 minute train ride, 1.1 miles to the museum, and back. too much money. too much
money. looking at my hometown on a map and trying to figure out how to get places.
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I went to On Kawara at the Guggenheim and got emotionally fucked up
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2015/04/i-went-to-on-kawara-at-the-guggenheim-and-gotemotionally-fucked-up/
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i. it's Sunday night and I'm looking at my hometown on a map, showing Devante how close I grew up
to the water, how far I am from Philly, and there's my car, a year before the head gasket blew. and the
light is September light, all dappled and warm and I can't believe I'll be back so damn soon, it hurts to
think about. it's Sunday night and all I can think about is my mom, and being barefoot on pavement
that's warm and cold depending on where the shadows are, on leaping from shadow to shadow, on
killing fireflies with wiffleball bats. on baggy bikini butts at twelve years old. I am probably
romanticizing it all, I do that from time to time, but it's been two damn years. and I might be staying
here for good. I have to give it one last shot. ii. I kissed someone in that blue purple light on a rock in
Central Park overlooking four tiny dogs chasing tennis balls. there was a drone buzzing overhead that
sounded like a helicopter, and then a real helicopter went by. to our right there was a fire and people
gathered around it chanting, maybe a cart. somewhere by the Bethesda fountain there was a drum line
going. it was chilly, it was getting cold as the sun sank but it felt warm, I felt warm. iii. the On
Kawara show terrified me. "I am not going to commit suicide don't worry" "I am not going to commit
suicide worry" "I am going to sleep forget it" tiny colored marks to conceal whatever he was doing,
daily documents of nothing. he needs help, I kept saying, he needs help. (he's been dead for almost a
year.) he needs help he needs help. iv. the roof of the Met was closed and my second favorite wing
was closed and I felt all around disappointed, I just wanted to show something nice to someone nice.
v. what's it feel like to sprawl out next to someone, to wake up and eat pierogis? it feels nice. it doesn't
feel like I deserve it, really. kiss someone goodbye at the corner of St. Marks and Ave A. spend a lot of
time holding someone's hand. these are all normalgoodthings these are all okaygoodthings these are all
thingsIamallowedtohave but I'm waiting for something to go wrong. vi. I Got Up at 10:47 a.m. today
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. being fat fucking sucks
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. I knew you wouldn't and I'm also glad you didn't
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on psycho killer
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2015/04/on-psycho-killer/
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. <div> what it sounds like to be seventeen-almost-eighteen working in a Goodwill every day after
school and going home to a sick mom who refused to be sick and sitting in the kitchen with coworkers
trying to prove myself to them, decorating Christmas trees, trying to hide clothes to buy when our pay
checks came in, eating Wawa pretty much every day and crying in my tiny black car and having two or
three days off a month. </div>
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let me button my shirt up
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2015/04/let-me-button-my-shirt-up/
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. or unbutton it - you can't tell in the picture. anyway. what are you here for? I am so scared of what
is happening in this country, I am so fucking scared. I'm listening to music that reminds me of Patrick
and I'm so scared of what's happening in this country. anyway. what are you here for? what do you
want to do? the answer's easy I want to crawl into my own skin I feel like I left it back there
somewhere and I also want to lay flat on a slope in Central Park in the grass and I want my back to get
a little damp because the grass is a little damp and cold and I want grass stains on my knees and I want
to stay there until very late with you
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"one more, for good luck"
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, make that two.
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you were almost there
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2015/05/you-were-almost-there/
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. remember that day, when you took the wrong exit even though I kept telling you which one it was
but you didn't want to listen to me? there are bugs in my room.
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every time I leave you my hair is a mess kids are being loud but I am too tired to think about it, it's
May first, a third of this year is gone, where does it keep going? parts of the whole, a small but crucial
part of the whole. the whole. the hole.
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"the city that never weeps"
http://www.caitiborruso.com/daily/2015/05/the-city-that-never-weeps/
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. I saw someone today wearing a shirt that said "the city that never weeps" and I just don't think so, I
think this city weeps, I have seen it weeping, have seen the petals pouring down on the Upper East
Side, have seen the waves battering the park at the base of Manhattan, have seen the angry cries at
rallies, this city weeps for everyone
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here are some Good Things
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on Thursday after going to the doctor and having blood drawn and not passing out I sat in Bryant Park
eating an M&amp;M McFlurry and watching this shirtless man dodge the sprinkler and then finally
wet his hands in it. I walked to the Q and then wove my way through Chinatown to meet Jack and
Julian and Matt and Julia at Joe's Shanghai (I was late I am always late) and tried soup dumplings and
dodged a question about how I knew them all, because I'm not really sure of the answer. walked handin-hand up to the apartment with Jack, all the way through Chinatown and to a liquor store on First
Ave, laid on the couch reading Hyperion and then drinking whiskey with Jack's head on my lap,
watched the full moon through the open window. woke up early enough in the morning to eat bagels
together in a little square of open space between the backs of buildings, too-expensive bagels but good
bagels nonetheless. I flopped back down on the bed after buttoning up my dress and he said, "you're
the reason I've been going back to sleep in the mornings" which is a nice thought. took the 4 up to the
museum and walked in for my last day and spent most of it on the roof watching the Pierre Huyge
installation. Thomas took us out to Shake Shack for my last day (I had cheese fries and a black and
white malted shake) and was really grateful for what I've done, I think. I was sad to leave, I felt funny
walking out so I walked across the park barefoot before getting on the C. New York is feeling magical
again and I'm sad to leave. change is hard, I think I am just getting used to New York, just getting used
to calling it mine. Maria and I went to a stupid gallery opening and then walked around the Lower East
Side and through Little Italy, I drank an orange soda, I laughed so loud it filled up a whole block. went
to bed early. Sandra came over to our table at Megabites and asked how we were since she wasn't our
waitress that day, I love her, I love being a regular, another reason I don't want to leave, I used to come
up with reasons to leave and now I am drafting reasons not to. bought some little notebooks, met Jack
at Anton Kern to see the David Shrigley show. he laughed a lot. the room was full of light and we
called my phone from the big ol' phone sitting on a table, subtracted a lot of numbers, flipped through
the book. walked over to David Zwirner where there was a tiny house that looked a lot like my house,
the numbers were the same, the siding was the same, the plastic front door was the same, it was even
yellow our house used to be yellow it was so strange. 9393. on the front step a gallery assistant handed
us each a sheet of polka dot stickers. I stuck some in the microwave, we finished off the spines of
unfinished books, I stuck a yellow one in Jack's pocket and an orange one in mine. they took the empty
sticker sheet at the end. I bought a copy of Slaughterhouse Five for five dollars. we walked over to

Aperture and then up to the bus and kissed goodbye at the corner. I was taking a lot of pictures and he
was bemused, I think. at one point I stopped to take a picture and then wrapped my arms around him
and we both just looked at it, this strange pipe draped over the temporary sidewalk. he said, "I wonder
what the people walking by think we're looking at." it was a good bus ride, during that yellowish sunny
hour that comes at the beginning of summer. driving through back roads that look like home. home. I'll
be there in one week, in Jersey, making it mine again. Mar and I walked a whole lot and drank $3 beers
and fed her friend's cat and ate cheese fries drunk at Johnny Rocket's. got catcalled a lot on the walk
home. everything felt nice, everything felt really nice. got really sunburned at the concert after taking a
couple of trains there. drank a lot of water, bounced to Passion Pit. felt all funny at how we're grown
up. laid in the grass in a bra and an unhooked overall dress and got the weirdest pattern of sunburn.
took the bus home and here I am, and things are good.
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I don't know
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. I don't know, I don't know at all
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picking a wedgie under the BQE
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. it's sticky today and I think the barista was attempting to flirt with my but I really have to write this
paper about unethical treatments in photography, or something. it sounds smarter when I say it out loud
than what it really is. not that smart, really, despite all the things they said in elementary school.
wearing sneakers and a backpack and a shirt that matches my first comforter, age 21. I think my teeth
are going to fall out. Ki said no to Valentine's candy because he wanted me to have teeth but he ended
up not even coming down, I knew that when I left him in my room that day it was going to be the last
time. I am always afraid of last times that you can't tell because what if there are no photos of it? what
if there is nothing to prove it? longed for so long not to have proof that we were poor, that my mom
jokingly called it a white trash patio but it wasn't really a joke. none of it was really a joke. I think
Maria is angry at me. I am getting fat. I am getting fat and everyone thinks it is progress but I am not
progressing, I am progressing only to a turning point, I don't know what's going to happen to me.
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I'll keep it in the good pocket, I swear
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. keep what? whatever you need. she's patting down her pockets trying to find it for you, it's late in a
train station and she pulls it out of a bag inside another bag, a small white lighter, and hands it over,
you are holding a shirt inside a bag and looking frazzled and the train station is cavernous and holds
not very many human beings on a Sunday night, all flawed humans skulking around inside a shell of a
station. big, old train stations make her feel certain things, like she is living a trope that isn't hers,
flitting from city to city. really it is the same two cities and the state they bracket. really it is the same
places and the same people, over and over, and occasionally they switch places and we follow each
other. backpacks and dirty train windows or dirty bus windows and eating food very quickly without
thinking too much about it, because there isn't much else to think about. really it is the same thing over
and over. the years pile up in layers, and it's Tramalfadorian, the way you can walk through Chinatown
and simultaneously be eighteen and eating white rice with people you don't know, nineteen at the new
year with confetti all over your hair, barely twenty and eating rice pudding on the last good day, the
warmest day in January, twenty one and late to dinner yet again, at the same place you went when you
were eighteen, crossing a side street to get to someone new. it's like scratching at a wall that's been
painted over time and time again, like some strange gobstopper of time, all kerneled up inside your
skin, you carry it all with you, always. the confetti tangled in your hair and the first week of college
and people you have professed to love a lot, even though you aren't sure what that means anymore,
even though the only people you've ever really loved have been your mother and your father and your
grandfather and your very best friends. you might have loved them but that love was on some layer of
skin that you shedded a while back.
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the scary thing about having friends in other cities is that you see a train crash in Philadelphia and you
immediately, illogically, think your best friend is dead the cast dwindles but the web stretches
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<div> <div> <div> <div> moving back into my childhood bedroom for the summer, unpacking and
finding strange things and making a little nest for myself in Jersey for the first time in a couple of years
and the last time in a while. it smells like marsh and they’re doing construction on 35 and there’s no
easy road out of the neighborhood. Kishi Bashi is always going to sound like that Christmas Eve,
driving very far for one pill and then, the last good day, in January, humming around Chinatown and
yelling feelings over the subway on the Manhattan Bridge. this city has layers and I can scratch at them
and see my younger selves, understand how far they were from here, from now. like younger sisters,
year after year, lined up in a row, waiting for approval. I love all of you, I want to say. things that are

good for you - the smell of musty sheets - the anticipation of waking up to the sun, the same light you
experienced as a six year old through the blinds I am home. </div> </div> </div> </div>
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. cheap breakfast and the smell of the marsh and the stillness, I forgot how still and vibrant everything
could be
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the skin on my back is peeling off
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. the morning is slow and gray and it's pouring when I step out the front door but foggy by the time I
pull up to Keyport and there is a man with a red hood watching the water. he casts out once before
driving off. there are two old men and two old women who appear to convene in the parking lot every
morning. I go to the thrift shop on Main next to the police station, and this woman tries to sell me
shoes, lets me try on a skirt in the back behind a half wall. I've gained weight. I go to the library, get a

new card, see someone from the internet. I've done so much today and it's only two p.m. things are so
slow.
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tuesday night list, 10:26 p.m.
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<ul> <li>a red hooded sweatshirt and a man who cast out once before riding his bike into the fog</li>
<li>passing by a watering hole for ducks and turning around shortly thereafter</li> <li>a sore throat
that hasn’t faded</li> <li>a woman in a consignment shop that’s been there my whole life, trying to
get me to buy a pair of shoes. shimmying into a white skirt behind a half wall and coughing up
dust</li> <li>caterpillars crossing my path every which way</li> <li>renewing my library card and
somehow making the woman at the counter nervous</li> <li>being unable to ascertain how to say that
I’m from New York and only back for three months when attempting to explain myself to people here
because I am from here but not here anymore and coming from there but not there anymore</li>
<li>nine inches of hair gone and the peeling stage of a sunburn</li> </ul>
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. I started a job where I learned how to make pizza real good and how not to be prissy and how to fry
things and not think too much, they don't want you to think too much. walked back to my car in the
rain, attempted to pump my own gas, set off the car's alarm. got on a train and walked into Jack's
apartment to see someone else I didn't know, one of the Isaacs. we went to Odessa and I tried a blintz
and we went to a show and kissed a lot and had our arms around each other's shoulders a lot and took
the train home and walked up Ave A and kissed a lot on Tenth Street and I sat on the floor in the
apartment for a bit and later I asked if we were dating because not knowing things makes me nervous
and I don't even really know how these things work and one of the things he said after was, "you can
talk to me about stuff, you know, like what we were talking about at the show" because at the show I
started rambling about how weird sad girl culture is and about being defined by that and how insincere
it feels even though I think it's important for girls to feel their feelings romanticizing sadness isn't
helping anyone it's detrimental and I don't see the point in wallowing in it and then I stopped myself
because we were surrounded by sad apathetic girls. I think maybe he worries a little bit. when we woke
up in the morning we were wrapped around each other and I was wearing the Krill shirt and he was
going to be late and I wrapped my arms around him and said no it's going to be fine come here. come
here. so we walked to Union Square and I kissed him off at the subway and then got a cider and a
scone and then a free apple and I spilled cider all over myself, dropped crumbs all over the place. birds
came and sat really close to eat the crumbs, five of them. I walked over to the new Whitney and felt
weird things about this photorealistic thing or more specifically the wall text. a guard came up to me
while I was transcribing one of the captions and told me it was okay to take a picture and I told him I
wouldn't remember it if I took a picture, I had to write it down. which is something to think about
another time not right now. I laid on the high line reading for a while and then walked all the way
down to Broadway Lafayette to meet Maria, I sat on a bench in the middle of E Houston for a while
until it started to rain. we went to Starbucks and ate leftover cake illicitly and then got Banh Mi
sandwiches and ate them sitting on a bench next to a fancy place in Little Italy, sat on the corner of
Cleveland and Kenmare for an hour watching traffic crawl by, weird interactions with strangers there.
we were wearing the same outfit, almost, just like the night before I was wearing something really
similar to Jack, is it me? do I dress like the people I care about? do I pick people to care about who
happen to dress like me? does this matter? someone on a bike whistled at me, a few old men gave us
strange looks, one man's face just lit up. someone else waved. it was all very strange and weird and
good, we watched the sunset melt down into itself through the building cracks. I spent the train ride
home listening to two different groups talk and talk and they both sounded like New Jersey, like
slightly empty lives, like things I could have if I wanted
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. I have weird thoughts about a lot of things. I have weird thoughts about the concept of being the first
person to set foot on a part of the earth that is accessible by foot; I wonder what it felt like to be the
first. I won't be the first for anything. I wonder what it was like to be the first person to set foot on
another planet, to cross boundaries that hadn't even seemed like boundaries, that had seemed concrete
for most of existence. I want to know what it's like to just konw
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I have been waking up early and having trouble remembering things, waking up in the middle of the
night and sending off messages or writing things down that I have no recollection of whatsoever last
night I had a dream that I left my Hasselblad somewhere and the only thing stolen out of the bag was
the meter and the flash but then in another part of the dream I remembered that those things weren't in
that bag and I felt silly. I kept having conversations I've been meaning to have in real life. Maria was
there. my mom was there. we were trying to get onto an airplane to go somewhere and the airplane
didn't have seats only big butter leather couches that were round, and skylights. but I couldn't get onto
the plane until I went into the big house next door which had a Salvation Army-style storage walk-in
closet in the back, and the old people there kept giving me clothes, and I was supposed to get onto the
plane with Maria but I was being given all these clothes, something about getting on the plane in two
groups. sometimes when I am recalling dreams I can't remember if they really happened or if I'm
making them up and then I realize it doesn't really matter. yesterday my dad called therapy handholding, he called my recovery hand-holding, I need some hand-holding from somebody. (I am
holding somebody's hand and he is holding my hand back but this is a different kind of hand-holding,
it is not as easy as showing up and being told what to do although I wish it was, I wish it was, I wish it
was) there is a little feather floating around my room looking sweet "maybe you should cut your own
hair, because that would be so funny it doesn't cost any money and it always grows back, hair grows
even after you're dead" I have been singing a lot of Regina Spektor while driving down the Parkway,
it's like I'm seventeen again. it's like I'm seventeen again. being here is like I'm seventeen-eighteen
again.
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. I drove home and got off at exit 117 and didn't feel ready to stop moving yet. so I drove toward the
cemetery in that blue mist that is a summer night crowning, a cold summer night. I passed by men
fishing off the side of 35 in that mist, with no lights on, fishing poles propped up against the bridge. I
pulled into the cemetery and my headlights bounced back at me dull from gravestones. I got spooked
I've never been there at night I got spooked and took Holmdel Road back toward home but got lost and
then realized how close I was to Chris's neighborhood, where I spent a good chunk of five years, we
spent so much time driving down back roads and going absolutely nowhere. we spent so much time. I
didn't realize until I was on 34 that I had passed the back entrance so I took the Lloyd Road entrance, I
could have done it with my eyes closed, drove past his house, only one car was there, his dad's SUV.
the living room lights were on and the TV was flickering. I drove right past I did not pull into the spot
where I always parked and I took the back way out and looped back around to 34 and drove home past
the train station.
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. okay I don’t do this often but I am feeling really good, 2015 started off kind of sad and lonely but I
finally started treatment for the eating disorder and my work took a good turn somewhere around the
end of March - everything took a good turn somewhere around the end of March - and things just
started getting better at the end of March and were going forward instead of backward, and I have been
doing really well, shockingly well for only being five months into treatment, and I have some really
good friends around me who have been supportive and good and I have been doing more Things as
opposed to just kind of sitting around feeling sad or burrowing within some hole in my chest, and
shooting a lot more 35mm which always elicits surprise from others, and I am moving back to
Brooklyn tomorrow, I quit my job in Asbury today, and paying not enough rent to live in a tiny room
for the next two months, and I’m taking the train up to Beacon on Sunday with someone I really like,
and I am maybe making my parents sad a little but I feel really, really good and that is rare and
something to be acknowledged. last night Mar and I watched her cousin’s baseball game and she is
leaving for the whole summer on Saturday and the whole day, it felt like we were on the cusp of
something. long story short, things are cool. it’s been a while, this whole school year was kind of a
whirlwind of emotions and physical illness and trying to be open and ultimately failing, a strangely
high number of deaths on the outskirts of my life, pneumonia and some sad tryst that didn’t last long,
getting attached to my field camera and spending a lot of time shaking nervously, and I am doing so
well now, not without a lot of shaky months and trying hard, and I have a tiny room in Brooklyn and
people to see and a twin mattress to sprawl out on. someone nice to kiss and drink too-expensive rum
with. good people. I am doing okay I am doing okay I am doing okay.
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. there are bugs humming around the lamp and I'm a little drunk and my stomach hurts and I am
mostly excited to move
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. and crying a little and feeling a lot of things, all over the place, all over my body. I don't know where
the last six months went - I can't believe, really, that it has even been six months. I feel sorry for you. I
don't feel sorry for myself. I don't feel sorry for myself. I take it back I don't feel sorry for you. things
feel muddled. summer is so slow and I am so muddled. I found a box full of 365+ sheets of paper, all
from 2011, all hand typed, messy but raw. when I was seventeen I had no idea what was going to
happen, when I was seventeen I thought I was desperately in love with someone. and it was desperate
but it was bad and I wrote often about being a vessel and as I flipped through, starting at January 1, I
watched myself grow a little, get angry at being asked to dull myself down for someone else. I was
unhappy in the beginning of 2011 and I didn't end it until mid-2013 - a lesson to myself. my stomach
hurts I am trying really hard to take care of myself who knows, at this point? who knows. but it is me
taking a lot of trains and today is the second day of summer and yesterday somehow the whole family
got to discussing how the photography thing started and it's still weird to hear them validate what I'm
doing my stomach hurts a lot
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three minor scrapes in a uhaul yesterday and curled up in an orange-lit room under someone's arm
under a navy blanket and the raindrops on the window cage sparkled like faraway Manhattan but if we
opened the window we could have caught them on our fingertips and used them to clean out beneath
our nails, it still feels strange to have someone hold my hand while we are falling asleep and to wake
up in the same spot, hands still together, or to have someone reach out for you in sleep. I am thinking
of you even when I am sleeping my body is pressing against yours even when unconscious. this uhaul
is barreling through Chinatown at a fairly slow rate and we are folding up blue blankets and standing
on the corner of ninth and 24th in the rain, we are ducking into some quiet grocery to buy shower
curtains and junior mints and Reese's pieces and the rain is dripping down my legs and I am hiding
beneath your sweatshirt and drinking too many ciders and overstaying my welcome&nbsp;
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, and it's hot and sticky, and I miss winter. I am feeling shocked (but it happens so often) at how much
I have changed since the fall, and how much I want it to be winter again, how much I want to do winter
over with someone new. I was so unhinged in the fall, looking at old photographs of it. I was
everywhere. and I was so small and now I am so big. I miss being small. I want to be small again. so
unhinged and so sad but it got me here
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. thinking about a day a long time ago, sometime during the autumn or late summer maybe right
around when school had started, an outdoor concert or something happening at Chris's church, and
ducking through the leaves in the back, and finding spiderwebs. I don't even know what dredged it up

but a tree had fallen - maybe it was right after the first hurricane - a tree had fallen through the pastor's
house, maybe, or the church itself, I don't know how those things work but it's funny to remember it. I
don't think I've remembered this day since it happened. where was it hiding ? - somewhere in the
cobwebs of that time, waiting to resurface. when I go home I feel spooky I feel like I am spooking
round trying not to see certain people at all. - yeah. you do. shy in a silly way. I'm blushing right now
at it because who found who, who finds who? because I keep having silly dreams and you feature
prominently, like last night. because I've spent every night the last week in your bed but one. because I
can't stop <em>laughing</em> like big huge laughing. calling it a heart pocket instead of a breast
pocket. trading clothes. shit. shit. I wasn't supposed to feel this good about anybody I thought I swore
sometime in March to stop giving people things stop handing myself over but it doesn't feel that way,
not a desperate attempt to hand over parts of myself I probably should have kept but instead, some
kind of mutual thing. I will sit next to you on a folding chair on your roof while you smoke, and I will
lean my head against your shoulder and listen to things that happen that are hard to swallow, and help
you park the car every Monday or Tuesday. all of those things. more.
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. and held it between your fingers, "I don't want you to mess up your teeth any more." everybody
worries about my teeth. we were the first people there and the beer you were drinking smelled like
piss. it was my first time biking to Williamsburg and it was the hottest day of the year thus far. your
earliest memory is on the back patio in Port Aransas. mine is sitting up in bed in a pink room lined
with rabbits, hearing my parents fight. a scattered memory of the dog across the street. a constructed
memory - one I don't remember, but one I have been told - of being bitten by Casey, of offering her my
sandwich. I say "you ok?" too often. you made a strange wounded noise when you saw me wiping
away tears and I shook my head at you and saved the lemon from my whiskey sour. - if you bum

around on google street view you'll find people experiencing things you had in another life. you'll cross
the block and be in another month, in another weather, in another person's memory. 15 e hobart ave
(77th street), someone else's car parked in front. it's been four years. someone else's towels hanging on
the line in the back. someone else spread-eagled on the itchy floral bedspread, someone else using the
tiny yellow drawer on the top of the dresser where Dad kept his wallet and pump. someone else
winning the mini golf tournament. someone else, someone else, someone else. - last night at Girlpool
I started to cry, hot tears that made me shudder. I miss Mar. she is my person, stretching way back to
when the world was so small, so insular. it was the two of us and everyone else on the outskirts. the
two of us trying to learn how to stop sneezes by staring at the lights on the Christmas tree. when she
moved to the restaurant and I got so sad that she would be further away but it was actually a few
blocks closer to my house, Aunt Heather said. I miss the tiny circle we sat within. breaking my pinky
toe at the pool club, which was supposed to open years ago. I miss Mar because we are stretching
farther and farther from that curb where we sat with silly string and plastic see through backpacks,
farther and farther but arching back around to touch upon it at funerals. - autumn, it'll be autumn soon
enough. it's been a long time since you've been with someone during the summer. it's been a long time.
I keep stopping, looking behind me and trying to ask the nearest passerby, "what happened?" what
happened? it's been almost a year since the pneumonia. since Cody killed himself. what happened? I
can't keep my eyes open anymore so I put the book down on my side of the bed and I sleep while you
read Kerouac. in the morning you say, "you twitch in your sleep too. see, it isn't just me" and you turn
the alarm off and sleep for another hour.
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talking to myself in the shower, approx. 11 p.m., august 7, 2015
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. I was born in a beach town and then after my parents divorced my mom moved my brother and I to a
town, a neighborhood really, that used to be a beach town, there was a boardwalk and a saltwater pool
and all the houses were built to be beach cottages for this sleepy little place. you can still see the edge
of the pool if you push aside the brush, the seawall is still there. a hurricane wiped it all away and now
the beach cottages are just homes. and then, our hurricane came, in october 2012, only a few months
after I left for college. it changed the landscape, it changed all of the patterns I had known - it was the
first thing to happen to the neighborhood, and to my family, that I wasn't present for. it made this gap
that I have been trying incessantly to cross, in my work, in my pictures, with my words. trying to get
back to the place I knew, before the tidal waves came and changed the flooding patterns, changed
everything. trying to close the gap between myself and this place, between myself and my family,
trying to close the gap within myself. not trying to reinhabit that place, but trying to reestablish this
place, these people, myself, in a new context. learning myself, learning this place, all over again, in a
new light. we both have new flooding patterns, tidal patterns, reactions to the full moon. how to blink
in the face of a purple sky. how to learn new patterns. how to breathe steadier.
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. I didn't realize quite how fat I was at the beginning of the summer, right when I moved back to
Brooklyn. "you can haul ass, you know," Jack said appreciatively last night, on the way home, a little
whiskey-drunk and all the while I was biting my tongue. last night he kissed my forehead for the first
time.
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singing the front bottoms to you while driving to long beach island, a drive I have made alone many
times
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. and then Los Campesinos!, but especially the Front Bottoms, jersey bands. holding your hand while
you drive. or while we walk. or while we sit. having someone who is very willing to hold my hand. I
was crying in the front seat and there was blood smeared between my legs and I asked you to take me
to the ER. I was so nervous and you looked equally as nervous and I called them and asked if it was
okay if I went to the ER and they said yes you can come here. bands from new jersey, and things from
new jersey, and living in your passenger seat for a week. I like being in your passenger seat, I fit there
more nicely than any other passenger seat I've been in. driving past the bay and you were surprised at
how close it was and then as we walked, even more surprised, you really did grow up on the water, I
am a water baby through and through, a water human, more so than all the others. how am I in love
with someone from the middle of the country? someone who lived inland and doesn't understand how
important it is to sleep with the windows open and to float with your belly full of air in a funny V
shape. the ocean. I don't know how but I am. I punched you under the chin and yelled at you because I
didn't know how to say it. you rolled over me and looked me right in the eye and I wanted to squeeze
mine shut really tightly so I didn't have to watch if you didn't say it back. but you did, so that's nice.
you said too and then you rescinded the too. you drove me to the ER, went home and got gatorade for
me, and biked back. you almost passed out when they stuck the IV in me, so I wrapped my other arm
around you and rubbed your belly. comfort from the comforted. we ate Italian food too fast and walked
to the 4th ave subway stop because you didn't want to leave me alone, I think. you seemed worried
really worried and you talked to the doctors for me and you kissed me under that dumb dollar hat in
room 43 of the emergency room and crawled into bed after I was already asleep and curled around me
and for all of these things I am really, really glad.
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. standing in the new Whitney both cross-armed and looking at a painting by e.e. cummings which
was surprising the first tie I saw it, and you looked at me a little confused, as though the name had
sparked something but you didn't know what. "e.e. cummings," I said. "the poet." and you kind of
shrugged, and I said, "you know, 'i carry your heart with me(i carry it in my heart)" and you shook
your head and smiled sheepishly and said, "I don't know any poems" and the weird wave of affection
surged forward from somewhere behind my belly button trapped between that and my sternum. you
don't know any poems. how is that even possible? so later that night I read you Ogden Nash poems,
maybe not the best poetry to start with as it is kind of goofy poetry but poetry nonetheless. we biked
home from the Whitney and ate pasta and pizza and you ate all the green stuff for me and later sharing
my twin-sized bed, in the dark, you on the edge about to fall off, you leaned over and said "it is kind of
nice to share your teeny bed with you. I love you" and slept well despite the heat and the sun in the
morning
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it's the first of September and the scary thing this time around is that I want to be better and I know
how to start but I am falling quickly into old habits that are not so old and why is this so goddamn hard
I was doing so well or was it the veneer of well, false wooden teeth jammed into empty spots to look
good for someone unknown and they are quickly falling out and I am trying to stick them back in or at
least catch them in my pockets before they fall down the cracks of the subway grates, wooden teeth
with wooden pegs at the end of them, they are slipping through my fingers though and there are holes
in the bottom of the pocket of these pants which I told you to sew months ago, back in the old
apartment it's the first of September and I saw a dull gold-colored Mustang, vintage, in Red Hook
today and all I could think of was my dad and the song by Earth Wind and Fire. it's the first of
September and I had to turn away from you while looking at the menu for bubble tea because my eyes
were tearing up and you said "your eyes are watering, are you sure you're okay?" and I kept sucking
down tapioca balls and my own goddamn pride
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my throat is sore and I'm very, very tired.
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it happened today and my lips are chapped and my throat is sore and it happened twice I am tired
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- "I like it when we are a tangle"
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. last night I went to pluck a leaf from a plant somewhere between 69th street and 72nd street in the
park, and my finger almost landed on the leaf but in the shadow I saw a white spider and I withdrew
my hand and I am glad I did not disrupt him we were enjoying the same rainstorm it was damp I was
damp and it kept pouring there was a shirtless man stretching I kept walking through stretches of path
that were all gravel and mud
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. having one of those days where I feel like crying over nothing in particular, I am alone in the lab and
it is Monday and I feel like crying. it's been a long time since I have done the slow wind of myself to
another, slow and gentle over the course of a couple of months, and in the presence of a looming
absence I am teetering, nervous, skittish. scared rabbit rhythms but they aren't quite as fast, this time
around. yesterday when I was crouched over the toilet making myself puke there was something
scrawled on the bathroom stall (what am I, god, a teen novel? jesus): "love: don't do it" and I wanted to
take a photo but my hand was covered in puke and my other was holding my glasses to avoid
backsplash I have not made as much progress as you think except in the circumference of my stomach
it is wider resting lower in another life it would be the beginning of a baby belly but in this one I am fat
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I remember learning how to shoot a gun in the Boettinger's backyard.
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. but barely. I'm not sure if I ever fired the gun, but I remember there being empty gallon jugs lined up
in the backyard, looking out over the swamp, and the boys lined up with guns, and I know I wandered
in front of them and almost got shot. I think I picked up a gun and I think someone taught me how to
shoot it. I couldn't have been more than six or seven. this is a fragmented memory but I can picture the
colors very well. in the memory it is just me and big Jay.
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- I want to cry and I want to go home
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. also, my teeth hurt, which might be a physical response to psychological pain therapy has turned me
into someone who can speak the language but I am not sure if it's doing me any good I'm just getting
fatter and fatter
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. I've got a bad sad bellyache and I wish you weren't across the world your boxers are padded in the
crotch and although I have nothing really to protect it feels nice to be protected an ache to live in a
small place in the middle of nowhere New Jersey was not the middle of nowhere but it felt so sweetly
inclusive sometimes pulling up to your mom at an empty stoplight running into the same people it
happens more in New York but sprawled out, but far from home, I see people everywhere but they
don't feel like mine they don't feel as happy to see me I miss a tiny neighborhood I miss knowing the
paths so damn well
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. it happened again today my physical space, the amount of surface area that I have, is more than I can
fucking bear
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. my belly is thick and hardly full it always feels full and it always feels empty never really feels good
never really feels awful either unless I empty it myself I never really feel anywhere unless I'm in New
Jersey or in a car or rather once I have pulled the car over to the side of the road and gotten out, that is
when I feel somewhere but I have kind of just felt no where no thing tired I thought I could make you
sad nope, just me I don't ever wanna make anybody sad. I thought I could make you mad but I was
really wrong, you just up and went back to the home state with the bad accent and I gained twenty
pounds that all sit around my belly real thick
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billy karecki was shot nine times in the parking lot
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. but there were eleven markers on the ground for bullet shells, white paint on gray asphalt, and a dark
gray smudge where his body presumably fell, and dried candle wax and some dying flowers spilling
over the blood stain, and three staple-shaped marks for the tires of his car. his Ford Explorer. earlier
that day I parked my mom's Ford Explorer one spot over, got out of the car, and took a 4x5 image of a
brick. ten feet away from where he would be shot, nine times, twelve hours later. he bought me a tealcolored shirt at Goodwill back when I was probably still only eighteen. he and Steve and Shelly and I
sat outside the frozen yogurt place over Thanksgiving a year later and I felt shy. he was always nice to
me, better than nice - this isn't a fucking eulogy - he was a person I enjoyed being around, a person I
wanted to photograph again. a person I ran into, in the park last year, and talked to for an hour. a real,
living, breathing person, who was shot five hundred feet from where Cody killed himself. shot in the
same parking lot where some unknown man killed himself when I was much younger when Debbie

was still driving Mar and I around because I held my breath when we drove past the parking lot and
she told me I was being ridiculous but I think she was also the one to break the news I always
imagined the light in the car being on, the one that comes on when you've opened the door, I always
imagined that he flicked the light on, pushed the switch over, and saw himself in the rearview mirror
one last time before he did it. It. three dead people one creek. two memorials on one creek. - sat
outside tonight and watched the moon. its sliver got smaller and smaller. I laid my head down on
David's legs and the concrete was cool against my back and the light was all yellow orange. it got a
little red. it got a little orange. it didn't get bloody. there is a bloodstain at home. there is a bloodstain at
home. there is a bloodstain at home.
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,. my life sometimes feels like a love letter to new jersey, what better place to grow up and fall in love
and break some hearts and get to know yourself than new york city’s armpit, the less loved
stepbrother? but next to the ocean of course, always the ocean
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. I want to sleep on a bed of moss I want to sleep with your palm on my belly I haven't been touched in
over a week I don't think and I want you to come home although it has been nice to make my routines
again I miss you and I want to sleep like two crescent moons with the roof very close to the top of our
heads the last layer before the rain
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. I denied myself a lot of simple pleasures when I was younger, I think, like having friends and being
less inhibited and all of those things, I just felt like they weren't the right thing to do, I just thought that
what I was doing was right. and while what I'm doing maybe not be wrong, I just don't think I should
have been so prescriptive about what people should and shouldn't have been doing, but most of all me.
I am still trying to catch up. there are no rope swings and fist fights left for me. the remnants hang off
the tree but I'm still too short to grab them, and I still can't jump high enough I still can't get it back
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. I just want something to belong to the two of us, to share the same time again
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. my hands smell like citrus. I just peeled an orange on my own for the first time. strangely soothing to
tear into something to make it mine, watching my thumb clear a path under the skin, separate inner
from outer, gentle though, you might lose the path, gentle gentle gentle when I think about New Jersey
the first thing I think about is the water, my water, the curve of the jetty out into the bay, and sitting on
the last rock of that jetty. how that last rock normally has some kind of bird shit or dead animal, but
also a little step down, in one corner, so you can rest your feet while you smell the bird shit or the dead
fish but also the brininess of the water, and you can watch the seaweed patches wrap around the rocks
as the tide goes out, and you can watch a kid stumble by trying to find that spot, where the ground is
covered in glass and everyone tries their first beer. or maybe, if it's summer, your legs will be covered
in blood from smacking mosquitoes and scratching, alternating between the two, one will probably go
up your nose or stuck in your ear canal, that's just the way these things go. or in winter, when the bay is
frozen but still sloshing around beneath the ice, rocking it back and forth - you can stand on a chunk of
ice, like you're in the Arctic, and float back and forth a little. don't go too far from the edge, where the
water is only an inch deep or so. (you'll still float.) the pieces will start cracking; this isn't what they
were made to do. you'll be like that one kid, who fell through the ice down at Treasure Lake. no one
knows who that kid <em>was, </em>per se, but we all remember it. I think his family moved. there's a
new family in the house that used to be painted green, down on the walk to the beach. they painted the
house brown, the same shade as the tall weeds in the marsh behind it. from the road, you can see
straight through their dining room to the bay.
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